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Abstract

Requirements engineering (RE) constitutes an important success factor for software development projects, since unambiguous and stakeholder-appropriate requirements are important determinants of quality. At the same time, RE is an interdisciplinary area in a software development process, which is driven by uncertainty. The necessity of integrating isolated RE techniques into company-specific development process models and the various influences that engineers have to face in volatile project environments increase the demand for an RE approach that

- captures the basic (modelling) concepts of an application domain in a reference model, serving in individual project environments as orientation to create syntactically complete and consistent RE results.
- gives guidance to
  - deeply integrate the reference model into a company-specific development process model.
  - effectively cope with uncertain project situations when applying the reference model at project level to create the RE results in direct response to individual, volatile project characteristics.

A promising solution to this problem is given by the artefact-based philosophy. In contrast to the activity-based philosophy, we would define an RE reference model of all artefacts that are an intermediate result of the RE process and that capture the basic (modelling) concepts of an application domain. Since the complexity of potentially differing processes is then reduced to the dependencies between the artefacts, we are able to systematically integrate the reference model into a development process model and to flexibly apply it at project level.

We take this idea and the knowledge we already gained from artefact-based approaches in the area of, e.g., development process models, like the V-Modell XT, as a motivation for the contribution of the thesis. We contribute in response to the problems stated above an artefact-based customisation approach for requirements engineering, which yet is missing.

Since this thesis aims, inter alia, at extending and integrating available approaches on the basis of an artefact-based philosophy, we first analyse possible notions of artefact orientation and infer a meta model for artefact orientation according to our particular research objectives. According to this meta model, we then contribute

- an RE reference model for business information systems as a domain-specific interpretation of the meta model. We develop and evaluate this reference model in an industrial setting to additionally ensure the validity for the application domain.
- an artefact-based customisation approach that
  - guides the process integration of the RE reference model into a development process model.
  - assists the customisation of the integrated RE reference model at project level in response to project characteristics. This customisation approach transfers related work, e.g., in the activity-based area of situational method engineering and decision support systems, to the artefact-based philosophy with respect to our meta model.

We finally contribute two case studies in order to evaluate our contributions in a qualitative manner with respect to our research objectives. We will show that our artefact-based customisation approach tackles the shortcomings in given (activity-based) approaches. This provides a first empirical basis on the advantages of artefact-based customisation for RE and closes an existing gap in literature.
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A large chunk of the Computer Science community do not think that it is an engineering discipline, and hence do not understand what’s involved in working on real problems.

*Ian Sommerville*

Requirements engineering (RE) lays the foundation for successful software and system development projects regarding cost and quality [Bro06]. The activities, which are performed as part of the RE process, aim at the specification of requirements that unambiguously reflect the purpose of what a software system is intended for, as well as the needs of all relevant stakeholders [FGP04, Gei05]. The precise definition of requirements supports subsequent software development activities like architectural design, (acceptance) testing, or project management. Requirements are used, for example, as a basis for the definition of contractual agreements [HWFI07]. As a software engineering discipline, RE contributes with precise requirements specifications to appropriateness and cost-effectiveness in the development of a system [NE00]. Hence, RE provides the basis for efficient and effective, customer-oriented development projects and, thus, is an important success factor for productivity and (product) quality [DC06].

The first step for companies towards RE excellence is the definition of an RE process at organisational level (see also Fig. 1.1 on page 2). This includes the preparation of methods and techniques for a company-wide use to enable knowledge transfer among different projects [Bri96, NSK00]. Furthermore, the RE process must be integrated into the development life cycle. This integration concerns establishing the associations of RE-specific results with further contents of a development process model and is known as process integration; for instance, by establishing the associations of use cases, which exemplarily describe how users intend to interact with a system, with project management activities that might perform on the basis of those use cases estimations of complexity and effort.

1 In the context of the introduction we use the term requirements engineering in the broader sense. In Sect. 2.3, we give an overview of the application domain of business information systems and infer in Chp. 4.1 a domain-specific interpretation of RE covering aspects of requirements engineering and aspects of business engineering.

2 In Sect. 2.5.1, we discuss relevant terms in the area of development process models.
1.1 Problem Statement

Once the RE process has been defined and integrated into the development process of a company, it has to guide the systematic creation of requirements specifications at *project level*. This considers each individual project of a company in which the participants act according to the integrated RE reference model (def. in Sect. 2.5.1.1). The RE process that is performed at project level, must support the creation of precise and reproducible requirements specifications. *Preciseness in* the creation of requirements specifications includes aspects of structure, syntax, and semantics regarding the content of the specification documents. Obviously, the (reference) process at organisational level must include the basic concepts of an application domain. The term "application domain" considers the characterisation of an area (environment) in which a particular family of systems (e.g., business information systems) is used.

Having an RE approach that captures the concepts of an application domain achieves for requirements engineers *awareness* of creating requirements specifications that are *conformant to* the domain-specific reference model with respect to *completeness* and *consistency* in the results. In our context, completeness considers the creation of the results in a syntactically complete manner with all necessary elements, e.g., that each use case has a unique identifier. Consistency considers the syntactic consistency in the relations between the results; for instance, that each use case description needs the explicit and separate description of an actor. Both completeness and consistency in the results support *seamless modelling* and, thus, *continuity* in the process.

**Outline of the Chapter.** We now analyse a major observable problem, which consists of a missing integration of RE at organisational level and that extends, at project level, to the missing support of a systematic RE. We discuss reasons and resulting phenomena of solution orientation in RE affecting the preciseness of produced requirements specifications. We formulate our research objectives and discuss related work. We define the contributions of the thesis that tackle the shortcomings of related work, give an overview over the chosen research method, and conclude the chapter with an outline of the thesis and a summary of previously published material. Please refer also to the glossary of terms in appendix A, since we already use terms that are introduced and defined in subsequent chapters.

1.1 Problem Statement

We performed a field study on RE [MFWLB10, MFWL+12] and investigated two major RE aspects at the company Capgemini Technology Services (see Fig. 1.1).

![Figure 1.1: Overview of factors analysed in our field study on RE [MFWLB10, MFWL+12].](image-url)
First, we investigated the definition of RE at an organisational level considering the company-wide development process model and domain-specific architecture frameworks used. Second, we investigated a set of projects with respect to the execution of their RE processes. To this end, we investigated which artefacts were produced, which project parameters (characteristics) related to the creation of those artefacts, a set of RE execution strategies, which show similarities among the quality of artefacts created in different projects in response to project parameters; and the effort spent on the artefacts’ creation, including potentially resulting change requests used to discuss the efficiency of the execution strategies. This made possible the discovery and evaluation of current problems and needs in RE and allowed for the inference of an appropriate contribution to tackle the identified problems.

In the following, we discuss the study results and reasons that led to those results, before concluding our problem statement with a summary. Detailed information about the study design and the results can be taken from our contributions in [MFWLB10, MFWL12]. Information about the motivation for the study and further relations of the study results to our contributions can be taken from our research method in Sect. 1.5.

**Missing Integration of RE at Organisational Level.** One observation made during the study was the missing integration of RE at organisational level. The definition of a (micro) process and its integration into a development process generally depends on the application domain. The application domain, reflected in (architecture) reference models and principles, impacts, in turn, on the used methods and the description techniques, which capture basic modelling concepts. There exists for each application domain a variety of approaches and methods that differently affect the understanding of RE and corresponding development process models.

Regarding business information systems, existing architecture frameworks arise from decades in which RE was neglected to be an integrated part of the software development life cycle [Boe06]. We can see the outcome in historically grown frameworks, such as in the Zachmann framework [Zac87], or (as it is the case in the field study) in the Integrated Architecture Framework (IAF) [Gro06a], which is an industrial derivative of the Zachmann framework developed by the Capgemini Group. An introduction to the fundamentals of the envisioned application domain and a description of exemplary enterprise architecture frameworks is given in Sect. 2.3. Even if the philosophy of “IT Business Alignment” considers principles of RE, mentioned frameworks still do not integrate the artefacts of RE. Existing frameworks are dominated by architectural solution crafting in which requirements are narrowed down to be a prerequisite for most of the defined results (see also [Sch04]). As a consequence of these prejudices, observable misunderstandings and unawareness of requirements and requirements specifications reduce these results to be the main input for business engineering activities, instead of being a core result of them (as seen by other approaches such as [Wie03, DKO06, BCVP06]). Hence, on the one hand, RE is recognised to be part of engineering activities for constraining the current or future state of any aspect of the business processes and underlying information systems [IIB09]. On the other hand, there is still a gap between such principles of RE and the architecture-driven research area of business information systems.

As a consequence, RE is not integrated into development process models that are built upon such domain-specific views. In the field study, this is the case for the IAF affecting the artefacts considered by the development process model Rational Unified Process (RUP) [KK03, JBR99]. Neither the architecture framework, nor the development process model define domain-specific methods and techniques for
1.1 Problem Statement

a company-wide RE, nor do they integrate the results into the development life cycle.

**Missing Support for volatile Project Environments.** The missing integration of RE into the development life cycle influences the awareness of engineers towards possibilities and necessities in RE for producing precise results. Even if a company defines and integrates an RE process, it still does not support project-specific influences that engineers have to face at project level. Exemplary influences are the availability and technical abilities of stakeholders, or constraints onto used specification structures.

In our field study, we discovered 31 project parameters affecting the RE process. Many of those parameters arise from the closeness of RE to customers capabilities and process models used, making the RE process itself highly variable. A far more complicating aspect is that many influences arise during the execution of RE, as many things are not clear from the beginning of a project [BPKR09]. The project parameters pervade therefore not only the set-up, but also continuously shape the performance of RE activities and techniques used.

Hence, the possible and necessary preciseness and quality of requirements specifications is determined by a variety of project-specific parameters. They complicate a systematic RE process within volatile project environments.

**Resulting Solution Orientation in RE.** We discovered different strategies in which RE processes are executed in response to individual project parameters. We subsequently explain two strategies: Solution Orientation and Problem Orientation. Both strategies are reflected in the degree of completeness of the created artefacts as a result of a missing (domain-specific) process integration and volatile project environments.

Although there is no common understanding and agreement on the term solution orientation yet, it is understood as the approach in which requirements remain on a high level of abstraction (def. in Sect. 2.2.3.2) and are directly distorted by solution ideas. Further development activities then act according to incomplete requirements artefacts. This increases the risk of delivering IT systems (def. in Sect. 2.3), which qualitatively do not meet the expectations of customers and, thus, do not support their organisations as expected. Instead, we consider problem orientation as the approach of a continuous approval process of problem statement, refinement, and problem solving, in which requirements are analysed and refined according to the customer’s needs. In Sect. 4.2.3, we will define the term “solution orientation” and the related term “underspecified artefact” according to the domain-specific interpretation of our study results.

The results of the field study show that only 50% of the analysed projects performed a problem-oriented execution strategy. This manifests the idea that there still is a tendency to solution orientation, as it was the case back in the late 1970’s, where 46% to 50% of analysed IT development projects didn’t pay sufficient attention to RE [Boe06, Hos87, Boe79]. Solution orientation, however, can be performed on purpose, e.g., in order to increase the process efficiency.

Still, although we discover no significant losses in the process efficiency within the different execution strategies, none of the study participants showed awareness of having made an explicit decision on whether to act in a solution-oriented way or not. This unawareness can be traced back to the lack of understanding of engineers towards the necessities and possibilities in RE and project-specific influences that result in an uncontrollable development process.
Summary of Problem Statement. A major outcome of the field study is that, at organisational level, RE is not integrated into the domain-specific development process models. In addition to missing company-specific RE reference models that would support knowledge transfer among different projects, project-specific influences make the process itself highly variable. Volatile project environments barrier the appropriate choice of methods and their application and, thus, harden a systematic decision about which artefacts to produce in RE and about how to produce them in a consistent manner. An observable consequence of both the missing company-wide reference model and the diversity of the project influences is that engineers often act in a solution-oriented way what leads, in turn, to incomplete artefacts.

Although this problem is now understood, yet missing is a systematic and integrated RE approach that effectively copes with uncertain project situations.

1.2 Research Objectives

The first step to solve the problems stated above lies in the definition and integration of RE techniques, which capture the basic concepts of an application domain. A domain-specific RE reference approach supports, at project level, an awareness of producing domain-specific RE artefacts in a complete and consistent manner, since the approach makes explicit implicitly necessary knowledge on domain-specific concepts.

The next step is to provide guidance in the flexible customisation of the reference approach at project level. A flexible customisation considers the systematic creation of RE artefacts in an appropriate degree of completeness in direct response to individual project parameters, including ones that arise during project execution. Appropriateness in the degree of completeness means, habitually speaking, to act either in a problem-oriented or a solution-oriented way, when possible and when necessary, while having awareness of the consequences of potentially underspecified artefacts to other development activities. We refer to this appropriateness as balanced problem orientation. Obviously, the approach must precisely define when requirements are underspecified and the process therefore is solution-oriented.

Based on those ideas, we now formulate our research objectives. According to the necessity of integrating isolated RE techniques into company-specific development process models and according to the various influences that engineers have to face in volatile project environments, we aim at developing an RE approach that

1. includes an RE reference model as a model blueprint of the basic concepts of an application domain (def. in Sect. 2.5.1.1) supporting awareness of syntactically consistent and complete artefacts.
2. gives guidance to
   a) integrate, at organisational level, the isolated reference model into the development life cycle by establishing associations between the elements of the reference model and the elements of a development process model.
   b) customise, at project level, the reference model according to individual project characteristics. This means to assist the creation of RE artefacts in direct response to project parameters, which affect the completeness of the artefacts and to additionally support the reflection on the consequences of potentially underspecified artefacts (a solution-oriented process) on further development activities.

In the following, we briefly summarise and discuss available literature with respect to our research objectives, before defining our contribution in Sect. 1.4.
1.3 Related Work

The difficulties in designing, integrating, and customising a domain-specific RE process are recognised. However, the problem is not yet solved. One factor to be taken into account is that the principles of customisation depend on the underlying philosophy of available approaches. We distinguish between an activity-based and an artefact-based philosophy. In the following, we discuss both philosophies and selected approaches with respect to our research objectives\(^3\), before introducing the contribution of the thesis. In Chp. 3, we further analyse the philosophy of artefact orientation in detail with respect to our research objectives. In Sect. 2.6, we further discuss fundamentals in the field of customisation and the setting of our contribution in context of related work.

1.3.1 Activity Orientation

Activity orientation is based on the principle of defining a concrete process by a set of methods to be performed in a particular order by a specific set of roles. Each method provides a construction procedure to combining description techniques for a particular purpose [NE00]. Exemplary RE-specific techniques are, for example, given by Doerr et al. [DKVKP03, DKK+05], or in the area of agile methods, e.g., described in [PEM03, SS06]. The latter emphasise the specification of requirements according to a cost-benefit notion [KR97] implying an efficient and customer-oriented process in terms of value-based software engineering principles, as proposed by Boehm [Boe03]. Each of those techniques is then placed into a particular sequence of application and used to specify the RE results in previously defined specification documents (artefacts) [BWHW05].

Prominent examples in this area are development process models, which are based on the Software & Systems Process Engineering Meta-Model (SPEM) [OMG08], such as the Rational Unified Process (RUP) [KK03]. However, while these approaches offer the necessary elements to define a process, the customisation of the process for a particular project is barely described and left to the expertise of project participants.

As a response to this shortcoming, Situational Method Engineering [Bri96, THV97] provides approaches to select and combine methods from a repository. This area can further be complemented by (content-centric) Decision Support Systems [RPA+01, NTR05], which contribute approaches to select, classify, and rate a set of alternatives in the choice of methods (and description techniques) according to project parameters. Still, although the importance of a well-defined artefact model is recognised in this activity-based area [FBB09], the definition of artefacts, their contents, and their dependencies is not in scope of available approaches. Braun et al. [BWHW05] discovered that only 50% of the analysed approaches include an artefact description at all, while the approaches that include an artefact description reduce the artefacts to an (optional) outcome of self-contained and interconnected methods that produce the artefacts.

Hence, approaches in the activity-based area do neither define the contents of the artefacts, nor the relationships between the artefacts. The relationships between the artefacts are only (implicitly) defined via the relationships between the activities to which the artefacts are coupled. Activity orientation thereby does not give guidance in the creation of syntactically complete and consistent results, since available approaches emphasise the selection and combination of methods rather

\(^3\) The content of the following related work summary is based, in part, on our contribution in [MFLPW11].
than their integration and application considering their syntactic compatibility and the consistency in the resulting artefacts [THV97].

Available contributions that guide the (pre-)selection of a specific sequence of methods (e.g., [CCR+95, IIB09, JE03, AW05a, RSM95]) thus have shortcomings in tackling the problems stated above due to their emphasis on activities and methods. At organisational level, they do not support a systematic process integration. At project level, they not support the reflection on project characteristics with respect to the creation of artefacts in a particular syntactic quality. The project-specific combination of methods is additionally hampered by the diversity in the project parameters and by the variability in the RE processes, especially because many decisions cannot be taken before executing the process.

In summary, activity orientation does not satisfy the demand for an integrated RE approach that guides in the creation of syntactically consistent artefacts while supporting the necessary flexibility during this creation. This is also reflected in the absence of empirical work in this area. Despite available case studies that analyse the application of isolated methods, further studies, which consider comprehensive development process models, put emphasis on the resulting process rather than on its customisation and application [PPLB07].

1.3.2 Artefact Orientation

A possibility to achieve our objectives is to concentrate on the artefacts rather than on the way of creating them. This leads to process-neutral RE approaches, which follow an artefact-based philosophy.

The idea of artefact orientation consists of defining a reference model of all artefacts and their dependencies. An artefact is seen as a deliverable used as input, output, or as an intermediate result of a process and abstracts from the methods used to modify the deliverable. Since artefact models are defined independent of the variability in the process, they facilitate a process integration and a customisation to the needs of individual project environments. At organisational level, they ease a process integration, because they enable us to establish associations between the artefacts of RE and the artefacts of further development activities. At project level, they support a flexible process, since the actual process is defined by agreeing on a set of artefacts to be created by a particular role and to be delivered when reaching a particular milestone. The diversity in the processes is thus reduced to the dependencies between the artefacts themselves without having to take into account the complexity of differing processes. Hence, artefact-based approaches are designed to guide in the creation of precise artefacts while offering the necessary flexibility during their creation.

However, while the area of activity orientation provides via available meta models a common agreement on the principles of corresponding approaches, yet missing is a common agreement on the structure, the syntax, and the semantics of artefact-based approaches. In literature, we find different interpretations of the concept artefact, depending on the area of application. Available artefact models can, however, be grouped into following categories:

1. **Structure Models** that include a basic description of general topics to be considered within a structure reference of documents or data sets (e.g., as given by the IEEE Std. 830-1998 Recommended Practice for Software Requirements Specifications [IEE98]).

2. **Generic Content Models** that define a reference of the content with semi-formally structured checklists or guidelines to be considered without taking into account a particular application domain (e.g., as defined by the Volere...
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Requirements Specification Templates [RR07] or by the Requirements Engineering Reference Model (REM) [GBB+06, BPKR09].

3. Domain-specific Content Models, mostly represented as detailed data models as done in [SFGP05] and known as domain-specific concept models. These models characterise the concepts of a particular application domain, reflected in the elements and their relations used in corresponding description techniques (see also Schätz [Sch08a, SPHP02]).

4. Integrated Modelling Theories that define, mostly via mathematical models, a semantic foundation of given description techniques (e.g., Focus [Sch01]). Since the elements to be produced within a project are all defined according to the mathematical model and its particular syntax, syntactic consistency is enforced.

In fact, the definition of an artefact model and the understanding of the term artefact depends on the intended purpose of the model [ER03]. Following the categorisation from top to bottom, each of the given examples implies a higher degree of precision in the design of an artefact model with respect to the structure and the domain-specific content of the specification documents from which the models abstract. The higher the degree of precision, the higher the support of syntactic completeness and consistency, at the same time, the lower the degree of flexibility, since the artefact models do not allow for variations in the creation of the artefacts' contents.

Available development process models, which offer a customisation approach on the basis of an artefact model, consider artefact models to be structure models, because this abstract view on artefacts allows for the necessary degree of flexibility during customisation. A prominent example is given by the V-Modell XT [FHKS08, VMX], a German standard for IT development projects. However, such approaches neglect the artefacts’ domain-specific contents and, thus, they do not support the continuous content creation of the artefacts in response to project parameters, which impact on this creation. Available approaches, which take into account the artefacts’ contents, mostly consider artefact models to be domain-specific concept models. Examples can be found in the area of model-based development (see, e.g., [Sch08a, SFGP05, ZYCJ06, BW07, KKZB08]). Such approaches support the creation of syntactically consistent and complete artefacts. However, at the same time those models become complex and, thus, they hamper the process integration and the customisation at project level.

Therefore, although artefact orientation is a promising solution to tackle the shortcomings in activity-based approaches, yet missing is an artefact-based customisation approach for RE that supports an integrated and domain-specific RE process guiding the flexible creation of precise artefacts.

1.4 Contribution

We contribute an artefact-based customisation approach for requirements engineering, which yet is missing in literature. In response to our research objectives, we thus make use of the artefact-based philosophy to establish an integrated and customisable RE approach that guides in the flexible creation of precise results.

Figure 1.2 illustrates the single contributions of the thesis in grey coloured shapes and, on the right side, the main addressees of these contributions. The contributions are organised according to three levels of abstraction (M2 to M0), which are further discussed in Sect. 2.5.2. The contributions are:

1. A Meta Model for Artefact Orientation that defines, according to our research
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objectives, the abstract syntax of our RE approach relying on the artefact-based philosophy.

2. An Artefact-based Reference Model for Business Information Systems Analysis (BISA) that defines one interpretation of the meta model for RE in the application domain of business information systems.

3. An Artefact-based Customisation Approach that provides means to perform a process integration of the artefact-based reference model into a development process model and to customise the integrated reference model at project level.

4. Two Case Studies (not depicted in the figure), which evaluate our contributions in a qualitative manner.

Figure 1.2: Overview of the contributions of the thesis.

In the following, we introduce our contributions and their setting in context of related work.

Meta Model for Artefact Orientation

Due to the missing common agreement on artefact orientation, we infer from our research objectives a meta model for artefact orientation. This meta model defines the constructs and rules of a domain-specific, artefact-based development process model with a particular focus on RE. The abstract syntax constitutes structure and semantics of artefact orientation (e.g., the artefact’s concept and the relation to the role’s concept). The model is constructed according to our research objectives and aims, for each domain-specific interpretation, at supporting process integration and, at project level, customisation of the domain-specific RE approach. The addressee of this contribution is therefore the author, respectively process engineer, being responsible for the development and maintenance of a development process model considered conformant to the meta model.
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Setting in Context of Related Work. We already discussed in Sect. 1.3.2 that related work in artefact orientation so far focuses on single potentially differing objectives affecting the notion of artefact orientation. Our meta model, developed as part of a foundation analysis, thereby defines according to our research objectives a notion of artefact orientation. It overcomes the missing agreement on artefact orientation and unifies different principles and views on artefact orientation given in literature with respect to our particular research objectives (see also the research method in Sect. 1.5).

Artefact-based Reference Model for Business Information Systems Analysis

We contribute an interpretation (instantiation) of the meta model for RE in the application domain of business information systems. The addressees of the reference model are project participants. The artefact-based reference model for business information systems analysis (short: BISA) covers the logically structured sub-models defined in the meta model in response to our research objectives: an artefact model, a (team) role model, a process model, and an artefact abstraction model.

In particular, the artefact model is defined by combining two self-contained artefact views discussed in Sect. 1.3.2. First, we define a structure model of the RE artefacts via a taxonomy, what is motivated by the experiences gained from the artefact model in the V-Modell XT. This structure model includes an abstract view on documents or data sets and supports flexibility during process integration and customisation, which is not in scope of pure concept models. We embed into this structure model a content model that we represent as a concept model (data model). This concept model is motivated by the experiences gained in the area of model-based development approaches. In contrast to available concept models, however, it is specifically elaborated for RE and captures the basic concepts of the application domain by integrating isolated description techniques for the analysis of business information systems. Although we do not define the content via a mathematical model, e.g., to effectively cover a broad spectrum of modelling concepts (including also non-functional ones), we rely in our concept model, where possible, on available modelling theories to ensure the validity of the concept model for the application domain (see also the research method in Sect. 1.5). Thus, the degree of detail varies in the defined concepts depending on the approaches from which the concept model abstracts (see also Chp. 3 for further information).

We complement the artefact model by including possible notations for the representation of the concepts and by defining the interfaces for a potential process integration, e.g., by defining which artefacts serve as an input for specific project management activities. The artefact abstraction model characterises domain-specific levels of abstraction over which artefacts are produced, modified, and refined and/or decomposed. This is, for example, necessary to support the detection of under-specified artefacts (incomplete and/or remaining at a certain level of abstraction) and, thus, to infer a domain-specific interpretation of the term solution orientation.

Hence, the artefact-based reference model offers a self-contained basis, which can be integrated into development process models and which can be customised at project level. In contrast to existing RE approaches, it thus supports flexibility for customisation while offering guidance on the basic concepts of an application domain and, thus, on the creation of syntactically precise results.

Guiding questions are for example: “What elements of the concept model have to be considered within the task Specify Use Case? What elements of the concept model belong to the use case descriptions within the requirements specification?”
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Setting in Context of Related Work. The artefact-based reference model unifies two self-contained artefact views – so far being treated in an isolated manner in available approaches – and puts those views into context of a customisable development process model by defining, e.g., roles and milestones.

On the one hand, we structure the artefact-based reference model motivated by the experiences gained from the area of artefact-based development process models reflected in approaches like the V-Modell XT. On the other hand, the artefact model includes a concept model specifically designed for RE in the application domain of business information systems, which by now is missing in literature. To this end, we develop a concept model by abstracting from domain-specific description techniques and theories, and by integrating those approaches on the basis of a unified artefact model (see also the introduction of the research method in Sect. 1.5 and Sect. 3.3.3 introducing the validity procedure during the development of the artefact model).

Artefact-based Customisation Approach

The artefact-based customisation approach defines mechanisms to perform a process integration of the artefact-based RE reference model into development process models and to customise the reference model at project level. At project-level, we provide, in particular, assistance on the (static) set-up of a project by generating exemplars of the sub-models of the reference model and on decision taking with respect to the continuous content creation of the artefacts in response to project parameters that affect the artefacts’ completeness. During the content creation, we assist the reflection on potentially underspecified artefacts and the consequences w.r.t. further activities that rely on those artefacts. Hence, we support awareness of a domain-specific process-integrated RE process and, thus, we enable a balanced problem orientation.

Setting in Context of Related Work. Since the approach for a process integration of a reference model into a development process model depends on structure and content of the reference model to be integrated, our process integration approach does not directly relate to available approaches.

To define the customisation approach for applying our integrated reference model at project level, we investigate related work, e.g., in the area of situational method engineering, and transfer, in parts, available approaches and principles to the artefact-based philosophy. Since our artefact-based reference model includes a notion of RE contents, we can assist – in contrast to available customisation approaches – an appropriate decision taking in RE during project execution and the continuous content creation of the artefacts in awareness of potentially underspecified artefacts. Thus, we tackle the shortcomings in available customisation approaches. Further information on the relation of our contribution to existing customisation approaches is given in Sect. 2.6.

Case Studies

We finally contribute an evaluation of our contributions with respect to our research objectives via two case studies. The first case study evaluates the process integration of our reference model into the V-Modell XT. The second case study evaluates the application of our reference model in an industrially hosted project environment.
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Setting in Context of Related Work. To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing comprehensible case study considering, at organisational level, a process integration, or, at project level, the application and customisation of an artefact-based or an activity-based approach. Hence, our case studies close this gap in literature. Further information is given in Chp. 6.

1.5 Research Method

The contributions of this thesis tackle the shortcomings of existing approaches stated above by analysing, extending, and finally integrating a large extent of available work on the basis of an artefact-based philosophy. The artefact model, for example, abstracts from isolated description techniques and modelling theories and integrates them on the basis of a unified model. Hence, an interesting and at the same time important question is how to ensure a scientifically valid research method and, thus, the validity of the contributions themselves. For this reason, we now describe the chosen research method, which is depicted in Fig. 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Research method chosen in the thesis.

Problem Analysis. The contributions of the thesis rely on a problem analysis previously performed as part of a field study [MFWLB10, MFWL+12] (see also the problem statement in Sect. 1.1). In this exploratory study\(^5\), we seek for observations regarding the definition and execution of RE processes in an industrial context in order to formulate appropriate research objectives and to account for their relevance. Hence, the field study is not part of our contribution, but defines a necessary empirical basis on which our contributions rely. The reason for conducting the field study is that available studies put either emphasis on the maturity of RE processes [BHR05, BHR03, SR05, BWSV08], relating factors that influence the success of process improvements [Gro, BEJ06], or they analyse used techniques, and project characteristics [BA98, CNV09, EEM95] in relation to the projects’ success in general [Gro, BEJ06]. Thus, they give a coarse-grained view on general problems in RE processes. However, they give no understanding of (1) aspects important to a particular application domain, of (2) project parameters affecting the RE process in a particular way, and of (3) particular execution strategies (and their appropriateness) used in response to the project parameters.

Therefore, we investigated those factors as part of the problem statement to infer our research objectives, but also to reuse selected study results (illustrated in Fig. 1.3 with dashed lines) in terms of

1. determining artefacts that are of interest for the chosen application domain
   (see also Sect. 3.3.3 describing the development of the artefact-based reference model),

\(^5\) We use the term according to Scapens [Sca04] to indicate its intended purpose of a “preliminary investigation".
2. categorising and evaluating different RE execution strategies and their effects on the completeness of the created artefacts (see also Sect. 4.2.3 introducing different strategies for creating the artefacts), and
3. investigating project-specific reasons that lead to particular execution strategies by extracting project parameters (see also Sect. 5.3 introducing the artefact-based customisation approach considering the customisation towards a particular strategy according to project parameters).

Constructive Research. Based on our problem analysis, we choose for a constructive research approach, i.e., a research procedure intended to solve real world problems (discovered in the field study) by making a contribution to the theory in the corresponding discipline [Luk00]. We design this procedure in two steps.

As a first step, we conduct a theoretical foundation analysis. We analyse artefact orientation with respect to activity orientation and discuss possible notions in artefact orientation in dependency to differing objectives followed when establishing an artefact-based approach. We then infer according to our particular research objectives a meta model for the philosophy. This meta model overcomes the missing agreement on artefact orientation and unifies different principles and views on artefact orientation given in literature with respect to our particular research objectives.

As a second step, we perform a domain-specific interpretation of the developed meta model for a particular domain of application. During this interpretation, we integrate available and established, but isolated approaches and principles on the basis of the artefact-based philosophy reflected in our meta model.

The domain-specific interpretation of the meta model for the domain of business information systems is performed, in major parts, in an industrially hosted research environment in which we developed and continuously evaluated the previous version of the BISA approach Quasar Requirements [MFC09] (see also Sect. 3.3.3). Thus, although this model is not the only possible domain-specific interpretation of the meta model, we ensure its validity for the application domain. As an additional validity procedure holds the definition of the artefact model itself, since it abstracts from established description techniques and, where possible, from modelling theories, both considered during our previously performed field study as relevant for the application domain. This supports the completeness of the concepts for the domain. Regarding the customisation approach, we consider, for example, the introduced areas of situational method engineering and decision support systems. We transfer the basic thoughts of those activity-based approaches to the artefact-based philosophy (according to our meta model) in order to tackle their shortcomings with respect to our research objectives.

Empirical Evaluation. We gained practical experiences during the development and evaluation of our artefact-based reference model in an industrial environment. However, we still have no evidence on whether we achieved our research objectives and whether our artefact-based customisation approach tackles the shortcomings in given (activity-based) approaches. A further influencing factor is given by the absence of empirical studies in the area of activity orientation and artefact orientation, whereby the choice for artefact orientation is based, in parts, on arguments and practical experiences gained in related areas.

Therefore, we perform two case studies, which evaluate our contributions in a qualitative manner following our proposed customisation procedure. The first case study evaluates the approach to perform a process integration. The second case study evaluates our project-specific customisation approach in an industrially
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hosted project environment considering a comparison to the activity-based RE approach previously used in the same project setting. Hence, we do not only close a gap in literature with respect to case studies in the area of artefact orientation and activity orientation, but we also underpin our argumentation with an empirical basis. In addition, we use the results of the case studies to direct future work.

1.6 Outline of the Thesis

The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 describes the fundamentals and related work in the areas of our contribution. In Chp. 3, we contribute the foundation analysis leading to the meta model for artefact orientation. We conclude the chapter with a description of the validity procedure performed during the instantiation of the meta model, i.e., during the development of the artefact-based reference model for the application domain of business information systems. This artefact-based reference model is presented in Chp. 4. In Chp. 5, we then define the artefact-based customisation approach. The contribution is then evaluated in Chp. 6 with two case studies, before concluding the thesis in Chp. 7 with a summary of our results and an outline of future work. Finally, we define in appendix A a glossary of relevant terms used in this thesis.

1.7 Previously Published Material

The material covered in this thesis is based, in part, on our previous contributions in [MFWLB10, MFWL+12, MFK09, MFC09, MFPKB10, WMFIL09, LWMFB10, BLMF+10, IHMFJ09, BFI+09, MFLPW11].

In particular, the previously performed field study can be found in [MFWLB10, MFWL+12]. An analysis of fundamentals in artefact-based RE and the inference of an initial meta model for artefact orientation is published in [MFPKB10] and relates to Chp. 3. The artefact-based approach for the application domain of business information systems (Chp. 4), initial versions of the customisation approach (Chp. 5), and a case study on a preliminary process integration, rely on our technical report [MFK09]. This report extends our initial artefact-based reference model [MFC09], being developed, evaluated, trained, and finally used as the standard RE reference model at Capgemini TS (see also Sect. 3.3.3). A case study on the project-specific application of our artefact-based customisation approach in an industrial setting is published in [MFLPW11].

Further contributions [WMFIL09, LWMFB10, BLMF+10, IHMFJ09] cover selected parts of the artefact model, including quality requirements and their conceptualisation according to quality definition models, concepts of service-oriented architectures, and concepts used for risk management activities.

Additional information is provided in corresponding sections in which we refer to our previous contributions.
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Fundamentals and Related Work

This thesis contributes an artefact-based customisation approach for RE in the application domain of business information systems. We thus relate with our contribution to several areas, including

1. artefact orientation and its interplay with development process models (related to our meta model for artefact orientation in Chp. 3),
2. requirements engineering and its interpretation for the application domain of business information systems (related to our artefact-based reference model for business information systems analysis in Chp. 4), and
3. customisation of development process models (related to our artefact-based customisation approach in Chp. 5).

In each of those areas, we consider a set of fundamentals and related work for our contributions. In Sect. 2.1, we give a detailed overview of the related work areas, their interrelations with our contributions, and an outline of the chapter at hand. In subsequent sections, we discuss the different areas in detail. The content of this chapter is based, in part, on our contribution in [MFK09].

At the end of this chapter, the reader will have an overview of the areas related to our contributions: RE in general, the application domain of business information systems, and an integrated view of both. A discussion of development process models and their customisation rounds out the fundamentals and related work needed in the context of this thesis.
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2.1 Outline of Fundamentals and Related Work

As stated in the introductory part of this chapter, we discuss different areas that are related to our contributions. Figure 2.1 illustrates these areas and to which contributions they relate (depicted with the dashed box in the middle of the figure). We distinguish between the area of requirements engineering and its interpretation for business information systems and the area of development process models and their customisation. The first area relates to our contribution in Chp. 4, which defines an artefact-based reference model for the application domain of business information systems. The second area relates to our contributions in Chp. 3 and Chp. 5. It relates to the meta model for artefact orientation (on which the reference model relies) and to the artefact-based customisation approach.

In the following, we describe the outline of the chapter, structured according to the introduced areas.

Requirements Engineering and its Interpretation for Business Information Systems. In Sect. 2.2, we lay the foundation in requirements engineering and discuss selected topics in direct relation to our contribution in Chp. 4. After giving an overview of the discipline and its objectives, we discuss the topic of requirements classification, interdependencies between requirements classes, traceability, including also refinement over levels of abstraction, and the interdependencies between RE and the development life cycle (used for a process integration). These topics directly relate to the artefact model, which is introduced in Sect. 4.3. We conclude this section with an introduction of tooling in requirements engineering and management to lay the foundation for the tools used in the case studies of Chp. 6.

In Sect. 2.3, we summarise the fundamentals in business information systems, e.g., by introducing different notions of an architecture and available frameworks for the construction of architectures. These fundamentals are not discussed in direct relation to our contributions. The introduction of the fundamentals, however, serves in the next Sect. 2.4 to sketch a first domain-specific interpretation of RE,
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i.e., to sketch to what extent we see RE to be covered in frameworks for describing business information systems. We then take this interpretation in Sect. 4.1 as a basis to define the scope of the artefact-based reference model for the application domain.

Development Process Models and their Customisation. In Sect. 2.5, we analyse the fundamentals and discuss related work in the area of development process models. To this end, we first introduce the terminology used in the thesis. After discussing principles of modelling and meta-modelling, as they are used in the context of development process models, we define the setting of the single contributions of the thesis. We conclude this section with an overview of related work in development process models and a discussion with respect to our contributions. We take a particular focus on the meta-model of the V-Modell XT, because we refer to the V-Modell XT as a concrete example for analysing the area of artefact orientation in Chp. 3, and, in Chp. 6, as a concrete case study for integrating our artefact-based reference model into a development process model.

In Sect. 2.6, we then discuss the last area related to our contribution: the customisation of development process models. We introduce relevant terms and principles, and analyse related work with respect to our contribution of an artefact-based customisation approach in Chp. 5.

In Sect. 2.7, we finally introduce a running example to which we refer in our contributions.

2.2 Requirements Engineering and Management

In this section, we discuss the principles, terms, and related work in requirements engineering, and show the relations to our contribution. We first characterise the discipline and its objectives. We then discuss the main activities in RE and how requirements can be classified. Afterwards, we show what relations are typically used for the description of the interdependencies between the different requirements classes. We conclude this section with a discussion of the boundaries of the discipline within the overall development life cycle, and discuss possibilities for tool support.

2.2.1 Discipline and Objectives

Software engineering, as a systematic and cost-effective approach to software development projects [IEE90], can be divided into different phases or disciplines1, such as requirements engineering, design, implementation and testing.

Requirements engineering (RE) constitutes activities within the initial and thereby most critical phase of development projects, because requirements are the critical determinants of software quality [AW05b]. RE aims, as a branch of software engineering, at

1. capturing and specifying the problem space, i.e., “real-world goals for functions of and constraints on software systems” [Zav97], in a proper level of detail. Based on the specified requirements, further activities of the development life cycle act according to the stakeholders’ needs.

1 The used terms depend on the chosen development process model, see also Sect. 2.5
2. continuously administrating the specified requirements (and changes) over their whole life cycle.

The objectives of the discipline are therefore two-fold. RE concentrates, on the one hand, on engineering the problem space via a set of activities and, on the other hand, on management activities. Both requirements engineering and management are introduced in the following.

2.2.1.1 Requirements Engineering

According to Geisberger et al. [GBB+06], requirements engineering addresses all aspects of capturing, analysing, deciding, structuring, and validating requirements on products. RE is seen as an interdisciplinary set of manifold activities involving stakeholders from different domains [Gei05]. In literature, there exist several frameworks and approaches to combine activities in a notion of a development process model (def. in Sect. 2.5). Aurum et al. give an overview of such frameworks in [AW05b], including linear, incremental, non-linear, and spiral models.

It is, however, recognised that the effectiveness and efficiency of a process in RE relies on an iterative approach for problem statement and problem solving. It relies on a continuous elaboration of a solution and the description of the problems in several iterations in which the problem space is narrowed down with continuously made design decisions (see also Conklin et al. [CW97]). As a consequence, Sommerville et al. [KS98, SS97] and Loucopoulos et al. [LK95] describe the RE process to be iterative and cyclic by nature [AW05b].

We therefore use according to these views the following definition for requirements engineering:

**Definition: Requirements Engineering**

*Requirements Engineering* (RE) aims at describing a problem space as comprehensively as possible by comprising iterative and systematic approaches to define a requirements specification aligned to the needs of all relevant stakeholders.

Obviously, the definition is generic so that a domain-specific interpretation is necessary. Such an interpretation is given in Chp. 4.1 by introducing *business information systems analysis* (BISA).

2.2.1.2 Requirements Engineering Activities

The RE process is structured into four major activities, independent of their alignment (e.g., as part of an iterative process) [SS97, Wie03]:

- **Requirements Elicitation** considering the “trawling for requirements” [RR99], including communication, prioritisation, negotiation, and collaboration with all relevant stakeholders [ZC05].
- **Requirements Analysis** considering refinement of requirements over several levels of abstraction (see Sect. 2.2.3), and classification of requirements (see Sect. 2.2.2) [GBB+06].
- **Requirements Documentation** considering the modelling of requirements and the structured documentation according to, for example, document standards like the IEEE Std. 830-1998 recommended practice for software requirements specifications [IEE98].
- **Requirements Validation and Verification** considering quality assurance of requirements specifications w.r.t. characteristics like completeness, correctness,
and unambiguness [IEE98], and the procedure of determining whether the final system complies with the requirements specification.

Each of the activities includes different methods and description techniques, like ones used in the context of goal modelling. Similar as it is the case for the term requirements engineering itself, the interpretation of RE activities and description techniques used depends on best practices, respectively the organisational culture of a particular company, and on the application domain. Based on a practitioner survey, the ReqMan Process Framework [DKOA06] defines, e.g., for each of the activities a set of description techniques. Similar work is performed by Zowghi et al. [ZC05]. They give an overview of different elicitation approaches and classify corresponding techniques that can be used.

Relation to Thesis. In the thesis at hand, we concentrate on an artefact model for the application domain of business information systems. Section 2.3 introduces the application domain before describing the interrelations between RE principles and the ones in the application domain in Sect. 2.4. According to the inferred scope, we then interpret the activities of the discipline and introduce the relevant artefacts to be created in Chp. 4 (taking into account our previously performed field study; see Sect. 1.5). Since these artefacts abstract from available domain-specific description techniques, we introduce related work as part of the the artefact model.

2.2.1.3 Requirements Management

Requirements management (RM) is considered as the procedure to administrate the outcome of engineering activities, i.e., to administrate requirements artefacts over their life cycle [FGP04]. This administration includes activities, like:

- Execution and control of change management procedures, including traceability, impact analyses, and progress control (see also [JL05]).
- Determination, assessment, and mitigation of risks that relate to requirements [Isl09].

To perform such activities as part of RM, it demands for structuredness of requirements specification documents, consistency in the content of the specifications, and contents that include information going beyond the requirements themselves, i.e., attributes such as the priority of requirements [AW05b].

Hence, the effectiveness of requirements management activities relies on the structure of requirements specifications according to chosen requirements classes, on a defined set of interdependencies, and on chosen requirements attributes. We subsequently introduce the fundamentals in these areas.

2.2.2 Requirements and their Classification

The IEEE Standard Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology [IEE90] defines the term requirement as follows:

(1) A condition or capability needed by a user to solve a problem or achieve an objective.

(2) A condition or capability that must be met or possessed by a system or system component to satisfy a contract, standard, specification, or other formally imposed documents.

(3) A document representation or a condition or capability as in (1) or (2)

---

2 Guiding question for validation is “Are we building the right system?”; guiding question for verification is “Are we building the system in a right way?” (see also [IEE90]).
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A condition or capability to be met by a system is, however, only one of many facets a requirement can have while the corresponding type of requirements ("requirements class") is often referred as *system requirements* (like functional requirements) [Wie03]. Glinz, for example, introduces in [Gli07] a taxonomy with different requirements classes. In his taxonomy, he classifies requirements according to their different characteristics. The taxonomy includes also requirements classes, which go beyond system-relevant requirements, i.e., project and process requirements\(^3\) (see also Fig. 2.2).

![Taxonomy of requirements as proposed by Glinz [Gli07].](image)

A similar taxonomy is introduced by Lamsweerde [vL09]. He gives a more detailed view on the notion of non-functional requirements. This view is, in turn, reduced in the depicted taxonomy to the quality attributes defined by the *ISO Std 9126 for Product Quality* [ISO03] (the "-ilities"). Each requirements class in the taxonomy additionally includes attributes used to describe context information. Context information supports during requirements’ evolution different management activities, such as requirements control and decision taking [RR99, Rup07]. Exemplary attributes are the requirements ID, their priority, their state, or the stakeholders that demand the requirement (see also [RR07]).

The classification of requirements and the choice of attributes depends on the application domain. The reason is that the classification of requirements relates to chosen description techniques, which are used for modelling the requirements’ assertions in dependency to the domain’s characteristics. This is especially true for the description and classification of quality-related requirements, whereas quality is, in general, a multi-facetted topic (see also Garvin [Gar84] and Kitchenham et al. [KP96]). Another reason for a missing common agreement on a comprehensive requirements classification is that the discipline itself is not well-bounded with, e.g., quality assurance or project management [EW05].

\(^3\) Although not directly defined by Glinz, project requirements are seen as agreements on "contractual matters" w.r.t. delivery schedules and cost [IEE98], and process requirements are seen as restriction placed on the methodology used.
Relation to Thesis. Each requirements taxonomy is, at least in parts, a specific-purpose taxonomy that considers a particular application domain. The requirements classification considered in the context of this thesis is incorporated by the artefact model of Chap. 4 and introduced according to the our application domain in Sect. 4.5.2.1. In this artefact model, we also introduce a set of requirements attributes.

2.2.3 Refinement Interdependencies and Traceability

Requirements exhibit different types of interdependencies, which influence development activities and the decisions made during these activities; for example, during change management or during testing [DP05]. Guiding questions are, e.g., if requirements make similar or contradictory assertions, or if the syntax chosen for representing one requirement is syntactically compatible with the syntax chosen for another (related) requirement.

The main purpose of capturing the interdependencies consists in the support of requirements management activities. This enables the determination of consistency in the requirements specifications, and supports activities like impact analysis.

We subsequently give an overview of the topics that are related to interdependencies, including traceability and levels of abstraction. We conclude with an overview of types of interdependencies considered in the context of the thesis.

2.2.3.1 Traceability

Traceability considers “the ability to describe and follow the life of a requirement, in both a forward and backward direction, i.e., from its origins, through its development and specification, to its subsequent deployment and use, and through periods of on-going refinement and iteration in any of these phases” [GF94]. Traceability helps to demonstrate that each requirement has been satisfied. It furthermore ensures that each developed component of the system satisfies a requirement [Wri91]. Ramesh et al. analyse in [RJ01] the notion of traceability and synthesise and validate different reference models. They consider the term traceability as a “characteristic of a system and its development in which the requirements are clearly linked to their sources and to the artefacts created during the system development life cycle”. The documented links are defined as Requirements Traces. Forward tracing describes the investigation of traces forward to the artefacts that are accordingly produced. Backward tracing describes the investigation of traces backward to the artefacts’ rationale.

Relation to Thesis. We support traceability by documenting the different traces in a traceability matrix, presented in Sect. 4.6. As traceability always depends on the artefact model, respectively the documented dependencies between the artefacts, the traceability matrix relies on the previously defined artefact model (capturing requirements interdependencies to be traced).

2.2.3.2 Levels of Abstraction

A requirements trace captures the linkage between different requirements artefacts that result, e.g., from hierarchical decomposition and / or from refinement activities [Poh10].
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In our context, refinement considers a relation between two concepts on different levels of abstraction. The assertion of the concept, which are refined to further concepts, can be reproduced by the collection of the latter concepts (see also Schätz [Sch08a]). We refer to refinement when analysing functional (system) behaviour. In the area of RE, however, refinement is understood in a broader sense, describing also the refinement of non-functional requirements over different levels of abstraction. We distinguish between vertical levels of abstraction and, within each of those levels of abstraction, separation of concerns by means of (modelling) views [Poh10].

Vertical levels of abstraction refer to a hierarchy of different levels of abstraction over which requirements artefacts can be refined and decomposed and is in scope of most RE approaches considering “requirements refinement” as a topic (see, e.g., [Wie03, GW06, IIB09]). Each level of abstraction includes a different perspective on the content of the requirements. Going levels of abstraction from top to bottom means to break down artefacts and enrich their content with additional details [Coc00]. Gorschek et al. [GW06] introduce with the Requirements Abstraction Model (RAM) four different levels of abstraction, i.e., perspectives that can be taken onto a product. The product level, as the most abstract one, including goals; the feature level including an abstract description of system functionality necessary to achieve the goals; the function level describing single functions from a user’s perspective; the component level describing the internal realisation of the requirements within a (logical) component architecture.

Wiegers [Wie03] introduces three levels of abstraction to which he allocates specific requirements classes (see Tab. 2.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels of Abstraction</th>
<th>View</th>
<th>Exemplary Representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Requirements</td>
<td>High-level business view including organisation structures and incised market</td>
<td>Business processes &amp; Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Requirements</td>
<td>View taken by end users onto the system under consideration (as a black box)</td>
<td>Use Cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Requirements</td>
<td>System-centric view. May include structure of systems and their internal realisation (glass box)</td>
<td>Functional requirements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Business requirements are artefacts that represent organisational and strategic issues, like business processes to be supported by a system. This level is not considered by RAM at all. User requirements are artefacts that represent the requirements from a user’s point of view, such as use cases which describe intended scenarios of interaction between users and a system. The system is seen at this level of abstraction as a black box that describes user-visible (external) behaviour rather than giving information about internal realisation details. System requirements are found at the lowest level of abstraction. System requirements describe the internal realisation of a system, e.g., the component architecture and the interaction between single components.

Within each of the vertical level of abstraction, additional separation of concerns
is possible. In the context of this thesis, we realise this separation of concerns with *modelling views*. Modelling views describe aspects like structure or functionality that have to be vertically brought together in a consistent manner (also referred to as horizontal levels of abstraction, see also Schätz et al. [SPHP02]).

**Relation to Thesis.** In Sect. 2.3, we introduce the levels of abstraction that are considered by architecture frameworks for business information system. In Sect. 4.2, we then interpret those levels to an artefact abstraction model and allocate a set of artefacts.

### 2.2.3.3 Types of Requirements Interdependencies

As described in the introductory sections, dependencies between the requirements result from the relation between different classes of requirements, being captured for traceability reasons. The dependencies are given in a syntactic and/or a semantic manner. Dahlstedt et al. [DP05] analyse and classify different types of dependencies. They group the dependencies into structural dependencies, constraint dependencies, and others that relate to specific techniques, such as cost/value dependencies.

Structural dependencies are defined according to the requirements classification, e.g., functional requirements relating to quality requirements and, thus, they are syntactic dependencies. Constraint dependencies relate more to the content of the requirements, i.e., the requirements’ assertions and, thus, they correspond to semantic dependencies.

Since the dependencies, like the requirements classification itself, arise from the domain of application and the description techniques used, we now reduce the dependency types to syntactic dependencies and semantic ones (see Fig. 2.3).

**Figure 2.3:** Interdependency types in the context of the thesis.

Semantic dependencies take the view of the requirements’ assertion and describe, e.g., whether requirements make contradictory assertions. Syntactic dependencies result from the requirements classification and show how different classes, created with different description techniques, potentially rely on each other. Hence, each
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semantic dependency demands for a syntactic dependency. According to the introduced levels of abstraction, the dependencies can additionally span different vertical levels of abstraction or they can result from the relation between two requirements classes at the same level of abstraction. We depict in Fig. 2.3 for each of the dependencies examples in the boxes.

Relation to Thesis. We focus on the definition of syntactic dependencies. The syntactic dependencies are further classified in the introduced meta model in Sect. 3.3. In Sect. 4.3.3, we give the domain-specific interpretation of the dependencies by considering the dependencies in the description techniques from which the artefacts abstract.

2.2.4 RE in Context of the Development Life Cycle

So far, we discussed requirements, their refinement over different levels of abstraction, and, in part, the transition to design activities (see Sec. 2.2.3.2). We showed that the RE activities need an interpretation for a particular application domain. In fact, RE is to be seen as an interdisciplinary area [Gei05]. The boundaries of RE are not well defined in context of further activities of the development life cycle [EW05]. The interplay of RE with further activities of a development life cycle depends on the application domain with the underlying architecture principles and on the used development process model (see the problem statement in Sect. 1.1).

For example, it is acknowledged that requirements have dependencies on project management activities, because requirements are used, e.g., as a basis for calculations of effort. Nevertheless, how to exactly define these dependencies depends on the application domain and the associated description techniques. We can perform the calculation of effort, e.g., via function points on the basis of use cases that represent user requirements. Such an association then would reflect a domain-specific dependency, since the use cases are the necessary input for effort calculations. A further aspect to be taken into account is the followed philosophy, i.e., whether we follow an artefact-based philosophy or an activity-based one. If we focus on activities rather than on artefacts, the associations have to be established between description techniques (e.g., “define use case model” and “perform calculations of complexity”) and not between the artefacts (e.g., “use case” and “function points”).

Hence, available related work discusses RE in relation to the development life cycle either in a generic manner or as part of best practices gained from a survey. Hood et al. [HWFP07] discuss the relationship between activities and RE in a general manner; for instance, the relation to project management, configuration management, risk management, or test management. Requirements can, for example, be a source for project risks, to be taken into account in the development of corresponding risk mitigation strategies [Isl09]. Damian et al. [DC06] present a study in which they analyse the relations between RE to further activities from the perspective of process improvement in RE and its payoffs. Their findings give a more fine-grained view on the relations between RE activities and, for example, test management. The authors discuss, in contrast to Hood et al., the benefits of RE process improvements on, e.g., test automation.

Based on available contributions, we sum up (in a simplified manner) the dependencies of RE to general software development activities:

1. Design & Implementation
2. Quality assurance (including test management)
3. Risk management
4. Project management
5. Configuration & Change management
6. Release management & Deployment

Relation to Thesis. We develop an artefact-based RE approach and perform a process integration of the approach into a development process model. To perform such a process integration, we define the interfaces of our artefacts to activities of the development life cycle in Sect. 4.7. The process integration into a concrete development process model is shown as part of a case study in Chp. 6.2.

2.2.5 Overview of Possibilities for Tool Support

There exists a variety of tools, which support the engineering of requirements (elicitation, analysis, and modelling of requirements), and their management (administration of requirements over their life cycle). Zowghi et al. [ZC05] and Ebert et al. [EW05] give an overview of available (software) tools in these areas.

Ebert et al. [EW05] give an overview of the main features of available requirements management tools (RM tools). They highlight the importance of supporting change management and traceability for RE as an interconnected discipline. Industrial tool suppliers, such as Telelogic with Doors⁴ or IBM Rational with RequiseSite Pro⁵ aim at tool support at supporting both requirements management and requirements engineering. The latter is enabled by integrating RM tools with regular CASE tools for, e.g., modelling requirements by the use of the Unified Modelling Language (UML) [OMG10a, OMG10b].

Because RE exhibits many dependencies to further activities of a development process (see the foregoing section), we take into account a third category of tools: development process modelling tools (see Fig. 2.4).

Figure 2.4: Areas of tools considered by requirements engineering as an interconnected discipline.

Tools in this area support the definition of development processes, as well as their enactment.

⁴ www.telelogic.com
⁵ www.rational.com
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Relation to Thesis. In this thesis, we focus on conceptualisation of a customisable RE approach. Tool support or concepts for tools are not in our primary scope. We make, however, use of available tools as part of the case studies in Chp. 6. Considering the process integration of the approach into a development process model, we make use of development process modelling tools. Considering the application of the integrated approach in a real life project, we use available CASE tools for modelling and managing requirements w.r.t. structures and contents defined in our artefact model.

2.3 Fundamentals in Business Information Systems

In this thesis, we contribute an artefact-based customisation approach for RE considering the application domain of business information systems. We thus give in this section an introduction into the application domain and discuss the necessary fundamentals.

For this, we first introduce the principles of the application domain, how they relate to the objectives of the discipline RE, and the notion of an architecture in this context. We conclude the section with the description of exemplary architecture frameworks. We use the understanding of architecture frameworks to show, in Sect. 2.4, to what extent RE is and should be covered by selected views (and artefacts) proposed by the architecture frameworks. This gives a first interpretation of RE in the context of business information systems.

2.3.1 Principles and Architecture Reference Models

An application domain considers the characterisation of a bounded area (environment) in which systems of a particular family is used. The characteristics of an application domain influence the choice of (system) modelling concepts and the semantics of their notion.

However, the characterisation and classification of a particular application domain cannot be trivially expressed, because it also depends on the view taken onto the family of systems used, usually reflected in architecture reference models. Hence, to characterise the application domain of business information systems, we subsequently discuss as a first step its basic principles

1. IT Business Alignment, describing how information systems shall support the business (processes) of a company, and
2. Architecture Models, describing how the business and the underlying systems shall be described and implemented in order to enable this support.

Both principles are discussed in the following.

2.3.1.1 IT Business Alignment

The principle IT Business Alignment considers, habitually speaking, the description of how systems must support a company in its “daily business”. The description of systems covers according to the IEEE Standard Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology [IEE90] “a collection of components organised to accomplish a specific function or set of functions”. The term Information Technology (IT) covers logical, technical, and technological aspects of a system (see also [BFG+08]). The principle thereby considers approaches to describe what capabilities (functionality and quality) systems shall offer, how they shall be structured, and what technologies shall be used in order to support a set of business processes of a company.
IT business alignment results from a methodological point of view, which aligns two (sets of) levels of abstraction: the levels that consider the business processes of a company (the “real world”) and the levels that consider the systems supporting a company in realising their business processes.

**Business.** The term *business* addresses the business processes of a company and non-functional aspects that are necessary to achieve some outcome of value. Business processes are described in a sense that reflects the real world as closely as possible. Business processes incorporate a description of [Thu04]

- activities that are performed,
- roles that perform the activities, and
- the information that are interchanged and processed when performing the activities.

The description of business processes emphasises economically driven aspects rather than aspects of underlying systems. Further arising terms are, in this context, the one of a value chain and the one of a supply chain. A value chain describes the linkage between values, which are an outcome of performed business processes; for instance, the value to a customer that orders a travel at a travel agency, and the value to a company that offers the travels by purchasing them from another company. A supply chain, in turn, describes the linkage of business processes between companies and markets, between several companies and so on. This chain of business processes is needed to produce the goods or offer the services (e.g., to a market) that achieve the value [FSC06]. The description of supply chains and value chains supports an economically driven view onto business processes and a flexible integration of business processes, e.g., when integrating suppliers or outsourcing business processes [EHH+08].

**Information Systems.** The term *information system* considers information processing systems used to realise the business processes of a company and its supply chains; for instance, a travel ordering system, necessary to support the business processes of a travel agency. We use the term *Information Systems (IS), Business Information Systems, and IT Systems* as synonyms and refer to information processing systems, which are used to support business processes. We characterise an information processing system, in general, by

1. a boundary, respectively scope,
2. a (functional) behaviour that supports a specific set of business processes, and
3. further non-functional properties.

We consider all levels of abstraction in the description of a system that have the purpose of supporting selected business processes, including the system’s architecture, used hardware, the underlying (network) infrastructures, and one or more applications. The term *application* exclusively covers aspects of software, independent of a particular system’s (technical) architecture.

**RE as the Alignment of Information Systems and Business.** The application domain of business information systems is steered by the principle of supporting a certain scope of an economically driven set of business processes with information systems [BCVP06, IIB09]. As described in Sect. 2.2.3.2, requirements can be specified at different levels of abstraction, including business requirements (see the abstraction hierarchy of Wiegers [Wie03]), as well as system requirements (see

---

6 A detailed definition of the term *business process* is given in Chp. 4.
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the abstraction hierarchy of Gorschek et al. [GW06]). The alignment of information systems with the business needs thereby covers the philosophy of requirements engineering that aims at describing a problem space as comprehensively as possible, i.e., it aims at defining (system) requirements aligned to the needs of all relevant stakeholders (see [Wie03, FGP04, BPKR09], Sect. 2.2.1.1).

In Sect. 1.1 (problem statement), we argued, however, that RE is still not integrated into the views given in architecture frameworks for business information systems. Methods and techniques for the specification of requirements still are missing in the area of business information systems. On the other hand, available RE approaches still need a domain-specific interpretation (see Sect. 2.2.1.2). They emphasise the description of needs towards systems as a consequence of business needs. They do not include, for example, the engineering of business aspects, such as the re-design of existing business processes or the description of business processes with the intent of outsourcing processes and systems (or single parts of them).

Still, RE can be paraphrased with the specification and alignment of the needs towards the business with the needs towards underlying information systems. For a structured description of such needs, we make use of architecture reference models.

2.3.1.2 Architecture Reference Models

An architecture is the “organisational structure of a system or components” [IEE90]. A reference model is a model blueprint that conceptualises a chosen application domain in a standardised manner (see Sect. 2.5.1.1 introducing related terms).

Architecture reference models (or architecture models) give guidance to structure and describe an architecture in a standardised way. The term architecture, however, is frequently used in the domain of business information systems and considers different agreements. In the following, we introduce two use cases for the use of the term. The first use case exclusively considers the architecture of single systems (system architecture models). The second use case considers the term in a broader sense and refers also to business (processes) and their structuring as part of a business architecture. We refer to this with the term enterprise architecture models. Regarding enterprise architecture models, we describe two different approaches: enterprise application integration and service-oriented architectures. Each of the approaches considers the alignment of both the system architecture and the business architecture.

System Architecture Models

System architecture models reflect the basic concepts used to describe single system architectures. A system architecture is characterised by a specific structure with components, the relations in-between the components and to a system’s environment, and observable characteristics of the systems [IEE00, Cru09]7.

The observable characteristics of a system are described in terms of a usage layer [BFG+08], the highest level of abstraction for the description of a system. Usage layers involve user requirements, which describe how users intend to use the system when performing their business processes. Although the resulting functionality of a system (and its structure) is described according to the needs of, e.g., business processes, system architecture models do not offer means to describe

7 Although a system architecture is characterised in addition by architectural layers including a logical and a technical one, we do not describe them in detail, since the system architecture is not in scope of this thesis.
aspects that go beyond the usage of single, isolated systems. Hence, system architecture models emphasise single systems and their structure rather than their relations to other systems and to the business processes that they shall support.

The exclusive description of single systems leads for companies to the problem of historically grown monoliths with respect to their “system landscapes” – representing a set of interacting systems. Each system supports a chosen set of business processes and is described without taking into account a comprehensive view on further business processes and their relation to other systems. As a consequence, single systems have complex dependencies to surrounding systems. Changes in the business processes often lead to redundancies in the functionality, whereby changes not only affect single systems. The systems are not flexible w.r.t. changes, e.g., ones, which are performed if extending existing business processes. Therefore, system architecture models do not efficiently support the description of whole system landscapes [EHH+08].

Enterprise Architecture Models

Enterprise architecture models (also referred to as organisation architecture models) take a broader view on an architecture. Enterprise architecture models incorporate the structure of business processes and their alignment with systems. The description of systems additionally includes two different architecture perspectives: the information or information system architecture, including the description of applications, and the technology architecture with networks and platforms [Sch04]. The description of business processes is structured into logically related business processes, e.g., by means of business units. The structured business processes are baptised with the term business architecture (e.g., as done in the approach Quasar Enterprise [EHH+08]). The description of single systems is then performed according to the business architecture.

Structuring both business and systems according to each other aims at the alignment of IT and business. This alignment shall tackle the problem of redundancies given by system architecture models and, thus, shall achieve flexibility regarding changes (see also Schekkerman [Sch04]).

In the following, we briefly describe two concrete approaches: enterprise application integration and service-oriented architectures.

Enterprise Application Integration. Enterprise application integration (EAI) aims at giving guidance for the description and implementation of sets of dependent systems and applications. Although EAI tackles the problem of coupling single systems and, thus, achieve flexibility for changes in the business processes, it is a technology-driven concept.

EAI products make, for example, use of interfaces and adapters, which couple different systems. Hence, the alignment of systems and the business is not efficiently gained by EAI, since related approaches do not provide means going beyond a technical integration. EAI approaches emphasise the technical coupling of systems rather than their structuring according to the structure of the business processes of a company. Consequently, redundancies in the functionality of the systems are not effectively avoided when describing systems to support whole supply chains. Further information can be taken from [EHH+08].

Service-Oriented Architectures. Service-oriented architectures (SOA) extend the technical view of EAI approaches and structure the business architecture and the
system architecture, both from a logical point of view. However, the notion of SOA comes with a variety of interpretations covering, inter alia, architecture principles and system design concepts, and methodological aspects for approaching the design of an architecture. Because of the different interpretations and existing controversies regarding SOA, we subsequently focus on those basic concepts to which our contribution relates. For this, we take into account the SOA manifesto [Gro09a] and our previous work [BLMF+10] in which we discuss the basic concepts of SOA from a theoretical point of view.

A SOA does, in general, not directly involve any technicalities, as known, for example, from the area of web services. Instead, a SOA is characterised by (business) domain structuring principles following long-term goals within a design methodology, including

- high compositionality and interoperability,
- high flexibility enabling changeability of system architectures respecting changes in the business (processes), and
- shared (system) services over specific-purpose implementations.

According to these principles, a SOA is meant to achieve flexibility in the design of an architecture with non-technical concepts. The structuring of system architectures is performed in a functional, business (process-) oriented manner in order to enable an efficient realisation of changes in business and system requirements.

A SOA aims at the flexible configuration of systems by the use of services that abstract from user-centric functionality of systems to support a chosen set of business processes. A SOA considers the alignment of both the business architecture and the system architecture(s) [Gro09b] by taking this logical and user-centric view.

In contrast to EAI, the alignment is supported by the description of an additional abstraction level in-between the business and the system levels, often referred as the conceptual level [EHH+08, Erl05, KBS04]. The alignment of both the business and the systems is performed within this additional level by means of services that give a logical representation of functionality the systems shall offer in order to support a selected set of business processes.

Although our artefact-based reference model is not specifically elaborated for SOA, we make use of two essential SOA principles:

1. We infer, according to a set of business processes, the functionality of systems from a user-centric view by means of, e.g., services. This principle is reflected in the basic concepts for modelling functionality among a hierarchy of levels of abstraction (see Sect. 4.2.2.1).

2. We follow the principle of domain structuring and structure business processes by means of, e.g., (business) domains, which group logically related business processes. This principle is reflected in the artefact model (including the concept for modelling business domains) and in the process model, e.g., by including concepts for arranging requirements elicitation workshops according to those domains (see also Sect. 4.8.2).

Further information can be taken from the artefact-based reference model in chapter 4.

Finally, how to describe an architecture according to a architecture model, depends on the chosen framework. We subsequently give an overview of existing frameworks for business information systems, which we use in Sect. 2.4 to give a first interpretation of RE for the application domain.
2.3.2 Architecture Frameworks for Business Information Systems

Architecture frameworks for business information systems offer methods, description techniques, and guidelines for the description of architectures. Most of the frameworks refer to enterprise architecture models and, thus, are known as enterprise architecture frameworks (see the foregoing section).

Available enterprise architecture frameworks can be categorised into several areas; for instance, approaches for describing architectures or approaches for assessing existing architectures. A detailed overview of the frameworks is given by Schekkerman [Sch04] and by the Guide to the (Evolving) Enterprise Architecture Body of Knowledge [Hag04]. In the following, we stick to frameworks for describing architectures.

Frameworks for describing architectures can be divided into activity-based ones and artefact-based ones. Activity-based frameworks constitute methodologies and give guidance on what has to be done. A prominent example is The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF) [Gro06b]. Instead, artefact-based architecture frameworks give guidance by defining the artefacts that have to be produced and terminology to be used (in Sect. 3.1.3, we refer to this category of frameworks as Ontology Architecture Models).

One prominent artefact-based framework is the Zachman Framework [Zac87]. The Zachmann framework describes the artefacts that have to be produced in order to describe an architecture. These artefacts are defined as part of a matrix in which the rows horizontally define different “views”, such as the view of an owner, and the columns define different “focusses”, such as the processed data. This matrix served as a basis for defining levels of abstraction in further frameworks which rely on the Zachmann framework.

One exemplary framework that makes use of such levels of abstraction is a commercial one, the Integrated Architecture Framework (IAF) [Gro06a] being developed by the Capgemini Group since the 1990s. IAF is based on experiences of architects, made in real life projects, whereby the framework represents best practices [Sch04]. We subsequently describe the levels of abstraction in the IAF.

2.3.2.1 Levels of Abstraction in existing Frameworks

Figure 2.5 illustrates, at the example of IAF [Gro06a], how levels of abstraction are incorporated by enterprise architecture frameworks. The figure is structured according to two dimensions. One dimension describes aspect areas, the other dimension describes architectural layers.

Aspect areas define the architectures that are in scope of the framework. The first area Business and the second one Information comprehend a view onto the business architecture (see the foregoing sections). The third area Information System and the fourth one Technology Infrastructure comprehend the IT infrastructure that is meant to support the business, respectively that is aligned with the business processes.

Architectural layers define vertical level abstraction among all the four architectures. Vertical abstraction is characterised with the Contextual Layer (“Why?”), the Conceptual Layer (“What?”), the Logical Layer (“How?”), and the Physical Layer (“With what?”). Compared to the architecture model introduced by Broy et al. [BFG*08], the last three introduced layers correspond to the usage layer, the logical layer, and the technical layer (see also the introduction into the levels of abstraction in Sect. 2.2.3.2). Each cell in the resulting matrix gives, with a question, guidance to architects (see also [EHH*08]).
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As shown in the problem statement in Sect. 1.1, there is a gap between the architecture-driven principles in the area of business information systems and the common agreement on the role of RE as a software engineering discipline. While available architecture frameworks for the application domain neglect the principles of RE to be an integrated discipline, available RE approaches still need a domain-specific interpretation (see also Sect. 2.2.1.2).

We discussed for this reason, as a first step, the principles of RE, which seek for an iterative approach of problem statement and problem solving (see Sect. 2.2.1.1). In the foregoing section, we then discussed the principles of the application domain under the perspective of IT business alignment. In Sect. 2.3.1.1, we showed that RE can be considered as this alignment with respect to

- aligning business needs, reflected, e.g., in business process models (business requirements) with

In the context of the thesis, we take both the architectural layers and the aspect areas as orientation when defining the levels of abstraction in Sect. 4.2.

Finally, as stated in Sect. 1.1, aspects of requirements engineering are reduced in most frameworks to the contextual layers (“why shall something be done?”). As shown in Sect. 2.3.1.1, however, the principle of IT business alignment paraphrases at the same time characteristics of RE. Hence, we subsequently illustrate under this perspective to what extent IT business alignment and therefore business information systems analysis (as a domain-specific interpretation of RE) are to be covered by the framework.

2.4 Requirements Engineering for Business Information Systems

Figure 2.5: Levels of abstraction as defined in the Capgemini Integrated Architecture Framework [Gro06a].
• the needs towards underlying information systems, reflected, e.g., in user and system requirements that describe expected user-visible system behaviour.

Taking this interpretation of the habitually used term IT business alignment as a first domain-specific interpretation of RE, we described in Sect. 2.3.2 an exemplary architecture framework for SOA introducing its levels of abstraction.

Figure 2.6 now illustrates, on the basis of those levels of abstraction, to what extent problem statement, problem solving, and the alignment of both is covered in the framework, i.e., to what extent RE should to be covered in the domain-specific, architecture-driven area of business information systems.

![Figure 2.6: First interpretation of the extent to which requirements engineering artefacts relate to the domain-specific views in the Capgemini IAF (see also Sect. 4.1 introducing the discipline BISA on the basis of this first interpretation).](image)

In the depicted framework, we divide the levels of abstraction into two major areas. The upper left area denotes the scope of RE within this exemplary framework. Note that it is, however, not possible to define any exact border line between problem statement and problem solving in a standardised manner, because

1. this depends on chosen methods and approaches for analysis and, thus, the architecture framework,
2. problem statement and problem solving is performed from a methodological point of view in iterations, strongly relating to each other, and because
3. "one man’s requirement is another man’s design“ [Dav90], i.e., the term problem statement can be defined on different levels of abstraction in the chosen architecture framework depending on the view taken; for instance, the description of a logical architecture can be seen as a problem statement from the view taken in the design of a technical architecture.

However, in the context of this thesis, we propose the term business information systems analysis (BISA) as a rooftop over the principle of describing the needs of
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the business and resulting needs towards underlying systems taking into account
the levels of abstraction in RE, which we introduced in Sect. 2.2.3.2. At the same
time, we exclude any aspect that deals with designing an appropriate solution
w.r.t. system’s internals, i.e., the logical component architecture (given by a glass
box view on a system).
Hence, we see RE to consider in the area of business information systems
1. any aspect that covers the business needs, including the business architec-
ture [BCVP06, Wie03, GBB+06, DKO06], and
2. any aspect that covers the needs and constraints towards systems [IIB09,
GW06, Wie03, GBB+06], including also the transition to the (logical) systems
architectures in terms of illustrated alignment, without explicitly specifying
a possible internal realisation of a system’s component architecture.
In Chp. 4.1, we further refine this first domain-specific interpretation of RE8.

2.5 Development Process Models

So far, we discussed the principles of RE, the ones of business information systems,
and how both relate to each other, which we baptised with the term Business In-
formation Systems Analysis (BISA). Since one aspect covered in our contributions is
the process integration of our artefact-based reference model into a development
process model, we now discuss the fundamentals and the related work in the area
of development process models and meta models.
We define principles and used terms, and how the contributions of the thesis relate
to those principles. We conclude this section with a discussion of related work.

2.5.1 Principles and Terms in Development Process Models

The construction of a development process model is performed at different levels
of abstraction. One level of abstraction includes the definition of a development pro-
cess meta model. A development process meta model describes what elements and
relations have to be taken into account when designing a development process model
for a particular application domain. The development process model, constructed
according to the meta model, represents the resulting reference model to be used as
orientation in development projects.
At each level of abstraction, we thereby make use of different terms and principles,
which we introduce in the following. Based on the introduced terms, we describe
how these relate to the contributions of the thesis.

2.5.1.1 Models and Reference Models

The term model considers two characteristics:
1. Abstraction: Models abstract from details of an object (that can be a model
itself) and raise thereby “the level of abstraction at which the systems are
developed” [BFH+10].
2. Simplification: When abstracting from an object by means of a model, we cap-
ture only those aspects that are of interest in order to achieve a specific pur-
pose and thereby reduce complexity [Sta74, Fri06, FL03].

8 Section 3.3.3 additionally gives further information on how we determined the RE-relevant artefacts,
respectively their contents, within the introduced levels of abstraction.
A model can thus be understood as an abstraction of an object while not capturing every detail of the object in order to reduce the complexity in the model (see also Kuhrmann in [Kuh08b]). In the area of model-based development, the use of models has become an indispensable support for specification and design, implementation, and verification and validation of software and systems. Since models can be used as a reference for a particular application domain, they can serve in addition as a basis for defining methodologies or terminology, both supporting a structured process and the communication within the process.

We see a reference model according to Winter et al. in [WS06] as a means to capture model blueprints for a certain application domain supporting the re-use of knowledge. We define the term for our context as follows:

**Definition: Reference Model**

A Reference Model defines concepts and relations to be used as orientation for a particular application domain.

Fettke et al. [FL03] discuss for this reason also the relation to further terms, like "model pattern". An application domain, for which reference models are built, in turn, characterises the area in which a particular family of systems is used and, thus, impacts the followed principles when applying, for example, a methodology (see the foregoing section). The area of applying reference models is thereby manifold. One concrete area for using reference models is given by development process (reference) models, which we describe in the following Sect. 2.5.1.2.

**Ontology “versus” Reference Model.** Another term frequently used is Ontology. Ratiu defines in [Rat09] an ontology as follows: “An ontology represents a conceptual model of a domain in the form of named concepts arranged in a generalisation / specialisation hierarchy (taxonomy) and relations among them. The concepts and relations represent a consensual agreement on the domain by a category of domain experts.” Hence, an ontology is a reference model that defines terms and meanings of artefacts in relation to other artefacts. The artefact model defined in Chp. 4 represents in the nearer sense an ontology. In the area of artefact orientation, however, an ontology is only one possible conceptualisation of an artefact model. See also Chp. 3 where we lay the terminological foundation for the concepts used in the artefact-based approach.

**2.5.1.2 Development Process Models**

Development process models are reference models abstracting from a project-specific development process. According to Gnatz [Gna05], we define a development process model as follows:

**Definition: Development Process Model**

A Development Process Model is a standardised organisational reference model that abstracts from the idealised execution of a development project, including a description of artefacts (deliverables) to be produced, activities to be performed, and roles to be assigned.

Since this understanding covers different aspects with specific characteristics (artefacts, activities, roles), Kuhrmann introduces in [Kuh08b] a modular view onto
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development process models by means of sub-models. Figure 2.7 illustrates the different sub-models to be covered by a development process model according to Kuhrmann.

A development process model consists of the following sub-models:

1. An Artefact model that describes what deliverables are produced or exchanged as an intermediate of a process or an activity (“what”).
2. A Role model that describes participants of a process with particular responsibilities and abilities (“who”).
3. An Activity model that describes what steps to perform in order to create, modify or use an artefact (“how”).
4. A Process model that arranges artefacts, roles, and activities as part of a concrete project execution by means of processes, phases, and milestones (“when”).
5. Standards and tools that conceptualise standards (including methods) and tools that can be used for a particular application domain (“with what”).

Each development process model can be, at least in parts, arranged by the introduced set of sub-models. The sub-models are not all obligatory while their structure and semantics also may differ. In fact, what sub-models to define and in what level of detail to define them depends on the followed philosophy. Method engineering, for example, puts emphasis on the definition of activities and methods for a chosen application domain (see also [BWHW05]). The other sub-models are then defined from this activity-centric view, e.g., by defining and coupling artefacts as an outcome of specific method in the activity model. If the development process model is defined following the artefact-based philosophy, the artefact model is in the primary centre of our attention. The other sub-models are then defined and coupled to the artefact model. In Chp. 3, we discuss the differences in detail.

In addition to the followed philosophy, an application domain also influences the definition of a development process model. There exist development process models defined for a particular application domain, and ones that are defined independent of an application domain. If constructing a development process model that is independent of an application domain, the modification and extension of the model for a particular application domain has to be performed on the basis of the defined structure and semantics of the development process model. This is, in turn, formulated as part of a development process meta model.
2.5.1.3 Meta Models and Development Process Meta Models

A meta model is often seen as a model “above” another model, i.e., a model that abstracts from another model. In the area of model-based development, meta models are used to raise one additional level of abstraction.

Furthermore, meta models are seen as an abstraction of (modelling) concepts of one particular domain and, thus, meta models can be also understood as reference models. Because a meta model, that describes the concepts to be used for a particular domain, can be abstracted itself, the different levels of abstraction (the “meta levels”) are not limited in their hierarchy (see also Hofstadter [Hof79]). Each meta level then defines constructs (concepts and relations) and rules, in the following named structural properties, to be used in the models that are situated in the directly underlying level. At the last two lowest levels of a meta hierarchy, the models do not take anymore an exclusive view onto structural properties. Instead, they take the view onto a particular application domain by defining the concepts and relations of the application domain as part of a reference model. Such a reference model then abstracts from the concepts used at the last level (see the next section for examples).

However, we aim at the definition of an approach that can be integrated into development process models. We thereby refer with meta model and meta modelling to the understanding and agreement given in the area of development process models.

Definition: Meta Model

A Meta Model defines a set of (reference) models.

We take a limited view onto a meta hierarchy and see a meta model from a more pragmatic view, in which a meta model captures the abstract syntax of a reference model by defining the constructs and rules used to construct a reference model.

Thus, a meta model is a model that exclusively defines the structural properties of a model and, thus, formulates the language to be used for the description of a model [Gna05, Kuh08b]. A development process meta model consequently formulates the language to be used for the description of development process models.

In the following section, we use the introduced terms to define the setting of our contributions with respect to the multi-layered meta hierarchy of the Meta Object Facility (MOF) [OMG06b] and with respect to the understanding in the area of development process models.

2.5.2 Setting of Contributions in Context of Development Process Models

In this section, we define the setting of our contributions with respect to the different levels of abstraction in which development process models can be described.

Table 2.2 illustrates for this purpose four levels of abstraction, as they are used in MOF (M3 to M0). MOF is an approach of the Object Management Group (OMG) for the description of modelling languages in which the meta models define the constructs to be used for defining languages. Based on the discussion of Kuhrmann in [Kuh08b], we subsequently describe the different levels of abstraction, how they are represented with the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [OMG10a, OMG10b], and how these levels are typically referred in development process (meta) models according to Henderson-Sellers et al. [GPHS06]. Because of the closeness of our
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Table 2.2: Meta levels in the context of contributions of the thesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hierarchy used in MOF</th>
<th>View taken by UML</th>
<th>View taken by Development Process Models</th>
<th>View taken by Contributions of the Thesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Meta Meta Model</td>
<td>MOF</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>Meta Model</td>
<td>UML Language(s)</td>
<td>Development Process Meta Model (e.g., SPEM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>(Reference) Model</td>
<td>Class Model</td>
<td>Development Process Model (e.g., RUP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M0</td>
<td>Instances</td>
<td>System at Run-Time</td>
<td>(Enacted) Project Model / Project Plan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

contributions to the last of the mentioned areas, we take the third view as orientation for defining afterwards the setting of our contributions.

The depicted hierarchy considers the following four levels of abstraction:

M3 describes the “meta meta model” to capture the language for describing meta models. The Meta Object Facility (MOF) itself is situated at this level offering a basis for the definition of UML meta models.

M2 describes the “meta model” to capture a model of elements and relations found in modelling languages. The UML languages are described by the OMG at this level with the UML Infrastructure [OMG10a] and Superstructure Specification [OMG10b].

M1 describes a concrete “model” as a reference that abstracts from a specified system at run-time.

M0 finally represents that system at run-time.

By taking this view, we consider with M2 the abstract syntax of a concrete modelling language (like UML activity diagrams). We consider with M1 a project-specific modelling viewpoint from which code can be generated at M0 representing, in turn, the system at runtime.

By taking, however, the view from development process models, as they are discussed by Henderson-Sellers et al. [GPHS06], we consider only M2 to M0 as relevant while giving for each level a more abstract interpretation as done in the context of the UML.

View taken by Development Process Models. In the following, we give a brief summary of the levels of abstraction as they are understood in the area of development process models. We consider the levels M2 to M0 as the necessary ones to capture the concepts for the description of development processes.

M2 defines the abstract syntax of a development process model. Thus, a development process meta model occupies M2 and defines at this level the constructs, which are necessary to define the sub-models of a concrete development process model (such as the concepts “Role” or “Artefact”). An exemplary approach that can be allocated to this level is the Software & Systems Process Engineering Meta-Model (SPEM), which is under management of the OMG. Although most development process meta models do not instantiate a particular meta meta model,
SPEM is an exception in this context and refers to MOF as its meta meta model (see [OMG08], page 20).

M1 then defines an instance of the meta model, i.e., an interpretation of each sub-model defined by the meta model. This interpretation serves as a project-specific reference model; for instance, as given with the Rational Unified Process (RUP). A development process model defines, for example, instances of the roles concepts including, e.g., a “Requirements Engineer” or instances of the artefacts concepts, e.g., a “Requirements Specification”.

M0 then defines a comprehensive process viewpoint as an outcome of enacting the development process model, i.e., as an outcome of applying the development process model to a particular project [GPHS06]. This level includes project-specific exemplars of the artefacts (like the “Requirements Specification: Travel Ordering System”) or concrete roles (“Requirements Engineer: Mr. Sellers”), which perform activities and methods for creating the artefacts. These project-specific exemplars can be defined as part of a project plan [Kuh08b]. The transition from M1 to M0 (the instantiation, respectively the generation of exemplars) is usually performed via a static customisation approach, which is topic of our discussions in Sect. 2.6.

**View taken by the Contributions of the Thesis.** According to the introduced views, we allocate the contributions of the thesis to the levels of abstraction (see also the right column in Tab. 2.2).

The Meta Model for Artefact Orientation occupies M2 and is defined in Chp. 3. This meta model describes the abstract syntax of our artefact-based reference model for the domain of business information systems analysis. We describe with the meta model the concepts and relations of the reference model and the procedure performed during the instantiation. In the following, we refer with the term meta model exclusively to this level of abstraction. Note that the meta model presented in Chp. 3 does not explicitly refer to a particular meta meta model (as SPEM), although we refer to many concepts defined in MOF (e.g., typed associations).

The Artefact-based Reference Model for Business Information Systems Analysis (short: reference model or BISA reference model) is situated at M1 and defined in Chp. 4. With the reference model, we describe the domain-specific instance of the meta model, i.e., the reference model to be used, at project level, as orientation for the domain of business information systems.

The application of the BISA reference model to a concrete project (M0) is described as part of the Artefact-based Customisation Approach in Chp. 5. The customisation approach defines how to create Project-specific Exemplars of the reference model at M1 for a particular project at M0 in dependency to chosen project characteristics.

**Further Concepts used in the Context of the Thesis.** For the description of the meta model for artefact orientation (Chp. 3) and for the description of the artefact model (Chp. 4), we make use of UML class diagrams [OMG10a, OMG10b].

### 2.5.3 Related Work in Development Process Meta Models

There exist several contributions in the area of development process models, which are based on a meta model; for example, the V-Modell XT [FHKS08, VMX] offers an own meta model [TK09] or the Rational Unified Process (RUP) [KK03, JBR99] is based on the Software & Systems Process Engineering Meta-Model (SPEM) [OMG08] from the OMG. On the other hand, there are development process models for which there exists no meta model. This is mostly the case for approaches that
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are specifically elaborated for a particular application domain. For instance, the SOAM approach in the area of SOA takes into account the sub-models of a development process model introduced in Sect. 2.5.1.2, but has no underlying meta model.

However, it is necessary to define the abstract syntax of the development process model for the purpose of customisation. Otherwise, customising a development process model would rather rely on the expertise of the process engineer and project participants.

In the following section, we give an overview of related work in the area of development process meta models. In a second step, we introduce the V-Modell XT.

2.5.3.1 Overview of Development Process Meta Models

We take into account three major sets of contributions: SPEM and SPEM-based approaches; OPF and OPF-based approaches; the V-Modell XT. The first two sets of approaches can be allocated to the area of activity orientation, the V-Modell XT to the area of artefact orientation.

In the following, we give an overview of the first two sets of approaches, before introducing the meta model of the V-Modell XT in detail. Further information are also given in Sect. 1.3, where we discuss the limitations of activity-based approaches regarding customisation capabilities and in Sect. 3.1.1 were we discuss activity-based approaches in comparison to artefact-based ones.

The Software Process Engineering Meta-Model (SPEM) [OMG08] is a development process meta model of the OMG. It offers a language for the description of any kind of software engineering processes. SPEM is based on MOF [OMG06b] and reuses further concepts found in OMG specifications such as the UML infrastructure [OMG10b]. Hence, we can refer to several diagram types of the UML for the description of SPEM and SPEM-based approaches. The operationalisation of SPEM in a tool-supported manner is given by the Eclipse Process Framework (EPF) [Hau06a, Hau06b]9. EPF is an Eclipse-plugin that offers a framework for the composition of processes according to the meta model. Figure 2.8 illustrates the package structure of the meta model SPEM.

The Core package includes shared classes and abstractions from classes found in the process structure. The Process Structure itself contains the elements to describe activities (and hierarchies of activities), roles, and work products. The process behaviour package represents the interface to behaviour modelling, i.e., links to further behavioural diagram types of the UML, such as activity diagrams, used to describe the work flow of a process. The Managed Content package includes concepts for describing (textually) the process documentation. It includes, for example, best practices that are related to the process structure. The Method Content package includes best practice-related concepts for documenting methods and description techniques. The Process with Methods package integrates these methods into the process structure by means of, for example, milestones. Finally, the Method Plugin package includes concepts for defining configurations of methods on the basis of an individually defined method library.

SPEM follows, as already mentioned, an activity-based philosophy. This philosophy is reflected in the package structure, which emphasises processes and methods. On the basis of SPEM, several development process models are defined, such as the Rational Unified Process (RUP) [KK03, JBR99] or the Open Unified Process (OpenUP), which both incorporate the same activity-based philosophy as SPEM.

---

9 See also http://www.eclipse.org/epf/, accessed in July 2010.
A similar philosophy can be found in the OPEN Process Framework (OPF) [GHSY97], a further framework for the description of development process models. Although constituting a detailed meta model, OPF is not logically structured according to the sub-models of a development process model (as shown in Fig. 2.8). In addition, OPF has not been maintained since 2005 [Kuh08b]. It is, however, a recognised source for the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) to establish the ISO/IEC 24744:2007 Software Engineering – Metamodel for Development Methodologies (SEMDM). A recognisable characteristic of SEMDM is the hierarchical structure of not only activities, but also of artefacts reflecting, e.g., hierarchically structured documents. Since SEMDM is based on the principles of method engineering, it still incorporates the same activity-based philosophy as SPEM.

2.5.3.2 The V-Modell XT Meta Model

The V-Modell XT is a process framework, obligatory for all governmental (IT) development projects in Germany. It was developed as a response to the growing demand towards a flexible development process model and, thus, displaced the activity-based V-Modell 97 [DW99]. The V-Modell XT offers a development process model [FHKS08, VMX], a meta model [TK09], a concept for customisation [KTF10, KH08], and a set of tools incorporating the philosophy of artefact orientation [Kuh08a].

The meta model of the V-Modell XT [TK09], in its release 1.3, describes the abstract syntax and is logically structured into five packages (see Fig. 2.9).

The package Basis includes common elements that are shared by the static and dynamic elements, such as the process documentation. The package Static Elements includes the sub-models necessary to describe the concrete process, like a role model or an artefact model. The process is described with the concepts in the package Dynamic Elements, such as with the process model or with project execu-
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Figure 2.9: Packages of the V-Modell XT meta model defined in [TK09].

tion strategies. The package Customisation includes elements of a project characterisation and the customisation of the dynamic and static elements according to chosen project characteristics (see also Sect. 2.6.4.2). Finally, the package Conventions Mapping includes the mapping of terms and concepts used in the V-Modell XT in relation to, for example, other development process models.

In the following, we describe the parts of the meta model that are in scope of the process integration in Chp. 6. Detailed information about the overall meta model can be taken from [TK09, Kuh08b, Fri06].

Static Elements: Product Types

The package Static Elements contains all sub-models of a development process model that are used to define, structure, and describe the process. It contains, for example, artefacts, activities, and roles. This sub-model is used for generating the process documentation using the content description of the particular model elements.

Product Types. The artefacts define the potential results of a development process, in the V-Modell XT named Product Types. Figure 2.10 illustrates the concepts used for the product types.

Product types are structured into Topics to be considered. The structuring of topics into Sub Topics leads in the V-Modell XT to the hierarchical structure of the product types aiming at a structured customisation\textsuperscript{10}. The V-Modell XT provides, in addition, with Disciplines containers to combine product types.

Example 2.1 illustrates an excerpt of the concrete artefacts and corresponding disciplines, which are structured according to management issues and according to development issues.

\textsuperscript{10} Chapter 3 gives further information about perspectives that can be taken onto artefact models depending on their purpose, e.g., the purpose of achieving flexibility in the context of development process models.
Example 2.1. Set of Product Types and Disciplines in the V-Modell XT

Disciplines additionally contain Activities, which are used to describe the creation of products including, in part, a reference to several possible methods. Since the activities (being unconnected to each other) allow no description of a concrete workflow, the V-Modell XT provides means to order the creation of the products by assigning product types to Decision Gates. Decision gates then become after instantiation milestones in a project plan. If a decision gate shall be reached, the set of assigned product types has to be finished, including successful quality assurance. Decision gates are the interface to the dynamic elements that define an ordered sequence of decision gates, which in combination, lead to a concrete Project Execution Strategy (see also the next sections).

Product Dependencies. The meta model provides different dependency types for the products. These dependencies support, for example, the creation of product types w.r.t. the content of the product types. Figure 2.11 illustrates the dependencies that are in scope of the thesis: the content-related and the creational product dependencies.
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Creational dependencies are used to describe why a particular product type has to be created in a project (the products’ rationale being another product type). The sources of the directed dependency are the Initial Product Type; for instance, if considering a project plan, a status report has to be created, too. In example 2.1, the project plan is marked for this reason with an “I” (initial).

Content-related dependencies connect product types with each other and express that contents of one created product depend on the contents of another one; for instance, the system under consideration relies on the corresponding system specification.

Information on further dependency types can be taken from [Kuh08b].

Further Associations. While product types depend on other product types, other elements of the development process model (like roles) have to be taken into account, too. Figure 2.12 illustrates the associations between product types and decision gates. The same structure of the depicted association is used to connect product types with other elements, such as roles.
Dynamic Elements: Project Execution Strategies

The static elements of the meta model define the structure of the process. For the definition of a concrete process, the V-Modell XT refers to Project Execution Strategies. Project execution strategies state which decision gates have to be reached in which order. Since all product types are assigned to decision gates, the dates for the finalisation of the products are defined (within the project plan).

A further concept, used to define a project execution strategy, is the Procedure Module. A procedure model defines a partial process by a subset of decision gates in an given order. In a concrete project, several procedure modules are used to build a concrete project execution strategy in dependency to chosen project characteristics. Further information is given, however, in Sect. 2.6 (introducing the fundamentals and related work in the area of customisation).

2.5.3.3 Relation to Contributions of the Thesis

The the artefact-based reference model for business information systems analysis (Chp. 4) and the artefact-based customisation approach (Chp. 5) are based on a similar artefact-based philosophy that is reflected in the V-Modell XT (and its meta model). In particular, we define an artefact model as the backbone of project execution. We allocate the necessary process elements (activities, milestones, roles) to artefacts and establish a concrete process by the selection, arrangement, and creation of artefacts that are in scope of a project. In contrast to the V-Modell XT, however, we also consider the dynamic specification of the artefacts w.r.t. their domain-specific contents (see also Chp. 3).

2.6 Customisation of Development Process Models

In this section, we analyse the principles and related work in customisation of development process models. As a first step, we discuss different stages in which a development process model can be customised and the relation of our contributions to those stages. Afterwards, we classify related work, before discussing available approaches according to two particular areas: domain- and discipline-specific contributions, and contributions in development process models. We conclude with a summary and a discussion of related work.

2.6.1 Customisation Stages and Relation to Thesis

The customisation of a development process model can affect the different submodels (activities, methods, artefacts) and be performed at different levels of abstraction (see also Sect. 2.5.2 introducing the hierarchy). According to [MFK09, KH08, Kuh08b], we distinguish, in general, between three different stages in the customisation of a development process model.

Table 2.3 illustrates these stages and depicts for each of the stage frequently used terms, a short description, and how our artefact-based customisation approach in Chp. 5 relates to the stages.

We subsequently introduce the three customisation stages, before discussing related work. We organise the stages according to

1. Customisation at Organisational Level considered by stage 1, and
2. Customisation at Project Level considered stage 2 and 3.
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Table 2.3: Overview of customisation stages and terms in the context of the thesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Envisioned Level of Abstraction</th>
<th>Frequently used Terms</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>View taken by Artefact-based Customisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>- Structural Tailoring</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>- Process Integration</td>
<td>- Integration of Approaches into Development Process Model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Process Integration (Chp. 5.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2</td>
<td>Project Model / Project Plan</td>
<td>- Static Tailoring / Customisation</td>
<td>- Planning of Project and Instantiation of Project Model as, e.g., Project Plan according to Project Parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>- Enactment</td>
<td></td>
<td>Initial Project Set-Up (Chp.5.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3</td>
<td>Project Execution</td>
<td>- Dynamic Tailoring / Customisation</td>
<td>- Execution of Project according to Project Plan and dynamic Reaction to (unplanned) Circumstances (Project Parameters)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M0</td>
<td>- Content Creation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Project-specific BISA Execution Strategy (Chp. 5.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.6.1.1 Customisation at Organisational Level

Customisation at organisational level considers, in general, the creation, the administration, and the integration of a development process model [Kuh08b] including its modification (extension, reduction and / or specialisation of the sub-models’ content [KH08, KTF10]). Customising a development process model at organisational level is, however, twofold.

On the one hand, the customisation can consider the management of the overall life cycle of a development process model, including

1. the inference and administration of different variants from a meta model for, e.g., defining organisation-specific reference models [Kuh08b]. These organisation-specific models can be extended, reduced, and specialised by enriching chosen elements with further concepts [KH08].
2. the direct modification of the meta model as part of a new release, e.g., by establishing new association types [Kuh08b].

The life cycle management describes either the inference and modification of a development process model according to the meta model, or it describes the modification of a meta model itself. Hence, this kind of customisation is also known as Structural Tailoring.

On the other hand, we can exclusively consider a Process Integration as we do in our contribution (see Chp. 5.2). A process integration can consider the integration of new concepts (single methods, roles, milestones, or artefacts) into a development process model [KH08, MFK09], or the integration of one development process model (or an excerpt of the like) into another with respect to given meta models [Kuh07].

Hence, we intentionally use the term process integration in a broader sense:

Definition: Process Integration

A Process Integration considers the integration of approaches into a development process model by establishing the associations between the concepts of the approaches to be integrated and the concepts of the development process model.
A prerequisite for a process integration is that the models to be integrated have an underlying meta model and that the elements and relationships in both meta models can unambiguously be mapped onto each other.

In Sect. 6.2, we perform a process integration of the artefact-based reference model of Chp. 4 into the V-Modell XT. Besides the process integration, we perform also the inference of the artefact-based reference model at M1 (Chp. 4) according to the meta model at M2 (Chp. 3). Further information on the inference is given in Sect. 3.3.3.

### 2.6.1.2 Customisation at Project Level

The customisation at project level brings a development process model to life by adapting it for its execution in a particular project according to individual project parameters. We see a project parameter as an assessable condition from inside or outside the project that influences its execution (def. in Sect. 5.3.2.1).

A customisation at project level consists of two stages: the first stage describes the approach of initially setting up a development project according to the development process model; the second stage describes its continuous customisation during project execution. Both stages are described in the following.

**Static Customisation.** The first step in the customisation of a development process model for a particular project describes the transition from M1 to M0 according to known project parameters. Most of related work that refers to the term tailoring is situated at this stage. A frequently used term that suitably characterises this procedure is *enactment*.

Enactment describes, according to Gonzalez-Perez et al., the procedure of “applying a methodology to a particular project”, while the project entities and their relations being created are governed by the methodology [GPHS06]. Hence, how the enactment is performed depends on the followed philosophy, i.e., the definition of the sub-models of a development process model by means of a meta model. Enacting a process model can be performed by selecting a specific sequence of activities to be executed (directly defining a process), if following an activity-based development process model; it can also be performed by selecting a subset of artefacts and building exemplars in a particular order of creation, if following an artefact-based philosophy (see also Sect. 3.1.1 discussing both philosophies).

The enactment of a process considers, in general, the creation of exemplars of the elements and relations described by the development process sub-models and, thus, the creation of a project model (or a project plan in case of “plan-based enactment”), which is based on the defined structure defined in the development process meta model. A frequently used term is also *static tailoring*. The term tailoring, however, can be understood as “cutting off specific pieces of a model” (like trimming or pruning) what is not exclusively the case. For this reason, we also depict in Tab. 2.3 the more generic term *static customisation*.

In the thesis at hand, we describe the approach at this customisation stage as the Initial Project Set-Up, which we introduce in Chp. 5.3.

**Dynamic Customisation.** Once a project is enacted, it is executed following, e.g., the project plan. This project execution considers the performance of the selected methods and / or the creation of the artefacts, whereby this stage can be paraphrased with the term *content creation* [KH08, Kuh08b].
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Since it is in the nature of development projects that unplanned circumstances cause projects to deviate from the initially planned execution (see also Parnas et al. [PC86]), this stage has also to consider the reaction to such deviations. Although there still exists little guidance in this area, the reaction is known as dynamic tailoring, respectively dynamic customisation.

Dynamic customisation considers the adaptation of the enacted project entities during the project execution according to project parameters, which arise during the execution. Dynamic customisation can be performed during the whole development life cycle affecting the project plan, but also within a particular project phase, in which project participants have to reflect on arising project parameters and act according to those parameters within the pre-defined (enacted) setting.

In the thesis, we refer to the second variant, since RE is characterised due to the closeness to the customers’ domain by uncertainty [EW05] so that many project parameters are not clear from the beginning of a project [BPKR09]. The procedure for this dynamic customisation is introduced with the Project-specific BISA Execution Strategy in Chp. 5.3. We describe within a planned project setting the dynamic content creation of the artefacts in the necessary and possible degree of completeness. However, we do not take a plan generation itself into account (further information is given in Sect. 5.1).

2.6.2 Classification of Related Work

In the following, we classify related work to perform a process integration and for a customisation of development process models at project level. In subsequent sections 2.6.3 and 2.6.4, we describe for the second area related approaches in detail.

2.6.2.1 Classification of Related Work for a Process Integration

Considering the modification of development process models at organisational level, there exists related work in the field of process management and process optimisation, such as the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) [PWBea94] and CMM-based approaches, which are specifically elaborated for chosen disciplines (e.g., for RE [BHR05]). Recent work has also been done in the definition of business cases and best practices for the introduction of RE to companies as a general topic [EW05].

Regarding the area of process integration, there exist approaches, which cover the integration of methods (see also Hammerschall [Ham08]). Method integration and method engineering in general, however, cover only one aspect of a process integration and disregard the other development process sub-models to be integrated into a development process model. Further work has also been done in context of the V-Modell XT w.r.t. its integration into an organisation via four stages [KTF10]: Analysis of the current situation and identification of needs in the organisation; Conceptualisation of the development process model (e.g., definition of organisation-specific roles); Realisation; Integration into the organisation.

However, the process integration of a domain-specific approach into a development process model eventually remains a topic to be covered by the approach to be integrated. Hence, there exists no directly related work in the area of process integration. Still, we use the four generic stages proposed for the V-Modell XT as orientation for constructing our process integration approach in Chp. 5.2.
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2.6.2.2 Classification of Related Work for Customisation of Development Process Models at Project Level

The topic of customising development process models according to the needs of individual project environments has received much attention for many years, especially in the area of activity-based approaches. Available contributions evolve from early work of, e.g., Basili et al. [BR87]. It is recognised, however, that giving guidance for customising activity-based models has its limitations.

The Tailorable Process for Software Engineering [CCR+95] or the V-Modell 97 [DW99] give evidence on that fact, since the included customisation approaches are

- either defined as a highly complex task in which one has to select a sequence of activities according to a pre-defined set of project parameters while both are hardly extensible, or they are
- generically described and thereby not applicable.

This problem can, in general, be found in development process models, which rely on the activity-based philosophy (see also Sect. 1.3). For instance, the SPEM documentation [OMG08] lacks for concepts for enactment; these are informally circumscribed on 11 of 236 pages and give no concrete guidance while leaving this topic to the expertise of project participants or tool vendors. In fact, available surveys, such as the one of Predreira et al. [PPLB07], point out the general absence of practice-based research and experiences that would give evidence on the applicability of such customisation (respectively enactment) approaches. Most of available case studies on the application of activity-based development process models give attention to the resulting process rather than to the actually performed customisation approach.

For this reason, we supplement activity-based development process models with another area: Situational Method Engineering. This sub-area of method engineering contributes extensible approaches to the selection and integration of methods according to project parameters, without giving much attention to particular development process models.

Nevertheless, the area of activity-based development process models and method engineering contribute customisation mechanisms rather then concrete guidelines, which, e.g., take into account particular project situations. Thus, we additionally have to consider that the steps performed during customisation also depend on project-specific contents [WK92, THV97].

Therefore, we also investigate the area of decision support systems and, in particular, the area of Content-Centric Decision Support Systems (see also [RPA+01, HFIM06]. We perform this investigation according to Ngo-The et al. [NTR05] that contribute a literature survey on decision support systems. They define decision support as an approach to select, classify, and rate a set of alternatives in the performance of a project. The alternatives are based, in turn, on project-specific contents, such as requirements. The area of content-centric decision support systems makes use of multi-project environments that assist the selection of domain-specific description techniques according to project parameters.

Available literature contributes in surveys on decision problems and project parameters, and it contributes on the selection of specific description techniques according to those project parameters. The area additionally can be classified according to specific disciplines, like RE, including domain-independent techniques and domain-specific ones.

In summary, we classify related work into two areas, as illustrated in Fig. 2.13. The first area to be investigated constitutes domain- and discipline-specific contributions, which provide means to characterise projects with respect to a particu-
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Figure 2.13: Classification of related work considering customisation at project level.

lar discipline and application domain. Surveys on decision problems and project parameters directly contribute to approaches for selecting description techniques. These approaches, in turn, complement the area of situational method engineering that belongs to the second area: customisation approaches. Situational method engineering is investigated besides artefact-based approaches as part of the contributions in development process models. These describe, in contrast to the first area, rules and mechanisms for performing the customisation.

Static versus Dynamic Customisation in Related Work. The introduced classification of related work makes no differentiation on whether approaches consider static or dynamic customisation. In fact, only few approaches make a statement about the customisation stage they address. A known exception is the V-Modell XT that explicitly considers the initial project set-up (stage 2).

Hence, we allocate available approaches to the static customisation stage. This is especially true for approaches, which belong to situational method engineering, because

1. the problem of compatibility of different methods (regarding syntactic consistency) is an issue that still is not completely solved [Ham08, THV97, Bri96]. This problem would be additionally hardened if having to weave methods into a predefined activity path during project execution.
2. project parameters that are taken into account remain trivial and / or coarse grained [THV97] as given by the V-Modell XT that intentionally describes these parameters in a generic way to be able to perform the customisation during initial project set-up.

2.6.3 Domain- and Discipline-specific Contributions

Domain- and discipline-specific contributions are specific-purpose approaches with a limited scope. Most of the approaches propose specific solutions, i.e., description techniques and / or methods, in combination with a specific problem, i.e., project parameters that argue for the proposed solution [NTR05]. These solutions are developed

• either for a specific purpose (a concrete project situation), such as:
  – given by description techniques, independent of an application domain.
  For instance, Doerr et al. [DKVKP03, DKK+05] introduce description
techniques for eliciting non-functional requirements considering use cases.

- given by description techniques, specific for an application domain. For instance, Bleistein et al. [BCVP06] contribute and approach for business process and context modelling in the domain of business information systems.

- or they are developed on the basis of available description techniques gathered, e.g., from comprehensive surveys like [ZC05, NSK00, NE00].

Only few work is performed, however, for characterising projects in an isolated manner. The work of Aurum et al. [AW05a] is one example. They contribute different project parameters affecting the set up and the execution of the RE process in general, respectively the decisions to be taken in the process. Our previously performed field study [MFWLB10, MFWL+12] also introduces a detailed taxonomy of project parameters and their concrete effects on RE artefacts and the RE execution.

Regarding the choice of the description techniques, there exist approaches that formalise, in part, the decision problem itself. For instance, Jiang et al. [JE03] propose an algorithm for the selection of description techniques. Their work is based on their previous work contributing an N-dimensional process development methodology in combination with a multi-criteria decision making model of Zopounidis et al. [ZD00]. The latter can be compared to the tailoring matrix of the V-Modell 97 [DW99]. This matrix shows combinations of project parameters with sets of methods resulting in roadmaps that guide the process. The contribution from Jiang et al. aims, however, at the definition of a tool-supported decision support framework.

Another tendency is given by informally capturing best practices as part of domain-specific (architecture) guidelines that aim at tackling the complexity of formalised process models. For instance, the Guide to the Business Analysis Body of Knowledge (BABOK) [IIB09] describes a set of description techniques and the combination of these techniques according to project parameters. The outcome (different roadmaps) reflects specific industrial experiences. Similarly, the Cooperative Requirements Engineering with Scenarios (CREWS) project defines in a series of reports the selection and combination of scenario-based RE techniques. Rolland et al. [RP00, RPB99] then conceptualise as part of this series the guidelines by means of roadmaps, similarly as done in BABOK.

Finally, the introduced approaches focus on the syntactic layer. This means that they argue for specific methods and description techniques in dependency to project characteristics. Another area of related work also takes into account the content of requirements to be formulated in dependency to project characteristics. This area introduces approaches to reuse requirements in different projects and emphasise not specific-purpose techniques, but specific-purpose contents; for instance, approaches that informally give via patterns a collection of (textual) formulations in dependency to project goals. Franch et al. [FPQ+10] propose, e.g., a meta model for structuring a knowledge repository and a set pre-defined requirements formulations in dependency to project goals. Further contributions are ours in the field of security requirement, based on a quality model [LWMFB10, WMFIL09]. In fact, this field emphasises mostly non-functional requirements, since functional requirements always are subject to customer-specific, individual business processes.

**Summary and Discussion.** In the introduced area, related work contributes many isolated approaches, which, in part, aim at the formalisation of project parameters and the selection of corresponding description techniques, or of require-
ments contents. According to Ngo-The et al. [NTR05], however, the formalisation of decision support in isolation is unlikely suitable in practice. Many project parameters cannot be formalised, because they are of cross-cutting nature (like budget) and because strategic decisions, which often have to be taken, are unpredictable. In addition, the impacts of taken decisions on the overall development life cycle cannot be taken into account, due to the isolated nature or available approaches.

Relation to Thesis. In Sect. 5.3, we conceptualise according to Ngo-The et al. [NTR05] an approach to characterise projects and assist decision taking rather than formalising this assistance with a strict process. In contrast to available work that focusses on activity-based approaches (by characterisation and selection of methods), we transfer this conceptualisation to an artefact-based philosophy. For this purpose, we couple a set of project parameters to artefacts, which abstract from methods and techniques themselves and, thus, offer the necessary degree of flexibility and creativity during decision taking. However, because of their limited area of application, we do not take into account requirements assertions as done in approaches for requirements re-use and thereby remain to the syntactic layer.

By integrating the artefact-based reference model into the development process, we additionally enable the reflection on project parameters and their impacts on other development activities. The project parameters are gathered from our field study [MFWLB10, MFWL12] and reused in the performed case studies.

2.6.4 Contributions in Development Process Models

According to Fig. 2.13 on page 50, we classify the contributions in customisation of development process models into approaches that can be allocated to the area of situational method engineering and ones which can be allocated to the area of artefact orientation. In both areas, available approaches define rules and mechanisms to customise a development process model following corresponding philosophy. We subsequently describe for both areas related work.

2.6.4.1 Situational Method Engineering

As a response to an observable tendency in software engineering to continuously develop specific-purpose methods tackling single areas of action [THV97], method engineering arises as an own research area. This area aims at the harmonisation of available methods and the systematic construction of new ones. Method engineering contributes approaches to the construction, situation-specific selection, and adaptation of methods for business information systems [Bri96].

In this section, we stick to the principles of the sub-area Situational Method Engineering that considers the adaptation of methods for their use in a particular project [Ode96]. The idea of situational method engineering is to retrieve, according to project parameters, appropriate methods from an administrated method repository (named method base). Such a repository represents a reference model that abstracts from several methods which are already customised to organisational needs and to the application domain [Ode96]. Ralytė et al. [RDR03] propose a generic process that brings together the different aspects of situational method engineering including the integration of retrieved methods (their assembly).

Hofstede et al. [THV97] further discuss situational method engineering with respect to its feasibility. They distinguish three major concerns:

1. Design of Method Fragments and their Storage for a company-wide use.
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2. Project Characterisation and Method Retrieval in a specific project.
3. Assembly of retrieved methods in a project to enact a concrete project execution.

Method engineering deals with the concept of modular method fragments for the design and the storage of methods in a method base. A method fragment (in the following called method) represents a method building block that describes a systematic construction procedure to combining description techniques for creating artefacts [NE00, BWHW05]. Description techniques cover a graphical convention (notation) while the content and the structure of the artefacts are addressed only by few of available approaches [BWHW05] (see also the discussion in Sect. 3.1.1). Methods thereby describe the way of working according to a specific description technique.

The project characterisation according to project parameters (in the area named contingency factors [THV97]), as well as the method retrieval, aim at the selection of methods for particular projects. For this, there exist two different possibilities. The first possibility is to define for each method different construction procedures, covering each different project parameters. Each method covers variants in its procedure to be chosen according to project parameters. This possibility is described by Fitzgerald et al. [FRO03] that present the approach used at Motorola. Such approaches are, in general, applied in the domain of standard software in which the methods to be used in the projects are all the same and already pre-defined at organisational level, but differ in their details (like differing in the used description techniques).

The second possibility is to define and store methods according to different project parameters, while no further differentiation is made. This possibility is used in the domain of custom software development projects in which the self-contained methods are selected according to project parameters. Henninger et al. [Hen98, HB01] define for this variant an approach by introducing a rule-based method repository and, thus, they build the bridge to the decision support systems, introduced the section before.

Which alternative to take affects the level of granularity in which the methods are defined [THV97]. We can define a method for its application for single techniques (e.g., “define UML activity diagram”), what is reflected in the second variant. We also can define a method for a broader area of application (e.g., “define user interaction”), what is reflected in the first variant.

Once the methods are identified and retrieved from a method base, they have to be assembled. This assembly describes the enactment of a project by combining methods in order to define a concrete process. Yoon et al. [YMB01] contribute an approach for the assembly of methods and their static verification by formalising the composed process by means of a process algebra. Most approaches, however, claim the issue of method assembly to be solved (see [THV97]), but do not take into account the syntactic compatibility of different methods w.r.t. the different incorporated notations, potentially emphasising different concepts of the application domain in a different way. Recent work, however, deals with the integration of methods, such as the contribution from Hammerschall [Ham08] and, thus, shows that this issue still is an unsolved one.

Summary and Discussion. Although situational method engineering makes valuable contributions by bringing specific-purpose approaches together, it lacks, in our context, following shortcomings:

- Method retrieval requires knowledge about strengths and weaknesses of different methods, respectively description techniques [THV97].
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- The method integration (assembly) is still an issue that is not completely solved respecting syntactic compatibility and therefore syntactic consistency of the produced artefacts.
- Situational method engineering, in general, does not support the dynamic reflection on a current project characteristic respecting project parameters and the actual quality of domain-specific results with their effects on the overall development life cycle (what we consider as an objective to support a balanced problem orientation).

Relation to Thesis. We do not consider the selection and integration of methods by means of a method base. The artefact-based reference model of Chp. 4 itself serves the purpose of the method base. The static and dynamic customisation of the reference model according to the need of projects is guided by a repository that captures a set of project parameters.

This way, we tackle the shortcomings in situational method engineering. First, knowledge on different methods is not implicitly needed, since the artefact-based reference model itself makes explicit the knowledge about the concepts of an application domain. Second, the problem of variability and compatibility during the assembly of different methods is reduced by the artefact model, abstracting from methods and their relationships, and, thus, restricting methods directly in the reference model. We additionally enable the desired amount of flexibility in the choice of methods. Third, we support, on the basis of an integrated artefact model, the reflection on project parameters affecting the actual degree of completeness in the results and, thus, the impact of taken decisions on further development activities. Section 3.1 gives further information about the principles of artefact orientation and how an artefact model tackles mentioned problems.

2.6.4.2 Artefact-based Customisation

Artefact-based customisation is an area with limited contributions. We take into account one known artefact-based contribution specifically elaborated for RE and one contribution in the area of development process models. The latter describes the customisation approach used in the V-Modell XT.

Requirements Engineering Reference Model

The Requirements Engineering Reference Model (REM) [BPKR09, BGK+ 07, GBB+ 06] results from a research co-operation between the Technische Universität München and Siemens Corporate Research. REM defines a taxonomy-based artefact model for RE, independent of particular concepts of an application domain. The artefact model of REM is further discussed in Sect. 3.1.3, where we classify the view taken by REM on the concept of an artefact.

REM informally describes in addition to the artefact model a customisation approach in which the artefacts, respectively the content items of the artefacts, are classified as mandatory or optional. The customisation approach then describes

1. to choose the necessary content items that are not mandatory ("prune the artefact model"),
2. to agree on a document structure,
3. to select methods, and
4. to define the process.
REM, however, gives no concrete guidance for those steps, although it is the first known approach to bridge the gap between isolated RE contributions and customisation principles, as found in artefact-based development process models.

Relation to Thesis. Due to the domain-independent nature of REM, the customisation approach is not suitable to cover the objectives of the thesis, although many principles defined by REM serve as an inspiration for our contributions. First, since the artefact model of REM does not take into account the basic concepts and relations of an application domain, i.e., the elements and relations found in description techniques, (1) REM must take into account methods during customisation, while (2) their assembly does not tackle the compatibility problem given in the area of situational method engineering. The contributions at hand, however, tackle this problem by reducing the variability in the choice of the methods via the definition of possible concepts and relations as part of the artefact model. Second, REM describes customisation by means of four steps, but gives no guidance on how to perform the steps in dependency to project parameters. One difficulty is that REM has no underlying meta model, necessary to define the structural properties of the approach and, thus, the implications of one customisation step to another. Finally, the classification of artefacts to optional ones and mandatory ones is pre-defined, while their relevance arises from an application domain and from the needs of particular projects.

These circumstances barrier the re-use and adaptation of REM’s customisation concepts in the context of the thesis.

V-Modell XT Customisation Approach

In Sect. 2.5.3.2, we already gave an introduction into the meta model of the V-Modell XT. The V-Modell XT [TK09] includes a stepwise customisation process, which is implemented by a tool (see also [Kuh08a]). The customisation approach [KTF10, TK09, Kuh08b, MFK09] makes use of the dynamic elements in the V-Modell XT meta model, which provide with Project Execution Strategies means to enact a project.

For this, the customisation approach classifies, as a first step, projects into Project Types that describe the frame for a particular project including a selection of chosen elements of the development process model (e.g., the project type “Customer” or “Contractor”). Project types are supplemented by Project Type Variants that define what Process Modules and Procedure Modules to consider and that then compute project execution strategies for the project. In addition, Project Attributes provide capabilities to select additional options, e.g., to embed sub-contracting parties into a project.

Process modules are the content-containing components relevant for customisation. A project-specific V-Modell XT instance is a consistent selection of process modules. Since the process modules contain all static process elements (artefacts), the artefact structure for a particular project arises from this selection. Processes and sub-processes, necessary to define a process with decision gates (milestones), are defined by the Procedure Modules that are selected in addition to the process modules by the project type variants. All selected modules are then used to compute the project execution strategy that, finally, states which decision gates have to be reached in which order (being enacted to a project plan).

In summary, customisation is performed in the V-Modell XT by performing a selection of relevant artefacts (from a set of possible combinations) and by defining
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via the dynamic elements in which order they have to be created. This results in a project execution strategy. While the V-Modell XT offers assistance for the creation of a project execution strategy (and the definition of artefact exemplars), the creation of the artefacts’ contents during the project execution is, however, not in scope.

Relation to Thesis. In contrast to RE-specific contributions, the V-Modell XT comprises a concrete and tool-supported guidance for the static customisation of the development process model according to a set of project parameters. The V-Modell XT exhibits, however, following shortcomings with respect to our objectives:

1. The customisation of the artefact model ensures consistency in-between single artefacts (e.g. documents) and to the process entities, but due to the missing notion of the artefacts’ content it provides no means to support syntactic consistency in the contents.

2. The customisation approach is reduced to a fixed set of coarse-grained project parameters to be applied during initial project set-up.

Still, the customisation principles are a suitable basis, which we extend in the thesis. First, we couple, similarly as done in the V-Modell XT, detailed project parameters to artefacts, but respect also the artefacts’ content and, thus, support also syntactically consistent artefacts (contents) during customisation. Second, we extend the customisation approach to the third stage (during RE execution) and give guidance to create the artefacts according to project parameters that arise during project execution. Finally, we make use of an extensible project repository to capture project parameters and their effects on the creation of the artefacts.

2.6.5 Summary and Discussion of Related Work

So far, we introduced the different stages of customisation in relation to the contributions of thesis in Sect. 2.6.1. We discussed approaches considering a process integration and approaches considering a customisation of development process models at project level. The latter was based, in turn, on a classification going beyond development process models. We discussed different approaches for customisation and took into account domain- and discipline-specific approaches, activity-based approaches with the area of situational method engineering, and artefact-based ones.

In the following, we summarise and discuss related work in direct relation to the contributions of the thesis.

Related Work for performing a Process Integration. We discussed that there is no directly related work considering the area of process integration, because a process integration eventually remains a topic to be considered by the approach that shall be integrated into a development process model. In Sect. 5.2, we define an approach to perform a process integration of our artefact-based reference model. This approach is based on our meta model. We structure the steps of our approach according to the integration approach proposed for the V-Modell XT (described in Sect. 2.6.2.1).

Related Work for performing a Customisation at Project Level. Regarding the customisation at project level, we showed that most of available work considers the initial project set-up and leaves the execution of the enacted project to
the expertise of project participants. Much effort has been spent in the area of situational method engineering complementing the area of content-centric decision support systems. These decision support systems contribute, in turn, the selection of specific-purpose methods according to project parameters.

However, due to the problem of (syntactic) compatibility of methods and the syntactic consistency of the artefacts being created during project execution, the area of method engineering has limitations in its application during the project execution. Another problem arises from the fact that available approaches in this area

1. do not take into account the produced artefacts and their quality and, thus, do not allow for a conscious decision about whether to act during project execution in a solution-oriented way or not.
2. do not support the reflection and reaction on potentially underspecified artefacts and the impacts on further development activities that rely on those artefacts (what is especially important to RE as an integrated discipline).

In Sect. 5.3, we contribute an artefact-based customisation approach that tackles these shortcomings. In the area of artefact-based approaches, there exist two related approaches: REM and the V-Modell XT. We take the principles of customisation defined by the V-Modell XT and extend them in order to not only consider the set-up of the process, but also its execution.

For this, we make use of a multi-project environment for characterising projects according to project parameters. In contrast to available approaches in the area of decision support systems, which characterise projects by the impact of project parameters on different methods and description techniques, we transfer this idea to the artefact-based philosophy. The parameters guide, similar to approach of the V-Modell XT, the enactment by creating exemplars of the artefacts and putting those in an ordered sequence for the delivery with respect to a set of milestones. During the RE execution, however, we also support the reflection on fine-grained project parameters and the appropriate content creation within the enacted process frame with respect to an appropriate degree of completeness in the artefacts. In contrast to available approaches, we additionally enable (due to the process integration) the reflection on the impacts the created artefacts have on other activities of the development life cycle and, thus, support a balanced problem orientation.

### 2.7 Introduction of a Running Example

In this section, we introduce a running example to which we refer in the different contributions of the thesis.

The example considers a software development project within the fictitious company **Alpine Adventure Tours (AAT)**. The company targets the tourism market in the winter sport region in southern Germany and has an information systems to manage different skiing courses. Since the company aims at a market expansion and collaboration with further companies, the historically grown course management systems does no longer support the new business processes. As a consequence, the software development project aims at

1. a re-design of the business processes to meet the new business needs, and
2. a replacement of the course management system for which the corresponding requirements shall be specified.
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Artefact orientation has many facets whereby there still is no common understanding and agreement on structure and semantics of an artefact-based approach and, in particular, on the term *artefact*. There are interpretations in the granularity range from general structures of documents or data sets to detailed models, which abstract from modelling concepts for a particular application domain. In fact, the design of an artefact model depends on the intended purpose of the model affecting consequently the design of an artefact-based approach. In the following chapter, we thus analyse, as a first step, the principles of artefact orientation and differentiate those principles from the ones followed by activity-based approaches. We discuss different views that can be taken onto an artefact model according to general objectives potentially followed with artefact orientation. Based on our particular research objectives that aim at an artefact-based customisation, we then infer the necessary design of our meta model artefact orientation. This resulting meta model is then presented in the third section. We conclude with a discussion on how we ensure the validity during instantiation of the meta model to the application domain of business information systems. The content of the chapter at hand is based, in part, on our contribution in [MFPKB10].

At the end of this chapter, the reader will understand (1) how an artefact-based approach can be designed according to different objectives, (2) how it should be designed to achieve our research objectives, and finally (3) how our objectives result in a meta model for artefact orientation. This meta model lays the foundation for the construction of the domain-specific approach in Chp. 4 and for the definition of the customisation approach in Chp. 5.
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3.1 Principles of Artefact Orientation

The idea of focussing on artefacts in development processes is not new. In the model-based design and development philosophy, an artefact is seen as an abstraction from modelling elements used as an intermediate result of a process. An artefact has particular properties and may be described using standardised modelling concepts. One is able to incorporate different description techniques and notions for producing the artefacts and build on a customisable process. Project participants agree on the artefacts to be delivered and do not have to care about the realisation process in volatile project environments. The diversity in the processes is reduced to the dependencies between the artefacts themselves without having to take into account the complexity of differing processes. Thus, the complexity of a development process is reduced on the basis of a pre-defined result structure (see also introductory Sect. 1.3.2).

Hence, artefact orientation has also become a well-accepted technique in the area of development process models. Available models give evidence on the evolution from activity orientation (e.g., reflected in the V-Modell 97 [DW99] or the Rational Unified Process [KK03, JBR99]) to artefact orientation incorporating the process-agnostic philosophy; Prince 2 [oGCO09], as a reference model for IT management, or the V-Modell XT [FHKS08] (see Sect. 2.5.3.2) are prominent examples.

Although artefact orientation has become a well-accepted technique, there is, however, still no common understanding and agreement on syntax and semantics of artefact-based approaches. The major reason is that the view taken on an artefact model, being the backbone of a development process model, respectively the view taken on the structure of an artefact itself, depends on the intended purpose of the artefact model.

In order to get a unified understanding of artefact orientation necessary to achieve our research objectives, we define a meta model for artefact orientation. To define this meta model, we analyse, as a first step, the major principles of artefact orientation and different views that can be taken. We conclude with a discussion of the variations of artefact models and their different characteristics. Based on this discussion, we infer in the following sections 3.2 and 3.3 a meta model for artefact orientation with respect to our particular research objectives.

This meta model shall support process integration and customisation of the domain-specific instance of the meta model, while the instance itself (for the application domain of business information systems) is defined in Chp. 4.

3.1.1 Artefact Orientation versus Activity Orientation

In Sect. 2.5.3, we already gave a first impression of the difference between artefact orientation and activity orientation. In the section at hand, we discuss the basic principles of both philosophies by directly comparing them.

For this, we take into account method engineering (see Sect. 2.6.4.1) in addition to activity-based development process models. Although there exist concrete development process (meta) models that are defined following, e.g., the activity-based philosophy (see Sect. 2.5.3.1), we discuss in this section the basic principles of the philosophies. We thus exclude any discussions and evaluations of available development process (meta) models. An introduction into advantages and disadvantages of activity-based and artefact-based approaches has already been given in the introductory related work section 1.3.

Figure 3.1 depicts a simplified view taken by both philosophies on the different sub-models of a development process model. We depict the the concepts Role, Arte-
fact, Activity (with methods), and Description Technique, which constitutes means for the representation of an artefact in a particular shape (see also Sect. 2.5.1.2 discussing the sub-models of a development process model).

The upper part of the figure illustrates the arrangement of the sub-models of a development process model following the activity-based philosophy; the bottom part of the figure illustrates the arrangement following the artefact-based philosophy.

**Figure 3.1:** Comparison of philosophies by their view taken on the sub-models of a development process model and their arrangement (simplified).

In the following, we describe both philosophies according to this figure and give afterwards a concluding summary.

### 3.1.1.1 View taken by Activity Orientation on Development Process

Braun et al. [BWHW05] analyse available approaches following the activity-based philosophy. They discuss and compare the conceptualisation of the sub-models of a development process model found in different method construction approaches, including representative approaches of Brinkkemper [Bri96], Gutzwiller [Gut94], and Balzert [Bal98]. On the basis of this comparison and taking into account available development process meta models that follow the same philosophy, we organise the sub-models of the development process model in the upper part of Fig. 3.1.

Accordingly, activities (respectively methods) are seen as “construction tasks, which create certain results” [BWHW05], being performed, in turn, by a role. Activities build in this perspective, in general, the backbone of a development process model, because a concrete project execution arises from a specific sequence of activities. Each of those activities then makes use of several description techniques in order to produce the desired artefacts. The artefacts are previously de-
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Defined and structured specification documents of a specific type in which the results are recorded in dependency to the chosen description technique [BWHW05]. While activities have in available approaches a well-defined structure to provide an approach to combining different description techniques [NE00], only 50% of the approaches, analysed in [BWHW05], include the definition of an artefact sub-model at all.

Hence, the view taken by activity-based approaches emphasises how to do something rather than defining what has to be produced. As a consequence, domain-specific approaches that are built upon such principles, like the ones for enterprise architecture modelling [FBB09] or for modelling of service-oriented architectures [Off08], offer a vague description of the content and structure of the artefacts to be produced. The same consequence can be observed in comprehensive development process models, like the ones that are based on SPEM (see Sect. 2.5.3.1).

Although the importance of a well-defined artefact model is recognised in the area of activity orientation [FBB09], artefacts are still reduced to an outcome of activities and underlie an optional description in available approaches. The emphasis lies on the definition, selection, and integration of methods, ready to be applied at project level.

3.1.1.2 View taken by Artefact Orientation on Development Process

Compared to activity orientation, where the process is built on basis of a model of different activities and their dependencies, artefact orientation follows a process agnostic philosophy. The emphasis of artefact-based approaches lies on consistent result structures and used terminology, defined by means of an artefact model. The other sub-models of a development process model are coupled to the artefact model. One gives attention to the deliverables (and their dependencies) to be produced by particular roles, and exchanged as an intermediate of different activities and, thus, one gives attention on what has to be produced rather than on how it has to be produced.

Artefact models, however, are mainly subject to two major areas of application: to the area of development process models and to the area of model-based design and development. Although the latter area disregards the definition of a development process by means of activities and roles, we take into account both areas for the arrangement of the different sub-models in Fig. 3.1.

Regarding development process models, with a prominent artefact-based approach given by the V-Modell XT (see Sect. 2.5.3.2), all relevant sub-models are coupled to the artefact model being the main source for defining a concrete project execution. Accordingly, an artefact model abstracts from concrete realisation details (activities), since all parties agree in a first step on the artefacts to be produced and then build a process upon these artefacts. Roles are assigned and allocated to an artefact for which they take the responsibility, and activities are selected after agreeing on the relevant set of artefacts. The concrete project execution automatically arises from the customised artefacts and their dependencies, being defined as part of the artefact model.

In addition to the area of development process models, we take into account the area of model-based development in which an artefact model abstracts from description techniques (see for example [SPHP02]). In this area, an artefact model is used as a domain-specific reference model giving guidance for the use of different modelling languages. More precisely, the artefact model guides in a project the creation of concrete models for generating, in turn, source code. As a matter of fact, the area of development process models sees an artefact as anything that
can be an outcome of activities, including for example the system to be delivered. The area of model-based development sees an artefact as an exclusive abstraction of description techniques and a system under consideration (see also Sect. 2.5.2 discussing possible views that can be taken at different levels of abstraction). We take, however, into account that each artefact underlies a description, even if in a generic manner, whereby the view given in Fig. 3.1 satisfies the depiction of the basic concepts of artefact orientation.

3.1.1.3 Comparison of Activity Orientation and Artefact Orientation

Table 3.1 summarises the characteristics of the activity-based philosophy and the artefact-based one w.r.t. the views given on the basic concepts and their arrangement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>View on Activities</th>
<th>Activity Orientation</th>
<th>Artefact Orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Profound definition of activities, methods, and dependencies</td>
<td>• Model-based dev. approaches neglect process at all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Process via arrangement of activities</td>
<td>• Development process models:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>– Methods optionally (flat method structure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>– Process via arrangement of artefacts to be created</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View on Artefacts</td>
<td>• 50% of approaches neglect artefacts</td>
<td>• Artefact model comprehensively defines artefacts and dependencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Artefacts part of self-contained methods</td>
<td>• Centre of development process models (roles &amp; activities coupled to artefacts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Flat artefact structure with weak content information and no relationships</td>
<td>• Structure and content (level of detail) of artefacts differs in dependency to area of action</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Activity-based approaches* put emphasis on activities and build a concrete process by combining selected activities. Artefacts are in most of available approaches defined as an optional element. In approaches, which define an artefact as mandatory, however, they are reduced to an exclusive outcome of self-contained methods that produce an artefact (see also a representative meta model given by Hammer-schall [Ham08]). Hence, the relationships between the artefacts are not defined, respectively reduced to relationships between the activities. While activity-based approaches have the advantage of offering concrete instructions for defining new and applying existing methods in a project, the processes become complex and the approaches do no effectively cope with the various influences given in individual project environments. In addition, we have to face the problem of syntactic inconsistencies, since the dynamic combination of methods implies the problem of a potential syntactic incompatibility of different description techniques.

*Artefact-based approaches*, in turn, reduce the complexity in the process by restricting the possible structure (and content) of the results, whereas the process is defined by deciding on what artefacts to produce. Since the sub-models of a development process model are all coupled to an artefact model, the decision about what artefacts
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to produce automatically gives guidance on what activities to perform. Since one can choose for any method that offers means to create the elements and relationships defined in the artefact model, corresponding approaches reduce the possibilities of creating the results in an incomplete manner. Still, although artefact-based approaches support a variable, integrated, and consistent view onto development processes, available approaches have to face the contrary problem of activity-based approaches. Artefact-based approaches exhibit the characteristic that (1) methods are often underspecified or do not exist at all and (2) the result structure is fixed and hardly extensible, since artefacts always abstract from already existing methods or description techniques.

While there exists a common agreement on structure and content of activity-based approaches, there still is no common agreement on the one of artefact-based ones. The reason is that the understanding of artefact orientation arises from the different views that can be taken in dependency to the different areas in which artefact models are used; for instance, the view taken by the area of model-based development or the one taken by artefact-based development process models.

In fact, how to define an artefact model and how exactly to set this artefact model in relation to the other sub-models of a development process model depends on the view taken. This view arises, in turn, from the objectives followed during the establishment of the artefact model. In the following, we discuss a selected set of possible objectives.

3.1.2 Potential Objectives in Artefact Orientation

Artefact models are used in different areas, ranging from the field of model-based development over general development process models to the use as a domain-specific ontology. In this section, we discuss selected objectives that are potentially followed when establishing an artefact-based approach. Based on these objectives, we discuss in the following sections resulting views on an artefact model, i.e., the way the artefact models are defined and used.

We distinguish the following objectives:

1. Support of project management
2. Flexibility for customisation
3. Explicit representation of domain knowledge
4. Consistency and completeness of created results
5. Seamless modelling
6. Tool-support (operationability)

**Support for Project Management.** One aspect considered by project management is the definition of responsibilities in a project. This objective is achieved in artefact orientation by directly coupling roles, respectively specific team members, to artefacts for which they have to take the responsibility (see Fig. 3.1). Another aspect important to project management is the establishment of progress control. Progress control is supported, because quality assurance metrics can be defined for objectively measuring the degree of completeness of an artefact w.r.t. the artefact-based reference model, which defines a notion of structure and content in the artefacts. Based on assessable completion levels, the actual status (e.g., “finished”) of an artefact can be determined to support the overall progress control.

**Flexibility for Customisation.** The flexibility for customising a process is an important topic in the area of development process models. We consider a reference
model as flexible if it allows, at organisational level, for a systematic process integration, and if it allows, during its application at project level, for variations in the created artefacts in response to project characteristics. Process integration and customisation at project level are both supported by the artefact-based philosophy, since artefact models are used to reduce the variability in the processes (see the foregoing section).

**Explicit Representation of Domain Knowledge.** The use of artefact-based reference models supports the establishment of a clear terminology for a particular application domain. Since artefact models capture the basic (modelling) concepts of the domain, they make knowledge about the concepts of the domain explicit. Thus, they tackle the shortcomings of activity-based approaches, which, in contrast, presume knowledge about weaknesses and strengths of different methods (see Sect. 2.6.4.1 discussing the limitations of method engineering).

**Consistency and Completeness of created Results.** In the area of model-based development, artefact models are used to capture the modelling concepts and their relations of an application domain as a model blueprint so that they serve as orientation for creating project-specific results in a syntactically complete and consistent manner. If the artefacts created at project level allow for simulations, they additionally can be used to identify semantically inconsistent or incomplete results.

**Seamless Modelling.** A prerequisite for seamless modelling is that the different models, created at project level, are consistent, i.e., that the elements and relations to be created are known in advance and preserved during their creation, e.g., in a tool-supported manner. Since artefact models can be used as such reference models, they thus support seamless modelling and consequently continuity in the development process.

**Operationability via Tool Support.** Artefact models can be defined as reference models to be manually used, for example, to create conformant results in a project, but also to apply tool support in project environments. Regarding the latter, artefact models, which then are defined as data models made available for computation, aim at the definition of elements and relations to be considered during (tool-supported) modelling activities. The artefact models then achieve an operationalised domain knowledge in order to ensure the conformance of results being created in projects to the structure and the content of the artefact-based reference model. For instance, by applying consistency rules to be used for tool-supported validation and verification.

### 3.1.3 Potential Variations of Artefact Models

According to Davis, “the value of a model depends on the view taken, but none is the best for all purposes” [ER03]. In case of artefact models, there exist different interpretations of the corresponding concepts, each following particular objectives. In the foregoing section, we introduced the different objectives (respectively purposes) that can be followed during the establishment of an artefact model. In this section, we analyse the different views that are taken on the notion of an artefact model in direct response to the different objectives.
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Although there exist approaches that mix different views as part of one model, we identify the following variations of an artefact model into which we group available approaches (see Fig. 3.2):

1. **Structure models**, which exclusively define the general structure of specification documents or data sets, e.g., as a taxonomy.
2. **Content models**, which describe the content of specification documents or data sets, e.g., by defining with a data model the modelling concepts used to create the contents of specification documents. The content models can be either defined in a generic manner or for a particular application domain.
3. **Integrated modelling theories**, which capture the underlying theory of domain-specific modelling concepts, e.g., with precise mathematical models.

![Figure 3.2: Variations of artefact models.](image)

In the following, we characterise, according to Fig. 3.2, the different views and exemplary means for representing these views, as depicted by the second row of the figure. For each representation, we discuss available approaches. In Sect. 3.1.4, we discuss the different artefact representations in relation to their characteristics and how they achieve the objectives stated in Sect. 3.1.2.

### 3.1.3.1 Structure Models

Structure models define a reference model of topics to be considered in documents or data sets. A structure model is mostly represented as a taxonomy-based reference model, which defines the hierarchical structure of, for example, a specification document and its chapters; for instance, by defining an artefact **Requirements Specification** including topics like **Use Case Model** or **Functional Requirements** that each can be decomposed into further topics. Structure models, in general, emphasise the structure of the results and aim at a common, standardised understanding of what should be generally produced within individual projects. The area in which structure models are mostly applied is given by development process models. Since this coarse-grained view does not include a detailed description of the contents (e.g., the content of a use case model and its dependencies to functional requirements), the artefact models offer a low degree of complexity with respect to the dependencies between the artefacts and, thus, they facilitate their process integration and customisation (“flexibility”).

**Exemplary Approaches.** One exemplary approach that makes use of a structure model for the definition of an artefact model is the development process model **V-Modell XT** [FHKS08, VMX]. The V-Modell XT defines all artefacts (respectively product types) to be used or produced as part of a development project. Due to
the abstract view on artefacts including dependencies among the artefacts, the process integration and the project-specific customisation are both supported. Further information on the V-Modell XT can be taken from related work in Sect. 2.5.3.2. However, the V-Modell XT defines a flat artefact structure with all deliverables of a process and makes weak assertions on the topics to be considered within each artefact (e.g., within the requirements specification document), since the V-Modell is intended to be generic and thereby applicable for different domains of application. A more detailed structure model, but with a limited scope, is given with the IEEE Std. 830-1998 recommended practice for software requirements specifications [IEEE98]. This standard gives a reference structure model for requirements specification documents and describes different topics to be considered (independently of an application domain), as well as different possibilities of arranging these topics when using this reference model in a project.

Discussion. The introduced approaches describe artefact models from an abstract view. Although they include the general description of topics to be considered as part of a taxonomy, they do not consider the content of the artefacts in terms of, e.g., content descriptions of the topics and what description techniques can be used. On the one hand, this supports flexibility for customisation. On the other hand, there is no guidance for creating the contents. This guidance is given, in turn, by content models. We subsequently describe the view taken by content models; first, in a generic manner and then for a particular application domain.

3.1.3.2 Generic Content Models

Generic content models define the content of artefacts, independently of the chosen artefact structure when recording the content. Such models give guidance on the elaboration of the artefacts; for instance, by describing what a use case model in general is and by (optionally) referring to possible description techniques. We distinguish for the representation of generic content models between checklists and guidelines. While the first is a taxonomy-based model that describes for each topic best practices that should be considered, guidelines structure the content (semiformal) from a methodological point of view. Guidelines arrange the content by following generic refinement-principles, e.g., by describing how to first elaborate goal models and how to then derive a use case model.

Exemplary Approaches. An exemplary approach for a checklist, specifically elaborated for requirements engineering, are the Volere requirements specification templates [RR07]. Examples that capture the content from a methodological point of view in guidelines are given by contributions made by Wiegers [Wie03], or by the Requirements Engineering Reference Model (REM) [BPKR09, BGK+07, GBB+06] (see also Sect. 2.6.4.2 where we give a first introduction into REM and its customisation approach). REM defines, independently of an application domain, the contents to be considered, including goals, requirements, and system specifications. This is done within a proposed taxonomy-based guideline that informally describes dependencies between the elements of the guideline according to proposed refinement principles.

Discussion. The introduced approaches use checklists and guidelines to establish a generic reference of the general content and relations to be considered. Still, those models provide no concrete information about the possible concepts like
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the ones for constructing use case models and, thus, they do not formally capture the interdependencies between the concepts; for instance, the dependency of use case models to the ones of functional requirements. Although these models provide contributions to support a common understanding of the basic principles of disciplines like RE, they do not provide a reference model serving as orientation to make use of domain-specific concepts in a syntactically complete and consistent manner. This leads to the next view given by domain-specific content models (see the next section). However, note that REM is the first known RE approach that incorporates the artefact-based philosophy considering also roles and methods. REM was taken as an inspiration for two domain-specific contributions: REMsES [PSP09] for the domain of embedded systems\(^1\) and Quasar Requirements [MFC09]. The latter represents our (industrially hosted) previous work in the development of an artefact-based approach for business information systems and is extended in the next chapter according to our particular objectives. Section 3.2 gives further information on our previous work and the relation to the thesis.

3.1.3.3 Domain-specific Content Models

Domain-specific content models capture the basic concepts of a particular application domain, such as the one of business information systems. These models tackle the problems of generic content models by describing the necessary content of documents and data sets respecting methodological aspects, i.e., refinement principles, for a concrete application domain. Hence, these content models give concrete guidance for the elaboration of the content and enable awareness of domain-specific concepts, relations, and terms.

As depicted in Fig. 3.2, we distinguish between three different representations for the establishment of domain-specific content models.

The first representation is given by an ontology as part of an architecture model. An ontology architecture model captures the basic concepts and their relations for a particular domain with a particular focus on architecture principles and related terms; for instance, for service-oriented architectures (see also Sect. 2.3.2). A further representation is given by concept models.

Compared to an ontology architecture model, a concept model raises the degree of precision in the content description and describes, mostly as part of a data model, elements and relations given in different description techniques. Concept models abstract therefore from domain-specific methods and description techniques that “define those aspects of a system under consideration dealt with during the development process” [SPHP02]; for example, by defining of what elements a use case model exactly consists and what relations (and cardinalities) should be captured to further concepts like the one of a functional requirement. The defined modelling concepts then include concrete types and dependencies and offer, besides a formal syntax, bits of semantics to define the artefacts content and to give guidance for their creation. The use of concept models as a reference model therefore supports awareness of creating domain-specific results in terms of supporting syntactic completeness and consistency during modelling activities. By representing concept models as data models they also provide the possibility to explicitly specify the desired amount of redundancy of contents. Thus, one is also able to establish comprehensive tool support on this level, because the data models are available for computing.

\(^1\) See also http://remses.org
Schätz describes in [Sch08a] the possibilities of additionally enriching domain-specific concept models with conformance constraints. Thereby, he supports the quality of, for example, requirements specifications in terms of ensuring syntactic conformance of the models being produced within a project to the reference model in a tool-supported manner. In fact, the application of conformance constraints is mostly used in the area of tool-supported quality assurance. How conformance constraints are defined, therefore also depends on the chosen quality assurance technique (and the used tools).

Exemplary Approaches. Approaches that make use of an ontology architecture model are, e.g., the Zachmann framework [Zac87] or industrial derivatives like the Capgemini IAF [Gro06a] (see also Sect. 2.3.2 introducing architecture frameworks for business information systems). An exemplary approach that emphasises methodological aspects, e.g., for service-oriented architectures, is the SOA Ontology of The Open Group [Gro09b].

Since approaches that include concept models can be allocated to the area of model-based development, covering, in parts, the development and integration of tools, there exists a variety of available approaches. These approaches are defined for different domains of application and have a limited scope due to their envisioned area of application. An example for a concept model is given by the data model of AutoRAID [SFGP05], a modelling tool that is situated in the domain of embedded reactive systems. Another example for a concept model is given by the contribution from Berenbach et al. [BW07] that couples concepts of use case modelling and feature modelling, or by the contribution from Zhang et al. [ZYC06] that defines concepts for modelling services, both describing blueprints of applied single techniques considering an integrated tool chain. A more comprehensive view is taken by approaches that emphasise the concepts used in design activities of whole application domains, such as for the one of web systems being, e.g., described by the approach UWE (UML-based Web Engineering) [KKZB08]. The last contribution to be mentioned is from the Object Management Group (OMG) with the SoaML [Ber08] for service-oriented architectures and UML-based specifications in general.

Finally, an example for the definition of conformance constraints is given by Schätz [Sch01] using a logic-based formalism.

Discussion. The introduced approaches offer domain-specific reference models that define the basic concepts, relations, and terms of a particular application domain. Concept models, which abstract from domain-specific description techniques, support awareness of modelling the contents of, e.g., specification documents in a syntactically complete and consistent manner. Still, available approaches have shortcomings.

First, the approaches cover a limited scope such as the content of a particular specification document (mostly of design documents). In addition, these approaches make mostly use of UML-based modelling languages using UML profiles and focusing on the model-driven methodology in system design (solution design). They do not take into account other development phases like RE and the dependencies between different phases. Second, many concept models abstract from available description techniques that offer specific-purpose approaches for a particular area of action while the notions have limited underlying semantics.

This lack of semantics allows for ambiguous interpretations of the concepts what, in turn, leads to the most formalised view on an artefact model given by integrated modelling theories.
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3.1.3.4 Integrated Modelling Theory

A problem with concept models is that they often abstract from available description techniques that
1. are defined as specific-purpose solutions to limited areas of action,
2. do not consider all facets of systems and development activities due to their specific purpose, and
3. give no concrete guidance for their application and interpretation.

Especially the missing guidance for the interpretation of applied description techniques arises from those techniques that put emphasis on their pragmatic application rather than on the underlying semantic foundation of the used concepts and relations (see also the discussion in the section before).

In addition to the missing semantic foundation of the used concepts, the relations between those concepts are defined from a pure methodological point of view. The UML is, in parts, one prominent example that gives evidence of this problem. On the one hand, the different diagram types have been discussed for a long time to be the lingua franca in modelling because of their wide area of application and their pragmatic use. On the other hand, much effort has been spent for formalising single description techniques (particularly for modelling behaviour), since the semantic foundation of these techniques is not given.

An integrated modelling theory tackles, however, this general problem while giving the most formalised view on artefacts (see also Broy et al. in [BFH+10]). In such a theory, formalisation of concepts and relations found in the description techniques is performed by means of, for example, precise mathematical models. Such a model aims at the definition of a semantic foundation of the techniques, e.g., by defining properties of modelling concepts like “use cases” and (mathematically expressed) relations to other concepts like “services”. A modelling theory thus provides a set of modelling concepts and means to capture various aspects of composition and architecture [BFH+10].

In contrast to concept models, one thereby puts during the development of a modelling theory emphasis on the semantics of concepts that capture all facets of systems and development activities in a particular domain rather than on potential description techniques and their pragmatic application potentially covering only selected (system) concepts.

Finally, since the used mathematical models offer their own syntax or are used as a basis for the definition of the like with a precise mathematical meaning, syntactic consistency is enforced.

Exemplary Approaches. One example for an integrated modelling theory is given by the Focus theory [BS01]. Focus offers concepts for defining and structuring functionality by function hierarchies, describing dependency relations, and techniques to model functions with their behaviour (including time behaviour) in isolation. Concepts for composition and refinement are means to describe an architecture including syntactic interfaces and behaviour interfaces [BFH+10].

Based on this modelling theory, several extensions are available, such as extensions for modelling business processes [Thu04] or services [BKM07], both emphasising functional aspects and offering an own syntax.

Modelling theories are, in general, available to

- precisely construct the basic concepts, relations, and terms for a particular application domain in a descriptive manner, as done in our contribution for SOA [BLMF+10], and to

---

2 In fact, we can establish a concept model based on a theory rather than vice-versa (see also Sect. 3.3.3).
• construct a semantically sound seamless engineering approach including an integrated tool chain, as for example done by Leuxner et al. [LSS10].

**Discussion.** Theories tackle the problem of modelling languages with a weak semantic foundation. By defining concepts and relations via mathematical models and by offering an own syntax, syntactic completeness and consistency is enforced. However, although theories provide a basis for seamless modelling and an integrated tool chain, the applicability is by now hampered in two ways. First, available theories emphasise the formalisation of functional (behavioural) properties of systems and modelling concepts and non-functional properties that are directly related to behaviour (such as time constraints). Second, the pragmatic use and interpretation of theories, respectively mathematical models, demands for expertise and domain knowledge and / or depends on available tools (see also [BLMF+10] for further discussions).

### 3.1.4 Variations of Artefact Models according to Objectives

Figure 3.3 illustrates the possible variations of an artefact model introduced in the section before: Structure models that exclusively define the structure of documents or data sets; content models that define the content of artefacts either in a generic manner or for a particular application domain; and modelling theories that define the underlying semantics of concepts and terms used in the content models.

![Figure 3.3: Variations of artefact models with characteristics.](image-url)
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Content models imply always a notion of structure, as seen in the contribution from Schätz [Sch08a] that provides means to hierarchically (de-)compose document structures as part of the concept model itself. In addition, concept models can be built on the basis of modelling theories (see also Broy et al. [BFH+10] and Sect. 3.3.3.2). Still, different objectives justify the use of a self-contained representation of an artefact model.

For this reason, we now extend the introduced variations of an artefact model with their corresponding characteristics (depicted in the third row) and discuss how the different variations achieve the possible objectives stated in Sect. 3.1.2.

In general, approaches that demand for a high applicability and flexibility for customisation are build on abstract (hierarchical) structure models exclusively represented as taxonomies. The reason is that structure models abstract from realisation details and represent whole topics that can easily be process-integrated; for instance, by establishing an association from a single element “use case” to corresponding methods for producing the artefact and to methods that make use of the artefact. Moreover, structure models can be customised at project level according to varying project parameters that affect the creation of single artefacts or included topics. Instead, in order to support project management w.r.t. progress control, artefacts need, in part, a notion of content so that the actual degree of completeness of an artefact can be objectively measured.

Going in Fig. 3.3 from left to right, we see in the different representations of an artefact model a decreasing degree of simplicity w.r.t. the artefacts’ contents. The more precise we define the content of artefacts, the lower the flexibility when using these artefacts in a reference model. Instead of defining an abstract element “use case” as part of a taxonomy, we would define each single element found in corresponding description technique for producing a use case; for instance, an action, a concept for actors, processed information objects, and the relations between those elements.

Although having to administrate the higher complexity, a detailed domain-specific content model benefits the explicit representation of domain-knowledge. Especially the concept models and the mathematical models support the awareness of domain-specific concepts, relations, and used terms.

Both the concept models and the mathematical models, abstracting from (and restricting) description techniques, benefit syntactic consistency and completeness of the results being produced in conformance to the artefact model. Hence, such models enable seamless modelling and, thus, continuity in the development life cycle because the process elements that are coupled to the artefact model provide a continuous work flow.

The syntactic characteristics and seamless modelling are, however, enforced when using mathematical models rather than concept models. The reason is that concept models are not per se complete, because they always abstract from existing description techniques with possibly incomplete concepts (emphasising the pragmatic use rather than precision on the syntactic layer). This barrier can be reduced if building a concept model on the basis of semantically founded description techniques.

Semantic consistency and completeness can never be guaranteed [IEE98], but at least supported up to a certain level. Concept models and mathematical models can be made available for computation. This allows, although restricted to functional behaviour models and non-functional aspects that are directly related to such models (like time-behaviour), the simulation of models. Such a simulation benefits the validation, e.g., by detecting semantically incomplete behaviour models and contradictory assertions.
Finally, the operationability is achieved by each view. The tool-supported assurance of the syntactic conformance of the artefacts can be achieved with concept models that are enriched with conformance constraints (like consistency rules), and with mathematical models.

3.2 Design of a Meta Model for Artefact Orientation

There exist two variants for the design of a meta model for artefact orientation. First, the meta model can be designed from scratch in a constructive research approach. This variant is usually performed when exploring new domains according to particular requirements. Second, the meta model can be inferred (reverse engineered) by analysing the elements of given domain-specific reference models. In this thesis, we follow a combination of both variants.

As already mentioned in Sect. 3.1.3.2, we developed, inspired by approaches like REM, first parts of our contribution of Chp. 4 in an industrial environment. In Sect. 3.3.3, we give further information on the development of this initial approach to demonstrate how we ensure the validity of our contribution. Based on this domain-specific reference model and another model for the application domain of embedded systems (REMsES) [PSP09], we inferred an initial meta model for artefact orientation in [MFPKB10]. This meta model should give a unified guidance for future work on artefact-based RE in the research group of Software and Systems Engineering at the Technische Universität München.

We now take, however, these previous contributions as a set of lessons learned into account and systematically construct step by step the meta model according to the objectives of the thesis.

So far, we discussed the principles of artefact orientation and different views that can be taken on an artefact model depending on different possible objectives. In this section, we discuss our particular research objectives and infer a set of requirements for the design of our meta model. Based on those requirements, we describe the necessary view on an artefact model and its interrelations with further sub-models of an artefact-based development process model. In Sect. 3.3, we then introduce the corresponding meta model for artefact orientation to be used in Chp. 4 for the domain-specific instantiation.

3.2.1 Research Objectives and Requirements for Artefact Orientation

In the introductory Sect. 1.2, we defined the research objectives of the thesis. These objectives consists in defining a systematic approach that

1. includes an RE reference model supporting awareness of syntactically consistent and complete results with respect to the basic concepts of an application domain, and that

2. ensures flexibility for a process integration and for the customisation of the RE reference model at project level.

In the following, we describe the necessary characteristics of our artefact-based approach to infer a set of requirements on the meta model for artefact orientation. According to these requirements, we construct afterwards in Sect. 3.2.2 the meta model for artefact orientation.
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3.2.1.1 Necessary Characteristics of an Artefact-based Approach

In order to satisfy the objectives stated above, the artefact-based approach has to achieve the following characteristics of the ones we introduced in foregoing Sect. 3.1.4.

The artefact-based approach has to support the explicit representation of domain knowledge in order to support awareness of the basic concepts, relations, and used terms in the artefacts created for the envisioned application domain. Thus, the concepts and relations used in the reference model have to include an explicit notion of structure for the representation of the content of documents and data sets.

When applying this reference model at project level, it has to guide the creation of the artefacts in a syntactically consistent and complete manner.

To support the application of the reference model, we need to ensure the flexibility for customisation, i.e., we have to allow for variations in the created artefacts in response to individual project characteristics. At organisational level, we need to ensure flexibility in terms of allowing for a systematic process integration of the reference model into a development process model.

Moreover, for a systematic RE approach as an interconnected discipline, the approach has to support project management. In particular, we need to support the definition of responsibilities for the creation of artefacts and progress control during this creation.

3.2.1.2 Resulting Requirements for the Meta Model for Artefact Orientation

In the following, we formulate 5 requirements for the meta model for artefact orientation in order to achieve the characteristics and research objectives stated above.

REQ 1. Flexibility for Customisation by defining a Structure Model

As discussed in Sect. 3.1.2, we consider a reference model as flexible if it allows, at organisational level, for a systematic process integration and if it allows during its application at project level for variations in the created artefacts in response to project characteristics. As shown in Sect. 3.1.4, we can support this flexibility by defining an artefact model with an explicit notion of structure in terms of a taxonomy. This taxonomy represents an abstract (simplified) self-contained view on the content of an artefact model. It then allows, for example, to couple the complex contents of an artefact model to the sub-models of a development process model (process integration), and it allows for the flexible application of the reference model at project level considering the selection and creation of selected artefacts in response to individual project characteristics.

REQ 2. Explicit Representation of Domain Knowledge by defining a Concept Model

Besides an explicit notion of structure, the artefact model needs to capture the concepts of the application domain in a concept model and, thus, explicitly represent the knowledge about an application domain.

The concept model thereby shall support awareness of producing syntactically consistent and complete results with a concept model that abstracts from domain-specific description techniques.

To support awareness in the creation of the results, the artefact model needs to conceptualise the domain’s contents rather than operationalising this support by comprehensively defining conformance constraints. Such (executable) constraints would, e.g., support constructive quality assurance with respect to conformance in a tool-supported manner [Sch08a], which is, however, not in our scope.
In addition, we do not define the contents via a mathematical model in order to
1. support its application and interpretation by project participants without the necessary knowledge, and to
2. capture the functional and non-functional modelling concepts likewise (see also the discussion in Sect. 3.1.3.4).

However, it shall rely, where possible, on modelling theories to ensure the validity for the application domain (see also REQ 5).

**REQ 3. Support of Project Management by enabling Progress Control and by defining Responsibilities**

To effectively support project management, we need to support two major aspects: (1) progress control during the creation of the artefacts; (2) a concept for defining responsibilities in the creation of artefacts.

To enable progress control, we have to make use of two concepts. First, we need a status model that captures the actual degree of completion for an artefact (used in the context of project management and control). Second, to build on a status model, it demands in addition for means to describe the completion levels from an engineering point of view. For this, we need to characterise the concept model according to domain-specific levels of abstraction (see Sect. 2.2.3.2), as used in the area of model-based development. These levels of abstraction allow for the determination of whether artefacts are underspecified and the overall process therefore solution-oriented.

To enable the definition of responsibilities, we have to couple domain-specific roles to chosen artefacts according to the principles of artefact-based development process models, such as done in the V-Modell XT.

**REQ 4. Flexibility for Customisation by Modularity of the Meta Model**

Besides supporting the flexibility for customising a domain-specific reference model by means of a structural view on the artefact model (see REQ 1), the overall reference model and, thus, its meta model has to exhibit a modular structure.

With modularity, we consider the (logical) structuring of the meta model into the sub-models of a development process model (artefacts, roles, . . .) and the explicit definition of associations between those sub-models. Both shall support the flexibility for customisation, e.g., regarding process integration of the reference model into a particular development process model (see also Kuhrmann [Kuh08b]). The explicit definition of the associations shall additionally support their (consistent) preservation during customisation.

**REQ 5. Validity for the Application Domain**

The last requirement considers not the meta model itself, but the domain-specific interpretation of the meta model. An interpretation is valid if (1) the domain-specific instance is described in the language of the meta model and if (2) the used concepts are valid for the application domain. In Sect. 3.3.3, we describe how to ensure the validity considering, e.g., the development and evaluation of the domain-specific instance of the meta model in an industrially hosted environment and the use of modelling theories to build the concept model.

**3.2.2 Design of a Meta Model for Artefact Orientation according to Research Objectives**

Figure 3.4 illustrates on the left side a sketch of the sub-models, which we define for our meta model for artefact orientation with respect to the ones generally used
in development process models (def. in 2.5.1.2). These sub-models are defined in response to the requirements stated in the foregoing Sect. 3.2.1.2.

The right side of the figure depicts the requirements in relation to our particular design decisions. The arrangement itself into the modular structure of selected sub-models achieves (besides the associations between the sub-models) REQ 4.

As described in the foregoing section, REQ 5 considers the domain-specific interpretation of the meta model and is therefore not depicted in the figure.

**Figure 3.4:** Sketch of meta model for artefact orientation according to requirements.

In the following, we give an overview of each of the depicted sub-models in relation to the previously stated requirements.

**Artefact Model.** For the representation of the artefact model, we perform a combination of two concrete variations, which by now are treated in literature in an isolated manner.

We define a structure model by means of a taxonomy. This structure model satisfies, with its coarse-grained view on an artefact, REQ 1 considering the flexibility for customisation (see also the discussion in Sect. 3.1.4). The further elements of a process (activities, milestones, roles) are then connected to the structural view, i.e., to artefacts and topics to be considered in the single artefacts.

Embedded into this structural view, we define a domain-specific content model by means of a concept model to satisfy REQ 2. The elements of the taxonomy then group selected sets of elements and relations of the complex concept model to support the flexibility (giving a simplified view onto the content).

The concept model itself represents the content view, i.e., it explicitly represents knowledge about the concepts of the application domain. Hence, it supports, at project level, awareness of creating artefacts in a syntactically consistent manner, but still allows for variations in the choice of a syntax. It offers an explicit notion of (content) structure to persist the concepts of the artefacts in documents or data sets. Note that the structure model is defined according to the concept model.
(as it groups selected concepts) and, thus, it represents the structure of domain-specific documents and data sets.

Each artefact, respectively each element in the structure model, additionally includes a status model in order to support progress control (requirement 3).

**Artefact Abstraction Model.** We define an artefact abstraction model that defines domain-specific levels of abstraction for the content model, i.e., it relates the concepts in the content model to each other according to a domain-specific refinement hierarchy. The levels of abstraction satisfy together with the status model requirement 3.

**Role Model.** We define a role model and couple the roles to particular artefacts. These roles then take the responsibility of creating certain artefacts. Together with the status model and the levels of abstraction, the definition of responsibilities finally satisfies requirement 3.

**Process Model.** As introduced in Sect. 3.1.1, we follow in the definition of a process model the philosophy of artefact orientation. This means that we do not offer concepts to directly define a concrete process via interrelated activities and methods. The process is customised (enacted) via the definition of concrete milestones, which each is allocated to an artefact. The process then arises from a defined sequence of milestones and the actual creation of the artefacts respecting their (content) dependencies. In addition, the method structure has to be kept flat. That means that the methods must not be restricted to a particular description technique for representing each artefact, since this would barrier the flexibility for customisation (that demands for supporting variations in the creation of artefacts).

### 3.3 Meta Model for Artefact Orientation

In the following, we define the meta model for artefact orientation. This meta model covers the requirements defined the sections before.

We first give an overview of the meta model and the single sub-models, before defining each sub-model in detail. In the last Sect. 3.3.3, we conclude the chapter with a description of the validity procedure, which we performed during the instantiation of the meta model.

#### 3.3.1 Overview of the Meta Model

Figure 3.5 illustrates the meta model for artefact orientation. The meta model is logically organised by means of packages. Each package represents a sub-model of the artefact-based approach, which is defined in response to our previously defined research objectives. We define:

1. An artefact model
2. An artefact abstraction model
3. A generic role model
4. A generic process model

In order to support the demanded modularity (REQ 4), we associate the elements between the different sub-models via specific association classes.
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The definition of such association classes (and the chosen cardinalities) is inspired by the meta model of the V-Modell XT [TK09], because the V-Modell XT has a similar artefact-based philosophy and achieves our particular objectives regarding the flexibility for customisation. The association classes ensure the explicit definition of associations and their (consistent) preservation during customisation.

For instance, each of the defined roles in a domain-specific instance of the meta model needs an explicit association to the artefacts, for which the role takes the responsibility. Each artefact that is then created in a project has to be explicitly associated with exactly one role.

3.3.2 Sub-Models of the Meta Model

In the following, we describe the single sub-models in detail. For each of the sub-model, we describe the relation to the domain-specific instance given in Chp. 4, namely the artefact-based reference model for business information systems analysis (short: BISA reference model).
3 Artefact Orientation

3.3.2.1 Artefact Model

As introduced in Sect. 3.2.2, we combine, as part of an artefact model, two self-contained artefact views, a structure model and a content model. The artefact model thereby offers two different views on the artefacts by incorporating an explicit notion of structure and an explicit definition of domain-specific concepts.

The structure model defines the structure of specification documents or data sets by means of artefacts being hierarchically decomposed into single content items. Each content item then represents containers for the concept model, e.g., chapters. The concept model then defines for the content items the concepts reflecting the elements and relations found in description techniques, as well as the (content-based) relations between the chapters.

With the structure model, we support a process integration of the reference model into a development process model, and the customisation of the model at project level. With the concept model, we support awareness of creating precise results.

Guiding questions for process integration are, for example: “What elements must be allocated to a chapter that includes a use case model? What methods and roles are allocated to that use case?” Guiding questions for awareness of precise results are, for example: “What elements are needed for describing a use case model and what syntax can be chosen for its representation?”.

The structure model and the content model are both organised by types. The types represent a naming convention for the elements in the development process for which project-specific exemplars can be created and should not be set equal to a type system for generalisation and specialisation (see also Sect. 2.5.2).

Artefact types can be instantiated to domain-specific documents or data sets, like a Requirements Specification. An artefact then represents a project-specific exemplar of this specification, such as a Requirements Specification: Travel Ordering System.

Regarding the artefact content, each artefact (type) is hierarchically organised by content items, like the content item Use Case Model. For each content item, we express its content by the corresponding excerpt of a concept model. Within this concept model, we refer to concept types, such as the concept type Use Case, and related concept items, such as Scenario with several Actions. A concrete concept then represents the project-specific exemplar, such as UML Activity Diagram: Search Hotel. The concept types Use Case can be described in different shapes choosing a specific syntax; for instance, by using an UML Activity Diagram in order to illustrate possible sequences of interactions (the scenarios) that are part of the use case. Another possibility could be to use Message Sequence Charts.

The different syntactic possibilities emphasise different aspects of the concepts in dependency to the intended assertion, but the instantiated concepts for the content item are still the same.

Example 3.1 illustrates, at the different levels of abstraction, the notion of artefacts to which we refer with our contributions (the meta model, the BISA reference model and the project-specific exemplars, see Sect. 2.5.2). In the figure, we explicitly separate for illustrative reasons the view on the structure of an artefact and the view on its content.
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Example 3.1. Artefact Views on different Levels of Abstraction

Finally, we define the term artefact in the context of the thesis as follows:

Definition: Artefact

An artefact is a deliverable that is produced, modified, or used by a sequence of tasks as part of one (development) phase and has value to a role. Artefacts are subject to version control and have a specific type. They are hierarchically structured into content items that define single areas of responsibility and that are output of a single task. Each content item encompasses at its lowest level of decomposition:

1. Concepts: a concept defines the elements and their dependencies of domain-specific description techniques used to represent the concern of a content item. Concepts have a specific type and can be decomposed to concept items, in which the differentiation is made if different items of a concept can be described with different techniques.
2. Syntax: the syntax defines a concrete language or representation that can be chosen for a specific concept.
3. Method: The method (respectively task) describes the sequence of steps that is performed in order to make use of a concept.

---

3 An artefact type represents a naming convention, e.g., “Requirements Specification” (see the example stated above).
4 See also example 3.1 on page 80.
Dependency Types. In the meta model, we distinguish two different types of dependencies: structure dependencies and content dependencies. **Structure Dependencies** describe dependencies between different artefact types, mostly given by decomposition of artefact types into content items. Further dependencies can result from content-related dependencies; for instance, the dependency between the artefact types Requirements Specification and System Specification. Each structure dependency is defined as a direct outcome of the content dependencies, whereby the structure dependency in the meta model at hand corresponds, in part, to the content-related and the creational dependencies in the V-Modell XT (see also Sect. 2.5.3.2). The dependencies between the artefact types to further elements of the process model are, however, given by corresponding association classes in the generic process model.

**Content Dependencies** describe the dependencies between different concepts in the concept model; for instance, the dependency between a use case and an actor. Content dependencies are defined between the concept types in single artefact types or between the concept types of different artefact types. Compared to the dependencies illustrated in Fig. 2.3 in Sect. 2.2.3.3 introducing the dependency types in requirements engineering, the content dependencies correspond to the syntactic dependencies. In the mentioned figure, we additionally distinguish between inter- and intra-abstraction dependencies. In order to reduce the complexity in the meta model, we do not, however, additionally specialise the dependencies, because these arise as a direct consequence of the concept types being allocated to the levels of abstraction.

Conformance Constraints. Conformance constraints represent rules for the creation of dependencies in order to, e.g., support the syntactic completeness and consistency in a tool-supported manner. The conformance constraints apply thereby, if at all, to the existence of certain concept types and explicitly to the content dependencies between the single concept types.

Relation to the BISA Reference Model. The domain-specific artefact model is introduced in Chp. 4.3. In this section, we will give an overview of the structure model, before defining the concept model in subsequent sections. As part of the overview, we additionally define an overview of the used dependencies in Sect. 4.3.3, and over the artefact status model to support progress control.

The focus of the thesis lies on conceptualisation of artefact orientation for the purpose of customisation. Thus, as part of our contributions, we do not define domain-specific conformance constraints. To (manually) support the syntactic conformance to a certain level, we make use of UML class diagrams and describe the associations with the necessary cardinalities. Enriching the artefact model with comprehensive conformance constraints is part of future work, which is further discussed in Sect. 7.2.

3.3.2.2 Artefact Abstraction Model

The artefact abstraction model defines, as introduced in Sect. 2.2.3.2, vertical levels of abstraction and views.

**Views.** We distinguish two types of Views. Modelling Views, like structure or behaviour, depend on each other, but enable a structured description of systems and benefits an autonomous decision taking in which single aspects can be described
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without directly having to specify other aspects (see also Schätz et al. [SPHP02]). For example, a use case model can be described without directly having to describe participating actors in detail. Business Domain Views are additional means to structure specific subsets of artefacts according to, e.g., business processes. We make use of business domains to logically cluster large amounts of requirements in order to support the decision taking during customisation.

Vertical Abstraction. Regarding vertical abstraction, we describe Levels of Abstraction. The levels of abstraction define stages of refinement, over which artefacts are refined (and / or decomposed) for each of the modelling views [GW06, RJ01].

Relation to the BISA Reference Model. The domain-specific interpretation of the artefact abstraction model is presented in Sect. 4.2. In particular, we define in Sect. 4.2.1.2 the levels of abstraction while taking into account representative architecture frameworks. In Sect. 4.2.1.1, we define the modelling views. Based on the introduced levels of abstraction, we infer in Sect. 4.2.3 a definition of the terms underspecified artefacts” and solution orientation.

3.3.2.3 Generic Role Model

The generic role model gives an abstract description of responsibilities that directly participate within, or indirectly contribute to the development process. As shown in the meta model on page 78, a role has responsibility of at least one artefact type and performs a set of activities in order to produce or modify the artefacts. This association is reflected in the association classes Role Performs Activity and has Responsibility.

Roles that indirectly participate within the development process may contribute to, or depend on the completion of an artefact, but they have no responsibility. By the genericness of the role model, it can be customised to individual needs, as the roles can be provided by the role structure of a development process model into which the reference model is integrated. The allocation of roles to project participants is performed as a particular customisation step.

Relation to the BISA Reference Model. We introduce the role model in Sect. 4.9.

3.3.2.4 Generic Process Model

The generic process model defines all entities necessary to define a specific process at project level.

In particular, we define Milestones that represent a points in time when an artefact must be completed. For this, artefacts (or content items) are coupled via the association class Artefact Assigned to Milestone to milestones. The order for the creation of the artefacts is directly defined by instantiating the milestones.

Further concepts are Phases and Activities. A phase (e.g. requirements engineering) defines a repeatable set of activities which, in turn, define major areas of concerns (e.g. requirements elicitation). There exist several Tasks for such an area of concern. Each task describes a sequence of atomic Steps that are performed by a role in order to produce, modify and / or use an artefact as input or output. More concrete, a task can be initiated by using an output of another task. It then describes the steps to read, modify or produce concept types with a selected syntax as an output.
Hence, a task is a method in the sense as it is defined in the area of method engineering. A task supports the selection of which concepts are needed for modifying or producing further artefacts by the choice of a particular syntax (see also Braun et al. [BWHW05]).

Relation to the BISA Reference Model. With the introduction of the phase Business Information Systems Analysis, we define the scope of our reference model in Sect. 4.1. In Sect. 4.8, we define the corresponding process model. The milestones are introduced in Sect. 4.8.3, while we define two activities with corresponding tasks considering the content creation in Sect. 4.8.4.

In contrast to the activity-based philosophy, which is reflected in method engineering [BWHW05], the tasks within the activities are defined in a generic manner and not restricted to a concrete syntax, since this would hamper the flexibility with additional restrictions. The restrictions on syntactic possibilities arise from the concept model that abstracts from existing description techniques. As long as chosen description techniques are used to exclusively express the elements defined in the concept model, they are suitable. See also Sect. 4.8.2 for further information.

3.3.3 Validity Procedure during Instantiation of the Meta Model

When instantiating the introduced meta model for a particular application domain, we have to ensure the validity of the instance (REQ 5, Sect. 3.2.1.2). This validity procedure is, however, twofold.

On the one hand, we have to ensure the (syntactic) conformance of the instance to our meta model. On the other hand, we have to ensure the validity of the instance for the chosen application domain, i.e., it must be suitable and cover the basic concepts of the application domain in a correct and sufficiently complete manner.

In the following, we describe the procedures, which ensure the validity of the BISA reference model of Chp. 4.

3.3.3.1 Conformance of the BISA Reference Model to the Meta Model

We ensure the conformance of the BISA reference model to the meta model by describing the reference model in the language formulated by the meta model. We use the concepts and relations defined by the meta model. We already showed which parts of the BISA reference model relate to the introduced sub-models of the meta model in Sect. 3.3.2. Since this thesis is focussed on conceptualisation of artefact orientation rather than on its (tool-supported) automatisation, we refrain from using (operation) mechanisms as found in DSL-based modelling [GSCK04].

3.3.3.2 Validity of the BISA Reference Model for the Application Domain

In order to ensure the validity of the BISA reference model for the application domain, we refer to the development procedure of our initial artefact-based reference model, on which the BISA reference model relies. This initial reference model was developed and continuously evaluated, in part, in an industrial context, hosted by Capgemini TS. To demonstrate that our contributions do not only satisfy the needs of this particular company, we change in the case studies in Chp. 6 the industrial context to another company.

In the following, we will exclusively focus on the validity of the BISA reference model for the application domain. The chosen development procedure, which ensures this validity in a constructive manner, is illustrated in Fig. 3.6.
The development procedure consists of three stages:

1. An exploratory field study as a preparation.
2. A constructive research in which the approach has been developed.
3. An evaluation in an industrial context.

The exploratory field study was performed once as a preparation. The actual development was performed in several iterations. These iterations included the development of the approach in an isolated manner and (after a process integration) its evaluation by domain experts.

In the following, we describe each of the performed stages in the development procedure.

**Exploratory Field Study**

We performed as a first step an exploratory field study [MFWLB10, MFWL+12]. We already introduced this field study and its study design as part of our research method in Sect. 1.5 (see the problem analysis).

As already shown, we performed the field study as a preparation for the development of the artefact-based reference model and the customisation approach. One particular aim of the field study was the determination of artefacts (respectively description techniques) that are of interest in different projects considering the domain of business information systems. We referred to similar or identical environments in which the reference model was evaluated while abstracting from specialities of the single projects given by individual project parameters.

**Constructive Research**

To avoid the development and especially the evaluation of the artefact-based reference model following a big bang strategy, we opted for an iterative procedure. The iterations included the development of the artefact-based reference model,
its process integration into the development process model of the company, and the delivery of the integrated approach to corresponding project environments for the purpose of evaluation. Based on the feedback from given domain experts, the model was afterwards improved and released as the company-wide reference model, before extending it in the next iterations.

The overall development took two years including four evaluations and releases, each performed every half year (in June and in December). Capgemini TS declared the reference model as the standard reference model for RE in custom software development projects after the fourth evaluation.

Please note that the final release of this standard reference model (Quasar Requirements V1.1 [MFC09]) covers after its process integration into the company-specific development process model not all aspects of the BISA reference model. In fact, the concept model of the Requirements Specification, of parts of the Business Specification, and of the Traceability Matrix are the same. Aspects of quasar requirements, which are defined according to the organisational culture (such as concrete methods) differ from the BISA reference model. However, the validity of the BISA reference model for the application domain is given if its concept model, which abstracts from domain-specific concepts, is valid. Hence, the validity, which we ensure by the development procedure depicted in Fig. 3.6, holds also for the BISA reference model.

**Development of the Artefact-based Approach.** Based on the findings of the study, we inferred the artefact model and the sub-models of the development process model, which are related to the artefacts. The inference of the reference model was performed by

1. identifying different description techniques, used to produce the artefacts, and establishing the relations between the techniques from a methodological point of view (considering a refinement hierarchy),
2. abstracting from the identified description techniques to deploy the concept model,
3. harmonising the concept model with the levels of abstraction considering the refinement hierarchies of the envisioned application domain,
4. inferring and coupling methods considering the creation of each concept type with all concept items, and
5. inferring the structure model according to the concept model and allocating milestones to the identified artefact types.

Considering step two, one major problem was that many available description techniques offer no or a weak semantic foundation of the underlying concepts. This affected the correctness and completeness of the concept model (see the discussion in Sect. 3.1.3.4 and Broy et al. [BFH+10]). Hence, we took into account modelling theories, wherever possible, and additionally generalised specialities of description techniques that are developed as specific-purpose concepts for particular methods (see REQ 5 on page 75). The different description techniques were reduced to their least common denominators and brought in line with corresponding modelling theories, if available.

Thurner [Thu04] defines, for example, a formalised view on the concepts of business processes using the FOCUS theory [BS01]. In her approach, she introduces different concepts and relations including the ones of “Roles” that participate in the execution of business processes. The Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [Bus03], in turn, introduces (methodologically motivated) two concepts for the description of roles: “Pools” and “Lanes”. According to the modelling theory, we abstract, however, from these two roles concepts. Therefore, according to
our understanding of the purpose of models stated in Sect. 2.5.1.1, the defined concept model simplifies specialities in order to (1) reduce the complexity of the model and (2) ensure a sufficient correctness considering its applicability with different notions.

Regarding step three, we had to consider that many concepts depend on domain-specific levels of abstraction, which are not taken into account in the corresponding description techniques. For instance, approaches for specifying services can refer to means for describing the state of the envisioned system, e.g., via state machines. The description of states depends, in turn, on the actual level of abstraction. If we use, for example, the concepts for describing single services considering the system as a black box, the inclusion of (complex) state machines for each of the described service is questionable, until the services are not decomposed and not set in relation to each other (as part of a component architecture within a glass box view on the system). Hence, the levels of abstraction in the envisioned application domain had to be harmonised with the defined concept model and vice-versa.

**Process Integration and Delivery.** After developing parts of the artefact-based reference model, it had to be evaluated. This evaluation aimed at getting feedback from domain experts participating in real life projects for further model improvements. We performed a process integration of the concept model into the development process model of the company (a company-specific deviate of RUP) in order to prepare the evaluation. Afterwards, we internally distributed the document with the current release of the integrated reference model with instructions for the feedback (including spreadsheets for documenting the review and a deadline for the feedback).

**Model Improvement and Release.** We collected the feedback from the domain experts over a specific time frame. Each review comment was prioritised by the domain experts as

- mandatory for the next release, or as
- mandatory, but not for the next release, or as
- optionally.

In case of conflicts, e.g., by contradictory comments of some reviewers, we notified these reviewers and organised a workshop for discussing and resolving the conflicts. We then improved the model according to the review comments. If comments considered exclusively individual aspects of the project environments in which the domain experts participated, we marked these aspects as such in the reference model. For instance, if a domain expert, participating in projects in the telecommunication sector, demanded for a content item “Feature Specification”, we highlighted this content item to be relevant for this sector.

After improving the reference model according to the comments, we delivered the updated reference model to all project participants for acceptance. They could accept the reference model, conditionally accept it, or deny it. After the acceptance of all domain experts, we internally released the reference model with release notes, which indicated to the differences to the previous releases and to planned extensions of the reference model in the next release.

**Evaluation**

In the following, we describe the performed evaluations. We have, however, to stick to an abstract description of the evaluations for confidentiality reasons.
The evaluations were performed by domain experts of the company. We considered three company-specific roles: Project Lead, Business Analyst, and Chief Architect. The project lead was responsible for the overall project, the business analyst for the business process and the requirements specifications, and the chief architect for the logical component architecture of the system.

The domain experts reviewed the delivered reference model with respect to their experiences in their own project environments in which they actually participated or in which they participated in the past. These project environments are the ones that were in scope of the previously performed field study and are summarised in Tab. 3.2.

**Table 3.2: Project environments in which the evaluation was performed.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Environment</th>
<th>Industrial Sector</th>
<th>Project's Effort</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Retail sale</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Contracting authority</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Telecommunication</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Logistics</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Logistics</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>Aerospace</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Contracting authority</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>Automotive</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the beginning of the development (in the field study and in the evaluations), we referred in total to 16 different project environments, but reduced them to 12, because the domain experts were not available anymore or because they couldn’t give access to project-specific information for confidentiality reasons.

In order to ensure the independence of specific industrial sectors and project-specific parameters, the project environments were distributed over different industrial sectors and had different (planned) effort. The effort is approximated to three categories: up to 20 person years as small-scale projects; from 20 to 120 person years as medium-scale projects; above 120 person years as large-scale projects. Except for the projects P1 to P3, the projects were performed in collaboration with external parties and most of the project environments were distributed over different European countries.

Finally, besides the structured evaluation procedure by the domain experts and their reviews, we considered further projects as pilot projects. In these projects, we gave training courses and supported setting up the tool infrastructure. We accompanied the projects with direct support and additionally took their comments into account for further model improvements.

---

5 With the distribution of project environments, we refer to the locations of customers and contractors.
3.3 *Meta Model for Artefact Orientation*
In the previous chapter, we have analysed the principles of artefact orientation and inferred according to our objectives a meta model for the philosophy. In this chapter, we present a domain-specific interpretation of this meta model for RE in the domain of business information systems. After introducing the phase business information systems analysis (BISA) in Sect. 4.1, we define for each sub-model of the meta model the domain-specific instance. In Sect. 4.2, we describe the artefact abstraction model. We relate a set of basic concepts for modelling behaviour and quality aspects and infer a definition of when artefacts are underspecified and the process therefore solution-oriented. In Sect. 4.3, we introduce the artefact types and describe each in detail in subsequent sections including a description of the interfaces for a process integration in Sect. 4.7. In Sect. 4.8, we define the process model, before concluding with a description of the roles in Sect. 4.9. The content of this chapter is based, in part, on our contributions in [MFK09, WMFIL09, LWMFB10, IHMFJ09].

At the end of this chapter, the reader will have a comprehensive overview of the single sub-models of an artefact-based RE approach covering the needs of the envisioned application domain. Based on this view, we define, in Chp. 5, the artefact-based customisation approach considering process integration and the project-specific creation of the artefacts with respect to individual project characteristics.
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4.1 Business Information Systems Analysis

In Sect. 2.4, we introduced a first domain-specific interpretation of RE. For this, we illustrated, at the example of the architecture framework IAF, to what extent RE covers domain-specific levels of abstraction. This coverage was inferred from our understanding of the principle “IT business alignment” that corresponds to the principles of RE aiming at an iterative approach for problem statement and problem solving. At the example of the domain-specific levels of abstraction, we then argued that RE should cover in the application domain the description of

1. the current and the future state of business processes, and of
2. resulting constraints towards particular information systems.

According to this interpretation, we now introduce the phase Business Information Systems Analysis (BISA). BISA, as the domain-specific interpretation of RE, covers activities and artefacts used to describe needs related to the business (processes) of a company, and ones related to single information systems.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the activities and the artefacts to which we refer in BISA. We put them in relation to areas of levels of abstraction in the architecture framework, similar as done in Sect. 2.4, where we described the interrelations between RE and the application domain (Fig. 2.6 on page 33).

![Figure 4.1: Scope of the phase Business Information Systems Analysis (BISA).](image)

For the domain-specific interpretation of RE by means of the phase BISA, we now distinguish in the framework two areas. The first (business) area that is depicted on the left side of the figure, and the area considering resulting demands towards
single systems (and their development process), depicted on the upper right side of the figure.

The concepts used to describe the business processes are incorporated by the artefact type *Business Specification*. The concepts used to describe demands towards single systems are incorporated by the artefact type *Requirements Specification* (being aligned with the content of the business specification).

For the domain-specific interpretation of RE, we distinguish between two activities and two artefact types, instead of simply referring to requirements engineering and one corresponding artefact type. The reason is that RE, in general, emphasises more the needs towards systems and their development process rather than towards a business (see [GW06] and Sect. 2.2.3.2 introducing the levels of abstraction referred by RE approaches). The (re-)design and description of a business architecture is, however, not in scope of RE. Such concerns are known in the application domain as *business engineering* [Thu04], which covers an own discipline with domain-specific methods and description techniques. Development process models used in the application domain, such as the *Rational Unified Process* [JBR99, KK03], thus include (besides RE) business engineering, respectively “Business Modelling”, as a self-contained discipline. RE, in turn, is meant to contribute approaches to infer from the output of business engineering the description of demands towards the systems (and the development process).

Hence, we define according to this domain-specific interpretation the phase BISA as follows:

**Definition: Business Information Systems Analysis**

The phase *Business Information Systems Analysis* (BISA) comprises two activities for an iterative and systematic creation of the two artefact types:

1. **Business specification** reflecting the needs of all relevant stakeholders towards the current and the future state of the business.
2. **Requirements specification** reflecting the needs and constraints towards information systems and their development, aligned with the business needs stated in the business specification.

In subsequent sections, we refer to this interpretation and define the sub-models of the meta model defined in Chp. 3.

### 4.2 Artefact Abstraction Model

In the following section, we describe the artefact abstraction model. According to the meta model in Sect. 3.2.1.2, the artefact abstraction model serves

1. to understand the domain-specific levels of abstraction over which artefacts can be refined and/or decomposed and, thus,
2. to enable progress control by means of completion levels and, finally,
3. to enable the determination of whether the (content of) artefacts remain underspecified and the process therefore is solution-oriented.

We subsequently discuss the levels of abstraction and the modelling views, which we consider as relevant in the context of BISA. Afterwards, we describe how the levels of abstraction relate to selected concept types in Sect. 4.2.2, before concluding with a definition of solution orientation in Sect. 4.2.3.
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4.2.1 Levels of Abstraction and Modelling Views

Figure 4.2 illustrates the levels of abstraction over which (BISA) artefacts’ contents are refined and / or decomposed and the modelling views that separate, within each level, concepts according to their concern (see also the meta model in Sect. 3.3.2.2).

The levels of abstraction result from the views taken by domain-specific architecture frameworks for SOA and our domain-specific interpretation of RE. For this, we depicted in Fig. 4.1 two major areas within an exemplary architecture framework (IAF). One area is considered by the business specification and another area is considered by the requirements specification. The differentiation between those two areas aims at aligning the needs of a business with needs towards a set of information systems.

![Figure 4.2: Levels of abstraction and modelling views considered in the BISA reference model.](image)

To define the (vertical) levels of abstraction in the artefact abstraction model, we
combine the aspect areas and the levels of abstraction ("Architectural Layers")
given by the IAF to a hierarchy of levels. We take into account the architecture
model of the Technische Universität München [BFG+08], which gives a simplified
view onto system-relevant levels of abstraction, and related work in RE, which
describes requirements-relevant levels of abstraction (see Sect. 2.2.3.2).

We consider for BISA in total five levels of abstraction. The first three levels organise the concepts used to describe the business needs, e.g., the information about the (idealised) business processes of a company to be supported by information systems.

The fourth and fifth level of abstraction organise the concepts used to describe the resulting requirements towards information systems being aligned with the business specification. These levels are defined according to the requirements-relevant levels introduced in Sect. 2.2.3.2. We explicitly consider with the term requirement for the sake of clarity requirements towards the information systems and restrictions on the development process (see also Sect. 4.5 discussing requirements concepts). In the following, we describe the modelling views and the levels of abstraction.

4.2.1.1 Modelling Views

We define four modelling views, which group the concepts of the application domain. Since many concepts arise from informal description techniques and / or have cross-cutting concerns by nature (such as it is the case for non-functional concepts), we first define the modelling view considering behaviour modelling, e.g., as found in available description techniques for modelling business processes (see for example [Thu04, Bus03]). We then extend this view with further three views, which are used to separate concepts that indirectly relate to behaviour modelling. The four resulting views are as follows:

1. **Behaviour**, grouping the concepts used to describe functionality (and work flows), such as a sequence of process steps within a business process model or a sequence of actions that a user performs when interacting with an information system.
2. **Structure**, grouping the concepts used to structure the behaviour by means of, e.g., business domains or components, if considering a logical component architecture.
3. **Data**, grouping the concepts used to describe the entities that are processed or interchanged by a piece of behaviour; for instance, information (system) objects that are referred in business process models or use case models.
4. **Environment**, seen in a broader sense, as a means to group the remaining concepts that describe the contextual aspects such as ones that are of interest for behaviour modelling; for instance, roles that participate in the business processes, goals that shall be satisfied by the execution of business processes, or external systems.

The business domain views, introduced in Sect. 3.3.2.2 (used to logically group requirements), are not described in this section, since we introduce the necessary concepts in Sect. 4.4.

4.2.1.2 Levels of Abstraction

We consider five levels of abstraction and introduce them according to Fig. 4.2 from top to bottom. Each level of abstraction encompasses concepts that have to be satisfied by the concepts of the following level, independently of the order.
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in which the concepts are created. Exemplary concepts and their relations to the levels are introduced in the next section.

Organisation’s Context. The organisation’s context defines long-term steering principles and high-level objectives of a particular company, such as the targeted market and how this market shall be incised.

Business Process Hierarchy. The business process hierarchy describes a structured taxonomy of internally and externally offered business capabilities that satisfy the organisation’s context. The business capabilities are described via services without giving details of their internal realisation by means of a concrete processes. Such a work flow description of the work that is carried out in order to provide the service is given by the next level of abstraction. Thus, this level can be seen as a black box description of business processes. We describe, for example, the business service “Course Administration” and “User Administration” and in which business unit the corresponding processes are performed. Please note that the duality of the notations for modelling services and processes is introduced in Sect. 4.2.2.1.

Business Process Logic. The business process logic describes the internal realisation of the business services, i.e., process steps performed in order to provide the services. Hence, this level gives a glass box view on the (business) behaviour. According to Thurner [Thu04], we see the business process logic to take an operational and internal perspective on the work flow and to thus consider all concepts that are used to describe such work flow, without taking into account particular information systems. For example, we describe the process steps that are performed within the business process “Administrate Courses” (like the steps performed when adding new courses), which roles perform the steps, and what data is communicated as part of the steps.

Information System Service Hierarchy. The information system service hierarchy describes the demands on systems’ functionalities necessary to support chosen process steps. This level includes descriptions of how users will interact with a system in the context of their business processes, while the system is seen as a black box. The user-centric view on the (at the systems’ borders) externally visible behaviour of the systems gives no details on its internal realisation in terms of a set of interacting logical components. For instance, we describe, by means of use cases, how users interact with the system when adding new courses. The concepts used in this level represent in general the user requirements, if referring to the approach of Wiegers [Wie03]. If referring to Gorschek et al. [GW06], the level corresponds to the function level (see also Sect. 2.2.3.2).

Information System’s Constraints. The information system’s constraints describe logical and technical restrictions on a system’s architecture, its functionality by means of single atomic actions, and its quality by means of assessable system quality requirements (see also Sect. 4.2.2.2). If referring to Wieger’s approach [Wie03], this level includes the system requirements. We consider concepts that describe the transition to logical and technical architecture layers. Although including quantified restrictions and implications towards a system’s architecture,

1 We do not distinguish externally and internally offered services, e.g., services offered to a market and ones offered to internal departments of a company.
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we explicitly do not take into account its internal realisation with logical components. We describe, for example, single actions that the system performs when a user adds new courses (e.g., “Search Trainer”), or actions that the system performs when interacting with external systems (e.g., “Verify Time Schedule”). Hence, at this level of abstraction, we see a system as a grey box rather than as a glass box, since we restrict systems’ internals, but do not consider their logical structure by interacting components, interface specifications, and functions. However, many requirements can arise from a methodological point of view as a consequence of design activities in which component interactions are defined.

With the introduced levels of abstraction, we can define a hierarchy of concepts to describe the problem space. Further levels of abstraction are not in scope of the thesis. We depict, however, in appendix B.2.4, the dependencies between chosen concepts to (generic) concepts for modelling a logical component architecture.

Discussion in Context of RE-specific Levels of Abstraction

In Sect. 2.2.3.2, we introduced levels of abstraction considered by contributions in the area of RE. Some interrelations of related work with the introduced levels have already been explained. The requirements abstraction model by Gorschek et al. [GW06], however, proposes two levels of abstraction that have not been considered: a goal level, respectively product level, and a feature level. We do not consider the feature level, since features relate to a set of requirements concepts that can be stated, in turn, at different levels of abstraction. Goals are means of making statements of intents and are decomposed over different levels of abstraction. Hence, we allocate neither features nor goals to an explicit level of abstraction, but relate them to selected concepts that are used over different levels (such as goals influencing business processes).

4.2.2 Basic Concepts and their Decomposition and Refinement

In the following, we give an overview of how the concept types in the artefact model relate to the artefact abstraction model introduced above. As a first step, we give an overview of an exemplary set of functional concepts and then of how refinement relates to concepts for describing quality aspects.

Based on this understanding, we can define a notion of underspecified artefacts and infer a definition of solution orientation in Sect. 4.2.3.

4.2.2.1 Introduction into Basic Concept Types

We distinguish between concepts for modelling functional behaviour and non-functional modelling concepts. Concepts for modelling functional behaviour build the backbone of our artefact model, since these concepts directly rely on a notion of refinement. We refer, in particular, to a set of concepts as they have been introduced in Sect. 2.3.1.2 in the context of SOA:

1. Business processes and business services, structured via business domains.
2. Use cases, information system services, and functional requirements, used to describe the system-supported realisation of the processes.

The first ones are specified in the business specification, the second ones in the requirements specification.
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In direct relation to those concepts, we define concepts for modelling non-functional aspects as they directly relate via intra-abstraction dependencies to functional concepts. For instance, the concept for describing actors that relate to the concepts of a use case model, are situated at the same level of abstraction as the use cases themselves. Non-functional concepts thereby relate to different levels of abstraction while their (inter-abstraction) dependencies have not a notion of refinement, but of, for example, decomposition or realisation.

In Fig. 4.3, we depict an exemplary set of concept types according to the levels of abstraction and the modelling views introduced in the foregoing section.

![Concept Types Diagram](image)

Figure 4.3: Concept types in relation to artefact abstraction model.

In the following, we introduce the depicted concepts from top to bottom according to the artefact types by which they are included. A particular focus lies on the concepts for modelling behaviour on the different levels of abstraction.

**Concepts of Business Specification.** Motivated by a set of long-term Objectives, we form (business) behaviour via Business Processes and Business Services in
direct relation to corresponding Process Owners that take the responsibility for the processes. Both the processes and the services are means to describe behavioural properties, i.e., work that is carried out in a company, but the two concepts take different views on this behaviour at different levels of abstraction.

In our context, a service defines a piece of behaviour that can be decomposed to atomic steps, while the single steps, if put in relation to each other, form a particular process [BLMF+10]. From a modelling perspective, we use business services as an explicit means to abstract from the details that are defined as part of a business process model. The latter, in turn, defines a set of activities that are performed in order to provide the behaviour.

This means that we use services to give a black box view onto single pieces of behaviour (e.g., “Skiing Course Management”), while the business processes refine this behaviour into a concrete work flow (glass box). This work flow is represented by a set of business tasks (e.g., “Create Seasonal Course Plan” or “Book Skiing Instructor”) that can be further decomposed to Process Steps. Those process steps represent atomic (not further decomposable) activities used to form the actual work flow. This work flow then describes an abstraction of all possible instances of the activities that are performed by single User Groups in order to provide the business behaviour (e.g., the steps “Generate new Course” followed by “Check Availability of Skiing Instructor”). As part of those steps, we also specify the Information Objects being processed, e.g., a “Course Attendee”.

The process steps then are the ones that are potentially supported by functionality of an information system, i.e., they are the ones that potentially are realised by system actions (e.g., as part of a use case model). From a theoretical point of view, the process steps represent again self-contained (atomic) services. From a conceptual point of view, we refer to explicit modelling concepts. Further information is given in Sect. 4.4.2.2.

Regarding non-functional concepts, we make use of Business Domains to structure behaviour models, and Goals. Business domains group logically related business processes for which one process owner is responsible, e.g., “Course Administration” grouping all business processes being in scope of the process owner “Course Manager”. Goals form prescriptive statements of intent used to argue for certain (business) activities. For this, we refer to the goal-driven modelling approach Knowledge Acquisition in Automated Specification of Software (KAOS) [vL03, vL04]. However, we conceptually distinguish different levels of abstraction over which we decompose those goals (see also [EHH+08] classifying goals according to levels of abstraction). We decompose Business Goals, like “Expand Market”, to Process-related Goals, like “Decrease Process Lead-time”, to motivate the content in the process models. We specify, for example, which single steps a skiing instructor exactly performs when teaching a skiing course and what particular process-related goal he shall achieve.

Concepts of Requirements Specification. In the requirements specification, we conceptualise how information systems shall realise the specified business processes. For this, we make use of Use Cases, Information System Services, and Functional Requirements. These functional modelling concepts form a basis to describe what process steps shall be realised in interaction with an information system. In context of the functional models, we also describe what information objects shall be reproduced by the system by means of Information System Objects (e.g., which information (data) is necessary when booking a skiing course in interaction with a system).

The modelling of system functionality at the information system service hierar-
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Artefact abstraction can be performed in two complementary ways, both used to specify system-supported behaviour in relation to the system-independent one captured in the business specification. We distinguish *Information System Services* and *Use Cases*. Both concepts are means to describe (black box) system behaviour.

*Use Cases* describe sequences of interaction between *Actors* (realising user groups) and the system as a whole. More precisely, a use case represents a collection of interaction scenarios, each defining a set of interrelated actions that either are executed by an actor or by the system under consideration [Coc00]. We will refer to an action performed by an actor as an *Actor Action*, and to an action performed by the system as a *System Action*. Now, for modelling how the business process shall be supported by a system, we use each of the specified process steps as a candidate to be system-supported or to remain as an activity to be performed by an (external) actor. Each process step thus is realised either by one system action or by one actor action, whereby the transition from the business process models represents a *realisation*-relation between the concept of the process step and the actions in the use case scenarios.

*Services*, instead, describe a logical representation of a use case, not necessarily involving actors or concrete sequences of interaction. An information system service thereby represents user-visible functions that the system shall offer and is described via input/output-relations [HT09, Rit08], i.e., the mapping of (typed) inputs and outputs, both represented as information system objects.

*Functional Requirements* form an additional concept that is used to describe actions in the interaction between an (external) actor and the system, i.e., one actor action followed by one system action w.r.t. a stated condition (see also Davis [Dav93]). From a theoretical point of view, functional requirements are atomic services and, thus, actions in a use case scenario. However, functional requirements are explicitly provided by conceptually different means [BLMF+10].

Furthergoing information on functional modelling concepts used in the requirements specification is given in Sect. 4.5.2.2.

The actual system specification (the component architecture) is not in scope of our approach. However, we now introduce the simplified relation of the introduced concepts to the *Function* concept used when specifying a system architecture. Schätz defines a function as “a capsule of system behaviour, defined by an external interface in terms of data and control flow” [Sch08b]. Whereas a function is provided via ports (interfaces), it conceptually realises atomic services, respectively system actions in a use case scenario. Hence, we use a function as a means to explicitly represent the realisation of user-centric requirements as part of the (internal) specification of system functionality, similarly as done for the transition from the description of system-independent process steps to system-supported ones defined via use cases. See also appendix B.2.4 for further information.

Please note that the cardinalities between the functional modelling concepts, e.g., between a function and a system action, or between the actions in use cases and process steps of a process model, are only 1:1 if seen “ideally”. The cardinalities depend on the methodologically chosen granularity of the specified behaviour models, or of the component architecture what, in turn, is still an unsolved issue.

**Business and System Vision.** For a manageable set of specification documents, we additionally make use of concepts for scoping. With scoping, we refer to defining relevant subsets of concepts of one level of abstraction, before entering the next. Before specifying the concepts of the business process hierarchy in full, we define a *Business Vision*. Before specifying detailed requirements, we define the scope of the system within the *System Vision*. 
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Both content items are means to formulate initial ideas about a development project and the system under consideration aligned with all relevant stakeholders. For example, within the system vision, we capture the relations between the system actions in the use cases and the process steps, and define the borders of the systems in relation to external systems. Hence, the visions support the transition from the organisation’s context to the following business levels and from the business process logic to the information system service hierarchy. For this reason, we also couple milestones to the content items that comprehend the visions (see Sect. 4.8.3).

4.2.2.2 Refinement and Decomposition of Quality-related Concepts

So far, we discussed refinement of concepts for modelling functional behaviour. In this section, we illustrate similar principles for the refinement and decomposition of quality-related concepts.

Quality is, in general, a multifaceted topic, since there exist different views onto the term *Quality* with a diversity of interpretations [Gar84, KP96], and finally no commonly accepted definition [Gli07]. In the area of RE, there exist approaches that describe the decomposition of quality characteristics (like “Security”) in parallel to functional needs to detailed requirements while both areas are handled in an isolated manner. These approaches propose the combination of both quality requirements and functional ones at their last level of abstraction; for instance, by describing quality requirements as part of use cases that they affect, as proposed by Doerr et al. [DKVKP03, DKK+05] or in REM [BPKR09, BGK+07, GBB+06]. Such a decomposition and combination with use cases, however, is problematic, because

1. quality requirements have a cross-cutting nature affecting not only use cases (e.g., as it is the case for maintainability requirements),
2. the decomposition and refinement depends on the application domain and the corresponding levels of abstraction, and because
3. all concepts used to express customer’s needs, including the ones of a use case, imply a notion of quality.

A business process that involves information systems in use, for example, has a particular value to a business. This can be understood as quality, too. Thus, use cases themselves can be seen as a means to express quality.

For a domain-specific interpretation of *Quality* and *Quality Requirements*, we make use of quality definition models (see also Deissenböck et al. [DJLW09]). Using a quality model supports not only a unified terminological agreement, but also an integrated view on quality requirements and, e.g., quality assurance. We refer to the *Activity-Based Quality Model* (ABQM) of the Technische Universität München [Dei09], because of the activity-centric nature of the concepts used for BISA with, e.g., business processes and use cases. The ABQM is based on early effort of Boehm et al. [BBK+78] and McCall et al. [CM78], and supports the integration of quality-related concepts into the levels of abstraction at hand.

The activity-based quality model defines quality via a set of system properties and their associations to (business) activities carried out during the use of the system [Dei09, DW+07]. For example, quality can be expressed by the structuredness of a system architecture and its positive effect on maintenance activities that an administrator performs. The externally perceived quality, respectively the “Quality in Use” (as stated by the ISO Std. 9126 for Product Quality [ISO03] and the currently developed revision ISO/IEC FDIS 25010 [ISO10]), is then reflected in the supported business activities. The resulting restrictions on the properties of information systems, necessary to enable the support of the activities, is named
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in our context System Quality Requirements, which we allocate to the last level of abstraction. We already showed the integration of the activity-based quality model into the RE refinement hierarchy and evaluated its use in different case studies [WMFIL09, LWMFB10, WDW08].

According to the principles defined by the quality model and our previous work, we now conceptually integrate different concepts for modelling quality as part of the introduced levels of abstraction (see Fig. 4.4). According to Cockburn [Coc00], we decompose goals over different levels of abstraction to motivate the refinement of behaviour, respectively the decomposition of business activities and system interaction scenarios, and to infer (assessable) system quality requirements being aligned with the high-level business needs.

The decomposition of goals goes from high-level business goals, over process-related goals that steer the specification of activities, to IT-related goals. The latter represent quality attributes to be fulfilled by a system as found in the ISO standards for software quality (see also [Boe08]), such as “Security” or “Maintainability”.

The behavioural view defines structural aspects of the business, internal work flow realisations, and finally how information systems are used in the context of business processes (see also the foregoing section). Since the introduced use cases are functional means that describe system interactions in the context of business processes (see also the foregoing section). Since the introduced use cases are functional means that describe system interactions in the context of business processes, we extend this functionality motivated view with generic scenarios. This concept describes sequences of interactions with a system, similarly as it is the case for use cases, but is not restricted to the context of business process logic. Generic scenarios involve interaction scenarios including all its system’s facets (documentation, code, . . .); for instance, attack scenarios that shall be prevented (known as “Misuse Cases” [Ale03, HP08]), or activities of an administrator, such as code
Having this comprehensive view on activities that can generally be performed by the use of information systems, we can infer at the last level of abstraction quantified, or at least assessable, requirements. These (system) requirements describe restrictions on the properties of a system in relation to the stated activities to be supported. We classify the used concepts according to Glinz [Gli05, Gli07] depending on the different possible concerns towards system’s details into

- functional requirements, describing single actions a system shall perform,
- system quality requirements, constraining a system and its environment in its properties and conditions by means of metrics and values, or
- architectural constraints, logically and technically restricting the system in its architecture (orthogonal to both requirements types), regardless of the effects on the system’s quality.

Other requirements types, having an organisational nature, are introduced as part of the artefact model.

4.2.3 Solution-Oriented and Problem-Oriented Refinement

We already showed in the fundamentals in Sect. 2.2.1.1 that the process, in which we make use of the introduced concept, is cyclic by nature [AW05b], reflected also in the chosen definition of business information systems analysis in Sect 4.1. Thus, with each of the made design decisions, the problem space is narrowed down for further requirements [CW97], since it is questionable to completely formulate the requirements in detail without continuously having a progressing idea of a future system in mind [GBB+06, BPKR09].

A major problem, however, arises from an uncontrollable solution-oriented processes in which the requirements are dominated by solution ideas, i.e., discussed on the basis of solution ideas while remaining underspecified (see the problem statement in Sect. 1.1). Although this problem is recognised, there still exists little guidance in literature due to the missing understanding and agreement on solution orientation, or more precisely on when artefacts remain underspecified causing a solution-oriented process. Such terms can be found in many contributions, but they are mostly associated with specific-purpose approaches; for instance, as done by Doerr et al. [DKVKP03] supporting a solution-oriented process by means of a knowledge repository, or by Pohl [Poh07] who states that requirements that are underspecified imply risks of misinterpretations. In fact, a definition of solution orientation and of measurements for the determination of underspecified artefacts causing solution orientation must rely on a refinement hierarchy and associated completion levels for the corresponding artefact types (see also Sect. 3.3.2.2 discussing progress control in artefact orientation).

Based on the introduced levels of abstraction and the followed principles of refinement and decomposition of the artefacts’ concepts, we can now give such a domain-specific interpretation.

For this interpretation, we refer to the results of the field study introduced in Sect. 1.5, and transfer the discovered effects of solution orientation on the artefacts’ completeness to the artefact abstraction model at hand. Taking into account this domain-specific interpretation of solution orientation, we define in Sect. 5.3 the customisation approach.
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4.2.3.1 General Effects of Solution Orientation on Artefacts’ Completeness

In Chp. 1, we introduced a field study performed as a preparation for the contributions of the thesis. One particular investigation were different RE execution strategies that were identified on the basis of so-called artefact patterns, i.e., clusters of specified content items (of different investigated projects), which exhibit similarities in their degree of completeness. We investigated (via k-means cluster analysis) the differences between the found execution strategies, reflected in the differing completeness of the documented content items. Thus, we were able to discover probable execution strategies while abstracting from variations in the performed process.

Table 4.1 summarises an excerpt of the found content items that have differing values between the resulting artefact patterns. We identified as a whole three execution strategies, but take only two into account, because one execution strategy arises from specialities of a change management procedure of the particular company. A detailed explanation of the cluster analysis and the results is given in [MFWL12].

Table 4.1: Completeness of selected content items in different execution strategies found in practice [MFWL12].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content Item (REM)</th>
<th>Solution Orientation</th>
<th>Problem Orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Objectives *</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="incompletely specified content item" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="completely specified content item" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Calculation</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="completely specified content item" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="incompletely specified content item" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Success Factors **</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="incompletely specified content item" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="incompletely specified content item" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Scenarios **</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="incompletely specified content item" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="incompletely specified content item" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Interface **</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="incompletely specified content item" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="completely specified content item" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Boundaries **</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="incompletely specified content item" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="completely specified content item" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assumptions</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="incompletely specified content item" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="incompletely specified content item" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traceability: Business to Req.</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="incompletely specified content item" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="incompletely specified content item" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traceability: Req to Sys.Spec.</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="incompletely specified content item" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="incompletely specified content item" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend:
- ![completely specified content item](image)
- ![incompletely specified content item](image)
- ![missing content item](image)
- * Reflects (business) behaviour models in BISA
- ** Reflects external system behaviour models in BISA

The summarised set of content items (clusters) in relation to the two artefact patterns causing either a problem-oriented or a solution-oriented execution strategy result from the artefact model of REM [GBB+06] that we took as a reference for the analyses (see also Sect. 3.1.3.2). Since the content items of REM are defined independent of an application domain, we now explain the two execution strategies according to the concepts and the terminology introduced in foregoing sections to support in the following section a BISA-specific interpretation.

We take into account that the content item “Application Scenarios” represents in REM all previously introduced concepts for defining behaviour and makes no difference between business process models and interaction scenarios, e.g., use cases. Thus, we took during the study the content item “Business Objectives” as a means to express business process models. In the table, we depict this mapping of the domain-independent content item to the concepts used in BISA with the symbol “*”. We use “**” to express which content items reflect the concepts used to define the external behaviour of information systems.
Problem Orientation. The analysed projects that followed this execution strategy had a profound specification of business processes with clear work flow descriptions. A similar degree of completeness is given in the external system behaviour, including a specification of the system boundary and (external) quality aspects. The strong focus on the problem space is also reflected in the traceability that includes the linkage between the elements in the requirements specification and the elements in the business specification, as well as between the elements in the requirements specification and the ones in the system specifications.

Solution Orientation. Projects following this execution strategy have a weak specification of functional behaviour models affecting also non-functional concepts (system boundaries, ...). Concrete work flow descriptions in the business process models were missing, same as functional behaviour models of information systems, e.g., expressed via use cases and functional requirements. Requirements were directly discussed on the basis of developed solution ideas, such as high-level architecture drafts, and remained at the level of abstract feature lists or service descriptions. These incompletely specified content items also hampered traceability.

4.2.3.2 BISA-specific Interpretation of Solution and Problem Orientation

As shown in the foregoing section, solution orientation implies incompleteness in detailed behaviour models that describe the processes and / or interaction scenarios with (atomic) functional requirements.

An interpretation, in terms of the introduced levels of abstraction, leads to the finding that a solution-oriented process hampers the creation of concepts that give insights into detailed behaviour

- at the business process logic, and / or
- at the information system’s constraints.

Since the concepts used to express quality rely on the same refinement hierarchy (see Sect. 4.2.2.2), we can generalise the findings to levels of abstraction rather than defining certain execution strategies by their effects on single content items.

We thus use the term underspecified as follows:

**Definition: Underspecified Artefacts**

A content item is underspecified if the created concepts and relations are in a state being not conformant to the corresponding concept types, i.e., incomplete.

An artefact is underspecified if it has underspecified content items and these do not underlie further refinement, i.e., if the created concepts remain at the level of:

- the business process hierarchy in case of the business specification and / or
- the information system service hierarchy in case of the requirements specification.

A solution-oriented process thereby results from underspecified artefacts as it is illustrated by Fig. 4.5. The figure depicts the levels of abstraction and how the different execution strategies relate to those levels.

In case of a problem-oriented process, the refinement is a continuous one in which each concept of a particular level of abstraction is completely constructed and has its rationale in a concept of a foregoing level — regardless of any order in which the concepts are created.
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The problem-oriented strategy is depicted by the dark arrows and defined as follows:

**Definition: Problem Orientation**

Problem orientation considers the strategy of a continuous approval process in which the artefacts are analysed, refined, and quantified in consistency and compliance to the growing logical architecture.

Instead, and depicted by the dotted (yellow) arrows, solution orientation describes the strategy in which solution ideas dominate the stated problems.

In particular, the concepts at the information system service hierarchy would be absorbed according to a gained understanding of the logical architecture, which then would be designed without further quantification of the requirements to the last level of abstraction. Similarly, the business process logic would be designed according to the (architecture) solution, instead of vice-versa. The outcome would be discussions and negotiations with stakeholders based on an architecture-driven solution at the cost of refining information to the level including workflow descriptions and/or assessable (atomic) requirements that both are not worked out (see also Sect. 4.2.2 introducing different concepts for modelling same behavioural aspects on different levels of abstractions).

Accordingly, we define the solution-oriented strategy as follows:

**Definition: Solution Orientation**

Solution orientation considers a strategy in which artefacts remain during the process underspecified. They are directly distorted by solution ideas as an outcome of design activities. The concepts that describe the problem space remain incomplete at the level of the business process hierarchy and/or the information system service hierarchy.
Due to the risks of incomplete artefacts, a pure solution orientation is questionable. At the same time, a pure problem orientation is also questionable. The appropriateness in the degree of completeness (the balanced problem orientation) varies from project to project and with respect to the content from business domain to business domain in dependency to individual project parameters. Supporting this appropriateness is in scope of the customisation approach in Chp. 5.

4.3 Artefact Model Overview

In the following, we give an overview of the artefact types and how we represent each artefact type in subsequent sections. We discuss dependencies used in the structure model and in the content model, and conclude this section with an overview of the artefact status model.

4.3.1 Overview of Artefact Types

In foregoing sections, we already gave a first impression of the artefact types and selected concepts to which we refer in the context of the levels of abstraction for BISA. We distinguish in total three artefact types: the **Business Specification**, the **Requirements Specification**, and the **Traceability Matrix**. The structure and the content of each artefact type results from the development procedure described in Sect. 3.3.3:

1. We identified in the field study the domain-relevant artefacts, respectively description techniques (see Sect. 1.5).
2. We built the concepts by abstracting from those domain-specific description techniques, integrating them on the basis of a unified model, and associating the resulting concept types according to the artefact abstraction model.
3. We inferred the structure model according to the concept model.

Figure 4.6 illustrates an overview of the three resulting artefact types. For each of the artefact types, we additionally depict the top-level content items and omit, in a first step, for reasons of complexity further (decomposed) items.

In Sect. 4.4, we introduce the business specification in detail. This artefact type comprises all goals (statements of intent), capabilities (behaviour), restrictions, and conditions that affect the business of a company considering its current and future state.

In Sect. 4.5, we introduce the requirements specification. This artefact type comprises all demanded properties of information systems, organisational restrictions on the development process, and restrictions on the integration, that each shall be accomplished by a development project in satisfaction with the content of the business specification.

Finally, in Sect. 4.6, we introduce the traceability matrix, which comprises the (project-specific) associations between concepts of the business specification and concepts of the requirements specification.

4.3.2 Representation of Artefact Types in the Thesis

Each of the artefact types, depicted in Fig. 4.6, is described in subsequent sections according to the elements defined in the meta model (see Sect. 3.3):

1. **Structure Model**: We define via a taxonomy the artefact structure and give for each content item a brief description. Since the content items can vary during customisation in their arrangement, we additionally introduce in
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Specification</th>
<th>Requirements Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Vision</td>
<td>System Vision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisation Structure &amp; Business Domains</td>
<td>Information System Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Goals &amp; Constraints</td>
<td>Integrational Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Capabilities</td>
<td>Organisational Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Information Model</td>
<td>Requirements Risk Status Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Roles</td>
<td>Glossary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Demands Analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glossary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.6:** Overview of artefact types including top-level view on content items.

appendix B.1 different possibilities for arranging the structure of project-specific artefacts.

2. **Content Model:** We define in relation to the previously introduced content items the concept model and, thus, the content of the single items (and the relation to other content items). We organise the concept model according to the different modelling views. To represent the associations between the content items and the concept types (the Content Concept Link), we embed the concept model into the defined taxonomy and use for both models stereotypes, which we colour in different grey scales. For each concept type, we introduce and discuss related work from which the concept types abstract.

3. **Syntax:** We illustrate syntactic possibilities for representing the introduced artefact types.

Wherever reasonable, we illustrate for the creation of the concepts an excerpt of the running example introduced in Sect. 2.7. This example considers the re-design of business processes and the displacement of the (ski) course management system in the fictitious company *Alpine Adventure Tours* (AAT).

Finally, we stick in the thesis to the definition of selected concepts, as they have been introduced in the artefact abstraction model in Sect. 4.2.2. In appendix B.2, we illustrate the comprehensive concept model and supplement it with definitions within the glossary in appendix A. A detailed representation and discussion of the overall artefact model is also given in our previous contribution [MFK09].
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4.3.3 Overview of Dependencies in the Artefact Model

As described in Sect. 3.3.2.1, we distinguish in the artefact model structure dependencies and content dependencies (see Fig. 4.7)

Structure Dependencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Vision</th>
<th>Business Capabilities</th>
<th>...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Service Model</td>
<td>Business Process Model</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Content Dependencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Business Goals</th>
<th>Business Process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process-related Goals</th>
<th>IT-related Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.7: Overview of dependencies in the BISA artefact model (simplified).

On the left side of the figure, we represent the structure dependencies, which are considered by the structure model. On the right side, we depict the domain-specific interpretation of the content dependencies, which are considered by the content model. Both dependency types are introduced in the following.

Structure Dependencies. Due to the hierarchical nature of the taxonomy in the structure model, we refer in the structure dependencies to decomposition (illustrated with the solid diamond shape). Some of the decomposed content items additionally have relations to other content items resulting from the content dependencies (like influences). Since these dependencies are covered by the content model, we do not capture these explicitly in the structure model to reduce the complexity.

Content Dependencies. In the concept model, we refer to a variety of dependencies and depict the most frequently used ones in Fig. 4.7. Following in the figure the inter-abstraction dependencies from top to bottom, we also make here use of decomposition. For instance, goals are decomposed over several levels of abstraction, similarly as done when decomposing business processes. We capture, however, in addition to decomposition further (semantic) dependencies. According to chosen description techniques, from which we will abstract, we make those dependencies explicit. We refer, in particular, to derives, influences, refines, and realises. Please note that we depict the dependencies in Fig. 4.7 for illustrative reasons in a simplified way and introduce them in detail as part of the concept model.

Derives means that if deriving concept B from concept A, B’s assertion is defined on the basis of A (see example 4.1). If B is derived from A, B automatically satisfies A, but not necessarily vice-versa. This satisfaction is made, where necessary, explicit with the influences dependency.
We refer to influences as a means to express that the assertions of two concepts can either support each other (we speak then of satisfies) or that they can be conflicted, i.e., they can make contradictory assertions. For example, a business process can satisfy a goal, which is achieved by the execution of that business process (see example 4.2). Furthermore, if A satisfies B, A might not have been necessarily derived from B.

While decomposition and derivation mostly refer to concepts with non-functional character, we additionally refer with refines to refinement of concepts for behaviour modelling over different levels of abstraction (see also Sect. 2.2.3.2). We take again an example with two concepts A and B, while B represents the glass box view on A. If an assertion made via A is then refined to B, B is a proper subset of A, enriched with more information. This also means that A can be reproduced on the basis of all assertions to which the one of A has been refined. For instance, a concrete business process can be reproduced on the basis of all the process steps to which the business process has been decomposed (see example 4.3).
Example 4.3. Refinement at the Example of Processes

Finally, we refer in the concept model to realises. A realisation describes that the assertion made with one concept is, at least in part, reproduced by further concepts. We refer to this dependency in order to express the transition from the content of the business specification to the content of the requirements specification (in order to describe how information systems shall realise selected business needs). As depicted in example 4.4, a use case, respectively the actions of the scenarios encompassed by a use case, realise selected process steps in the workflow description of a business process.

Example 4.4. Realises-Dependency at the Example of Processes and Use Cases

In contrast to refinement, the assertion of the process steps cannot necessarily be reproduced by the use cases, since these only include selected parts of the process steps and overall use cases instead of depicting the dependencies between process steps and actions in single scenarios and / or actors of a use case.

\[2\] For reasons of complexity we depict in the figure the realises dependencies between process steps and overall use cases instead of depicting the dependencies between process steps and actions in single scenarios and / or actors of a use case.
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cess. We could, for instance, decide that the verification of customer data shall be realised by another system while this realisation is not in scope of our analysis.

In addition, we refer with realises not only to concepts in the behavioural modelling view, but also to, e.g., dependencies between concepts in the data view.

4.3.4 Artefact Status Model for Progress Control

We define the artefact status model according to the one of the V-Modell XT (see Sect. 2.5.3.2) where each instantiated artefact type is subject to progress control. As illustrated in Fig. 4.8 with an UML statechart, we distinguish three stages after the creation of an artefact:

1. An artefact can be in process, i.e., it is elaborated and modified during BISA activities.
2. If no (external) quality assurance is assigned, the artefact can be finished, after it is successfully self-checked by the responsible role.
3. If external quality assurance is necessary, the artefact is submitted to the like. In this case, the artefact is checked according to selected quality attributes by independent roles; for example, as part of a quality gate by means of, e.g., an inspection. This aspect covers also an acceptance of external parties like the customer. Such a check can be successful or it can fail. If it fails, the artefact needs further modification and thereby returns to the state in process. Otherwise, the artefact is approved and changes its state to finished.

![Artefact State Model](image)

**Figure 4.8:** Artefact status model for progress control of artefacts.

We refer to these states during the operationalisation of the artefact model by means of, e.g., the process model. The progress control enables, for example, the determination of when the defined milestones have been reached (see also Sect. 4.8.3).

**Possibilities for Extension.** The introduced status model is intentionally kept simple in order to offer possibilities for extensions. These extensions can be performed in two ways, while both depend on the development process model into which the artefact-based approach is integrated.

First, the status model can be applied to single content items rather then to overall artefact types. Although this extension increases the effort for progress control, it might be useful to enable the initiation of critical activities that rely on single content items; for instance, to support the creation of a bid proposal, which is based on selected content items of the requirements specification. Second, it is also possible to extend the states of the status model; for instance, by defining additional states like In Revision resulting from particular needs of quality assurance.
An example for such an extension is the one from Katz [Kat09], which is based on our initial artefact-based approach (see also Sect. 3.3.3 introducing this company-specific artefact model and its relation to the contribution of the thesis).

4.4 Artefact Type: Business Specification

So far, we introduced the artefact abstraction model and the main ingredients of the artefact model. In this section, we describe the particular artefact type Business Specification following the structure introduced in Sect. 4.3.2.

4.4.1 Structure Model

Figure 4.9 illustrates the standard structure of the business specification. We intentionally define with this taxonomy the most abstract view that can be taken on project-specific exemplars of the artefact type. Each of the depicted associations between the content items relies on a 1:1-depencency, i.e., the business specification consists of one content item for the business vision, one for the organisation structure and the business domains, and so on.

Regarding the project-specific exemplars, we have different possibilities for structuring the content by means of additional, multiple content items. For instance, we can structure the content item Business Process Model by means of additional content items for each of the business process, such as “Business Process: Create Course” or “Business Process: Create Customer”. In appendix B.1.1, we illustrate different variations of the structure model being of interest at project level.

In the following, we introduce the single content items of the business specification, before describing the used concepts.

**Content Item “Business Vision”**. The business vision introduces company-specific problems and defines the resulting scope of the business that shall underlie a change as part of a (development) project. The business vision steers the stakeholders into a common direction by summarising aimed objectives (needs) to be achieved, principles to be preserved, affected business capabilities to be gained and / or changed, and resulting (re-) structures of envisioned organisations. For this, we refer to the following content items.

The Business Context characterises the envisioned company by including a description of the industrial sector, the incised market, and resulting cornerstones of a corporate philosophy by means of the Business Drivers, Objectives, and Mission Statement, and the Principles (subsequently defined according to [IIB09, Gro06a]).

The Business Drivers, Objectives, and Mission Statement includes a description of

- business drivers, describing internal and external factors, including individuals, knowledge and conditions, that initiate and support the design of business activities,
- business objectives, describing statements of intents, which concern major achievements of an organisation (typically within specific time frames), and
- the business mission describing a statement of direction and goal for the overall business.

The Principle includes restricting directives, respectively statements of belief, approach or intent, which serves as a basis for directing the formulation of (business) architectures.
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We formulate with the Project Scope a description of the actual problems of a business and its information systems, and a conclusion with the resulting objectives of a project. To this end, we refer to

- the Expert Problem Description, which informally describes from the perspective of a domain expert (potential) problems that arise from the current state of the business, and
- the Scope and Limitations, which describes the scope of the project necessary to tackle the identified problems and limitations for the project.
With the Enterprise Overview, we summarise (possibly different) organisations and included business units that are affected by a project. According to [JIB09], we see an enterprise as a set of organisations and their business units that share a set of common business goals and collaborate to provide specific products or business services to customers.

Finally, the Business Service Overview summarises the business services of a customer that are affected by the project. It includes existing business services being displaced or modified and new business services that will be realised. Each business service is described in detail within the business service model.

**Content Item “Organisation Structure & Business Domains”**. We formulate two content item. First, an overview of the Organisation Structure that hierarchically organises the relevant business units and “determines key reporting lines and in conjunction with a cultural analysis will indicate where key stakeholders are positioned” [Gro06a]. We see an organisation as an autonomous set of hierarchically structured business units with defined boundaries, and a business unit as a recognised part of an organisation under management of at least one stakeholder. Second, an overview of the Business Domains that define, regardless of the organisation structure, decomposable sets of logically related business processes being related to one process owner (see also [EHH+08]). Business domains formulate the structure for business processes from a functional perspective following the principal of high cohesion, while potentially cross-cutting several business units. Because business domains structure the content of the business specification, as well as the one of the requirements specification, they benefit a structured process for business information systems analysis (see also Sect. 4.8.2).

**Content Item “Business Goals & Restrictions”**. In this content item, we formulate steering goals that have to be achieved by the execution of business processes, and further rules and constraints that have to be preserved during this execution, the latter resulting from the principles in the business vision.

In particular, the Business Restrictions includes not negotiable restrictions on the business processes, their structuring, and their interplay with information systems. The restrictions arise from the organisations’ principles and any kind of external influences, such as laws. In the item Business Goals, we define statements of intents at some future point in time [RR99]. Business goals are means to motivate the definition and decomposition of business processes and the inference of requirements in a value-oriented manner.

**Content Item “Business Capabilities”**. The business capabilities is an essential part of the business specification. Within the Business Service Model, we capture a logical representation of (repeatable) activities and define a black box description of the work that is carried out as a result of a set of business activities [Gro09b]. The Business Process Model includes a description of the the glass box view of business services by giving a description of the work flow (the business activities) performed in the provision of the business services. This content item serves as a means to understand in detail what business behaviour underlies single services and how this behaviour can be supported by information systems (see also Sect. 4.2.2.1).

**Content Item “Business Information Model”**. The business information model includes a description of the data that is processed and referenced during the execution of the business processes, respectively services. Business Objects include a
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description of unique objects of reality that can be of material (physical) nature, such as a “Course Attendee”, or of immaterial nature, such as an “Booking Request”. Information Objects include a description of the specialised information (data) content of a business object that is processed and that can be reproduced by an information system.

Content Item “Business Roles”. We describe all the roles that are directly or indirectly related to the business and that have a specific interest towards the project. We describe via Stakeholders a unique individual, group, or organisation that represents a customer-side or customer-related role. Stakeholders have an interest in the project and are able to mobilise resources to affect its outcome in some way [Wie03]. They are actively involved in a project having their interests expressed by business goals that, in turn, may be positively or negatively affected as a result of project execution or successful project completion [Cle05, Smi00, GBB+06].

With Process Owners, we describe individuals that have the responsibility for the performance of chosen business processes in relation to a set of business goals. They have the authority on the business processes and their execution and the ability to make necessary definitions and changes.

Finally, we describe via User Groups groups of individuals with a specific proficiency directly performing a set of business tasks and potentially interacting with information systems (see also [KCH+90]).

Content Item “Business Demands Analysis”. For each of the business services and involved processes, we describe within the business demands analysis

1. potential costs that are caused by the performance of activities and costs that arise from a system’s development in order to support this activity,
2. resulting business values that arises when achieving defined business goals, and
3. upcoming business risks that threaten the business.

These three indicators comprehensively justify any decisions during BISA activities in terms of decomposition and modification of the current business processes and finally the decision about if to automatise envisioned business processes. The business demands analysis addresses the question “can modifications of business processes and the support of the like by information systems achieve a business value the stakeholders are ready to invest for?”. Hence, it also serves the prioritisation of resulting requirements (see also section 4.5.2.1 introducing the requirements attributes).

Content Item “Business Glossary”. The glossary includes a description of (the semantics of) project-specific terms. These terms arise from the customer’s domain and its underlying business process logic. As terms that are familiar to contractors are often not familiar to customers (and vice-versa), and the semantics of terms within one industrial sectors might differ from the semantics of same and similar terms within another industrial sectors, this content item defines an individual, but consistent set of terms upon which the subsequent communication can be based on. This content item thus enables

1. an effective communication that is based on a well-defined vocabulary, and
2. the prevention of unnecessary misunderstandings that might expand the time schedule and the budget of a project.
4.4.2 Content Model

We now introduce the concept model of the business specification and structure the section according to the different modelling views introduced in Sect. 4.2.1.1. We begin with the concepts for structure modelling. Afterwards, we introduce the concepts for behaviour modelling, extend this view with concepts for data modelling, and conclude with a description of the business goals and the roles. The comprehensive concept model can be taken from appendix B.2.1.

4.4.2.1 Concepts for Modelling Structure

Figure 4.10 illustrates the excerpt of the concept model relevant for structure modelling. On top of the figure, we depict the concepts and relations used in the content item *Organisation Structure & Business Domains*. The bottom part of the figure illustrates further content items to which we have content dependencies.

As already mentioned, the organisation structure includes a description of the envisioned organisations and the (decomposed) business units being under management of at least one stakeholder. The business domains, however, take, in contrast to business units, a functional perspective clustering chosen business processes that underlie high cohesion. Hence, we explicitly capture not a relation to the stakeholders, but to process owners (being inherited from stakeholders, see also the next sections).

We use business domains as a means to logically group particular sets of business processes, regardless of the structure formulated via business units. As a consequence of further concepts relating to business process, business domains additionally group also these concepts. We refer, in particular, to business objects and to process owners that take the responsibility for the processes grouped by a busi-
ness domain (and thereby for the business domain itself). From a methodological point of view, the business domains can be defined on the basis of these concepts. Finally, regarding the choice of the term, we intentionally use business domain instead of domain (e.g., as done in [EHHH08]) to avoid misinterpretations with similar terms like application domain. Regarding the concepts, there are two related approaches: Problem Frames [Jac00] and Viewpoints [KS96]. Problem frames offer formal means of structuring the environment that surrounds a system into so-called frames with a set of pre-defined patterns. Viewpoints are means of communication that structure requirements in relation to single stakeholders and their attitude towards the system. The least common denominator are the business processes that have to be supported by the system (structured into business domains). They represent the main interest of single stakeholders and, at the same time, they can be seen as a specific subset of problems to be solved. Hence, business domains can be compared to problem frames that structure business processes, and to viewpoints, because they are related to a specific process owner.

4.4.2.2 Concepts for Modelling Business Behaviour

We now introduce the concepts for the modelling view behaviour within the business specification, i.e., the concepts used to create business process models and business service models.

There exists a variety of complex concept models for business processes covering the specialities that arise from available description techniques; for example, the Business Process Definition Metamodel [OMG06a] of the Object Management Group or the framework proposed by List et al. [LK06]. We use, however, a concept model as a means to abstract from such specialities and to keep the complexity to a minimum level (see also Sect. 2.5.1.1).

Hence, we introduce a concept model that does not define every detail given by available description techniques, while taking their least common denominator into account.

So far, we discussed in Sect. 4.2.2.1 the theoretical duality of services and processes as they are both similar notions to express same functional behaviour at different levels of abstraction. From a modelling point of view, however, we distinguish services and processes in their concepts as illustrated by Fig. 4.11.

The excerpt of the concept model shows the concepts of business processes and business services, by now without the associations to further concepts. These are introduced in subsequent sections and will complement the discussions in this section.

Business Services. A business service is a logical representation of the activities that are performed in order to provide the services, i.e., it represents the black box view on the work that is carried out. Business services define a business capability provided by the execution of one or more business processes satisfying at least one business goal (see Sect. 4.4.2.4).

A business service can be hierarchically decomposed and maps an input to an output [BKM07]. Besides the relation to business objects (Sect. 4.4.2.3) and the one to business processes, a business service relates to the concept of a stakeholder (Sect. 4.4.2.4) that represent a provider or a requester of a business service.

Finally, each business service includes, besides an identifier and a (service) description, a collaboration contract that optionally defines (selected) sequence of steps in which a service can be used by the requester. This contract is conceptually expressed by the attribute Protocol.
Business Processes. We consider a business process model as a collection of all instances of the activities and their relations, performed by roles in order to produce some outcome of value. For the concept model, we take into account the work of Thurner [Thu04] that defines a *business process* by the following ingredients:

1. Activities: A business process consists of a set of activities that are executed and that define (partial) behaviour.
2. Work flow: The activities within a business process are triggered by an event and executed in a specific sequence. An activity can thereby use the next defining causality. Depending on the chosen description technique, the uses association can correspond to control nodes to express variations in the work flow (e.g. by joins or splits), as shown in [LK06].
3. Processed data: During the execution of the activities, a specific set of information is processed in terms of being created, read or modified.
4. Participating roles: Business processes are defined and administrated by specific roles and also performed by specific roles.
5. Motivating business goals: Each activity has to satisfy at least one business goal.
The relations to the processed data is shown in detail in the following Sect. 4.4.2.3, the relations to the roles and to the goals in Sect. 4.4.2.4. As introduced in via the levels of abstraction, we distinguish a concept for representing the black box view, and two concepts for the glass box view:

- **Business processes** (black box) are administrated by process owners in order to achieve a business goal, while we decompose business processes to
- **business tasks** (glass box), that each provide a description of related atomic (not decomposable) *process steps* being performed, in turn, by single user groups to achieve process-related goals.

Compared to the concepts proposed by Cockburn in [Coc00], a business process corresponds with its encompassed tasks to a “black box business use case”, while the process steps represent the “white box business use case”. Example 4.5 illustrates the three main concepts used for modelling business processes.

The responsibility for the single atomic process steps rests within the (content item) business process model with the user groups, while these follow particular goals used as a stop criterion for decomposition. This also means that the work flow description provides detailed steps to be performed, but without involving systems. Such a description of how parts of the work flow (and consequently the business service) can be supported by a system is provided in the requirements specification (see the system vision in Sect. 4.5).

In particular, we refer to the use case model and the information system service model, that both define the (black box) behaviour of a system. In order to infer such a system behaviour description, we conceptually *realise* the single process steps by either a system action or by an actor action. Both concepts are means to specify which behaviour remains to users and which behaviour is reproduced by a system. Appendix B.2.3 illustrates in detail these dependencies between the concepts at hand and the ones of the requirements specification.

In summary, we see a business process according to [Thu04, Coc00, EHH+08] as a cross-functional collection of all possible instances of related activities, performed across multiple business units, and contributing to at least one business goal. It is administrated by a process owner and serves to directly or indirectly produce a product or to provide a business service.

The activities are triggered by an event\(^3\) and may use other activities to transform (produce, read, modify) one or more business objects and information objects. Business processes can be hierarchically decomposed until reaching the granularity of business tasks.

Business tasks are partial units that are encompassed by a business process. Each business task consists of an ordered set of related, atomic, not decomposable process steps, while these are

- performed by exactly one user group that aims at achieving at least one process-related goal, and that
- can be supported by an information system.

Finally, as depicted by the concept model in figure 4.11, we distinguish furthermore two categories of business processes: *core processes* and *supporting processes*. The business process category defines if a business process directly or indirectly produces a product or provides a business service. The first is declared as a core process, the latter as a supporting process (see also [EHH+08, WGWP02, LK06]). Core processes have an operational character and directly provide at least one business service. Supporting processes are indirectly involved in terms of making a weak, but necessary contribution to achieving business goals and providing related services.

---

\(^3\) A change of state or a temporal event.
4.4.2.3 Concepts for Modelling Data

We now extend the concepts introduced in the foregoing section with concepts for data modelling within the business specification. Figure 4.12 illustrates on the right side two concepts and their relation with the previously introduced business capabilities.

The content item at hand captures an explicit representation of the entities (data object), which are produced or modified during the execution of business activities and, thus, which are referenced within the corresponding business process or business service models (comparable to a data dictionary). As a consequence of
the introduced concepts for modelling business behaviour among different levels of abstraction (see the section before), we distinguish two concepts for modelling data within the business specification: business objects and information objects.

Habitually spoken, a business object is a representation of an object of reality, i.e., the type of information that is processed within business process and / or business service models. An information object is the content representation of the business objects including, in turn, a set of attributes.

A business object thus represents the (data) type of the information being processed, e.g., a work flow, were typed messages are processed and exchanged. Its definition results from the naming convention chosen within the corresponding activity in which the object is created (respectively the substantive in the activity, such as “create Order”). The information object, in turn, is conceptualised as a specialisation of a business object that includes the content information of the business object via a set of attributes.

Since both concepts relate to the concepts for modelling behaviour with, e.g., work flows, we do not define in the concept model an explicit relation between several business (information) objects themselves. These indirectly arise as a consequence of the actual work flow, i.e., the particular sequence of single process steps to which
the objects are related (see also example 4.5 on page 119).
Example 4.6 illustrates an excerpt of the business objects and the information objects, which we use in the process steps of the foregoing example 4.5.

**Example 4.6. Exemplary Business and Information Objects**

Regarding the relation to the business services, the concept of business objects is of a particular interest. The reason is that services are characterised by their mapping of (typed) inputs on outputs. For instance, via the interface descriptions, respectively port descriptions. In that case, the naming conventions in the business objects result from the actually defined interfaces (ports) of the services.

Therefore, not every business object needs from a methodological point of view a specialisation by means of information objects. These are of particular interest when explicitly modelling the work flow with, for example, interaction patterns as done by Hummel et al. in [HT09], where typed messages with content information (attributes) are exchanged.

Finally, regarding the transition between the business (information) objects to the models that specify the behaviour of an information system (found in the requirements specification), the explicit definition of information objects is necessary in order to enable their reproduction as part of a detailed data model (named in our context Information System Objects).

### 4.4.2.4 Concepts for Modelling Business Goals, Restrictions, and Roles

So far, we discussed concepts considering the modelling views structure, behaviour, and data. We now describe the concepts used for modelling the environment by means of business restrictions, business goals, and business roles. Figure 4.13 illustrates on the left side the concepts for modelling business restrictions and goals.
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Figure 4.13: Excerpt of the concept model considering modelling of business goals (left part of figure) and business roles (right part of figure) in the Business Specification. The middle part of the figure illustrates the dependencies to the concepts for structure modelling (see Fig. 4.10) and behaviour modelling (see Fig. 4.11).

On the right side of the figure, we illustrate the concepts for modelling roles. In the centre of the figure, we illustrate the associated concepts for modelling structure and behaviour, but omit for reasons of complexity the previously introduced concepts for modelling data (that have no relations to the concepts discussed in the section at hand).

Business Roles

We already introduced in Sect. 4.4.1 the three concepts used to specify the roles. We take with Stakeholders the most general view on roles. Stakeholders represent individuals, groups, or organisations with a specific interest in the project that is expressed by goals [Cle05, Smi00, GBB+06]. We conceptualise thereby stakeholders by their relation to goals and in addition by their relation to business services
that they potentially call.

We specialise the concept of stakeholders with two further concepts. First, with **Process Owners** that represent individuals having the administrative sovereignty over business processes and included business tasks. Second, with **User Groups** that represent individuals participating in the execution of the business tasks. User groups abstract from concepts used in description techniques to represent responsibilities for the performance of single process steps, such as done via “Lanes” in BPMN [Bus03]. These user groups are then realised by actors within the requirements specification to describe how the user groups (and external systems) intend to interact with the information system under consideration (see also appendix B.2.3 and the requirements specification in Sect. 4.5).

**Business Goals & Restrictions**

Business restrictions define rules and constraints that restrict the execution of business activities while goals define statements of intent to be achieved by the execution of business activities (see also Fig. 4.13). Both concepts are introduced in the following.

**Business Restrictions.** Business restrictions define any kind of external influences that affect the organisation, potentially relating to chosen principles; for instance, an influence that arises from a law to be preserved as a consequence of the incised market while this rationale (the law) is conceptualised via a reference. We specialise in dependency to the concept’s concern business restrictions to business rules and business constraints.

Business constraints represent not negotiable limitations for any kind of solution regarding business process logic and information systems. The constraints state limitations placed on a solution, or an aspect of the current state that cannot be changed by the deployment of the new solution. Hence, the concept can (semantically) influence stated goals. Business rules are actionable directives that define or constrain behavioural aspects of the business and that directly support a goal. A business rule is intended to assert business structure or to control or enable the activities of the business [HH00, IIB09], expressed by the association to the activity concept. A business rule describes standard procedures in the business processes having the nature of “action enablers” triggered by a certain condition (comparable to “if then else” - statements, see [Wie03]).

**Goals.** Goals are, in general, seen as a rationale for business activities and system properties resulting in an expected value [RR99]. We use the concept to specify prescriptive statements of intent at some future point in time in relation to particular stakeholders. For the concept model, we take into account the goal modelling approach Knowledge Acquisition in Automated Specification of Software (KAOS) [vL03, vL04, vL09]. This approach introduces the basic concepts of goals by means of decomposition and various types of influencing relationships. A goal potentially influences another goal and can be derived from another goal. In addition, we take into account domain-specific approaches, like Quasar Enterprise [EHH’08]. These approaches define hierarchies of goals while separating different types of goals according to their concern and (influence) relation to further concepts within corresponding architecture framework (like customer-related goals or process-related goals).

By considering our refinement hierarchy introduced in Sect. 4.2.2, we distinguish during the decomposition of goals three particular types. First **business goals**, which
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define a rationale for general business capabilities including also financial and
customer-related intents. Second, process-related goals, which particularly relate to
business tasks and included work flow descriptions. Third, IT-related goals, which
directly demand high-level system (quality) characteristics in order to support the
process-related goals (see also Sect. 4.2.2.1 where we give examples).

Regarding IT-related goals, we define the relation to one or more Quality Attributes,
as defined by the ISO Std. 9126 [ISO03] and the ISO Std. 25030 regarding (product)
quality requirements [Boe08]. A quality attribute reflects a composition of percep-
tible characteristics, e.g., “Efficiency”, exhibited by a system and its environment
due to its properties. Hence, IT-related goals are in the primary scope of system
quality requirements that often can be directly derived from such goals (see also
the requirements specification in Sect. 4.5).

4.4.3 Syntax

A description technique can be taken for the representation of the content items, if
it offers means to express the concepts and relations defined by the concept model
in Sect. 4.4.2. Different description techniques can vary, however, in their emphasis
of different concepts and relations of a particular content item (see also the discus-
sion in Sect. 3.3.2.1).

Table 4.2 on page 125 thereby summarises, where possible, sets of representative
description techniques for each of the introduced content item. Where reason-
able, we describe criteria for variations in the choice of description techniques; for
instance, goals can be specified textually or as part of graphs while the administra-
tion of the graphs should be justified by a certain complexity.

Most of the content items, however, are informally represented by means of natu-
ral language. This mainly arises from the target groups and affects those content
items that are of interest in early development stages (like the business vision). A
variation of an informal and a formal specification of a content item is exemplarily
given by the business restrictions, where logic-based formalism can be applied for
representing business rules.

Regarding the business process model, we also summarise description techniques
with different degrees of formalisation, while a detailed discussion on these tech-
niques can be taken from Thurner [Thu04] and from our contribution [MFK09].

In addition, we describe variations in the choice of description techniques by dif-
ferentiating whether the techniques put emphasis on concepts for explicitly mod-
elling control flows, data flows, or whether no differentiation is made (where con-
cepts for both are given same attention).

Although our concept model may imply with the notion of work flows a certain
emphasis on concepts for modelling control flows, there exist project-specific sit-
uations that argue for the explicit definition of data flows. For instance, if the
organisation (respectively business domains) is structured according to business
objects and the envisioned information system will emphasise the processed data
rather then the enabled work flow and its specification via interaction scenarios.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content Item and Concepts</th>
<th>Variation Criteria</th>
<th>Description Techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B. Drivers, Objectives &amp; Mission St.</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Informal graphs or textually within list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principles</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Hierarchically organised taxonomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert Problem Description</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Informally in natural language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope &amp; Limitations</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Informally in natural language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise Overview</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Informally in natural language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Service Overview</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Graph emphasising the relationships in-between the single business services or informally in natural language, structured, e.g., by a table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisation Structure</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Organisational Diagram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Domains</td>
<td>No tool support</td>
<td>Informally in natural language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tool support</td>
<td>Package structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Restrictions</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Informally in natural language. Business rules optionally via predicate logic, in some cases via temporal logic due to action-able nature (depending on target groups).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Goals</td>
<td>Low complexity</td>
<td>Informally in natural language, structured, e.g., by tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High complexity</td>
<td>Goal graphs (e.g. via KAOS [vL03, vL04, vL09])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Service Model</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Event/Response Tables [Wie03], Input/Output Tables [HT09]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Process Model</td>
<td>Data flow orientation</td>
<td>Business Process Net [Thu04], Data Flow Diagram (Structured Analysis) [DeM79], Message Sequence Chart (MSC) [IT99], UML Sequence Diagram [OMG10a, OMG10b]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control flow orientation</td>
<td>Event-driven process chain / EPC (ARIS) [Sch91, Sch02, SF96], FUNSOFT net [DG96], Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [Bus03]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data and control flow</td>
<td>ProBaMa [LSS10], UML Activity Diagrams [OMG10a, OMG10b]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Information Objects</td>
<td>Low complexity</td>
<td>Informally in natural language (via tables)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High complexity &amp; tool support</td>
<td>UML class diagram [OMG10a, OMG10b]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Roles</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Informally in natural language, the overview can be expressed, e.g., via an onion model (further techniques are summarised in [Rup07])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Demands Analysis</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Informally in natural language via table, in which each entry documents demands of single business services (see also [MFK09])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Glossary</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Informally in natural language via table</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.5 Artefact Type: Requirements Specification

We described in the foregoing section the business specification by introducing the structure model, the content model, and exemplary ways for representing the artefact type. In this section, we describe the requirements specification following the same structure. Similar as done within the business specification, we stick in this section to the definition of those concepts types that have been introduced in Sect. 4.2.2, while detailed discussions can be taken from our previous contribution in [MFK09].

4.5.1 Structure Model

Figure 4.14 illustrates the structure model of the requirements specification. Same as it is the case for the structure model of the business specification, we give with the figure at hand the most abstract view that can be taken on project-specific exemplars of the content items. Each item has a 1:1-dependency. The different possibilities for structuring the content by means of additional, multiple content items (reflecting project-specific contents) are introduced in appendix B.1.2.

In the following, we introduce the single content items of the requirements specification.

Content Item “System Vision”. While the business specification comprehends the description of a business environment to be realised (with processes, restrictions, . . . ), the requirements specification describes how an information system shall fit into this environment. The system vision serves to specify the alignment between both the business and particular systems. The vision defines how one information system will support certain business processes and preserve stated restrictions and goals. From a methodological point of view, the system vision defines an important agreement whose creation and acceptance is coupled to one particular milestone. The system vision serves as a means for scoping and the detection of moving targets. For this purpose, the system vision consists of two major content items:

- **Summary of Business Specification** summarising selected contents of the business specification necessary to define the (functional) scope of one particular system (please refer also to Sect. 4.4).
- **Scope of the Information System under Consideration** describing high-level functionality of this system in relation with the selected items of the business specification.

The latter prescribes a system under consideration in its breadth by specifying the system’s boundary and listing its major use cases as well as its information system services. This initial overview is specified in full in the subsequent content item *Information System Requirements*, e.g., by defining scenarios of interaction for each of the listed use cases.

To define the scope of the information system, we consider five content items:

1. **System Overview** that specifies the system’s boundary by defining the interdependencies between the system and its environment, given by the actors (realising user groups and external systems). These interdependencies define what actors intend to interact with the system under consideration and how they intend to do it (via indicated directions of communication flows).
2. **External Systems** that describes systems including one or more applications that directly or indirectly interact with the envisioned information system in order to realise the work flow of a business process.
3. Use Case Overview that provides an overview of the use cases that directly can be performed by actors. It illustrates what business tasks will, at least partially, be automatised by the information system and defines the relation-
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ships between actors and use cases, as well as in-between the use cases.

4. Information System Service Overview that summarises all information system services that are offered by the envisioned system and that result from the necessity of supporting the business processes, respectively business services.

5. Features that summarise prominent or distinctive user-recognisable aspects, quality, or characteristics of an information system that are related to a specific set of requirements, whose realisation enable the features [CHS08, KCH+90].

Please note that while the first four content items encompass interdependencies of a system with its environment and summaries of self-contained concepts for modelling functional behaviour (like summarised use cases), features take a special role. In contrast to the area of product lines development, in which features are hierarchically organised by same or similar interacting product characteristics [KCH+90] illustrating possible variations of the like, we see in our envisioned domain features as single recognisable characteristics of a system grouping existing requirements. Each characteristic defines one particular view onto a set of existing requirements that are specified with further self-contained concepts; for instance, a feature “Transaction Safety” grouping a set of architectural constraints. Hence, a feature groups a recognisable set of logically related requirements under one specific characteristic [Wie03]. It thus relates to further concepts rather than being a self-contained one that abstracts from a concrete description technique used to express proper concerns.

Content Item “Information System Requirements”. With information system requirements, we consider all concepts used to express demands on system’s functionality, properties, conditions, architectural constraints, and the system’s environment. Most of a requirements specification’s content proposed by the (domain-independent) IEEE Std. 830-1998 [IEE98] is incorporated by this content item.

The Domain-Specific Application Capabilities incorporate a description of the system’s functionality that is necessary to realise a (seamless) functional support of the business process logic. Regarding the project-specific exemplars of the artefact type, this item can be reproduced for each of the business domains (see also appendix B.1.2).

We conceptualise system’s functionality with three concepts and, thus, three content items: A Use Case Model to describe the interaction scenarios between actors and the system for each of the use cases stated within the system vision; Functional Requirements to describe single system’s actions expected as a response to specific events [Dav93]; Information System Services to describe functionality via single services as a complementary means to interaction scenarios.

The Information System Objects comprehend a description of the system-side reproduced information objects (see Sect. 4.4.2.3). They are processed by the system when calling an information system service and / or interacting with the system, described as part of a use case.

The introduced content items are functionally motivated and relate to business processes to be supported, whereby the content item Generic Scenarios extends this view to express quality-related usage scenarios. This content item relates to System Quality Requirements that constrain a system and its (development and usage) environment in order to support chosen activities. Architectural Constraints include a description of (structural) architectural restrictions, affecting the logical and / or the technical architecture and, thus, separated by the two content items, depicted in Fig. 4.14.
Finally, we represent via *Actors* all the external entities that interact with the future system, realising the user groups and the external systems.

**Content Item “Requirements Risk Status Report”**. The requirements risk status report includes a description of all risks that are related to project-specific requirements. The report serves risk management to monitor risks and to define appropriate counter measures already during early development activities. We rely on the work of Islam [Isl09, IHMFJ09] that considers the conceptualisation of requirements risks on the basis of the artefact model at hand [Isl11, BFI+09]. For each of the requirements risks, he proposes to capture:

- the risk itself including the related factors as a root cause for the risks,
- the risk score to determine the criticality of risks while also referring to the risk impact that represents the severity of the risk, and
- the risk mitigation points to capture appropriate treatment actions to control the risk.

**Content Item “Integrational Requirements”**. This content item includes restrictions on the delivery and integration of the system w.r.t. the process and technical details serving the planning of release strategies. For this, the item consists of two self-contained items: *Deployment Requirements* describing demands towards the deployment procedure, constraining the process design of the deployment, and the technical environment during initial launch of the system or specific parts of it; *Migration Requirements* describing restrictions on the replacement or modification of one or more legacy systems. Migration requirements consider two aspects:

1. The displacement of legacy systems emphasising needs towards the procedure itself (e.g., considering sequential steps for displacing legacy systems).
2. The data migration from legacy systems to the envisioned one, covering the data elements to be transferred and used mapping rules for the information system objects.

**Content Item “Organisational Requirements”**. Organisational requirements include restrictions towards the overall project execution and its process. We consider two content items:

- *Obligations* including agreements, propositions, and exclusions between the parties within a development project. They encompass demands towards a specific action that has to be taken by a party.
- *Project Requirements* constraining the content and / or structure of selected artefact types and the process model, i.e., the definition of the milestones regarding time schedules, used infrastructure like mandatory tools, and compliance to selected standards and approaches like to the V-Modell XT.

**Content Item “Requirements Glossary”**. The glossary extends the one of the business specification with requirements-specific (mostly technical) terms, such as terms arising from architectural constraints.

### 4.5.2 Content Model

In the following section, we first introduce the concept types to which we refer for the domain-specific interpretation of the term *requirement*. Afterwards, we introduce the concept model according to the different modelling views, extending
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and specialising the introduced requirements concepts. We put emphasis on the
concepts for modelling information system requirements while the comprehensive
concept model can be taken from appendix B.2.2. A description of the concepts
that subsequently are out of scope (from a conceptual point of view mainly trivial
ones) can be taken from the structure model. The dependencies to the concepts
of the business specification are introduced as part of the different modelling views,
why we also omit the explicit introduction of the system vision that considers these
dependencies. A comprehensive view on the dependencies between requirements
concepts and ones of the business specification can be taken from appendix B.2.3.
Finally, note that we omit, in contrast to the business specification, the explicit
introduction of a structural view via business domains, since these affect the con-
cepts of the requirements specification similarly as it the case for the business spec-
ification (structuring behaviour).

4.5.2.1 Basic Requirements Concept Types and Attributes

Figure 4.15 illustrates the basic requirements concept types and attributes.

![Basic requirements concept types and attributes.]

We conceptually consider only those concepts as requirements which are used to
describe properties of information systems, their integration, and their develop-
ment process. Thus, we consider three different content items. We define Organ-
isational Requirements and Integrational Requirements, that both affect management
and planning activities, and Information System Requirements that consider proper-
ties of the system. For the latter, we make use of Scenarios, Functional Requirements,
System Quality Requirements, and Architectural Constraints.

In particular, we conceptualise scenarios as a means to describe any kind of inter-
actions between actors and the system and to express via the system’s intended use
its expected external behaviour. This concept is then specialised to further ones:
to structured scenarios illustrating interactions grouped by functionally motivated
use cases, and to generic scenarios. Although (information system) services are habitually understood as the formalisation of user requirements [Rit08], this concept doesn’t directly inherit from the requirements concept type. Instead, we conceptualise services as a complementary means to model functionality in relation to scenarios.

**Requirements Attributes.** Table 4.3 illustrates the requirements attributes to which we refer in the concept model.

**Table 4.3:** Basic set of requirements attributes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Identifier of a requirement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Assertion of a requirement used to transfer a requirement into corresponding classes (respecting the concept model).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner</td>
<td>Contractor-side individual being responsible for decision taking (applying the requirement or of denying it).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder</td>
<td>Customer-side individual, group, or institution having the responsibility for the requirement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale</td>
<td>Justification of requirements lying in the satisfaction of further concepts, such as business processes or goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>In cases in which requirements cannot be rationalised by a specific concept, (informal) sources of elicitation include workshop protocols, emails, or protocols of phone calls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History and Version</td>
<td>The history captures a chronological view onto the performed changes (of versions) benefiting an understanding of the requirements’ life cycles and stability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Current state of a requirement during its life cycle. An exemplary set of states and transitions is as follows:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="State Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptance Criteria</td>
<td>One or more circumstances under which a customer accepts a solution for a requirement including a measurement (possible solutions and / or test cases) to objectively decide on the fulfilment of customers’ expectations (comparable to the fit criterion in the VOLERE Requirements Shell [RR07]).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Constraint</td>
<td>Point in time or planned release when the requirement should be realised (important within time-boxing).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority</td>
<td>Importance of a requirement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that these attributes are based on experiences made during the development of the approach (see Sect. 3.3.3) and on available approaches, like [RR99, RR07, Rup07]. Thus, there exist possibilities for variations in the attributes and especially for their representation. For representing the attributes, a trade-off is needed

1. between the desired precision of the attributes and the effort needed to create them (e.g., regarding the requirements priority that can be calculated in different ways), as well as between
2. the areas of validity of attributes and the effort needed to manage them (e.g., regarding the requirements priority being calculated for single functional requirements or for all requirements relating to a certain use case).
Finally, in contrast to approaches like REM or the IEEE Std. 830-1998 (see Sect. 3.1.3), we capture assumptions as a particular requirements state rather than as an own content item in order to avoid redundancies in the created artefacts.
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4.5.2.2 Concepts for Modelling System Behaviour

Figure 4.16 illustrates the concepts used for modelling system behaviour.

![Concept Model Diagram](image)

**Figure 4.16:** Excerpt of the concept model considering modelling of (system) behaviour in the Requirements Specification. The upper part illustrates the dependencies to the concepts of the business specification, captured within the content item System Vision (see also Fig. 4.11).

The upper part of the figure illustrates an excerpt of the system vision that relates to the domain-specific application capabilities on the bottom part of the figure. We now describe the concepts used for the content items Use Case Model, Functional Requirements, and Information System Services. The first two concept types inherit from the requirements concept, the latter relates, in turn, to the use case model.

**Use Case Model.** The use case overview in the system vision groups a set of logically related use cases that can be performed by one or more actors, each showing
scenarios of system-supported interaction between actors and the system in context of the business processes. In the following, we introduce the concepts of the actual use case model. A summarising definition can be found in the glossary, appendix A.

According to Cockburn [Coc00] and Wiegers [Wie03], a use case is a discrete, stand-alone, and system-supported activity that is triggered by an event and performed by an actor in interaction with the system. It describes the observable behaviour and interaction of a system in response to an actor action.

A use case model serves as a means to understand the expectations of particular user groups towards the system in relation to the process steps, which they have to perform. Each use case in a use case model encompasses a collection of related scenarios, which we define as structured scenarios to differentiate them from the generic scenarios introduced in Sect. 4.5.2.5.

One (structured) scenario is a specific instance of a use case specifying an ordered sequence of actions that occur under certain conditions. Each action is either performed by an actor (actor action) or by the system (system action) while both realise a process step in the business process model. The actions within each scenario are single units of behaviour within a scenario, realising each an atomic process step and being themselves not further decomposable (in the requirements specification).

Example 4.7 on page 134 illustrates the realisation dependencies between a use case and the business tasks to be supported, and the dependencies between the actions within a structured scenario of a use case and the process steps of the corresponding business task.

The transition from the business process model to the specification of external system behaviour is, methodologically, performed by selecting which of the process steps shall be reproduced by a system action and which remain to the responsibility of the user groups, realised by actors (see also Sect. 4.2.2.1).

The conditions, which are related to the actions, describe the state of the system before the scenario is executed (precondition) and the state after the execution (post-condition). In addition, we distinguish in the concept model whether the scenario describes the basic (expected) path of actions or whether it is an alternative path.

In contrast to available modelling languages, like the UML [OMG10b], we omit in the concept model two concepts for the specification of a use case: control nodes and decomposition of actions4. Control nodes are reduced, similarly as done within the business process model, to an extendable uses-relation within the actions. We omit the decomposition of actions, since the actions already realise atomic process steps either by actor actions or by system actions. The decomposition of actions would thereby affect, if at all, system actions. However, since we see at this level of abstraction the system as a black box without the necessity of further refining system behaviour and relating system actions to single components, we omit this association. If we would consider in the thesis the system specification, respectively the specification of a logical component architecture, the decomposition could be expressed by a separate concept of a system use case, as introduced by Cockburn [Coc00], respectively by functions and function hierarchies (see also appendix B.2.4).

---

4 The decomposition is expressed in the UML superstructure [OMG10b] with concepts like structured activities and (atomic) actions.
Functional Requirements. Habitually spoken, a functional requirement is referred to as a single “the system shall do something”-statement. According to Davis, a functional requirement specifies the demanded external system behaviour given by one stimulus, followed by one expected response, as part of a reaction to the stimulus, independent from the underlying realisation of this response [Dav93]. A functional requirement thus corresponds to one particular actor
action, followed by a system action (process the same information system objects). As not all functional requirements are covered, from a methodological point of view, by use cases, we explicitly define the concept in addition to the one of actions.

**Information System Service Model.** The information system service model specifies each of the services summarised in the system vision. As discussed in Sect. 4.2.2.1 as part of the levels of abstraction, we use information system services as an explicit concept to define logical representations of single pieces of functionality of an information system [Gro09b]. A service can be called by an actor without a mandatory description of the relation to actors and of concrete interactions sequences. The interaction sequences can be optionally defined by the use of **Collaboration Contracts**, which define an ordered sequence to use the provided services via a protocol (see also Sect. 4.5.2.5). According to [BKM07, Bro05, Bro03, HT09, EHH08], we make use of information system services as a concept that is complementary to the one of a use case. A service gives an abstract definition of single pieces of system’s functionality supporting the realisation of process steps and / or business services. A single service can be hierarchically decomposed to the level of actions (also known as “elementary services” [EHH08]) while mapping an input (stimulus) to an output (response).

Please note, that although the behaviour description of an information system implies a set of states, we omit the mandatory definition of these states and thereby their conceptualisation, because of the envisioned level of abstraction. See also Sect. 3.3.3 for further information on the development of the concept model.

**4.5.2.3 Concepts for Modelling Data**

Figure 4.17 illustrates the concept type of an **Information System Object** and its relation to the previously defined concepts used for defining domain-specific application capabilities.

The upper part of the figure illustrates the relation to the concept of an information object (captured in the summary of the business specification).

An information system object realises information objects. Information system objects thus are a system-side reproduction of selected information objects that are processed (created, read, updated) when calling an information system service and / or executing a scenario in a use case (see example 4.7 on page 134). This relation is also reflected in the input / output - associations to the actions within the use case model and to the information system services. We refer with the attribute **type** to the information object from which the information system object is inferred.

In contrast to the information objects in the business specification (see Sect. 4.4.2.3), we explicitly define, as found in data models, the relation between single information system objects by means of (directed) relations with cardinalities between the objects.

**4.5.2.4 Concepts for Modelling Actors**

Figure 4.18 extends the behaviour view with the concept used to describe actors (on the right side of the figure).

An **Actor** conceptualises a unique role outside the system under consideration that is able to execute an action of a scenario and / or call an information system service. We distinguish between primary actors that provide and use information and secondary actors that only use information from the system as an input.
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As depicted with the concepts on the upper part of the figure, an actor realises in the requirements specification either a user group or an external system, both defined in the system vision. We allow to realise several user groups or systems with one actor. The reason is that user groups are defined by their characteristics within an organisation (their abilities, their needs, and their relation to certain business domains), while actors are defined and structured by the functions of a system that they can execute.

4.5.2.5 Concepts for Modelling Quality

Figure 4.19 illustrates a set of self-contained concepts for modelling quality. We refer in particular to Generic Scenarios, to System Quality Requirements, and to Quality of Service. We put emphasis on quality aspects that relate to demanded system properties and omit for reasons of complexity concepts to specify architectural constraints.

**Generic Scenarios.** With scenarios, we make no assertion on a particular requirements class, as they cover functional and non-functional aspects. For this diff-
ferentiation, we specialise the concept to structured scenarios as part of functionally motivated use cases and to generic scenarios, used to express non-functional aspects. We use generic scenarios to informally describe sequences of interaction between actors and any facet of the system or its environment. These scenarios have a non-functional character, because they do not illustrate how the functionality of the system directly supports a user group in performing his business task. Hence, in contrast to the scenarios of a use case, generic scenarios do not include a set of (system) actions relating to information system objects.

The concept type is motivated by the need of

1. describing interactions / behaviour that has to be prevented, e.g., defined with attack scenarios via misuse cases [HP08, Ale03, WMFIL09]).
2. describing interactions / behaviour that directly has to be supported without any relation to business processes, e.g., by describing maintenance tasks w.r.t. modifications of the source code as proposed in ATAM [BCK03] (Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method).
3. structuring, ordering and grouping use cases emphasising what users have to perform before executing a use case or between executing several use cases.

The activities described with generic scenarios cover an assessable view onto system quality requirements and architectural constraints, whereby both concepts have a satisfy-association to the generic scenarios.

**System Quality Requirements.** As discussed in Sect. 4.2.2.2, we conceptually express quality over three levels of abstraction, covering IT-related goals that relate to quality attributes (introduced in Sect. 4.4.2.4), system-supported activities expressed via generic scenarios, and system quality requirements.
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We use system quality requirements to constrain a system and its (development and usage) environment in order to support an activity and, thus, to satisfy a goal. System quality requirements constrain specific behavioural and structural elements\(^5\) of the system and its environment in their properties and conditions by the use of measurements. The achievement of those properties supports the activities that rationale the requirement. The concept relates to the one of quality attributes, because the requirements influence specific quality characteristics that the stakeholders perceive when using the system.

For specifying system quality requirements in a quantified or at least assessable

\(^5\) An example for constraining a behavioural element could be the demanded response-time of a search function. An example for a constrained structural element could be the demanded structure of the documentation.
manner, we use as a measurement either Normative References or a concrete Metric. A normative reference is a referenced guideline describing properties of system elements, such as a norm for web accessibility or a user interface design guideline. A metric is a non-ambiguous measurement for a test, such as “response-time in seconds”, “mean-time to failure (MTTF)”, “number of jobs per minutes”, or “existence”. For each metric, we define at least one value range and a variability. The variability represents circumstances and a range in which actual measurements may vary from an expected value or a probability in which the measurement may fail (useful if referring to unknown technologies or if depending on external suppliers). Finally, the operative background gives additional context information, such as expected transaction loads, storage loads, or the number of expected parallel executions of certain functions.

Quality of Service. So far, we described the concepts for modelling quality by referring to scenarios. An additional means to define quality requirements is given in the context of information system services. As already mentioned, there exists the possibility of defining for each service a collaboration contract. A collaboration contract describes expected characteristics of an information system service including also expected quality of service.

The quality of service (or “service level agreement”) defines according to the IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) [oGCO07] a contractual agreement on a set of service parameters including a set of service levels. Both are means to demand for a quality attribute for the service. A service parameter is a concrete measurement over the service life cycle, and a service level includes the expected value range for the chosen measurement, (like 96% availability). Both the service parameter and the service level quantify the quality of service to a measurable level and relate to the measurements given in the context of system quality requirements.

From a methodological point of view, system quality requirements can be inferred from the quality of service, the metric from a service parameter, and the value range from a service level (and vice-versa). The quality of service, however, covers only a subset of the possibilities given by system quality requirements, because the quality of service is restricted to user-visible characteristics that are observable when calling a service. Internal characteristics, e.g., maintainability-related ones, are not in scope. Further information on the conceptual differences between system quality requirements and the quality of service can be taken from the contribution from Brenner et al. [BGN06].

4.5.3 Syntax

In Tab. 4.4, we summarise those description techniques to which we potentially refer for representing the content of the requirements specification. Where reasonable, we give criteria for variations, similarly as done for the syntax of the business specification.

Regarding the content items in the system vision that summarise the content of the business specification, we distinguish, for example, between the use of tools relying on a unified model and the creation of the artefacts without tool support. If referring to tool support, the same content created for the business specification can be recorded within the system vision while supporting, due to the use of the same model basis, consistency between both (e.g., during modifications).
# Table 4.4: Representation of content items of the requirements specification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content Item and Concepts</th>
<th>Variation Criteria</th>
<th>Description Techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summary of Business Specification</td>
<td>No tool support</td>
<td>Informally in natural language via table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Overview</td>
<td>Tool support</td>
<td>Reproduction of envisioned model excerpts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Systems</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Context diagram, optionally supported by rich pictures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Case Overview</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Informally in natural language via table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Sys. Service Overview</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Use case overview diagram as proposed by the UML [OMG10a, OMG10b].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Graph or in natural language, structured, e.g., by a table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Case Model</td>
<td>Low complexity</td>
<td>Diagrammatic representation with data flow-based techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High complexity</td>
<td>Diagrammatic representation with data flow-based techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information System Service Model</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Event/Response Tables [Wie03], Input/Output Tables [HT09]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Requirements</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Temporal logic, as given by goal-based approaches [vl03]; In case of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>of natural language, via structured pattern-based text construction as shown by Fleischmann [Fle08] and Rupp [Rup07].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actors</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Informally in natural language via (actors) list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic Scenarios</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Informally in natural language structured via templates (like story cards known from agile development process models)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information System Objects</td>
<td>Low complexity</td>
<td>Informally in natural language via tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High complexity</td>
<td>UML class diagram [OMG10a, OMG10b]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Quality Requirements</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Informally in natural language; When describing the component architecture via rich components [Dans05, DVM + 05]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Constraints</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Informally in natural language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment Requirements</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Informally in natural language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migration Requirements</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Informally in natural language additionally supported with tables for mapping of information system objects and pseudo code for data conversion algorithms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Requirements</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Informally in natural language additionally supported by diagrammatic representations for the description of time schedules, e.g., by gantt charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obligations</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Informally in natural language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements Risk Status Report</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Informally in natural language via table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glossary</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Informally in natural language via table</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Similar as it is the case for the representation of the business specification, however, many concept types remain to an informal representation in natural language. Nevertheless, there are concepts that allow their representation with structured pattern-based text reducing the risks of linguistic defects (see also Kof [Kof05]). An approach that proposes such a pattern-based specification of requirements is given by Fleischmann [Fle08]. Such approaches refer, in particular, to the concepts used to model behaviour, as they rely on well-understood key concepts, like conditions, stimuli and responses (see Sect. 4.5.2.2). Example 4.8 illustrates a possible pattern to structure natural language according to the single concepts given for modelling behaviour.

**Example 4.8. Template for Structured Text at the Example of Functional Requirements**

|--------|--------------------------|------------------------|----------|------------------------|--------|------------|---------|---------------------------|------------------------|

### 4.6 Artefact Type: Traceability Matrix

The traceability matrix builds an own artefact type that captures the project-specific content dependencies between the content items in the business specification, in the requirements specification, and in further artefact types of subsequent development activities. Hence, the traceability matrix has no own concept model, but reproduces selected associations between the concept types defined in foregoing sections and ones to be provided by the artefact model into which the concept model is (process-)integrated.

We already introduced in Sect. 4.3.3 an exemplary set of content dependencies that also are of interest when defining the traceability matrix; for instance

- the satisfies-dependency between a business process and a process-related goal enabling the determination of the rationale for a process model, or
- the realises-dependency between the actions of a use case scenario and the process steps to be executed in a system-supported manner enabling backward tracing from the concepts in the requirements specification to ones in the business specification.

However, since the dependencies to be reproduced as part of the traceability matrix arise from the project-specific exemplars of the artefact model at hand and depend on the artefact model provided by the overall development process model, we do not introduce a structure model, neither do we introduce a pre-defined set of associations for a content model.

Furthermore, note that the definition and the management of a (project-specific) traceability matrix depends not only on the project-specific selection of the dependencies to be managed in the matrix, but also on the used tool infrastructure. The traceability matrix can, for example, be manually generated and managed in a spreadsheet or it can be generated and managed by reproducing selected associations in a tool-supported manner. Which of the variants to choose in a project

---

6 More precisely, the possibilities of reproducing the associations arise from the possible and necessary degree of completeness in the artefacts, see also Sect. 4.2.3.2.
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depends also on the necessity to keep the dependencies in the matrix consistent and the effort needed to manage the matrix.

A discussion on the different options for representing and managing the traceability matrix can be taken from our previous contribution [MFK09].

4.7 Artefacts as Interfaces for a Process Integration

In Sect. 2.2.4, we gave an introduction into the boundaries of RE considering the relation to chosen activities of the development life cycle. For this, we took into account the contributions of Damian et al. [DC06] and of Hood et al. [HWFP07]. Both give a generic overview of basic activities that potentially make use of domain-independent requirements artefacts.

In this section, we now can relate the activities of the development life cycle to specific (domain-specific) content items and, thus, show which of the content items have to be considered

- for establishing, during process integration, the associations between the BISA-relevant content items and further ones given by the development process model into which we integrate the BISA reference model.
- during customisation of the reference model at project level when reflecting on potentially underspecified artefacts and their effects on development activities that rely on those artefacts.

Please note that the activities, that relate to the content items, have to be provided by the development process model into which the artefact model is process-integrated, whereby we stick in the following to an abstract description of the activities as done in Sect. 2.2.4.

Design & Implementation. Information System Requirements define the demanded systems functionality and quality whereby the content item serves as an input for design activities. We refer with design to the design of the logical architecture and to the one of the technical architecture. The latter is in scope of System Quality Requirements and of Technical Restrictions (found in the content item Architectural Constraints). Regarding the relation to implementation, Business Restrictions have to be taken into account, as they potentially define implementation guidelines and coding standards. Finally, the content item Business Domains relates also to design activities, because business domains can be taken as orientation to structure the logical component architecture in a business process-oriented manner.

Quality Assurance. With quality assurance, we refer to analytical quality assurance that aims at discovering defects in the product or the process (including produced specification documents). This defect detection is typically done by means of tests, inspections, or reviews as part of, e.g., quality gates [Wag07]. Regarding activities performed during tests, the performance of acceptance tests is of interest, since these activities directly refer to the requirements specification checking whether the system under consideration meets the requirements. Hence, the creation of acceptance tests depends on Information System Requirements with a particular focus on the Use Case Model and the Information System Service Model. In addition, the artefact type Traceability Matrix supports testing activities, because it relates the requirements to the (business) goals and to the content of the system specification.

In Sect. 6.2, we perform a concrete process integration into the V-Modell XT and refer to the artefacts and activities provided by the V-Modell XT.
**Risk Management.** While risk management aims, in general, at the detection, treatment, and prevention of risk factors of a project, we distinguish between risks that affect a customer (like a market rejection of a business service) and ones that affect the development (like unfeasible requirements). The first is in scope of the Business Demands Analysis, the latter is in scope of the Requirements Risk Status Report that summarises defected requirements. We additionally take into account the identification of moving targets as a risk factor arising from volatile requirements. The detection of moving targets and their prevention is supported by the System Vision and by the Traceability Matrix.

**Project Management.** We consider, in context of project management, general activities performed during acquisition and bidding procedures, the definition of contracts, the performance of complexity calculations and cost estimations, and the general project planning.

Regarding acquisition and bidding procedures, the Business Vision and the System Vision are of interest, since these items specify the main objectives of the project and the major features of the system. A similar support is given for contract management. In particular, the Features in the system vision support the creation of (frame) contracts, because features give an abstract view onto an amount of requirements while also giving the possibility of coupling penalty agreements to those requirements. Regarding the performance of complexity calculations and the cost estimations, we refer, if performed via function points, to the Use Case Model (and the Overview) and to Generic Scenarios. Finally, project planning, including the definition of team structures, work packages, planning of milestones, and time schedules, are directly supported by the Project Scope in the business vision and by the Organisational Requirements. In addition, Business Domains support the approval activities, e.g., by structuring workshops according to single business domains and related stakeholders (see also the process model in Sect. 4.8).

**Configuration & Change Management.** The identification of defects and potentially resulting change requests is supported by the Traceability Matrix, as it supports impact analyses. We additionally take into account the dependency to the System Vision, since it serves the identification of moving targets and, thus, the evaluation of potential changes (and identification of potential problems).

**Release Management and Deployment.** The release and deployment strategy of a system under consideration has to be performed in compliance with Integrational Requirements whereby this content item serves as an input for corresponding activities.

### 4.8 Process Model

In the following, we introduce the process model of BISA, i.e., the entities necessary to define an artefact-based process. We rely on the concepts defined by the meta model in Sect. 3.3 and define the milestones, the activities and tasks, and the roles being coupled to the artefact model. As a first step, however, we give an overview of the ingredients of the process model and the necessary principles to enable the flexible customisation.
4.8 Process Model

4.8.1 Overview of Process Model

According to the meta model, the process model consists of phases, activities (including tasks), and milestones. The phase Business Information Systems Analysis has already been introduced in Sect. 4.1 as a domain-specific interpretation of RE. We sketch with Fig. 4.20 an overview of the process elements of this phase.

We distinguish two activities for creating the introduced artefact types Business Specification and Requirements Specification, while each of the activities includes a set of tasks to create the single content items. These tasks are defined in Sect. 4.8.4. Since the traceability matrix is an artefact type whose content creation accompanies the overall development life cycle, corresponding process elements are not in scope of the phase. For the same reason, we exclude (requirements) change management tasks from the process model. In addition, we depict another activity considering the customisation during the content creation. The customisation accompanies the creation of the artefact types in dependency to individual project characteristics and is defined in Chp. 5.3. In order to enable the customisation following the artefact-based philosophy, we discuss in subsequent Sect. 4.8.2 the necessary properties of the process model.

In Fig. 4.20, we illustrate furthermore four milestones, which we define in Sect. 4.8.3. Each of the activities indirectly relates (over the artefacts to which they are coupled) to two milestones. One milestone defines, when instantiated, when to accept the corresponding visions, another milestone defines when to complete the whole artefact type.

4.8.2 Properties supporting Customisation at Project Level

We now introduce two properties, which support a flexible customisation: an iterative content creation and the definition of the process model in a generic way. Both are explained in the following.

Iterative Content Creation. As already described in Sect. 2.2.1.1 in the fundamentals and reflected in the definition of the phase in Sect. 4.1, the content creation is cyclic. Figure 4.21 illustrates in its bottom part, according to Conklin et al. [CW97], the principles of an iterative problem statement and problem solving (with the dotted lines) and on its upper part the interpretation for BISA.
As a matter of fact, an efficient process relies on the need of continuously narrowing down the stated problems in parallel to a growing knowledge on the ideal solution. This means that we need the possibility to step-wise reason on acquired requirements, modify existing ones, and discover new (hidden) ones based on the feedback arising from each of the made design decisions (see also [vL08]). Thus, the approach is neither purely top-down nor is it bottom-up. To enable this iterative approach, we make use of business domains to structure during customisation decision taking. We make use of business domains to structure the approval process, e.g., by organising workshops with the stakeholders according to the business domains to which the content to be negotiated belongs and by deciding the necessary and possible degree of completeness for the content of each of the business domains (see Sect. 5.3 for further information). However, how exactly to execute the process depends on the provided development process model (see Sect. 5.3.2.2).

**Genericness of Process Model.** Although aiming at an iterative creation of the artefacts, the provided process model itself is generic in two ways. First, we do not define any relations between the activities or between the tasks. The order in

---

8 See also appendix B.1 that illustrates different possibilities of structuring the (contents of the) artefacts according to business domains.
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which to create the artefacts exclusively arises from the agreement on the artefact structure to be delivered and the chosen milestones (coupled to the artefacts). Both the artefact structure and the milestones are customised when initially setting up the project (see Sect. 5.3.3.1). Second, the provided method structure is kept flat and does not take into account a particular syntax and, thus, it supports creativity for producing the artefacts. See also the meta model in Sect. 3.3.2.4 for further discussions.

4.8.3 Milestones

Figure 4.22 illustrates the realisation of the milestones concept and shows to which parts of the artefact model the milestones are coupled via directed associations.

![Milestones Diagram]

The milestone Business Vision Accepted relates to the business vision and defines the point in time when the business vision shall be accepted. The milestone Business Specification Completed describes the point in time when the business specification shall be completed, i.e., when the final state (Finished) shall be reached for the overall artefact type (see the state model in Sect. 4.3.4). Same is done for the requirements specification.

The definition of two milestones for each of the artefact types enables the definition of a point in time when to initiate the elaboration of the artefact in full (when the steering objectives captured within the visions are clear) and when to finish the artefact. Thus, we are able to execute the process within a structured planable process frame.

4.8.4 Activities for Content Creation

We now summarise the tasks of the two activities considered by BISA. These tasks comprehend several content items and result from the feedback collected during the elaboration of the process model in an industrial environment (see Sect. 3.3.3).
4.8.4.1 Activity: Create Business Specification.

Table 4.5 on page 148 summarises the tasks for creating the business specification. For each of the tasks, we describe the content items that serve as an input (or further informal sources) and the items that are produced or modified, while the input/output-relations result from the dependencies in the concept model. After defining the current state of an organisation (current business processes and services), we perform a gap analysis to sketch a business vision. The goals are decomposed in order to steer the decomposition of the business processes into a desired direction. In particular, the decomposition is performed for business processes (and services) that directly contribute to the satisfaction of the goals (the core processes). Based on the idealised business processes, the structure (business process hierarchy) is re-designed.

4.8.4.2 Activity: Create Requirements Specification.

Table 4.6 on page 149 summarises the tasks for creating the requirements specification following the same structure as done in the foregoing activity. The first task considers the definition of the system vision. The system vision can be defined when the business specification has a sufficient degree of completeness, i.e., when the business task descriptions are available. These business tasks serve as an input for defining the scope of the envisioned system. When the system vision is defined, the subsequent tasks consider the specification of the requirements, including

1. the elicitation of the requirements,
2. the validation of the requirements, and
3. the classification of the requirements into corresponding classes (according to the concept model) in dependency to their assertion.

4.9 Role Model

We distinguish two (primary) roles with corresponding abilities and responsibilities: the Business Analyst and the Requirements Engineer. Indirectly participating roles, such as a test manager, are omitted, because they have to be provided by the development process model into which the BISA reference model is integrated.

Business Analyst. The business analyst has the responsibility for the business specification and the activity considering its creation. He is the primary contact for the stakeholders w.r.t. the content of this specification. This role is characterised by domain knowledge on a certain industrial sectors, like the financial sector or insurance, including typical business processes in such industrial sectors.

Requirements Engineer. The requirements engineer is responsible for aligning the business needs with the needs towards corresponding information systems and, thus, the role has the responsibility for the requirements specification and the related activity. The requirements engineer needs a special consideration, because this role builds the bridge between business analysts, system architects, project managers, and any further roles that indirectly participate in the process. In contrast to the process model, we consider with this role also the responsibility for the traceability matrix, as we see the requirements engineer to be responsible to realise and control the specified requirements (although the creation of the matrix depends on the outcome of other activities).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Output Items</th>
<th>Input Items</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Define business context</td>
<td>Business context</td>
<td>Business cases, strategy papers, policies</td>
<td>Identify and describe objectives and principles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derive business goals</td>
<td>Business goals</td>
<td>Business context</td>
<td>Identify business goals on the basis of the mission and value chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specify restrictions</td>
<td>Business restrictions</td>
<td>Policies</td>
<td>Identify business rules and constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify current business processes and business services</td>
<td>Business capabilities</td>
<td>Business cases</td>
<td>Identify as-is business processes (without process steps) and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perform gap analysis</td>
<td>Project scope</td>
<td>Business goals, business capabilities</td>
<td>Investigate if current state matches with defined principles and identified business goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete business vision</td>
<td>Business vision</td>
<td>Elaborated content items</td>
<td>Complete, based on the defined project scope, the business vision and approve it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perform stakeholder analysis</td>
<td>Business roles</td>
<td>State charts, workshops</td>
<td>Identify stakeholder, process owner and user groups related to the project scope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define process-related goals</td>
<td>Process-related goals</td>
<td>Business goals, principles</td>
<td>Define process-rel. goals that satisfy business goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categorise business processes</td>
<td>Business process model</td>
<td>Business services, Business goals</td>
<td>Categorise processes based on how they contribute to achieve business goals and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decompose relevant business processes</td>
<td>Business processes and business tasks</td>
<td>Process-related goals, workshops</td>
<td>Define work flow within the business tasks for identified core processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define business information model</td>
<td>Business model</td>
<td>B. processes and b. services</td>
<td>Infer business and information objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define business domains</td>
<td>B. domains</td>
<td>B. roles, b. capabilities, b. objects</td>
<td>(Re-) define business domains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Re-) design business services and organisation structure</td>
<td>Organisation structure, business services</td>
<td>Business processes</td>
<td>Adjust structure according to ideal business processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define needs for automation</td>
<td>IT-related goals and costs for automation</td>
<td>Business processes and services, business cases</td>
<td>Identify what business services and processes need to be supported by information systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationalise decisions</td>
<td>Business demands analysis</td>
<td>Identified risks, value and cost for each b. service</td>
<td>Complete business demands analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specify glossary</td>
<td>Business glossary</td>
<td>Workshop protocols</td>
<td>Define domain-specific terms in glossary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 4.6: Overview of tasks of the activity Create Requirements Specification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Output Items</th>
<th>Input Items</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summarise business needs</td>
<td>Summary of business specification</td>
<td>Business specification</td>
<td>Summarise content of business specification being in scope of the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope system’s capabilities</td>
<td>Use case overview, IS service overview</td>
<td>B. services and b. tasks</td>
<td>Identify candidates for use cases and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope system’s boundary</td>
<td>S. overview, ext. systems</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Define interrelation to operative environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete system vision</td>
<td>System vision</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Complete vision (e.g. by additional features) and align with business specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elicit and prioritise requirements</td>
<td>abstract requirements</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Elicit initial requirements and prioritise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyse user interaction</td>
<td>Use case model, actors, information system service model, Generic scenarios</td>
<td>Business capabilities, business rules, IT-related goals, workshop protocols</td>
<td>Define expected (functional and non-functional) user interaction and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derive functional requirements</td>
<td>Functional requirements</td>
<td>Use case model, workshop protocols</td>
<td>Define functional requirements not covered by use cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define information system objects</td>
<td>Information system objects</td>
<td>IS services, use case model</td>
<td>Define processed IS objects in relation to information objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specify system quality requirements</td>
<td>System quality requirements</td>
<td>Gen. scenarios, IT-related goals, QoS</td>
<td>Define system quality with measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define architectural constraints</td>
<td>Architectural constraints</td>
<td>Generic scenarios, business constraints</td>
<td>Define logical and technical architectural constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define organisational requirements</td>
<td>Organisational requirements</td>
<td>Workshop protocols, bidding documents</td>
<td>Define project requirements and obligations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define integrational requirements</td>
<td>Integrational requirements</td>
<td>Project plan, information system objects</td>
<td>Define deployment and migration requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validate requirements and assess risks</td>
<td>Requirements risk status report</td>
<td>Any requirement</td>
<td>Check requirements for defects and assess risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjust priority</td>
<td>Any requirement</td>
<td>Any requirement</td>
<td>Adjust priority based on risks and costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specify glossary</td>
<td>Requirements glossary</td>
<td>Workshop protocols</td>
<td>Define technical requirements-related terms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.9 Role Model
In subsequent sections, we construct the artefact-based customisation approach and transfer customisation principles, e.g., of situational method engineering, to our artefact-based philosophy.

After giving, in Sect. 5.1, an overview of the considered customisation stages, we introduce in Sect. 5.2 the approach for a process integration of the BISA reference model w.r.t. its structural properties defined with the meta model in Chp. 3. Having defined the approach for integrating the BISA reference model into a development process model, we construct in Sect. 5.3 the approach for a customisation at project level. For this, we describe how to (statically) generate exemplars of each sub-model of the reference model (artefacts, milestones, etc.) and how to (dynamically) create the content of the artefacts during project execution, both in dependency to project characteristics. Finally, having taken the view on the project-specific creation of the BISA artefacts (contents), we give guidance to analyse the effects in context of the overall project execution. We show the possibilities of reflecting on made decisions and the overall situation w.r.t. potentially underspecified artefacts and their effect on the development life cycle. On this basis, we support an overall evaluation for further going development steps. The content of this chapter is based, in part, on our contribution in [MFK09, MFLPW11].

At the end of this chapter, the reader will know the principles of artefact-based customisation and the shortcomings in activity-based approaches we can tackle. He will understand how to perform a process integration and how to systematically create the artefacts at project level whether in a solution-oriented or in a problem-oriented way, both in direct response to individual project influences. Chapter 6 then gives with two case studies evidence on applicability, advantages, and limitations of the introduced approach.
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5.1 Customisation Overview

We introduced in Sect. 1.2 the objectives of the thesis consisting of the development of an integrated approach

1. that supports awareness of creating syntactically consistent and complete results for the domain of business information systems, and that
2. ensures flexibility during this creation.

In Sect. 2.6, we showed that there exist customisation approaches mostly incorporating the activity-based philosophy, e.g., in a development process model. Corresponding customisation approaches and the area of decision support systems propose means for the (static) selection and combination of methods according to project parameters when initially setting up a project. We also showed, however, that these approaches have shortcomings in supporting their process integration and in tackling the process variability in a project during set-up and during the dynamic execution.

In this chapter, we define the artefact-based customisation approach to perform a process integration of our BISA reference model and to customise the integrated model at project level by transferring given related work to the artefact-based philosophy. Figure 5.1 illustrates the customisation stages according to the scope defined in Sect. 2.6.1.

![Figure 5.1: Overview of artefact-based customisation approach.](image)

**Process Integration of BISA Reference Model**

The first stage represents the process integration of the artefact-based reference model of Chp. 4 into a development process model. To perform a process integration of the artefact-based reference model, we make, in particular, use of the structure model (in the artefact model) taking into account the interfaces for process integration defined in Sect. 4.7.
Customisation of BISA Reference Model at Project Level

Once we introduced the approach for integrating the BISA reference model into a development process model, we show in Sect. 5.3 the approach for its transparent and reproducible customisation at project level. For this, we transfer related work in the area of decision support systems complementing the area of situational method engineering to the artefact-based philosophy. We introduce a notion of project characterisation and project execution that relies on project parameters impacting the creation of the artefacts (instead of impacting the choice of methods). The actual customisation approach is then performed over two stages (see Fig. 5.1).

Initial Project Set-Up. The initial project set-up provides an approach for the creation of exemplars of the sub-models of the artefact-based reference model and thereby shows how to define a (planned) process frame.

Project-specific BISA Execution Strategy. The project-specific BISA execution strategy then results from the guidance of the content creation within the defined process frame in direct response to project parameters. This content creation considers the creation of the artefacts either in a problem-oriented or in a solution-oriented way. When reaching defined decision gates (milestones), we show how to reflect on the overall project characteristics, given by possibly underspecified artefacts and their impacts on further activities of the development life cycle that rely on those artefacts.

Setting in (Plan-based) Enactment. In Sect. 2.6.1.2, we distinguished between a plan-based enactment during set-up, i.e., the definition of a project plan that abstracts from the idealised project execution, and the actual project execution itself. In case of deviations in the real project execution to the planned one, feedback loops can be used to adjust the project plan. As also stated, however, the focus of the thesis lies on conceptualisation of decision support for a particular limited phase (BISA), and on the guidance of the content creation within that phase. Hence, we intentionally do not take into account deviations of the project execution to a planned one, and, thus

1. do not conceptualise the actual definition of a project plan, and
2. do not introduce mechanisms to distinguish a planned project and an actually executed one, nor do we introduce mechanisms to manage possible inconsistencies between both (see also the discussion of future work in Sect. 7.2).

5.2 Process Integration

In the following, we describe the approach for integrating the BISA reference model (defined in Chp. 4) into a development process model. For this, we recapitulate as a first step related work.

5.2.1 Recapitulation of Related Work

We showed in Sect. 2.6.2.1 that there exists no directly related work for a process integration, because such mechanisms are to be provided by those approaches that
shall be integrated. Kuhrmann et al. [KTF10], however, contribute an approach for adapting and integrating the V-Modell XT into an organisation\(^1\) via four steps, each incorporating detailed instructions and experience-based practices.

Since the V-Modell XT and the artefact-based reference model have a similar artefact-based philosophy (see the construction of the meta model in Chp. 3), we can structure the approach for the process integration according to those four steps. In addition, we take into account our own development of the initial artefact-based approach and its process integration into the processes of the company Capgemini TS for the purpose of evaluation (illustrated in Sect. 3.3.3).

### 5.2.2 Approach for a Process Integration

For a process integration of the BISA reference model into a development process model, we analyse as a first step the situation and the resulting needs in the currently used development process model in a particular organisation. After gaining the necessary understanding of the content, the structure, and the application of the development process model in projects, the process integration is planned in a draft and, if necessary, approved with the corresponding process engineer. After completing the conceptualisation, the actual process integration is realised. Finally, the integrated model, respectively the modified development process model, is integrated again into the organisation.

Figure 5.2 illustrates these four steps for performing the process integration of the BISA reference model.

#### Figure 5.2: Overview of approach for process integration of the BISA reference model into a development process model.

### 5.2.2.1 Analysis of Current Situation and Needs

The analysis of the current situation and the needs serves to understand the possibilities and the necessities of process-integrating the BISA approach into a development process model of a particular organisation. This step includes

1. the analysis of the company-wide (reference) definition of the development process model (at M1),

\(^1\) See also Sect. 2.5.3.2 and Sect. 2.6.4.2 describing corresponding related work.
2. the analysis of the project-specific application of the development process model and the inference of contemporary needs (at M0), and
3. a proposal of an integration strategy.

The field study presented in Sect. 1.1 represents such an analysis of current problems considering both the organisational and the project level. In the following, we describe the single steps of the analysis.

**Analysis of Process Definition.** The analysis of the process definition investigates the development process model itself and the meta model on which the development process model relies.

The investigation of the meta model serves to establish a terminological and structural mapping between the concepts used in the development process model and the ones used in our artefact-based philosophy (see our meta model in Sect. 3.3); for instance, the structure of artefacts with their relations to methods and how these concepts can be mapped. As already described in Sect. 2.6.1.1, a prerequisite for a process integration is that both meta models need the same or a similar philosophy, i.e., that the elements and relations defined in the meta model can be mapped on elements and relations given by the meta model of the envisioned development process model.

The development process model itself, serving in the organisation as a reference for development projects, then has to be investigated in order to infer an understanding of the relevant artefacts, milestones, roles, and activities (with tasks). Relevant study objects are general process descriptions, guidelines, or training material. A particular focus lies on descriptions of requirements engineering processes including business analysis processes.

**Analysis of Project-specific Application and Inference of Needs.** Once the development process model is understood, its application at project level has to be investigated considering initially produced requirements engineering artefacts. The purpose consists of

1. discovering mismatches between the recommended artefacts and the actually produced ones,
2. understanding the project parameters that cause those mismatches, i.e., that hamper the creation of the recommended artefacts, and
3. understanding the organisational culture respecting used methods and corresponding description techniques for producing the artefacts.

This analysis thus serves to understand the problems in the actual development process model and to collect an initial set of organisation-specific project parameters. A detailed description on possible research methods for conducting the analysis can be taken from the study design of our field study [MFWL+12]. These methods also include an economical investigation, which can be taken to analyse costs and benefits of a process integration.

**Proposal of Integration Strategy.** The last step in the analysis consists in the presentation and the discussion of the results with the project participants involved in the analysed projects, as well as with the process engineer being responsible for the development process model. This discussion clarifies the necessity of integrating the BISA reference model into the development process model, its approval, and how the integration shall be performed.
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5.2.2.2 Conceptualisation of Development Process Model

Once the targeted development process model is understood and the process integration has been approved, it has to be conceptualised. With conceptualisation, we refer to a dry run and a continuous approval with the process engineer being responsible for the development process model.

The first step in the conceptualisation consists in the identification of the corresponding excerpt in the development process model.

Identification of BISA-relevant Excerpt. The results of the analysed projects, performed in the previous step, support the identification of typical scenarios in which requirements engineering is performed in projects. These scenarios provide an understanding of which artefacts are produced in which order (including corresponding milestones). The scenarios must include the creation of business process specifications and / or requirements specifications.

We do not, however, take into account comprehensive project execution strategies or project plan generation for the like (including strategies of arranging milestones for, e.g., several increments). Such comprehensive strategies must be provided by the development process model itself, respectively these are topics of particular management activities and not in scope of the model to be integrated.

Customisation of BISA-relevant Excerpt. Based on the identified excerpt of the development process model, it has to be customised according to the corresponding elements of the BISA reference model. For this, we consider a customisation of the sub-models introduced in Chp. 4 without taking into account project-specific specialities.

As shown in Fig. 5.3, we put during this integration the artefact model in the centre of our attention with a particular focus on the structure model and its dependencies. According to this view, we first integrate the artefact types with corresponding content items, establish the structural dependencies considering the interfaces defined in Sect. 4.7, and incorporate then the corresponding sub-models following the associations defined in the meta model.

Figure 5.3: Order in which to integrate the elements and relations of the BISA reference model (view: meta model).
We can define activities and tasks as a default recommendation that are preferred according to the organisational culture (being identified during the foregoing analysis) – if the elements and relations in the description techniques harmonise with the ones defined by the concept model.

During the customisation of the identified BISA-relevant excerpt of the development process model, however, we have to distinguish between

- the creation of new artefact types and associated elements,
- the replacement of existing artefact types and associated elements, and
- the modification of existing artefact types and associated elements.

Figure 5.4 depicts these three variations in a simplified manner.

![Variations for customising the development process model during the integration of the reference model.](image)

In the first case of having to create new artefact types, e.g., if no business specification or equivalent artefact type is existent at all, we create this artefact type from scratch. In addition, we establish the associations between the new content items to further artefact types of the development process model whose creation rely on the new content items. To establish these associations, we refer to the interfaces for process integration defined in Sect. 4.7. The further sub-models, i.e., the roles, the milestones, and the activity with the tasks, are then coupled to the new artefact type as defined by the BISA reference model.

In the second case of replacing existing artefact types and relating sub-models, we remove the artefact type from the development process model, integrate the artefact type of the BISA reference model, and, where possible, take over the associations between the artefact type to be replaced and the further ones. The allocated sub-models (role model, …) are then taken over the same way.

The third case considers the modification of existing elements in the development process model; for instance, by extending an existing artefact type “Requirements
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Specification” with additional content items. Such an extension is only possible, if none of the content dependencies is violated. This means that, for each of the content items to be integrated (extended), it has to be possible to establish all the content dependencies of the included concept types to concept types included by related content items. The further sub-models are then similarly customised, e.g., by extending the abilities of existing roles.

Prerequisites for a Process Integration. Finally, the introduced steps assume that the development process model includes an artefact model and that this artefact model is defined via a structure model, as introduced in Sect. 3.1.3. Hence, both the existence of an artefact model and its definition via a structure model (potentially including a content model) are mandatory prerequisites for a process integration.

5.2.2.3 Realisation

Once the integration has been performed in a drafted, but comprehensive way, it is approved with the process engineer and realised. The realisation can be performed in several iterations, following the same procedure defined the section before (see Fig. 5.3 on page 156).

Because having defined in Chp. 4 two artefact types\(^2\), we consider at most two iterations. Thus, the outcome of each of the iterations is a self-contained applicable set of artefact types with corresponding milestones, roles, and so on.

5.2.2.4 Integration into Organisation

There exists three possible integration strategies [KTF10]:

1. A “Big Bang” integration strategy, which announces the comprehensive new development processes model and declares it as a standard model to be used in those projects that begin after the announcement.
2. A step-wise integration strategy, which announces parts of the new development process model (e.g. the outcome of single realisation iterations).
3. An integration via pilot projects and training courses being given in those pilot projects.

The choice of the strategy depends on the organisational culture and the agreement during the last step of the initially performed analysis (see Sect. 5.2.2.1). At the example of the initially developed approach at Capgemini TS, we considered a step-wise integration and an integration via pilot projects and training courses. After working in the feedback from given projects, we declared the customised development process model as the standard reference model (see Sect. 3.3.3).

5.3 Customisation at Project Level

In this thesis, we aim with the customisation at project level at providing decision support on which artefacts (and contents) to produce. More precisely, the customisation approach shall

- support a flexible and reproducible creation of the artefacts in terms of guiding their creation in response to project parameters that affect the degree of completeness in the (contents of the) artefacts.

\(^2\) The third artefact type Traceability Matrix is defined as an outcome of the content dependencies in the primary two artefact types and, thus, not directly to be integrated into a development process model.
support awareness during the creation of the artefacts in terms of guiding the
reflection on the impacts of potentially underspecified artefacts on further
development activities that rely on those artefacts.

So far, we introduced the approach for the process integration of the BISA reference model of Chp. 4 into a development process model. In this section, we introduce the approach for customising the integrated model at project level in order to achieve the goals summarised above. For this, we briefly discuss as a first step the transfer of selected (activity-based) contributions and related principles to the artefact-based philosophy. Afterwards, we introduce the resulting principles of artefact-based customisation, before concluding with the description of the actual approach in Sect. 5.3.3.

5.3.1 Recapitulation of Related Work and Transfer

We already discussed related work in the area of customisation in Sect. 2.6. A particular focus lied on the approaches and principles given in following areas:

1. Situational Method Engineering [Bri96, Ode96, RDR03, BWHW05] contributing activity-based customisation mechanisms
   a) for designing and persisting methods in a repository,
   b) for characterising projects according to project parameters that argue for the choice of persisted methods, and
   c) for assembling the retrieved methods in a project to enact a concrete project execution.

2. (Content-centric) Decision Support Systems [RPA+01, NTR05] complementing situational method engineering. Available approaches guide, by the use of project repositories, the classification, rating, and selection of a set of alternatives in the choice of methods (and description techniques) according to project parameters.

A discussion of corresponding approaches, their principles, and their limitations can be found in Sect. 2.6.5. In the following, we introduce how we transfer (activity-based) customisation principles, as incorporated by approaches related to the areas summarised above, to the artefact-based philosophy.

Artefact-based Decision Support. Based on the artefact-based reference model of Chp. 4 that serves as orientation to create domain-specific artefacts, we introduce a project repository as done in decision support systems. The necessity of introducing a method base is not given, since the artefact-based reference model itself abstracts from such a method base by making explicit implicitly necessary domain knowledge. In contrast to given decision support systems, however, we then characterise projects by the impact of project parameters on the artefacts, instead of indirectly characterising projects by parameters impacting the choice of methods for producing the artefacts. This characterisation is then accordingly done by means of the mentioned project repository complementing the artefact-based customisation approach. This supports the systematic creation of the artefacts in awareness of project parameters that directly relate to those artefacts.

Artefact-based Customisation Approach. As orientation for the actual customisation approach, we take the customisation approach defined by the V-Modell XT (see Sect. 2.6.4.2), because the V-Modell XT incorporates a similar artefact-based philosophy (see the meta model in Sect. 2.5.3.2). The V-Modell XT defines mechanisms for the initial project set-up by initially creating exemplars of the artefacts
and defining milestones, which are coupled to those exemplars. In contrast to the V-Modell XT, however, we also defined a domain-specific content model in addition to the (artefact) structure model. Hence, we can extend the customisation approach to decision taking and dynamic content creation during project execution considering a balanced problem orientation. This is enabled, in particular, because we introduced a notion of underspecified artefacts (def. in Sect. 4.2.3), which finally supports an appropriate decision taking w.r.t. the actual quality of the results.

### 5.3.2 Principles of Artefact-based Customisation

Figure 5.5 illustrates an overview of the basic principles of the artefact-based customisation approach. The left side of the figure illustrates the steps of the approach. The right side of the figure illustrates how the principles of decision support complement customisation following the artefact-based philosophy.

**Figure 5.5:** Overview of approach for customisation at project level (left side) in relation to project repository giving decision support (right side).

We introduce with a project repository a means to characterise projects according to project parameters impacting the creation of the artefacts' contents. The project characterisation is, in particular, given according to project parameters that argue for the creation of certain content items and ones that hamper their creation. Thus, we use the project repository and decision support, in general, as a means to achieve awareness of certain decisions to be made. To support the transfer of made decisions backwards from projects to the project repository, we introduce the additional artefact *BISA Diary*. This way, we can use a project repository in multi-
In a nutshell, we first set up a project, similarly as done in the V-Modell XT, by building exemplars of the defined artefact types, defining concrete milestones, assigning roles, and finally setting up the (tool) infrastructure. After creating the structure model, initial contents can be defined on the basis of given (project-specific) information. In a second step, we guide by use of the project repository the dynamic content creation towards a balanced problem orientation within the enacted process frame (created artefact structure and agreed milestones). When reaching the defined milestones during the content creation, we can show how to objectively reflect on the current project characteristics by taking into account the artefact abstraction model (Sect. 4.2) and our interpretation of underspecified artefacts leading to a solution-oriented process (Sect. 4.2.3). As the artefact-based reference model is integrated into a development process model, we can show how potentially underspecified artefacts impact further development activities that are associated with those artefacts.

In the following, we introduce the project characterisation and project execution in an artefact-based context, before introducing the actual customisation approach.

### 5.3.2.1 Project Characterisation in an Artefact-based Philosophy

In order to introduce the concepts of decision support following an artefact-based philosophy, we first need a notion of project characterisation. Based on this understanding, we can structure a project repository, the BISA diary, and finally build the customisation approach itself.

Figure 5.6 illustrates, on the right side, the necessary excerpt of our meta model in relation to the concepts used for project characterisation, situated on the left side.

*Figure 5.6: Project characterisation following the artefact-based philosophy reflected in project characteristics (on the left) and their impact on elements of the meta model for artefact orientation (on the right).*
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**Project Characteristics.** We characterise projects in general via *Project Parameters* that each has an impact on one or more artefact types or on selected content items with their underlying concept types. A project parameter is, in our context, an assessable condition from inside or outside a project influencing its execution; such as the availability of user groups made assessable via metrics and concrete values. The influence is expressed by an *Impact* (see the next paragraph). We see those project characteristics that are not assessable as *Parameter Categories*. Parameter categories can be decomposed to project parameters and, thus, serve as a means to group several related project parameters (like “Customer-specific parameters” grouping several assessable characteristics of the stakeholders).

**Impacts and Impact Scales.** Due to the artefact-based philosophy, we associate the impacts exclusively with the artefacts instead of associating them with methods. The formalisation of decision support is only suitable to a certain degree (see Sect. 2.6.3, [NTR05]). Many influences and related decisions cannot be formalised, such as budget that cannot be reasonably associated with particular elements of the artefact-based reference model. Therefore, we capture only those impacts in the project characterisation for which we can make unambiguous assertions and associate a project parameter by its *Impact* with (the creation of) an artefact. The definition of milestones and the assignment of roles are not in scope of a project characterisation and have to be performed by the project lead (or the corresponding role provided by the development process model).

Furthermore, we see the impacts to abstract in artefact-based decision support only from those aspects, which can be reasonably defined, and, thus refrain from abstracting from any possible human factors, expertness, experiences, political and strategic issues. Hence, we define two *Impact Scales* as a means to express how the project parameters take effect on the creation of the artefacts. They can either argue for the creation (“Need for Action”), or they can hamper the creation (“Ability to Act”).

**Example 5.1. Impact Scales**

*An example for the impact scale “Need for Action” would be the existence of a governmental customer, which demands risk calculations thereby arguing for the creation of the content item “Business Demands Analysis”. An example for the impact scale “Ability to Act” could be that user groups are not available hampering the creation of the “Use Case Model” (and at the same time arguing for the creation of the “Information System Service Model”).*

**Projects and Project Types.** So far, we have shown that projects are characterised by project parameters that impact via impact scales the creation of artefacts. We can now characterise a *Project Type*, being a generalisation of projects with same or similar characteristics, by a collection of chosen project parameters with same or similar values (see example 5.2).

A concrete *Project* is then consequently the instance of a project type. A project is a concrete set of artefacts being created by concrete roles over a specific time frame (in-between milestones), influenced by a collection of project parameters that characterise the project. As the artefacts are also created in response to particular objectives of a customer (and related stakeholders) and the project scope, we capture
the context information Customer, Objectives, and Project Scope\(^3\). For same reason, we also see the impact of project characteristics on the artefact types to be relevant for a project, rather then for a project type.

**Example 5.2. Project Types**

An exemplary project type “Small Scale Development Project” could be expressed by following project characteristics:

- Team size < 10 team members
- Degree of distribution: none, team members situated at customer’s company
- Existence of scheduled jour fixes with customer

5.3.2.2 BISA Reference Model in Context of an Artefact-based Project Execution

With Project Execution, we refer to the actual creation of chosen artefacts, i.e., the execution of the activities being coupled to the artefacts within a time frame. We consider in general three different variations of a project execution from the perspective taken by BISA. Figure 5.7 illustrates those variations showing both artefact types Business Specification and Requirements Specification, and a set of artefact types in the bottom representing, e.g., system design specifications.

![Figure 5.7: Variations in a project execution and decision gates from the perspective of the BISA reference model.](image)

Each of the three coloured shapes, incorporating an artefact type and related milestones (see Sect. 4.8.3), represents a possible project variant extending each other.

\(^3\) Taking the artefact-based reference model for BISA, the objectives and the project scope are defined within the business vision.
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We distinguish, in particular, the creation of the business specification and / or of the requirements specification and / or of the system specifications, each potentially considered by a particular project (see also example 5.3).

**Example 5.3. Variations in a Project Execution**

It is, for example, possible to exclusively create the business specification if considering a “consultancy project” (type) in which the project scope consists in a re-design of the business processes. It is also possible to create both the business and the requirements specification, e.g., if considering a multi-staged bidding procedure (or its assistance from the perspective of a contractor). Having created the requirements specification, a development project can be initiated. It is, however, also possible to consider all artefact types within one project.

How the milestones (indirectly) relate to each other depends on the project setting. If considering with a project the creation of all artefact types, the milestones can overlap, e.g., the system vision in the requirements specification can be created and accepted before the business specification is completed.

The definition of a frame contract for a particular project can be performed when reaching the first milestone of the artefact type on which the projects’ results rely. For example, if considering a development project, a frame contract can be defined on the basis of the system vision, which includes a brief description of the boundaries and the functionality of the system under consideration. When completing the last artefact type considered by a project, the project ends.

Finally, when reaching the milestone, which indicates when to complete the corresponding (agreed) artefact type, a decision has to be taken about whether to continue or to stop the project. In the following section, we thus use these milestones as *Decision Gates* at which we reflect on the current project situation.

5.3.2.3 Artefact-based Decision Support

In this section, we clarify the principles of artefact-based decision support needed for the customisation approach depicted in Fig. 5.5 on page 160. For this, we show what decisions can be taken by the use of the artefact-based reference model in contrast to if referring to activity-based approaches. Afterwards, we conclude with a discussion on the project repository itself and its interplay with decision support.

**Decision Paths and Decision Gates**

We see decision support as a means to show on what project characteristics to reflect and what consequences the taken decisions can have. For this, we give guidance on what parameters take effect on the creation of the artefacts, illustrated by the relation of concepts for project characterisation to the meta model for artefact orientation (see Fig. 5.6 on page 161).

The notion of decision support is two-fold. On the one hand, we can guide the dynamic content creation towards a balanced problem orientation by showing what project parameters impact what artefacts and, thus, on what project characteristics to reflect. On the other hand, when reaching a defined milestone (decision gate), we can reflect on whether the created artefacts are underspecified and what impact they have on further activities.
Figure 5.8 illustrates both resulting views. On top, we depict the relevant parts of the integrated BISA reference model. The middle of the figure illustrates the dynamic content creation. The bottom part of the figure illustrates the reflection at the decision gates.

Dynamic Content Creation. For the dynamic content creation, we make use of the project repository, which persists organisation-specific project parameters impacting the creation of selected artefacts. We use the project repository to guide the reflection on project characteristics for the content of each business domain and within this content for the content items at each level of abstraction (see also the process model in Sect. 4.8.2). The Decision Path itself, i.e., when to reflect on what parameter, arises from the content dependencies in the artefact model and the content items to be created next at each level of abstraction. The made decisions lead to a particular Project-specific BISA Execution Strategy, i.e., whether the performed
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process is solution-oriented or not (as an outcome of potentially underspecified artefacts in response to particular project parameters).

Reflection at Decision Gate. At each of the decision gates, we are now able to reflect on potentially underspecified artefacts (see Sect. 4.2.3) as a response of the performed project-specific BISA execution strategy. The impacts on further development activities can objectively be estimated, because of the reference model being integrated into a development process model taking into account the interfaces in Sect. 4.7, respectively because of the dependencies of the artefacts to further artefacts that rely in their creation on related content items.

Project Repository and BISA Diary

As already shown, decision support is enabled by means of a project repository and by means of the BISA diary, which we both explain in the following.

Project Repository. A project repository persists project characteristics and their impact on the creation of artefacts (see Sect. 5.3.2.1). The persisted project characterisation then enables awareness during the creation of artefacts by assisting decision taking, i.e., by making the impacts of project parameters on the artefact types in the artefact model explicit. We refer to a project repository in particular within multi-project environments, where the project repository

1. is initially constructed once for an organisation on the basis of initially collected project parameters (see the analysis in Sect. 5.2.2.1),
2. is then used (after a training phase) in single project environments as an assistance to show on what project parameters to reflect for the creation of particular content items (and what decisions have been taken in other projects),

and then

3. used after project completion to persist the own taken decisions via the BISA diary making potentially discovered new project parameters available for further projects.

In any case, we see the project repository as a means to exclusively assist decision taking by showing experienced impacts of project parameters on artefacts. This provides decision support instead of suggesting which decision to take (whether to create certain content items or whether to leave them underspecified).

BISA Diary. The BISA diary is used to document the decisions made in particular projects. This achieves a reproducible (BISA) execution and the persistence of these decisions in the project repository making them available to other projects.

As already shown in the overview depicted in Fig. 5.5 on page 160, we distinguish two customisation stages, which we take as orientation to organise the BISA diary. The diary is thereby organised by two major content items: The Project Setting and the Project-specific BISA Execution Strategy. The first serves to document the information that results from the initial project set-up, the second serves to document the information that results from the project-specific BISA execution strategy. The resulting structure of the BISA diary is illustrated in Fig. 5.9 and explained in the following. For the content of both items, we now take the meta model in Fig. 5.6 on page 161 as orientation.

The project setting includes project characteristics known from the beginning of the project when setting it up; for example, the Project Background describes properties of a project (the customer, the project scope, etc.). The Process Frame describes
the outcome of the initial project set-up, i.e., the agreed deliverables (artefact types and their preliminary structure), the assigned roles, and the defined milestones. Inspired by the artefact Project Diary in the V-Modell XT, we use Soft Facts to describe further remarkable occurrences, which help to understand the overall project setting (like budget or experiences with the stakeholders).

The project-specific BISA execution strategy then documents the decisions taken during the dynamic content creation and gives a rationale for the content in the artefacts being created (or not) due to particular project parameters. For this, we distinguish general content decisions and ones that can be allocated to the content of a particular business domain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Domain 1</th>
<th>[Artefact.Content] [Characteristic] [Decision]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Domain ...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Domain N</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each project characteristic and each of the made decisions (the actual impact on an artefact) is documented during customisation in corresponding sections that indicate to the customisation stage and the affected content items.

### Example 5.4. (Business) Domain-specific Decisions versus General Decisions

An example for a “General Content Decision” would be to remove certain requirements attributes in the concept model. An example for a “Domain-specific Decision” would be to document information system services instead of use cases for the business domain “Sales” due to the unavailability of user groups that would be necessary to approve concrete interaction scenarios with the system.

### 5.3.3 Approach for an Artefact-based Customisation

By now, we have discussed the principles of artefact-based customisation transferring related work in activity-based approaches. Based on the given foundation, we can subsequently describe how to perform the two customisation stages: the Initial Project Set-Up and the Project-specific BISA Execution Strategy.

#### 5.3.3.1 Approach for Initial Project Set-Up

The initial project set-up describes the creation of exemplars of each of the sub-models of the artefact-based reference model.
In a first step, we elaborate the project background. In subsequent steps, we define the process frame, which considers the creation of the artefacts, the assignment of roles, the definition of milestones, and the set-up of the tool infrastructure. Figure 5.10 depicts the steps and in which of these steps we make use of the project repository, respectively of the BISA diary.

1: **Elaborate Project Background.** The elaboration of the project background considers the structuring of any kind of information about the project setting. Depending on the project setting, discussed in Sect. 5.3.2.2, background information can result from bidding documents or from foregoing projects in which initial specifications have been created.

Based on this information, the process frame can be prepared for subsequent steps (see the BISA diary), which, in turn, are performed in close collaboration with a customer, e.g., during a kick-off workshop.

2: **Create Artefacts.** The instantiation of the artefact-based reference model begins with the creation of the artefacts, on which all project participants have to agree. We distinguish between the creation of the artefact structure, i.e., the creation of the artefacts respecting the structure model, and the documentation of initial contents resulting from the project background, such as from initially given project requirements.

The artefacts are initially created due to the project type and the project scope. During this creation, it is possible to omit certain content items from the beginning and thereby to begin the project with underspecified artefacts.

**Example 5.5. Omitting Content Items**

An exemplary content item that could be omitted from the beginning of a project could be the “Business Demands Analysis.” An exemplary reason for removing this content item could be confidentiality, i.e., the unavailability of business internals necessary to calculate, e.g., business risks.

However, since every content item has its purpose and value, none of the content items are declared as optional or as mandatory, whereby the exclusion of content items must be performed in awareness of the effects on potentially necessary content items (arising from the content dependencies in the artefact model). The decision support for removing selected content items is additionally given by project
parameters that indicate the necessity of particular content items (the “Need for Action”).

When instantiating the artefact types with particular content items, these have to be

1. structured in the desired arrangement, for which we describe different possibilities in appendix B.1, and
2. named (where possible) according to customer-specific conventions.

The latter includes the identification of the relevant business domains, which serve to structure the content of the artefacts, but also to plan the subsequent workshops for elaborating the artefacts’ contents. Initially available contents, resulting from given background information (specification documents, bidding documents, etc.), can be classified into specific concept types and initially recorded within the created artefacts. These initially documented content items are then detailed during the project-specific BISA execution.

3: Assign Roles. Each of the created artefacts is assigned to a project participant that takes the responsibility for the artefact. Note that it is possible to assign same project participants to several roles (see example 5.6).

Example 5.6. Assigning Roles

One example for the assignment of project participants to the roles could be to assign “Mr. Sellers” to the business analyst and “Mr. Gonzalez” to the requirements engineer. Depending, e.g., on the temporal availability and the technical ability, it is also possible to assign “Mr. Sellers” to both roles, i.e., to the business analyst and to the requirements engineer and as such he then has the responsibility for both artefacts.

4: Define Milestones. After agreeing on the artefacts and the roles, the milestones are defined. Besides the definition of the milestones that define when to accept the vision documents and the ones which consider the completion of the artefacts (and which we see as decision gates, see Sect. 5.3.2.3), we can also plan further points in time for approvals, e.g., for workshops with stakeholders. These workshops can be structured according to the already known business domains, which serves to keep the amount of stakeholders to a minimum level and to be able to articulate clear goals in each of the workshops (see also the description of the iterative content creation in Sect. 4.8.2).

5: Set-Up Infrastructure. Although tooling is not in the primary scope of the thesis, the set-up of a tool infrastructure has to be considered during the initial project set-up. This includes the agreement on the used requirements management tools and on the CASE tools (see Sect. 2.2.5). The choice of the RM tool depends on aspects like the expected amount of requirements, the need of traceability and impact analyses during, e.g., change requests, or on given customer-side restrictions. Similar dependencies are given for the choice of CASE tools, which have to enable the creation of the artefacts w.r.t. the elements and relations defined in the concept model.
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5.3.3.2 Approach for Project-Specific BISA Execution Strategy

Once the process frame is defined, the content of the artefacts is created within the defined set of structured artefacts and milestones. We showed in Sect. 5.3.2.3 that we are, due to the artefact-based philosophy, able to assist decision taking during this dynamic content creation in two ways.

On the one hand, we can assist the content creation itself by supporting awareness of project parameters impacting the possibility and necessity of creating specific content items. We showed that this assistance can be considered for the content of each of the identified business domains, in which the project characteristics may differ; for instance, user groups of business processes of one business domain could be available, while in another one, they are not. By transferring the principles of decision support, given by related work, to the artefact-based philosophy, we argued that the assistance then involves, same as during project set-up, the project repository. The project repository then characterises project execution by means of (arising) project parameters in relation to certain content items of the BISA reference model (see Sect. 5.3.2.1). Each of the made decisions is then documented in the second section of the BISA diary to achieve a reproducible process and, in particular, to make the made decisions available for other projects.

On the other hand, we can assist the reflection on the actually performed BISA execution strategy and potentially underspecified artefacts. This reflection can be performed at the milestones that indicate the agreed point in time when to complete the corresponding artefact type (see the decision gates in Fig. 5.7 on page 163).

Hence, we are able to systematically assist decision taking towards a balanced problem orientation achieving awareness of syntactically complete (or incomplete) artefacts. Figure 5.11 depicts the resulting approach, which we explain in the following.

![Stage 3: Project-specific BISA Execution Strategy](image)

**Figure 5.11:** Approach for a project-specific BISA execution strategy.
1: Reflect on Project Parameters and Values. For each of the content items to be created (or completed), we need to reflect on the current project characteristic affecting this particular item. We take into account project parameters that hamper the creation of the content items (“Ability to Act”) and ones that argue for the creation (“Need for Action”). To assist this reflection, we also take into account the project characteristics persisted in the project repository by following the impact scales from the content items backwards to the project parameters and, thus, achieve awareness of the actual project characteristics.

Example 5.7. Reflecting on Project Parameters

An exemplary project characteristic that argues for the creation of a use case model could be a high degree of expected user interaction. At the same time, it can be possible that this creation is hampered by a weak access to business process specifications of a customer’s organisation and by the unavailability of user groups.

2: Analyse Possibilities. Due to the given project characteristics, we analyse the different possibilities in the content creation. In case there are, for example, project parameters that hamper the creation of certain content items and, at the same time, argue for the creation of others, we reflect on whether the other content items can be created (see example 5.8).

When analysing project parameters that potentially argue for leaving certain content items underspecified, directly related content items whose creation would be negatively affected, have to be taken into account by checking whether these can at least be created. This analysis is supported by the project repository the same way as described in example 5.8.

Example 5.8. Analysing Possibilities of Content Creation

If the creation of the use case model is hampered by the unavailability of user groups, this project parameter could argue for the creation of information system services, but also for the creation of the risk status report and additional obligations, used to compensate implied risks. We then use the project repository to check if there are project parameters that would negatively affect the ability of creating both the risk status report and the obligations, and check if these parameters also apply to the current project situation.

3: Act. After analysing given possibilities for creating the content items or alternative ones, these are created according to the concept model.

4: Document Rationale. Having taken the decision about how to continue for particular content items of a business domain, the rationale is documented in the BISA diary in corresponding section.

5: Reflect at Decision Gate on Project Situation. When completing the content of each business domain in an artefact to its possible and necessary extent, we reflect on the overall reached project situation at the decision gate. We analyse what content items are left underspecified as a consequence of the performed BISA
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execution strategy. For each of the underspecified content items, we check the associated content items. For this purpose, we defined in Sect. 4.7 to what general activities certain content items relate.

Example 5.9. Reflecting at Decision Gate

If system quality requirements of a particular business domain remain underspecified (e.g., due to a missing operative background), are they compensated with normative references? Do these normative references provide enough information for (technical) design activities?

We take into account underspecified content items with their potential consequences on other artefacts and the documented project parameters that give the rationale for the content items. Based on this information, we can estimate risks and take the decision about whether to continue the project or not.

However, although we are able to support the reflection on the overall project situation, the final decision itself cannot be formalised as it also depends on strategic issues and on human nature.

6: Evaluate after Project Completion. Finally, after project completion, the decisions that have been documented in the BISA diary have to be persisted in the project repository. To avoid taking over questionable decisions, these have to be evaluated. This evaluation can only be done to a certain level. One possibility is to estimate if certain decisions have lead to additional change requests that did not result in projects with similar characteristics.

However, the evaluation of the project parameters and the decision about whether to extend the project repository with project parameters that have not been taken into account yet, must remain in the end to project lead and his individual estimation.
In this thesis, we contribute an artefact-based customisation approach for requirements engineering. This approach aims at supporting an integration of our artefact-based reference model into a development process model and the customisation of the integrated reference model at project-level in order to tackle current shortcomings in available (activity-based) approaches.

In this chapter, we evaluate our contributions with two case studies, which we organise according to the introduced customisation stages. As a first step, we provide a case study considering a process integration of our artefact-based reference model into a development process model (Sect. 6.2). As a second step, we provide a case study on customisation of the integrated reference model at project level in an industrial setting (Sect. 6.3). In Sect. 6.4, we discuss our results, their limitations, and their implications. The content of this chapter is based, in part, on our contribution in [MFLPW11].

**At the end of this chapter**, the reader will know the advantages and limitations of our contributions and whether we finally achieved our objectives.
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6.1 Case Studies Overview

We perform two case studies in order to investigate the advantages and limitations of our contributions with respect to the objectives defined in Sect. 1.2. These objectives consist of establishing an artefact-based reference model for RE and offering guidance for

1. a process integration of the reference model into a development process model.
2. a customisation of the reference model at project level. This means to assist the flexible content creation of the artefacts in response to individual project situations that affect the creation of those artefacts.

For this, we perform two case studies that evaluate our contributions. Each of the case studies considers the evaluation of a particular customisation stage in a qualitative manner. Figure 6.1 illustrates an overview of both case studies and their interrelation.

The first case study (Sect. 6.2) analyses the application of our contributions at organisational level. The second case study (Sect. 6.3) analyses the application of our contributions at project level in an industrial setting.

The studies are both performed as an action research in which the author directly participates in the procedure having not an exclusively observational role. Both case studies are briefly introduced in the following.
6 Case Studies

Case Study 1: Process Integration. In the first case study, we analyse the process integration of our artefact-based approach by performing an action research study. We perform a process integration of our artefact-based reference model into the V-Modell XT by following the procedure presented in Sect. 5.2. The goal of the study is to assess the applicability of the process integration procedure. The motivation for choosing the V-Modell XT lies in achieving an improvement of the development process model by enriching its content with a domain-specific requirements engineering approach, which yet is missing. After completing the process integration, we generate an overall process documentation, which we assess according to a set of criteria. The generated artefact templates (part of the process documentation) are then used at project level in the second case study.

Case Study 2: Customisation at Project Level. In the second case study, we apply our artefact-based approach in a real development project to analyse advantages and limitations with respect to the activity-based RE approach previously used in the same industrial context. Since our artefact-based reference model has been, in parts, developed in co-operation with Capgemini TS (see Sect. 3.3.3), we change the setting to another company. The new industrial context is hosted by a development department of the company Siemens.

In the case study, we apply our approach in a series of RE workshops by following the customisation procedure described in Sect. 5.3. We prepare the process and perform a preliminary customisation of our reference model taking into account initial documents provided by Siemens. In addition, we prepare the project repository, necessary for customisation, by referring to a set of project parameters gained from our previously performed field study at Capgemini TS [MFWL+12]. This transfer of project parameters from one industrial environment to the next shall demonstrate the validity of not only the overall approach, but also of the parameters themselves. After performing our approach, we assess it in a direct (benchmark) comparison to the previously used process according to a set of criteria.

6.2 Case Study 1: Process Integration

The goal of this study is to evaluate the process integration capabilities of our contributions: the artefact-based reference model to be integrated into a development process model (Chp. 4) and the corresponding customisation procedure (Chp. 5.2). In this case study, we take the perspective of a process engineer, who customises the development process model for a company-wide use.

In the following, we introduce the research objectives and the context of the study. In Sect. 6.2.2, we describe the study design, which we organise according to the guideline of Runeson et al. [RH09]. The results of the study are presented in Sect. 6.2.3 and discussed in Sect. 6.4.

6.2.1 Research Objective and Context

Our objective is to evaluate the applicability of our approach when integrating the BISA reference model into a development process model.

One possible study design would include a benchmark comparison of our approach with existing ones. When following such a design, we would perform the
process integration of our BISA reference model in direct comparison with the integration of an activity-based approach and, thus, follow the research objective to investigate possible improvements in the process integration.

Such a comparative study is, however, not possible. Necessary cases that could serve as a reference for an activity-based process integration are, to the best of our knowledge, not available:

1. Available activity-based development process meta models like SPEM (see [OMG08] and Sect. 2.5.3.1), do not contain any guidance for customisation or process integration that could be assessed (see also the related work discussion in Sect. 2.6.2.1).
2. Those meta models, which include guidelines for their application, as found in the area of organisational method engineering, focus on the (from scratch) construction of domain-specific development process models, but not on the integration of selected parts into existing models. An exemplary meta model-based approach, which relies on this area of method engineering, is given with MetaME [ES10].
3. Those activity-based approaches, which focus on integration aspects into given development process models, only take into account the integration of single description techniques or single methods. They disregard the associations of the methods to further parts of the development process model and, thus, they do not sufficiently cover the needs for performing a comprehensive process integration (see also the discussion on customisation principles in Sect. 2.6.1.1).
4. Available domain-specific approaches (e.g., for RE), which rely on the activity-based philosophy so that we could integrate these approaches into a development process model by ourselves, do not cover all sub-models of a development process model (methods, milestones, roles, artefacts, etc.). Hence, we cannot reproduce the process integration even without having guidance for this integration.

Despite the missing possibilities to reproduce an activity-based process integration, we must see such a reproduction, in general, as critical, because (without guidance) it would be undermined by subjective opinions of the study participants. Since there does not exist any empirically sound experience reports on such an integration that could be used for a comparison, we exclude a comparative study design at all.

Therefore, we aim at performing the process integration by following the steps in our customisation approach and by directly assessing the outcome of the integration. We formulate the objective according to the goal definition template [WRH+02] in Tab. 6.1.

| Analyse for the purpose of with respect to their from the point of view of the in the context of | the process integration of the artefact-based reference model evaluation applicability process engineer (process author) a meta model-based development process model |

Table 6.1: Research objective and context.
6.2.2 Case Study Design

In the following, we describe the case study design. As a first step, we define the research questions of the study, describe then the case and subject selection, and the analysis procedure. We conclude with a discussion on the validity procedure.

6.2.2.1 Research Questions

The goal is to investigate the applicability when process-integrating our artefact-based reference model into a development process model following our proposed approach. Since it is not enough to simply estimate whether an approach is applicable or not, we formulate two research questions. These consider both the usability of the actually performed process integration and the quality of the produced results.

RQ 1. Is the process integration approach usable to perform a systematic process integration of the artefact-based (BISA) reference model?

We want to know whether the procedure proposed in Sect. 5.2.2 offers enough guidance to perform a systematic process integration of our artefact-based reference model.

RQ 2. Does the performed process integration lead to usable results?

Once we performed the process integration, we still have no detailed insights into its error-proneness and, thus, we need to know of what quality the produced results are. For this, we analyse whether the overall generated process documentation is usable as a self-contained development process model, which suitably covers the BISA-specific contents.

6.2.2.2 Case and Subject Selection

In the following, we describe the case and the subject selection.

Case Selection. For integrating our artefact-based reference model into a development process model, we need to choose a development process model that fulfils two prerequisites. First, it must comprehensively cover with its activities, artefacts, and roles an overall development process. Second, it must enable an analysis of its structural properties and an interpretation of the underlying concepts, i.e., we must be able to unambiguously map the elements and relations defined by our meta model (Chp. 3) on the elements and relations given by the envisioned development process (meta) model. As a consequence, the chosen development process model must be based on a meta model and underlie a same or similar artefact-based philosophy as given in our approach (see also Sect. 5.2.2.1 describing the prerequisites for a process integration).

Subject Selection. We define two groups of participants as study subjects:

1. Process Engineer: We assign a process engineer who is familiar with the chosen development process model and with our approach. He is responsible for performing the actual process integration and assessing the results.

2. External Reviewer: We additionally assign an external reviewer to objectively assess the produced process documentation. He must not be involved into
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the actual integration process. He needs, however, knowledge about the chosen development process model in order to objectively (and effectively) assess the produced results.

6.2.2.3 Data Collection Procedures

We collect the data for our case study in two steps. First, the process engineer performs (supported by the author of the thesis) the process integration in a series of workshops following the steps proposed by our approach. After having completed the process integration, we perform the assessment of our approach. The process engineer assesses the actually performed approach and the resulting process documentation. We additionally call in the external reviewer to exclusively assess the process documentation.

Figure 6.2: Overview of data collection procedure.

Figure 6.2 illustrates the data collection procedure, which we explain in the following.

Process Integration Workshops

We perform the process integration in a series of workshops. In each workshop, the process engineer performs, supported by the author of the thesis, a particular step of the approach presented in Sect. 5.2.2:

1. Analysis of Current Situation and Needs
2. Conceptualisation of Development Process Model
3. Realisation

A restriction of the case study is that we intentionally do not take into account a real company-specific environment and exclusively focus on the technical aspects of the process integration. Therefore, we omit the fourth step in the process integration approach presented in Sect. 5.2.2 ("Integration into Organisation"). In the following, we introduce the three process integration workshops.

Analysis of Current Situation and Needs. At a kick-off workshop, the author of the thesis presents the BISA reference model, the underlying meta model, and the process integration approach. Afterwards, we perform an analysis of the development process model. For this, we take into account the meta model of the development process model to establish a terminological and structural mapping
between the concepts used in our meta model and the ones used in the envisioned development process meta model. In addition, we analyse the development process model with respect to initial development phases to identify typical artefacts, activities, milestones, and roles that are important to requirements engineering.

**Conceptualisation of Development Process Model.** We conceptualise the integration in a sketch and define typical (project execution) scenarios in which the RE-relevant elements in the development process model are applied. We customise (create / replace / modify) these identified elements according to the BISA reference model. We begin with the modification of the artefacts, define the corresponding roles, the milestones, and conclude with the definition of the activities.

**Realisation.** In the last workshop, we realise the drafted concepts. If available, we make use of development process modelling tools and use these tools to export the process documentation.

**Assessment**

After completing the process integration workshops, we perform the assessment. For this, we develop a questionnaire, which we propose to the process engineer and to the external reviewer as a preparation for the assessment. The actual assessment is performed as a structured interview, in which the study participants fill in the questions given in the questionnaire. This interview is performed separately with the external reviewer and the process engineer (both in isolation).

The questionnaire is organised according to a set of chosen criteria, which we use to answer our research questions. For each criteria, we define an open and a closed question. The closed question demands for the agreement to a given positivistic statement, to be answered on a Likert-scale from $1 = I$ strongly disagree to $8 = I$ strongly agree. We deliberately choose an 8-point scale to avoid that the interviewees check the middle. The open questions are used to express their expert opinion as free text. The answers also serve as a rationale to reproduce the chosen agreement to the statement of the closed questions. The condensed questionnaire with the statements of the closed questions is shown in Tab. 6.2.

We define seven criteria to answer the first research question (the usability of the process integration approach) and seven criteria to answer the second research question (the quality of the produced process documentation). The corresponding questions for the first research question are exclusively answered by the process engineer. The questions for the second research question are answered by both the process engineer and the external reviewer.

To answer RQ 1, we ask as a first step for the overall impression the process engineer got when applying the approach. We are, for example, interested in the ease of use. Furthermore, we are interested in the overall experienced structuredness, which we see as given if the approach offers enough guidance to consciously cope with the situations to be faced during process integration. We are, however, not only interested in a rating of the overall approach, but also in a rating of selected steps. For this, we distinguish between the rating of the unambiguity of the analysis procedure and of the procedure for performing the conceptualisation and the construction. This way, we can track down possible limitations of the approach to single steps, e.g., regarding the interpretation and mapping of the elements in both meta models during analysis. Further criteria are, e.g., the sustainability of the approach, which we see as an important criteria due to the general criticality of a process integration (which should be performed only once).
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Table 6.2: Questionnaire for the assessment (condensed closed questions).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria Statement</th>
<th>Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>RQ 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Use</td>
<td>The overall approach is clear and understandable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structuredness</td>
<td>The overall approach offers structured guidance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unambiguity of Analysis</td>
<td>The approach offers guidance to unambiguously perform the analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unambiguity of Conceptualisation &amp; Construction</td>
<td>The approach offers guidance to unambiguously perform the conceptualisation and construction procedure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimality</td>
<td>The approach describes no unnecessary guidance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td>The approach is not error-prone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>The perceived (overall) productivity was high.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RQ 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syn. Completeness of BISA</td>
<td>The BISA reference model could be completely represented in the process model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syn. Completeness of Dev. Process Model</td>
<td>No elements or relations in the development process model are lost.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility of Integrated Elements</td>
<td>The integrated BISA elements are compatible with the depending ones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Loss in Artefact Dependencies</td>
<td>All dependencies between the BISA artefacts and further artefacts are covered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Perception</td>
<td>The integrated BISA reference model is understandable and communicable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unambiguity</td>
<td>The content of the integrated BISA reference model is unambiguous.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Improvement of Dev. Process Model</td>
<td>The quality of the process documentation improved after the process integration.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We answer RQ 2 by assessing the quality of the produced process documentation. We ask, for example, for the (syntactic) completeness of the produced documentation with respect to the BISA reference model and to the previously contained (RE-specific) elements. We are also interested in the compatibility of the integrated elements and possible information loss in the artefact dependencies. With compatibility, we consider whether the integrated elements offer enough information to create the elements interconnected via content dependencies. Regarding the information loss, we consider whether all associations between the artefacts (BISA-specific and further ones) proposed by our approach and/or by the development process model are captured. For example, we investigate whether we captured the associations between testing-specific artefacts and contents in the requirements specification. We further assess the actually integrated content for, e.g., the ease of perception. Finally, we conclude with analysing whether we could achieve after the process integration an overall improvement in the development process model.

6.2.2.4 Analysis Procedures

Due to the chosen study design, statistical hypothesis testing is not applicable. Hence, we present the results of the closed questions as a chart and analyse the answers to the open questions qualitatively to further explain the answers of the closed questions.
6.2.2.5 Validity Procedures

To decrease the failure rate in the performed process integration workshops, we strictly organise them according to the steps in our approach.

Regarding the assessment, we increase the internal validity by involving an external reviewer into the assessment. To mitigate the threat of a bias toward our approach by this external reviewer, he is not involved in the study prior to the actual assessment and exclusively rates the produced process documentation. He is furthermore not allowed to access further documentation to ensure that his judgement relies only on the produced documentation.

Finally, we use cross examination by asking both open and closed questions. The open questions give both the external reviewer and the process engineer the possibility to freely express their expert opinion. The closed questions force each of them to agree on one statement.

6.2.3 Case Study Results

In the following, we describe the chosen cases and the involved subjects. We conclude the section with a description of the analysis results (of the assessment), which we structure according to our research questions.

6.2.3.1 Case Description

We conduct the case study by integrating the BISA reference model into the V-Modell XT. We already introduced the basic concepts of the V-Modell XT in the fundamentals in Sect. 2.5.3.2. For the process integration, we rely on

- the V-Modell XT Basic-EN, Version 1.1, and
- the V-Modell XT Meta Model, Version 1.3.

To conduct the prototypical realisation of the process integration, we use two tools: the V-Modell Editor, Version 3.3.8\(^1\) and the PDE-Editor 0.9.5 for V-Modell XT 1.3 (Process Development Environment Editor)\(^2\). The V-Modell editor is a tool that supports the modification of the V-Modell XT (persisted as XML) and the export of the process documentation, e.g., as a PDF document. The PDE editor offers similar functionality. It lacks, however, for an export function, but supports, in turn, a runtime check for conformance to the meta model version 1.3. In addition to those development process modelling tools, we use the V-Modell XT Project-Assistant, Version 1.3.5\(^3\). The project-assistant serves to initiate a project on the basis of a concrete V-Modell XT, i.e., to perform the tailoring and generate exemplars of the artefacts and a project plan. We use this tool to test whether we successfully integrated the BISA reference model including the corresponding tailoring profiles (see the subsequent sections).

In the following, we describe the case, organised by the single steps of the process integration.

**Analysis of Current Situation and Needs.** We first analyse both the V-Modell XT meta model (see the fundamentals in Sect. 2.5.3.2) and the meta model for artefact orientation (defined in Sect. 3.3). Both meta models rely on a similar artefact-based philosophy, i.e., the process is defined on the basis of chosen artefacts and

---

\(^1\) Available at: http://sourceforge.net/projects/fourever/files/
\(^2\) Available at: http://pde.codeplex.com/
\(^3\) Available at: http://sourceforge.net/projects/fourever/files/
those process elements (activities, milestones, roles), which are coupled to those artefacts. We establish a mapping between the basic concepts of both meta models as shown in Tab. 6.3.

**Table 6.3: Mapping of elements in the meta models (condensed).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta Model for Artefact Orientation</th>
<th>V-Modell XT Meta Model (1.3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase</td>
<td>Discipline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task, Method</td>
<td>Method Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artefact Type</td>
<td>Product Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Item</td>
<td>Topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept Type</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milestone</td>
<td>Decision Gate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Dependencies</td>
<td>Creational Dependencies &amp;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Content-related Dependencies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In scope of the mapping are the concepts used to define artefacts. The V-Modell XT defines an artefact type as a *Product Type*, which can be decomposed into *Topics*. It offers, however, no means to express the content of the content item (via "concept types"), except for an informal description, e.g., of the purpose of a product type. We thereby make use of the informal description to describe the concept model and additionally define the content dependencies of the BISA model by means of directed *Creational Dependencies* and undirected *Content-related Dependencies*. The first dependency type describes why a particular product type has been created, the latter describes that the contents of the interconnected product types relies on each other.

Once we understood the interrelations of both meta models, we analyse the actual V-Modell XT in order to identify the relevant excerpt into which to integrate the BISA model. As described in the fundamentals Sect. 2.6.4.2, the V-Modell XT offers several tailoring profiles, which group a set of logically related process elements according to project types, project type variants, and further project variables. Within those profiles, the following are of interest, since these consider requirements engineering and related product types:

1. Project type *System Development Project (Customer)* with the project type variant *Project (Customer) with one Supplier*.
2. Project type *System Development Project (Customer / Supplier)* with the project type variant *Project (Customer/Supplier) including SW-Development, Enhancement & Migration*.

Both profiles consider the beginning of a development project with the creation of a *Project Proposal*. This project proposal is used in a potentially initiated follow-up project to create the *Requirements Specification* and further product types, which are of interest for requirements engineering, e.g., the *User Task Analysis* that corresponds to a use case model.

**Conceptualisation of Development Process Model.** We conceptualise the process integration with a whiteboard sketch and focus, as a first step, on the product types (see Fig. 6.3). We distinguish with corresponding annotations product types that are created from scratch, ones that are taken over from the V-Modell XT, and ones that are replaced by the content of the BISA model.
We begin the integration by defining the (BISA-specific) product types and sketch corresponding process modules that contain those product types. The first process module to be considered is the “Initial Requirements Analysis”. This process module contains the project proposal (describing initial ideas of a system to be developed) and extends this product type with the system vision, the business specification, and the business vision. We define further process modules to contain the requirements specification (except for the system vision), which replaces the original requirements specification of the V-Modell XT.

Having integrated the product types, we conceptualise according to the process integration approach of Sect. 5.2.2

1. the dependencies between the (BISA-specific) product types and further V-Modell-specific ones taking into account the interfaces for the process integration of Sect. 4.7.
2. the corresponding roles; we create the business analyst from scratch and extend the existing requirements engineer according to our role model in Sect. 4.9.
3. the milestones for the corresponding product types.
4. the activities and the tasks.

**Realisation.** In order to facilitate the planned assessment, we focus during the realisation on the first process module sketched in Fig. 6.3. In addition, we reduce the content of the V-Modell XT with the V-Modell editor by selecting only those project types, which we see as necessary (see the analysis workshop). Furthermore, we remove un-referred elements with the PDE editor, e.g., the glossary or the method references. Otherwise, the resulting process documentation to be assessed would contain approximately 900 pages.

To realise the conceptualised process integration, we follow a top-down approach, since we first need to create the process-specific containers for the product types (see Fig. 6.4). We first define the discipline “Business Information Systems Analysis”, then the process module “Initial Requirements Analysis”, and finally the corresponding product types, each with a corresponding activity that gives guidelines for the product’s creation.
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As described in the fundamentals, the V-Modell XT defines several project types necessary for customisation. To integrate the BISA model into this customisation approach, we make use of procedure modules. A procedure model is used to define a concrete work flow on the basis of decision gates. These modules are then computed during customisation to a concrete project execution strategy. Thus, to integrate the BISA model, we create a tailoring profile

1. by defining a project type Project Study and
2. by defining corresponding procedure modules, which we use to define project execution strategies.

The designed project execution strategy is illustrated in Fig. 6.5 and shows the design of the procedures in which to potentially reach which milestone.

After testing the tailoring profile with the V-Modell XT Project-Assistant, we continue the integration by

1. defining each product type in detail (with the necessary topic definitions and content descriptions),
2. defining the roles,
3. establishing the associations between the product types and the process elements (milestones, activities, roles), and by
4. establishing the associations between the product types.

The last step considers the establishment of the associations between BISA-specific product types and V-Modell XT-specific ones. Table 6.4 summarizes the established associations. For reasons of complexity, we omit in this summary the associations within the BISA-specific products (e.g., the association between the business specification and the system vision).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BISA-specific Products</th>
<th>V-Modell XT Products</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Specification</td>
<td>User Task Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Vision</td>
<td>Project Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Demands Analysis</td>
<td>Life Cycle Cost Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Risk List</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Vision</td>
<td>Project Proposal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Requirements Specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>User Task Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall System Specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project Proposal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Problem and Change Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estimation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, we complete the process integration by exporting the resulting process documentation as a PDF, which we use in the assessment workshop.

### 6.2.3.2 Subject Description

As introduced in the subject selection, we distinguish two study participants: The process engineer is responsible for performing the process integration (supported by the author of the thesis) and assesses afterwards the approach with the corresponding process documentation. The external reviewer exclusively assesses the process documentation without insights into the actually performed process integration.

The role of the process engineer is taken by Marco Kuhrmann, a researcher of the Technische Universität München. He participated in the development and the ongoing maintenance of the V-Modell XT and also has insights into the BISA reference model. As external reviewer acts Manuel Then. He also has detailed insights into the V-Modell XT and the corresponding tool set.

### 6.2.3.3 Analysis Results

Figure 6.6 illustrates the results of the assessment, depicting the ratings of the closed questions as charts. The upper chart illustrates the ratings given by the process engineer, the lower chart illustrates the ratings given by the external reviewer. In the following, we describe the results taking into account the answers given in the open questions.
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Usability of Process Integration Approach (RQ 1). The usability of the process integration approach was exclusively assessed by the process engineer. While the ratings vary for each of the assessment criteria, there is an overall trend to a positive rating with 5 points as the lowest agreement made for a given closed question. Regarding the *ease of use of the overall approach*, he judged the approach to cover a sufficiently complete spectrum of process integration details. However, he also
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stated the approach to be complex, since it relies on complex models (meta model and BISA reference model), whereby he also needed the direct support of the author of the thesis.

He also judged the structuredness of the overall approach to be given, but noticed the approach to be defined in a generic manner so that it covers a broad spectrum of development process (meta) models into which to integrate the BISA reference model. He stated the explicit need of customising the integration approach itself according to the specialities of different development process models (like the V-Modell XT).

This need is also reflected in the rating of the unambiguity of the analysis procedure, since the analysis of the meta models and the reference models relied, to some extent, on the domain knowledge given during the integration. The actual unambiguity of the conceptualisation and construction procedure, in turn, was stated as high, while based on the assumption that the results of the analysis procedure were valid.

The need of specialising the process integration approach according to different development process (meta) models takes similar effects on the rated minimality of the overall approach. The minimality of the approach suffers, although being generically described, from the actual trend to cover as many development process models as possible.

He judged the sustainability of the performed process integration to be given, but stated that the error-proneness also depends on the goals of the process integration and the used (tool) infrastructure. He judged that the fact of using a standardised development process model with the currently available tools directly supported the sustainability. He doubted, however, that such a sustainability would be given if referring to, e.g., the Software Engineering – Metamodel for Development Methodologies (SEMDM). In his opinion, such an integration would exclusively have an academic value due to the missing (tool) infrastructure.

Finally, the process engineer rated the productivity of the performed approach as high, because we needed three workshops (each of one day) to generate the overall process documentation. His judgment also relied on his experiences with previously performed modifications of the V-Modell XT.

Usability of generated Process Documentation (RQ 2). The usability of the generated process documentation is assessed by both the process engineer and the external reviewer. Both ratings vary, but show same trends.

The syntactic completeness of the BISA reference model was rated as high, since each element could be integrated with respect to the performed interpretation of both (meta) models during the analysis. However, this interpretation was acknowledged to lead to a certain information loss, since the missing possibilities to define a concept model for each artefact type (product type) had to be compensated by informal content descriptions and content-related dependencies. The external reviewer additionally stated that the content-related dependencies were, in parts, hardly comprehensible due to the informal content descriptions. The syntactic completeness of the development process model was rated, in turn, with the highest grade, because the process integration was even re-using existing elements in the V-Modell XT, e.g., the project proposal, and furthermore adding BISA-specific product types.

Since we reused some elements in the V-Modell XT, the participants also rated that the compatibility of the integrated elements could have suffered. In particular, they stated that the compatibility seems to be generally given. However, it could not be proven whether the resulting process documentation was still completely free of
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redundancies and / or contradictory assertions, whereby an additional case study would be necessary at project level.

Regarding the information loss in the artefact dependencies, they stated that all the dependencies between the BISA artefacts and the V-Modell XT product types could be expressed. The process engineer stated that this also resulted from the dependencies generically proposed by the BISA reference model (see Sect. 4.7). The external reviewer, in turn, stated that not all dependencies could be formally checked within the review of the process documentation, since the content-related product dependencies were established between product types of different process modules. Hence, his rating relied, to some extent, on assumptions and his existing knowledge of the V-Modell XT.

The participants agreed on the ease of perception, but judged that this also depends on the qualification of the team members who would apply the corresponding part of the process documentation. According to the process engineer, this criterion is not seen as an important measure of success, since the details in the contents have to be communicated at project level rather than at organisational level. The external reviewer, however, judged the contents to be easily communicable.

Regarding the rating of the unambiguity, the external reviewer judged that the unambiguity could have suffered due to the informally described content model.

Finally, both the process engineer and the external reviewer rated an overall content improvement of the development process model, since it offered an approach to perform a requirements engineering approach for the particular domain of business information systems, which yet has been missing. However, they also stated that the significance of the improvement could only be evaluated by performing another case study, in which to apply the model at project level (see also the next case study).

6.2.3.4 Evaluation of Validity

In the following, we evaluate the validity of the case study with respect to the

• Construct Validity that indicates the appropriateness of the study design with respect to the objectives and research questions.
• Internal Validity that indicates whether the study execution might have been influenced by side effects distorting the study results.
• External Validity that indicates to which degree the study design allows for generalisation of the results, i.e., that indicates the appropriateness of the case and subject selection with respect to the objectives and research questions.

Construct Validity. Regarding the construct validity, we cannot guarantee that the assessment criteria in the questionnaire completely represent our research questions. In addition, we could only simulate the process integration to some extent, since we did not integrate the approach during the case study into the processes of a real company. Thus, the effects of, e.g., organisational cultures could not be analysed. We see this as a minor threat, because we referred to a development process model that is practically used and aimed with the study at evaluating the technical applicability, which would barely change in an industrial setting.

Another threat is given by the subjective interpretation of the study participants during the assessment. However, we were particularly interested in their expert opinion and accordingly selected representative study subjects.

4 See also the contribution from Knapp [Kna09], which introduces the different types of validity in detail.
Internal Validity. The internal validity could be threatened by a bias towards the process integration approach, because the process engineer was involved in the development of the V-Modell XT and related approaches, which served, in part, to structure the process integration approach (see Sect. 5.2). This threat is, however, only minor, because the process engineer is neither benchmarking the V-Modell XT itself, nor his original approach.

As described in the validity procedures, we additionally performed a cross examination by referring to closed and open questions. Thus, each rating in the closed question includes a comprehensible rationale. Since we also involved an external reviewer for the assessment and the results of both interviews show same trends, we see the internal validity to be sufficiently ensured.

External Validity. As we exclusively evaluated the applicability of technical aspects of a process integration into a development process model (and omitted the last process integration step), we cannot generalise our findings to a process integration in an industrial setting. The applicability of the last step can only be assumed, because the process integration approach is also based on the experiences made during the development of our BISA reference model and its integration into a development process model of a particular company (Sect. 3.3.3). Still, even if we would have evaluated the process integration in another industrial setting, the results could not be generalised to general assertions, because organisational cultures are barely comparable.

6.3 Case Study 2: Customisation at Project Level

In this section, we present a case study that considers the application of our contributions at project level. In this case study, we take a practitioners perspective and evaluate the practical usage of our contributions: the artefact-based reference model (Chp. 4) to be applied in a project and the corresponding customisation procedure (Chp. 5.3).

In Sect. 6.3.1, we introduce the research objective and the industrial context of the case study. In Sect. 6.3.2, we introduce the study design, which we organise again according to the guideline proposed by Runeson et al. [RH09]. The results of the study are presented in Sect. 6.3.3, before discussing these results in Sect. 6.4.

The subsequently presented case study extends our contribution in [MFLPW11].

6.3.1 Research Objective and Context

Our objective is to evaluate our contributions at project level in an industrial context. Because our artefact-based reference model has been developed, evaluated, and used as the standard reference model at Capgemini TS (see the chosen validity procedure in Sect. 3.3.3), we gained practical experience there.

However, we have little empirical evidence on how the approach tackles particular problems beyond that, i.e., what the benefits and limitations of our approach are and whether our approach not only is yet another specific-purpose approach. Hence, we want to investigate whether our approach can be generally applied in real projects independent of the organisational culture of particular companies and whether it satisfies the objectives of the thesis stated in Sect. 1.2. We want to know whether our contributions satisfy the need of guiding the definition of a flexible RE process, which supports the creation of precise results.
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For this, we apply our artefact-based reference model and the customisation approach in a comparative case study. In this study, we analyse the actual RE process and the resulting artefacts in a development project at Siemens, which develops a traffic control system. We apply our artefact-based approach in the same context and compare both our approach and the previously used one with respect to possible improvements in the performed process and in the quality of the resulting artefacts.

Table 6.5 states our objective according to the goal definition template [WRH+02].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analyse</th>
<th>the integrated reference model and the customisation approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>for the purpose of evaluation</td>
<td>quality improvements in comparison to the previously performed RE process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with respect to their project participants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from the point of view of the</td>
<td>a software development project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in the context of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3.2 Case Study Design

In the following, we introduce the chosen case study design. After defining the research questions of the study, we describe how we select the case and the subjects. We then describe how we collect and analyse the data, before concluding with a discussion on the validity procedures.

6.3.2.1 Research Questions

The goal is to investigate the advantages and limitations in the application of our artefact-based BISA reference model and the customisation approach in an industrial project environment. In order to evaluate our objectives in offering a means to construct a flexible RE process that supports the creation of precise artefacts in response to individual project parameters, we formulate three research questions. These consider both the quality of the process and of the produced artefacts.

RQ 1. Does the artefact-based approach improve the usability of the RE reference process?

One aim of artefact orientation consists in achieving flexibility in the RE process, i.e., in supporting the application of the BISA reference model at project level in response to volatile project parameters. Thus, our first research question aims at analysing whether we can achieve an improvement in the usability of the overall RE reference process with respect to its application in a particular project.

RQ 2. Does the artefact-based approach improve the syntactic quality of the created artefacts?

Once we analysed the actual process for creating the artefacts with respect to individual project influences, we want to know whether the created artefacts are of higher syntactic quality due to the underlying artefact-based philosophy of our approach.
RQ 3. Does the artefact-based approach improve the semantic quality of the created artefacts?

Finally, for implementing the requirements it is not only important that the syntactic quality is high, but also that the requirements are stated correctly and sufficiently detailed, i.e., the semantic quality is high. Thus, although our contributions are specifically intended to improve the syntactic quality of the created artefacts, we still want to know whether the approach also improves their semantic quality.

6.3.2.2 Case and Subject Selection

In the following, we describe the case and the subject selection.

Case Selection. We apply the artefact-based reference model and the corresponding customisation approach to a software development project and repeat the RE process for a part of the system under consideration. Both the case and the subject selection are opportunistic, because we need a real development project and access to its participants and documentation. Nevertheless, we choose a project that considers a similar application domain as the one in which our contributions have been developed but differs in its industrial context. Especially, we are interested in an evolving system, because Capgemini TS mostly replaces legacy applications completely by new systems.

To select a representative part of the system, we hold a discussion between the industry participants and researchers. We select a set of business domains (logically clustering potential processes and use cases, see Sect. 4.4.2) for which corresponding stakeholders are available. This way, the approach can be conducted entirely including the creation of both artefact types (the business and the requirements specification).

Subject Selection. We define three main groups of participants as study subjects:

1. Industry Participants: We assign experts from industry responsible for performing the (baseline) RE phase of the system development project under consideration. Ideally, they have different viewpoints on the requirements specification, e.g., product managers and developers.
2. Researchers: We additionally assign researchers, familiar with our approach, to take the role of the business analyst and the requirements engineer and to support the customisation procedure at the industry partner.
3. External Reviewer: We again call in an external reviewer not involved in the actual process in order to achieve an unbiased assessment of the produced specifications.

6.3.2.3 Data Collection Procedures

The collection of the data for the case study comprises the participation of the researchers in the RE workshops, as well as a concluding assessment of the performed process by the industry participants and the external reviewer. We first perform the process according to the customisation approach as part of a series of workshops between the researchers and the industry participants. Afterwards, we assess the process and the produced artefacts in direct comparison to the legacy process previously used in the company. The industry participants and the researchers do an internal assessment of the performed process and the produced
artefacts. An external reviewer is called in especially for conducting an independent external assessment of the produced artefacts. Figure 6.7 depicts the procedure, which we explain in the following in detail.

**Requirements Engineering Workshops**

We conduct the steps of the artefact-based customisation approach (Sect. 5.3.3) in a series of workshops. In these workshops, the researchers and the industry participants are present while the researchers are assigned to the BISA-specific roles.

**Initial Project Set-Up.** At a kick-off workshop, the researchers present the BISA reference model and the customisation approach. We customise the BISA reference model to initially set up the project. We select the artefacts to be created, decide on a document structure preferable by the industry participants, assign the roles, define the milestones for when to complete the artefacts, and finally agree on the used tool infrastructure. Restrictions on, e.g., the chosen milestones are initially documented as organisational requirements. Then, we discuss a set of specification documents, which we use as further input for the initial artefacts’ content. This input includes a description of the business goals, the relevant stakeholders, and the business domains. We use the latter to organise the subsequent workshops.

**Dynamic Content Creation.** As part of the second customisation stage, we perform a workshop for each of the agreed business domains. In each of the workshops, we discuss the business processes of a domain and corresponding use cases. We use both the processes and the use cases to initially sketch the corresponding vision documents (business vision and the system vision). For the documentation of the requirements and the attributes, we use the template shown in appendix C. This template summarises the relevant attributes defined by the artefact model for the requirements. After each of the workshops, the researchers then further specify the artefacts’ contents on the basis of the given information, i.e., they complete the...
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use cases or infer probable system quality requirements, which are presented and approved at the beginning of the next workshop. If making a particular decision relating to the content creation, they document this decision within the BISA diary.

Approval and Acceptance. One limitation of the case study known in advance results from the fact that the BISA reference model is not integrated into the chosen (industry) development process model. Thus, we omit the last step in the customisation approach that considers the “reflection at a decision gate” on the consequences of potentially underspecified artefacts to further development activities that rely on those artefacts. We compensate this missing possibility of reflection by a formal approval and acceptance of the created artefacts. This means that after having created the content for each of the identified business domains, i.e., when reaching the agreed milestones, we jointly review the artefacts and the industry participants can reject or accept them with the possibility to demand further changes.

Assessment

We perform the assessment similarly as done in the first case study (see Sect. 6.2.2.3). As a preparation for the assessment, each industry participant and the external reviewer review both the previously documented specification documents and the BISA artefacts. As a guideline for this review, the reviewers get a questionnaire that will later be used in the interviews.

The goal of both interviews is to answer the questionnaire, which includes a set for different assessment criteria. Since the external reviewer has no insights into the actually performed process, the assessment criteria in his questionnaire is mostly reduced to the ones that consider the quality of the produced results. For each assessment criteria, we define a closed and an open question. In a closed question, we ask for the agreement to a given positivistic statement. It can be answered on a Likert scale from 1 = I strongly disagree to 8 = I strongly agree. We choose again an 8-point scale to avoid that the interviewees check the middle. In the open question, we ask for their expert opinion and the interviewee answers as free text. This open question is also used for additional remarks and explanations regarding the selected grade on the Likert scale. The condensed questionnaire with the statements of the closed questions is shown in Table 6.6.

To answer RQ 1, we ask for information on the execution of the process, respectively the customisation approach. Since only the industry participants and researchers were present while performing the process, only the industry participants will answer this part of the questionnaire. An exception is given by the assessment of the sustainability of the approach that is analysed by the external reviewer (only he can objectively analyse whether the process is reproducible on the basis of given documentation).

We answer RQ 2 by assessing the syntactic structure of the specifications. This includes the structuring of the artefacts into topics, which, e.g., provide an easy understanding of traceability from high-level requirements to detailed ones. We additionally investigate the content in the artefacts with respect to cross-references between different content items, which serve, e.g., as background information or as a rationale.

Regarding RQ 3, we assess the actual content of the produced specifications. To rate the minimality and the completeness of the requirements, deep domain

\[5\] We exclusively make use of the document templates generated with the V-Modell XT tool set.
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Table 6.6: Questionnaire for the assessment (condensed closed questions).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Use</td>
<td>The approach is clear and understandable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td>The process and the taken decisions are reproducible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectivity</td>
<td>All contents are used in subsequent development activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>The approach supports a flexible process in response to individual project characteristics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>The perceived productivity was high.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structuredness</td>
<td>The RE process is systematic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syn. Consistency</td>
<td>Elements in the specifications are used consistently.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>The complexity in the cross-references is low.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syn. Completeness</td>
<td>All necessary syntactic elements are given in the reference model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syn. Minimality</td>
<td>There are no unnecessary syntactic elements in the specifications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modularity</td>
<td>The specification is organised in modules, separated according to certain topics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traceability</td>
<td>Each requirement has a rationale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Perception</td>
<td>The specifications are well-suited to be understood by people not involved into the process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unambiguity</td>
<td>The requirements are stated unambiguously.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testability</td>
<td>The fulfilment of each requirement is measurable / testable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sem. Completeness</td>
<td>All stakeholder needs are reflected by the specifications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sem. Minimality</td>
<td>There are no needless requirements in the specifications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sem. Consistency</td>
<td>There are no contradictory statements in the specification.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

knowledge is necessary. Therefore, only the industry participants can answer these two questions.

6.3.2.4 Analysis Procedures

Same as in the first case study, statistical hypothesis testing is not applicable. Therefore, we present the results of the closed questions as a radar chart. We analyse the answers to the open questions qualitatively to further explain the answers of the closed questions, and to discuss the differences between the legacy process and the BISA-specific one.

6.3.2.5 Validity Procedures

To increase the reliability of the statements of the industry participants and, thus, the internal validity, we perform a group interview. Through the interaction between the group members, memories and experiences of the participants are stimulated. This way, they can produce insights that would be less accessible without this technique. Furthermore, the different group participants serve as quality control, because extreme opinions are filtered out by the participants [LT02].

Additionally, researcher triangulation is used to increase internal validity: in addition to the assessment of the specifications by the industrial participants (internal assessment), the assessment is done by a researcher not participating in the whole process (external assessment). Moreover, methodological triangulation is used by asking both open and closed questions. Through the open questions the interviewees can express their opinion.
more freely. On the other side, the closed questions force them to agree on one statement.

To mitigate the threat of a bias toward the BISA artefacts by the external reviewer, he is not involved in the study prior to the actual assessment. He is not allowed access to further documents, like background information, to ensure that his judgment relies only on the produced artefacts.

### 6.3 Case Study Results

After the description of the cases and subjects, we describe the assessment results and structure them according to the research questions. For reasons of confidentiality, we cannot give detailed information on the (baseline) RE approach, the system under consideration, or illustrate the exact content of the involved artefacts.

#### 6.3.3.1 Case Description

The case study is conducted with a department of Siemens AG. This department develops a traffic control system (TCS). The system is a hybrid of geographically distributed embedded controllers in traffic lights and a central information processing and monitoring system. To stick to the application domain for which our contributions have been developed, the analysed sub-system is such a monitoring system of the TCS.

The TCS is in production for more than 30 years, while each year a new release is developed. In each of those releases, Siemens conducts a development project with an RE process that takes three months. Table 6.7 briefly summarises selected background information on the envisioned development project in which we apply the BISA approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Scope</th>
<th>Re-design of TCS monitoring system to efficiently support the idealised business processes of the business domains Operations, Maintenance, and Planning of traffic signalling.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>Market represented by communes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectives</td>
<td>Reduction of customer complaints and service requests. Compliance to local juridical authorities. Compliance to international environments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The development process model used by Siemens is based on the Siemens Reference Process House, which underlies the activity-based philosophy. The reference model is characterised by a set of milestones and corresponding methods, which are used to document the requirements in natural language into previously structured, self-contained Excel Specifications.

In the following, we describe the requirements engineering workshops performed in the introduced context.

**Initial Project Set-Up.** We agree on the project scope as summarised in Tab. 6.7 and assign the roles to the industry participants and the researchers (see also the following section describing the subjects). We define the milestones following time-boxing so that the produced artefacts can be, providing their acceptance,
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taken into account during the ongoing release development. We agree on documenting the business specification and the requirements specification. We structure both artefact types in a joint discussion according to the structuring possibilities illustrated in appendix B.1. The business demands analysis, and the risk status report are both omitted right from the beginning of the project due to, e.g., the chosen time-boxing and the weak access to the market needs (we document those reasons within the BISA diary). Furthermore, we sketch a project plan including appointments for the next requirements engineering workshops, which are organised according to the business domains depicted in the project scope of Tab. 6.7.

After the initial kick-off workshop, the researchers prepare the tool infrastructure according to the agreements made during the workshop. This includes the establishment of the CASE tools and of the project repository used to persist an initial set of project parameters to which we refer during the content creation of the artefacts. Regarding the used tool infrastructure, the BISA artefacts are recorded in Microsoft Word documents. To specify the content of the BISA artefacts, we extended the Enterprise Architect, Version 7.5 with an add-in. This add-in is based on an UML profile that defines, in conformance to the concepts given in our artefact model, individual modelling shapes to specify, e.g., business processes and goal graphs. Appendix C gives further information on the used tool and the performed extension, as well as on the project repository and its creation.

**Dynamic Content Creation.** For the content creation of the specification documents, we consider the activities of three different business domains, which are supported by the monitoring system: Planning, Operations, and Maintenance (see Tab. 6.7). During operations, an operator is provided by the system with communication and controller states. In case of anomalies, these states are analysed and an initial fault clearance is initiated. Furthermore, the operators perform statistical analysis over a chosen period of time, and in case of traffic accidents they provide juridical evidence about the actual status of the corresponding traffic lights.

![Figure 6.8](image_url)

Figure 6.8: Exemplary (operations) use cases.

Figure 6.8 illustrates an exemplary excerpt of the resulting requirements specification, which contains the use case overview for the business domain “Operations”. Regarding decision taking during the content creation, we document each decision and the underlying project parameter in the BISA diary created with Microsoft Word. The BISA diary contains general content-related decisions as well
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as (business) domain-specific decisions; for instance, we remove, in general, the
time constraints from the requirements attributes to be captured, since the industry
participants cannot commit themselves to concrete releases. An example for
a domain-specific decision is, e.g., that we document business services instead of
detailed business process models, because we decide for time-boxing.

In total, our project repository includes 31 project parameters (see appendix C). The
BISA diary includes after the content creation as a whole 26 project parameters
of which 8 are directly reused from the repository. This leads to a re-use ratio
of approx. 30 % without a particular training phase for the repository involving
several projects in a similar industrial context.

Approval and Acceptance. The researchers send the created artefacts (without
the BISA diary) to the industry participants for an approval. After working in
the given last feedback, the produced specifications are accepted and internally
distributed within the development department.

6.3.3.2 Subject Description

As described in the subject selection, there are three groups of participants. In the
group industry participants there are two roles, which we assign to three employees
of Siemens AG.

The Product Manager is responsible for defining the requirements for the control
and monitoring system from the customer/user viewpoint. He thereby represents
potential customers. The Project Lead is responsible for broader management activ-
ities of the development department. Regarding requirements engineering, he is
responsible for negotiating the requirements with the product manager.

The group of researchers consists of three software engineering researchers from
the Technische Universität München with a special focus on requirements engi-
neering. Apart from the author of the thesis, we choose Klaus Lochmann and Bir-
git Penzenstadler to participate in the RE workshops, since they also have detailed
knowledge on RE in general and the BISA approach in particular.

Stefan Wagner of the Technische Universität München acts as external reviewer.
He also has knowledge about RE. He is, however, exclusively involved in the as-
essment and excluded from the requirements engineering workshops.

6.3.3.3 Analysis Results

Figure 6.9 illustrates the results of the assessment as a radar plot, depicting the
ratings of the closed questions. The upper radar plot summarises the ratings given
by the industry participants, the lower radar plot summarises the ratings given by
the external reviewer. We subsequently summarise the results taking into account
the answers given in the open questions.

Usability of the Process (RQ 1). The BISA approach achieves an improvement
of the usability in the process. The industry participants judged the BISA approach
as easier to use due to its flexibility and its guidance given by the artefact model.
In the interview, they explained that BISA defines a clear customised process. It
needs, however, guidance during its customisation whereby deep knowledge in
the approach (“skills”) is needed. The activity-based legacy process, used to pro-
duce the Excel specification, is more ad-hoc, since it offers no guidance with respect
to individual project situations.
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As our customisation approach gives guidance on structuring elicitation workshops according to logically related requirements clusters (business domains), they also saw an increase of the structuredness in the approach. The industry participants also stated an improvement in the effectivity as they noticed a higher accep-

Figure 6.9: Analysis results shown as radar plots.
tance ratio in the requirements, i.e., less requirements had to be re-adjusted and negotiated with corresponding architects after acceptance.

Regarding the productivity, they concluded that the BISA approach is more heavyweight due to the artefact-based reference model, which demands for the specification of several topics in a certain syntactic quality. Still, they see this artefact-based approach to be beneficial if a previously unknown system is specified from scratch. However, if all participants already have a common understanding of the problem space (as in the department where the case study was conducted), then a more lightweight approach also seems adequate. Therefore, they judged productivity to be equal in both approaches.

Regarding the sustainability of the approach, the external reviewer stated that the BISA process could be reproduced. The reason is to be seen in the BISA diary, which documents all the made decisions leading to the created artefacts. In contrast to the BISA process, he could not reproduce the legacy process, because he was only confronted with the produced Excel specification.

**Syntactic Quality of the Artefacts (RQ 2).** Both the internal and external reviewers assessed the syntactic quality of the specifications. The internal reviewers judged the syntactic completeness to have slightly increased in BISA. They explained that in the Excel specification, they are able to define columns for all information needed. The restriction on Excel, however, excludes further possibilities for a syntactic representation, e.g., by referring to description techniques like the ones given in the UML. On the other hand, Excel offers filtering functions that can be used to aggregate needed information. BISA offers far more syntactic elements and proposes different description techniques for representing the contents, which are better suited for certain kinds of information.

This is also reflected by the judgment of the external review, who stated BISA to be substantially better regarding syntactic completeness. The reason is that the artefact model and the supported description techniques in BISA are more specific and therefore easier to understand to external people. The assessment is supported by the statement of the internal reviewers that the syntactic elements in Excel are inconsistently used, since they allow for an ambiguous interpretation. Thus, the meaning of the syntactic elements often remains unclear.

Both reviewers judged that there are less unused syntactic elements in BISA. The external reviewer noted, for example, that the column “state” in Excel is never used. One reason for the syntactic minimality of BISA is that the artefact model has been continuously customised.

The judgment on the traceability is different for both reviewers. The internal reviewers see a marginal increase in traceability in BISA, while the external reviewer assesses the traceability in the Excel specifications with the lowest grade and that of BISA with the highest. The reason for this difference can be found in the explanations the internal reviewers gave in the interview. They acknowledge that there is no rationale for requirements given in Excel. They know, however, that there are other documents in their company where the rationales are implicitly given. They further acknowledge that background information, like goals, are specified in BISA more comprehensively and structuredly. The difference in the judgment is further explained by the comments of the external reviewer. He could not discover any rationales for requirements in Excel, thus he judged the traceability with the lowest grade. In the BISA artefacts, however, he sees a clear top-down hierarchy given by the refinement notion in the artefact model, whereby implicitly necessary domain knowledge is made explicit.
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Semantic Quality of the Artefacts (RQ 3). Both the internal and external reviewers judged the testability of the requirements slightly better in BISA than in the Excel specifications. The testability, as well as the unambiguity, are improved in BISA, because the artefact model proposes a strict content model including several requirements attributes, such as acceptance criteria. Furthermore, both reviewers noticed that the free text formulations in the Excel specifications allows for more freedom in interpreting them. Again, the artefact model reduced this freedom and gives more guidance in the creation of precise artefacts. The internal reviewers, however, judged the resulting contents to be more perceptible by the development department rather than for the product management, since the content model demands for detailed specification of, e.g., architectural constraints.

The semantic consistency could be judged only by the internal reviewers, because of their domain knowledge. They rated the semantic consistency for the BISA artefacts slightly higher than for the Excel specification, because the dependencies in the artefact model are more suitable to find inconsistencies. The semantic completeness was stated to be higher in the BISA artefacts for a similar reason. The artefact model and the customisation approach supports a structured discussion of business needs and requirements, which were not considered before.

6.3.3.4 Evaluation of Validity

In the following, we evaluate the validity of the case study with respect to the construct validity, the internal validity, and the external validity.

Construct Validity. Regarding the construct validity, we see the threat that the used questionnaire might not adequately represent the research questions. Although the questionnaire was developed jointly by all researchers participating in the study, it cannot be ensured that there are no topics missing.

Furthermore, we could not evaluate the customisation approach in full. In particular, we refer to the reflection at the decision gates, which we had to omit, because the approach was integrated into V-Modell XT (using in the case study the generated Microsoft Word templates), but not integrated into the development process model of Siemens. Hence, it was not possible to associate the BISA artefacts with further elements of the Siemens reference process, which would allow for a investigation of the effects of potentially underspecified BISA artefacts to other ones. However, we performed a formal approval and acceptance of the produced artefacts in which the industry participants reviewed the artefacts based on their knowledge about further going steps and artefacts in the development process.

Another possible threat to the construct validity is given by the used tool extension. The tools were extended according to the artefact model, but we used no conformance constraints to (automatically) ensure the syntactic conformance of the produced artefacts to the reference model. However, the case study was small enough to check this conformance manually. In addition, only the researchers who had detailed knowledge on the approach applied the artefact model.

A final threat to the construct validity is given by the subjective interpretation during the assessment. For instance, the industry participants rated the productivity equally in both approaches (with respect to unknown domains). This rating was given on the basis of their experiences and expectations on, e.g., a decrease of communication and negotiation needs and, in particular, an expected decrease of change requests. A statistically sound assertion would need, however, an observation of the project over its whole life cycle including also the investigation.

6 See Sect. 6.2.3.4 introducing the three types of validity.
of change requests and their implementation. Hence, we cannot completely avoid this threat and have to rely on the expert judgement of the industry participants arising from the development and maintenance of the envisioned system. Still, we improve the participants’ objectivity through the intensive discussions of the answers and their different view points.

**Internal Validity.** The internal validity could be threatened by a bias towards the BISA artefacts of the reviewers, because the external reviewer has detailed insights into the original development of the BISA approach. This threat is only minor for the internal reviewers, because they are comparing their legacy specification with the BISA artefacts.

Another threat to the internal validity could be that both specifications could have been created with a different effort. The better completeness and traceability of the BISA artefacts, for example, could be explained by more effort dedicated to it. However, this threat is seen as minor, because both approaches got the same rating on the productivity. As explained in the validity procedures, a researcher triangulation was done to mitigate reliability threats. When comparing the results of the internal and external assessment, we can see that the answers are differing, but have the same trend. This fact strengthens our confidence in the collected data. Also, the methodological triangulation supports the internal validity. We could not find major contradictions between the explanations given in the open questions and the rating of the closed questions.

**External Validity.** Regarding the external validity, the major concern is the generalisability of the results, because we conducted this particular case study only in one company. From the viewpoint of the industry and research participants, however, a representative part of the system under consideration was selected.

### 6.4 Discussion and Conclusion

In the following, we give a summary of our conclusions and discuss the implications our case studies have. We then discuss the relation of our study to existing evidence, before concluding with a discussion of given limitations inherent in the chosen case study design.

#### 6.4.1 Summary of Conclusions

The thesis aims at the establishment of an integrated, artefact-based reference model suitable to cover the needs of a customisable requirements engineering approach for the application domain of business information systems.

For this, we interpreted our meta model of Chp. 3 in an industrial context considering the analysis of business information systems to ensure the validity for the envisioned application domain (see Sect. 3.3.3). Based on this meta model and on its domain-specific interpretation, we established a customisation approach that considers the process integration of the reference model into a development process model and that customises the reference model at project level. Regarding the latter, we transferred the principles of decision support to the new artefact-based philosophy to guide in the creation of the artefacts in direct response to project characteristics that influence the degree of completeness in the artefacts.
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In the chapter at hand, we conducted two case studies as a means to evaluate our contributions in a qualitative manner. In the first case study (Sect. 6.2.2), we performed a process integration of our artefact-based reference model into the V-Modell XT following our procedure introduced in Sect. 5.2.2. In the second case study (Sect. 6.3), we customised our reference model to the needs of an individual industrial project environment following our procedure introduced in Sect. 5.3.3. We then compared the results to the RE approach previously used in the same industrial context.

**Key Findings.** With the case studies at hand, we showed that we achieved with our contributions the research objectives of the thesis. In particular, we showed with the first case study that our contributions are suitable to perform a structured process integration. The defined process integration approach seems to be, in general, usable while leading to a high quality process documentation. Although our approach showed to be generically defined to cover the specialities of different development process models, we could perform the analysis procedure and, finally, construct an integrated approach that achieves an overall content improvement of the envisioned development process model. The study participants rated the resulting process documentation overall positively, since we could, e.g., ensure the syntactic completeness of the development process model, while performing perceptible content improvements with respect to the needs of a particular application domain. However, although the BISA reference model seems to be unambiguously integrated into the development process model, the reviewers also stated that it still had to be evaluated at project level.

With the second case study, we performed such an evaluation in an industrial project environment. We performed a benchmark comparison in which we rated our approach and its customisation capabilities with respect to the previously used activity-based approach. The study participants rated our contributions to achieve an improvement of the syntactic quality in the results, but also in the semantic quality. We could achieve, for example, an improvement of the completeness and the consistency in the results, since our reference model guided in the creation of the artefacts w.r.t. the basic concepts and dependencies for the envisioned application domain. At the same time, the performed RE process proved to be flexible enough to cover the individual project characteristics.

We set up a project repository with 31 project parameters gained from our previously performed field study (see appendix C). We used those parameters to assist decision taking during the content creation of the artefacts and documented each decision in the BISA diary. We could achieve a re-use ratio in the parameters of approx. 30 %, while supporting with the diary a reproducible process that abstracts from complex specialities of the actually performed process.

**Discovered Limitations.** Despite the evidence given on the satisfaction of our research objectives, we also discovered limitations in our contributions.

The process integration approach needs further specialisation for chosen development process models into which the BISA reference model shall be integrated. This need considers, in particular, the analysis procedure and the critical interpretation of both meta models. The specialisation of our approach, e.g., by means of profiles, would also positively affect the unambiguity of the defined process integration steps.

At project level, we discovered two particular limitations in our contributions. One limitation is that our artefact-based reference model seeks more a technically affine audience. We do not, however, consider this as a severe limitation. For the
customer-specific stakeholders, we can increase the ease of perception of the created artefacts by choosing an appropriate syntax for their representation. For the development-specific roles, we see the necessary abilities to be a prerequisite for creating and controlling the artefacts (see Sect. 4.9). Another limitation is that our approach seeks more an application in unknown problem domains, e.g., reflected by the productivity.

6.4.2 Impact / Implications

In addition to considering more unknown problem domains, the establishment of artefact orientation is, in general, an elaborate task (see the development procedure described in Sect. 3.3.3). However, taking RE as a critical process that is mostly driven by uncertainty, it is important to support an integrated and flexible process design leading to high quality results. We could show that artefact orientation is promising to satisfy exactly those demands.

At project level, we showed, e.g., an increase of both the syntactic and semantic completeness and consistency of the artefacts, while those were flexibly and reproducibly created in response to individual project needs. We already argued in the fundamentals Sect. 2.6.4.1 that activity-based approaches and (situational) method engineering lacks of means to ensure the syntactic compatibility of (composed) methods potentially leading to inconsistencies in the artefacts, since the concepts incorporated within the different methods do not define explicit relationships to each other. In fact, we could show with the case study significant improvements of the syntactic consistency between the created artefacts and their contents.

From a practitioner’s perspective, the results thus show that the effort necessary to establish an artefact-based RE approach should be justified by the resulting benefits. From a researcher’s perspective, it seems promising to investigate more the field of artefact orientation to integrate existing methods for different application domains rather than exclusively focussing on the development of further isolated specific-purpose methods and description techniques with a limited area of action.

6.4.3 Relation to Existing Evidence

To the best of our knowledge, there does not exist any comprehensible case study that analyses specific activity-based approaches, artefacts-based ones, and, in particular, both in direct comparison. Hence, the case studies at hand close this gap in literature.

In fact, while most of the advantages of artefact orientation (stated in our context) still were based on arguments and, in parts, on assumptions, we could finally give evidence on those advantages.

6.4.4 Case Study Limitations

Inherent in case study research are given limitations, which can result in possible threats to the validity. First, both studies were single-project studies focussing each on one particular case and, thus, we had to cope with a small number of cases and subjects as a whole. The lack of data from multiple studies, which would allow empirically significant assertions on our observations, results in the threat that we cannot generalise from our findings in the cases studies [KPP94]. For example, although we showed in the second case study that the application of our artefact-based approach results in several improvements with respect to the previously used activity-based RE process, we cannot generalise this finding to the (to some
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extent) more philosophical question if artefact orientation in general “is always better” than activity orientation. Second, we limited the case studies not only in the number of cases and subjects, but also in the envisioned application domain. However, our intention was not the empirically sound investigation of general benefits of artefact orientation, since we already have analysed and discussed these in Chp. 3 depending on concrete objectives that can be followed when deciding for artefact orientation. Instead, we wanted to give evidence on whether we satisfied our particular objectives with respect to the particular application domain for which our contributions have been developed.

In other words, we wanted to investigate whether we successfully tackled given shortcomings in available approaches and achieved the expected improvements in a particular setting, which we finally did.
Requirements engineering is a critical discipline that is driven by uncertainty. It is recognised that the basic knowledge about RE is often missing in practice [NSK00], whereby projects have little guidance in defining a systematic process that effectively copes with uncertain project situations. Available studies show that the RE process capability often suffers in practice [BHR03] implying a quality downstream of the produced artefacts, and finally potentially leading to project failures [Gro, KT07]. An improvement of RE capabilities is therefore known to be the key for successful and efficient projects [DC06].

While available studies give valuable insights into RE processes and their relations to project’s success in general, we still had weak knowledge about the practical understanding of RE, potential problems in projects, and the consequences of those problems on the quality of the created artefacts. We thus performed an own problem analysis with a field study [MFWLB10, MFWL*12] (see Sect. 1.5). We analysed the establishment and the performance of RE processes in an industrial context considering different software development projects and their characteristics.

At organisational level, we showed that there is a missing awareness of an RE process that captures the basic concepts of the application domain. The discipline is treated in isolation neglecting the integration of its domain-specific concepts into concrete development process models. Hence, a reference model is missing that would enable an explicit transfer of domain knowledge among different projects. At project level, we discovered 31 project parameters that further barrier the appropriate choice of methods and their application during project execution and, thus, hamper the decisions on what artefacts to produce and on how to produce them in a syntactically consistent and complete manner. An observed consequence of missing company-wide references models and the diversity in the project influences is that project participants often act in a solution-oriented way. This is reflected in the quality of the produced artefacts being incomplete.

On the one hand, we thus could show that projects still have to face the problems existing since the late 1970’s, where 46% to 50% of analysed IT development projects didn’t pay sufficient attention to RE [Boe06, Hos87, Boe79]. On the other hand, we could track the problems down to particular underlying project characteristics and root causes, to be seen in the missing support of a flexible process that captures the concepts of an application domain in an integrated manner.
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Hence, motivated by our study, we defined in Sect. 1.2 the research objectives of this thesis. We aimed at defining an approach that

1. captures a model blueprint (reference model) of the basic modelling concepts of an application domain serving in development projects as orientation to create syntactically complete and consistent results.

2. gives guidance to:
   a) integrate, at organisational level, the isolated reference model into the development life cycle by establishing associations between the elements of the reference model and the elements of a development process model.
   b) customise the reference model at project level in direct response to individual, volatile project characteristics, which affect the completeness of the artefacts additionally supporting the reflection on the consequences of potentially underspecified artefacts on further development activities.

We argued that available related work in the area of activity orientation and method engineering could not sufficiently tackle the problems stated above. Available approaches rely on the idea of selecting and combining methods to a particular process rather than integrating and applying those methods considering their syntactic compatibility and the consistency in the resulting artefacts.

One promising possibility to achieve our objectives was to follow a process-neutral, artefact-based philosophy in which we concentrate on the artefacts and their dependencies rather than on the way of creating them. Within the artefact-based philosophy, the RE process would be flexibly established on basis of a set of artefacts that capture the basic concepts and relations of an application domain rather than on basis of a set of isolated methods and description techniques.

Using such a domain-specific reference model, we would be able to systematically integrate it into a development process model and to flexibly apply it at project level in direct response to individual project situations that affect the creation of the defined artefacts.

Motivated by this idea and the experiences we already made in artefact-based approaches in the area of development process models like the V-Modell XT, we aimed at tackling the problems stated above by defining an artefact-based customisation approach for requirements engineering, which yet is missing in literature.

In the following, we summarise our contributions and conclude with an outline of future work.

7.1 Summary of Contributions

In this thesis, we contribute an artefact-based customisation approach for requirements engineering considering the application domain of business information systems.

Inherent in the envisioned field of investigation is that our contributions cover a broader spectrum of related research areas and, thus, can be characterised as an extension and integration of relevant contributions on the basis of the artefact-based philosophy.

For this reason, it is important to ensure a scientifically valid research method. We covered this need by

1. analysing the field of artefact orientation and inferring a meta model with respect to our research objectives (Chp. 3),
2. interpreting this meta model for a particular application domain in an industrial context to ensure its validity (Chp. 4),
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3. defining the customisation approach by transferring available related work to the artefact-based philosophy with respect to our meta model (Chp. 5), and by

4. evaluating our contributions in a qualitative manner with two case studies (Chp. 6).

We subsequently give a summary of our single contributions.

**Analysis of Artefact Orientation and Inference of a Meta Model.** In Chp. 3, we analysed the philosophy of artefact orientation with respect to our particular research objectives, since there is no common understanding and agreement on artefact orientation so far. We then developed a meta model for the philosophy unifying different notions of an artefact, which have before been treated in isolation. A detailed concept model gives guidance on the creation of artefacts by defining detailed concepts and relations of domain-specific description techniques. An abstract structure model supports the process integration and the customisation capabilities. We finally put those different artefact views into context of a development process meta model that now includes all further sub-models (e.g., milestones and roles) necessary to define an artefact-based process.

**Interpretation of the Meta Model for the Domain of Business Information Systems.** In Chp. 4, we interpreted our meta model for the application domain of business information systems. We developed the resulting artefact-based reference model for business information systems analysis (short: BISA) over the period of two years in an industrially supported research co-operation with the company Capgemini TS and continuously evaluated our contribution in this industrial setting (see Sect. 3.3.3 for further information). Thus, although our reference model is not the only possible interpretation of the meta model, we could ensure its validity for the application domain. As an additional validity procedure holds the definition of the artefact model itself. The model integrates, e.g., available, but isolated methods, and abstracts from established description techniques considered as relevant for the application domain during our previously performed field study. Finally, the incorporated artefact abstraction model (Sect. 4.2), that defines domain-specific levels of abstraction and completion levels for the artefacts, allows for an objective determination of when artefacts are underspecified (incomplete) and the process therefore is solution-oriented what was barely possible before. We were able to effectively use this measure in an artefact-based customisation approach to assist (at project level) a conscious decision taking during the artefacts’ creation in awareness of potentially underspecified artefacts.

**Development of an Artefact-based Customisation Approach.** Based on our understanding of artefact orientation and our domain-specific interpretation of the meta model, we presented an artefact-based customisation approach in Chp. 5. This customisation approach incorporates two major levels of abstraction in customisation. First, the organisational level considering the process integration of our reference model into a development process model. Second, the project level considering the customisation of our reference model according to the needs of particular project environments. To establish the artefact-based customisation approach, we investigated related work and transferred available customisation approaches and principles to the artefact-based philosophy. A particular focus was put on the ideas given by situational method engineering and (content-centric) decision support systems.
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In contrast to this activity-based area of investigation, however, we characterised projects by the impact of project parameters on the creation of artefacts, instead of indirectly characterising projects by parameters impacting on the choice of methods for producing the artefacts. This characterisation supports awareness of what project characteristics to reflect on when creating the artefacts and, thus, we are able to appropriately assist decision taking. This decision taking was embedded into a concrete guidance on how to set-up a project (e.g., on how to initially create artefacts, assign the roles, and define the milestones) and on how to dynamically create the content of the artefacts in direct response to individual project parameters affecting the artefacts’ completeness. For a reproducible decision taking, we additionally proposed a further artefact, the BISA diary, in which we document the decisions and transfer the project-specific experiences back to a central project repository (enabling knowledge transfer among different projects).

Due to the artefact model being integrated into a development process model, we were finally able to assist the objective reflection on potentially underspecified artefacts and their consequences on further development activities that rely on those artefacts.

Therefore, we are able to tackle the shortcomings given in available customisation approaches in supporting a flexible RE process that allows for the creation of precise and reproducible artefacts in direct response to individual project parameters.

Evaluation of our Contributions. Our contributions relied on an empirical problem analysis and a constructive research, which aimed at the development of the meta model, the artefact-based reference model, and the artefact-based customisation approach. Because of the development procedure chosen for the artefact-based reference model, we could also ensure the validity of our contributions for the application domain. However, while our contributions were motivated on the basis of arguments, we still had no empirical evidence on particular quality improvements for RE or, in general, whether we successfully achieved our research objectives. Hence, we performed two case studies that each evaluated our contributions in a qualitative manner (Chp. 6).

In the first case study, we evaluated the process integration of our approach by integrating it into the V-Modell XT. The involved study participants rated our process integration approach and the resulting modified development process model overall positively with respect to, for example, the structuredness, ease of use, and a low error-proneness, leading to an overall content improvement of the V-Modell XT.

In the second case study, we evaluated our approach at project level in an industrial context hosted by Siemens considering possible improvements with respect to the previously used activity-based RE approach. For this, we set up a project repository on the basis of project parameters, which we gathered from our previously performed field study. We then were able to show, for example, substantial improvements in the quality of the produced artefacts with respect to their syntactic and semantic completeness and consistency. In addition, the performed process showed to be flexible enough to cope with the individual project characteristics of that particular company.

Moreover, since there do not exist – to the best of our knowledge – comprehensible case studies that analyse activity-based approaches, artefact-based ones, or both in direct comparison, we could close with our case studies a gap in literature.

Finally, limitations of our contributions discovered in the case studies give us the opportunity to direct further research.
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We took first steps towards the integration and extension of different approaches on the basis of the artefact-based philosophy. Based on our results, we are able to understand the structure and principles of an artefact-based customisation approach, which is, on the one hand, necessary to support an integrated and flexible process, and, on the other hand, allows to guide in the creation of precise results. However, our contributions are still first steps, whereby we subsequently discuss further possibilities of directing future research with respect to the artefact-based reference model, the artefact-based customisation approach, tool support, and further empirical research.

Artefact-based Reference Model. Our artefact-based reference model has been developed for the application domain of business information systems. It is, however, still unclear how our contributions relate to other domains, e.g., the one of embedded reactive systems. As a first step, a comprehensive characterisation of different application domains would be necessary, since our domain characterisation arises (in the context of the thesis) from the architecture frameworks and development project characteristics considered during the development of our contributions. Based on a deeper understanding of the domains' principles independent of particular frameworks, we could identify differences and similarities of different domains and their effects on the content and structure of an artefact model. A next step should then consider the development of an artefact-based approach that is independent of a particular application domain, while including the domains characteristics into the customisation approach.

At the research group Software & Systems Engineering of the Technische Universität München, we are currently developing such a domain-independent artefact model that shall be customisable to different application domains. This approach aims at the integration of further methods, which are developed for different application domains. A first step into this direction is described in [BFI+09].

Artefact-based Customisation Approach. One limitation discovered in our case studies is that our process integration approach is described in a generic manner covering the specialities of different development process models into which our reference model is to be integrated. A lesson learned considers, in particular, the need of specialising the proposed analysis procedure by means of, e.g., profiles that give concrete guidance for the interpretation of and mapping between the envisioned meta models.

At project level, we further did not take into account a plan-based enactment, due to the limited scope on RE and because we focussed on the conceptualisation of decision support in the artefact-based context (see also the discussion in Sect. 5.1). However, the inclusion of mechanisms to generate a project plan and to effectively identify and manage deviations from the actual project execution to the planned one, would enable the usage of feedback loops. This, in turn, would support the deeper integration of project management activities with the analysis and development activities.

Furthermore, one limitation taken in advance, due to the strict focus on artefact orientation, was that we did not include the choice of different description techniques in the customisation approach, since we consider this as a restriction of its flexibility. In the context of the thesis, we allow the choice of any description technique.
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for representing an artefact, as long as it covers the concepts and relations defined by the concept model. In the case studies, the choice of description techniques was performed intuitively. Our particular choice, however, negatively affected, in part, the ease of perception on product management level. Hence, the necessities and possibilities to further integrate the stakeholder-appropriate choice of description techniques into an artefact-based customisation approach needs further investigation.

Finally, we considered with our customisation approach, in general, the process integration and the project-specific application of the reference model, but disregarded a structural tailoring (see Sect. 2.6.1.1). During the development of our models (the meta model and the reference model), we did not consider means to support their further life cycle management, i.e., the inference and maintenance of variants. For example, we do not explicitly take into account the modification of our artefact model, e.g., by enriching selected content items with additional concepts, such as by enriching the business process model with additional dependency types. The support of such modifications is, however, important, whereby we need to further investigate the possibilities to support such modifications and the implications on the current meta model.

Tool Support. With the thesis at hand, we conceptualised artefact orientation for business information systems at three levels of abstraction: with the meta model, with the resulting artefact-based reference model, and at project level, where we create project-specific artefacts guided by our customisation approach.

Although our contributions and case studies sufficiently cover our research objectives by considering a pure conceptualisation, further possibilities for tool support should be investigated in the future. We consider, in particular, the tool-supported assurance of the conformance between our models at the different levels of abstraction.

First, the interpretation of our meta model for the application domain was performed manually. To further operationalise artefact orientation (also for other application domains), we are currently operationalising our meta model of Chp. 3 by means of a domain-specific language using the Process Development Environment (PDE)\(^1\).

Second, when performing the second case study, we already used a prototypical tool extension to support the creation of the artefacts according to the artefact model (see appendix C). However, the artefacts created with our tool extension still had to be checked manually for conformance. Especially larger project environments with project participants not familiar with the artefact model would benefit from a CASE tool with respect to quality assurance, if the tool incorporates our artefact model in full including conformance constraints as proposed by Schätz [Sch01].

Empirical Research. Finally, our case studies give evidence on achieving our particular research objectives (see also the discussion in Sect. 6.4.4). We are, however, aware that we cannot generalise from our findings to perpetually valid advantages of artefact orientation towards activity orientation, since artefact orientation aims at achieving its specifically intended purpose, as it is the case with activity orientation.

Hence, although our case studies strengthen our confidence in the general advantages of artefact orientation when aiming at a flexible process design that supports

\(^1\) Available at: http://pde.codeplex.com/
the creation of (syntactically) consistent and complete results, we need to extend our case study with further ones. Only this allows for empirically significant observations. By now, however, we contributed a first important empirical basis, which yet was missing in the area of artefact orientation, as well as in the area of activity orientation.

As a next step, we are currently operationalising our meta model for artefact orientation (see the foregoing paragraph). Based on this tool extension, we will be able to directly analyse the philosophy of artefact orientation reflected in our meta model in direct comparison with activity-based meta models, e.g., SPEM.
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Glossary of Terms used in the Thesis

**Actor** An actor is a unique role outside the system under consideration that is able to execute an action of a scenario and / or call an information system service. See also “Use Case”.

**Application Domain** An application domain considers the characterisation of an area (environment) in which systems of a particular family are used. The characteristics of an application domain influence the choice of (system) modelling concepts and the semantics of their notion. Note: The characterisation and classification of a particular application domain cannot be trivially expressed, because it also depends on the granularity of the view taken onto the used (family of) systems, usually reflected in architecture reference models, e.g., for business information systems in general or more specifically for service-oriented architectures.

**Artefact** An artefact is a deliverable that is produced, modified, or used by a sequence of tasks as part of one (development) phase and has value to a role. Artefacts are subject to version control and have a specific type. They are hierarchically structured into content items that define single areas of responsibility and that are output of a single task. Each content item encompasses at its lowest level of decomposition: (1) Concepts: a concept defines the elements and their dependencies of domain-specific description techniques used to represent the concern of a content item. Concepts have a specific type and can be decomposed to concept items, in which the differentiation is made if different items of a concept can be described with different techniques; (2) Syntax: the syntax defines a concrete language or representation that can be chosen for a specific concept; (3) Method: The method (respectively task) describes the sequence of steps that is performed in order to make use of a concept;

**Balanced Problem Orientation** A balanced problem orientation considers the appropriateness in the degree of problem orientation and means to act either in a problem-oriented or in a solution-oriented way, where possible and where necessary while having consciousness on the consequences of underspecified artefacts to other development activities (see also “(Project | BISA Execution) Strategy”); and “Problem Orientation”, respectively “Solution Orientation”)


**Business Constraint** A business constraint states a limitation placed on a solution, or an aspect of the current state that cannot be changed by the deployment of the new solution.

**Business Driver** A business driver represents internal and external factors, including individuals, knowledge and conditions, that initiate and support the design of business activities.

**Business Domain** A business domain groups a set of logically related business processes and their sub-processes. It defines a major area of the business that is in scope of the architecture, can be decomposed, and relates to one process owner.

**Business Goal** A business goal is a prescriptive statement of intent of one or more stakeholders. Business goals can be derived from other business goals, while we distinguish apart of business goals in general that concern financial and customer-related intents of the overall business in particular between (1) process-related goals and (2) IT-related goals.

**Business Information System** A business information system is an information processing system being structured in order to (at least partially) support business processes. It is characterised by (1) a boundary, respectively scope, (2) a (functional) behaviour that supports a set of business process and (3) further (also non-functional) properties. With the term “system”, we refer to all layers of a system that have the purpose of supporting selected business processes, including the systems’ architecture, used hardware, the underlying (network) infrastructures and one or more applications. Additional synonyms are “Information Systems (IS)” and “IT Systems”.

**Business Information Systems Analysis (BISA)** The phase BISA comprises two activities for an iterative and systematic creation of the two artefact types: (1) Business specification reflecting the needs of all relevant stakeholders towards the current and the future state of the business; (2) Requirements specification reflecting the needs and constraints towards information systems and their development, aligned with the business needs stated in the business specification.

**Business Mission** A business mission is a statement of direction and goal for the overall business.

**Business Object** A business object is a unique object of reality. It can be of material nature, such as a “Car”, or of immaterial nature, such as an “Order” that a waiter has in his mind.

**Business Objective** A business objective is a statement of intent concerning major achievements of an organisation typically within a specific time frame.

**Business Process** A business process is a cross-functional collection of all possible instances of related activities, performed across multiple business units, and contributing to at least one business goal. It is administrated by a process owner and serves to directly or indirectly produce a product or to provide a business service. The activities are triggered by an event (a change of state or a temporal event) and may use other activities to transform (produce, read, modify) one or more business objects and information objects. Business processes can be hierarchically decomposed until reaching the granularity of business tasks. Business tasks are partial units that are encompassed by a business process. Each business task consists of an ordered set of related atomic (not decomposable) process steps, while these are: (1) performed by exactly one user group that aims at achieving at least one process-related goal, and that (2) can be supported by an information system.
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**Business Restriction**  A business restriction is a not negotiable restriction towards the business processes, their structuring, and their interplay with information systems (see also business rule and business constraint).

**Business Rule**  A business rule is an actionable directive that defines or constrains on behavioural aspects of the business and that supports a business goal. It is intended to assert business structure or to control or enable the activities of the business.

**Business Unit**  A business unit is a recognised part of an organisation under management of at least one stakeholder.

**Business Vision**  A business vision introduces into company-specific problems and defines the resulting scope of the business that shall underlie a change as part of a (development) project. The business vision steers the stakeholders into a common direction by summarising aimed objectives (needs) to be achieved, principles to be preserved, affected business capabilities to be gained and / or changed, and resulting (re-) structures of envisioned organisations.

**Conformance**  A model $B$ is conformant to another model $A$, if the concepts and relations used in $B$ are a consistent and complete instance of $A$, including all imposed restrictions. Completeness requires that the concepts of the model considered conformant are present, while consistency requires that the relations must not be violated.

**Customisation (at Project Level)**  Customisation considers the static and dynamic modification of a development process model during its application to a project, potentially in response to project parameters. Static customisation considers the initial creation of exemplars of a development process model ("enactment"). Dynamic customisation considers the subsequent content creation of the artefacts within the enacted process in direct response to project parameters that affect their creation and / or their degree of completeness.

**Development Process Model**  A development process model is a standardised organisational reference model that abstracts from the idealised execution of a development project, including a description of artefacts (deliverables) to be produced, activities to be performed, and roles to be assigned.

**Enterprise**  An enterprise is a set of organisations and their business units that share a set of common business goals and collaborate to provide specific products or business services to customers.

**Enactment**  Enactment describes the procedure of applying a development process model to a particular project while the project entities and their relations being created (elements and relations found in the sub-models from which exemplars are created) are governed by the development process model. See also (static) “Customisation”.

**External System**  A external system is a system including one or more applications that directly or indirectly interacts with the envisioned information system in order to realise the work flow of a business process.

**Feature**  A feature is a prominent or distinctive user-recognisable aspect, quality, or characteristic of an information system that is related to a specific set of requirements, whose realisation enable this feature. A feature groups a recognisable set of logically related requirements under one specific characteristic.

**Functional Requirement**  A functional requirement specifies the demanded external system behaviour given by one stimulus, followed by one expected response, as part of a reaction to the stimulus, independent from the underlying realisation of this response.
**Function** A function is a capsule of (system) behaviour, defined by its external interface in terms of data and control flow as well as its internal implementation. Note that we use functions in addition to (atomic) services, respectively to a system action of a use case scenario and a functional requirement, as an explicit concept to represent the realisation of user-centric requirements as part of the (internal) specification of system functionality.

**Goal** See “Business Goal”.

**Information Object** An information object describes the information content of a business object that is processed and that can be reproduced by an information system (see also “Information System Object”).

**Information System Object** An information system object describes the system-side representation of an information object that can be processed in terms of being created, read, or updated.

**Information System Requirements** Information system requirements are requirements that exclusively describe demanded functionalities, properties and conditions of the system, its architecture and its environment.

**Information System Service** An information system service defines a piece of system’s functionality to support the realisation of process steps and / or business services. It can be hierarchically decomposed and maps an input (stimulus) to an output (response). Used synonyms are “Application Service” or “IT Service”.

**Meta Model** A meta model defines a set of (reference) models.

**Method** A method (or task) is a systematic construction procedure to combining description techniques for creating artefacts. A description technique covers a graphical convention (notation).

**Migration Requirement** Migration requirements are restrictions on the displacement or modification of one or more legacy systems, emphasising either aspects of (technical) migration steps or aspects of data migration.

**Model** A model is an abstraction of an object while not capturing every detail of the object in order to reduce the complexity in the model.

**Obligation** Obligations are agreements, propositions, and exclusions between the parties within a development project. They encompass demands towards a specific action that has to be taken by a party, independent of how the action is performed.

**Organisation** An organisation is an autonomous set of business units with defined boundaries.

**Principle** A (business) principle is a restricting directive, respectively statement of belief, approach or intent, which serves as a basis for directing the formulation of (business) architectures.

**Problem Orientation** Problem orientation considers the strategy of a continuous approval process in which the artefacts are analysed, refined, and quantified in consistency and compliance to the growing logical architecture (see also “Solution Orientation”).

**Project** A (development) project has a particular type and is characterised by a concrete set of artefacts being created by concrete team roles over a specific time frame (in-between milestones), motivated by a collection of project parameters. A project satisfies particular objectives of a customer and follows a particular project scope.

**Project Execution** A project execution considers the application (execution) of a development process (reference) model.
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(Project | BISA Execution) Strategy A project execution strategy refers, in the context of the V-Modell XT customisation approach, to the planned order / way of reaching decision gates, i.e., points in times when particular products have to be finished. A project-specific BISA execution strategy, in turn, refers to the creation of particular BISA-specific artefacts in a particular degree of completeness in response to project parameters that influence the artefacts’ creation. We distinguish a solution-oriented and a problem-oriented execution strategy, reflected in potentially underspecified artefacts as an outcome of particular decisions taken during the customisation procedure. See also “Customisation” and “Underspecified Artefact”.

Project Requirement Project requirements are constraints towards the content and / or structure of selected artefact types and the process model (see also “Project”).

Project Type A project type is a generalisation of projects with same or similar characteristics, i.e., a collection of chosen project parameters with same or similar values.

Process Integration Process integration considers the integration of approaches into a development process model by establishing the associations between the concepts of the approaches to be integrated and the concepts of the development process model.

Process Owner A process owner is an individual that has the responsibility for the performance of a business process in realising its business goals. He has the authority on the business process and its execution and the ability to make necessary definitions and changes.

Project Parameter A project parameter is an assessable condition from inside or outside the project that influences its execution, such as the availability of end users.

Quality Attribute A quality attribute reflects a composition of perceptible characteristics that are exhibited by a system and its environment due to its properties. An example is “Efficiency”.

Quality Requirements See “System Quality Requirements”.

Quality of Service The quality of service defines a contractual agreement on a set of service parameters including a set of service levels. A service parameter demands for a quality attribute for the service, like availability. A service level is a measurement that defines the expected value range for the chosen measurement, like 96%. Both the service parameter and the service level quantify the quality of service to a measurable or at least assessable level.

Reference Model A reference model is a model blueprint that defines (modelling) concepts and relations to be used as orientation for a particular application domain (see also “Application Domain”).

Requirement A requirement is a demanded property of an information system or the process and environment related to the system’s development and its integration, both to be accomplished by a development project.

Requirements Engineering Requirements engineering aims at describing a problem space as comprehensively as possible by comprising iterative and systematic approaches to define a requirements specification aligned to the needs of all relevant stakeholders.

Requirements Management Requirements management considers the procedure to administrate requirements artefacts over their life cycle.

Requirements Risk A requirements risk is a defected requirement that causes potential problems to the development activities and to the final software prod-
uct quality due to specific risk factors (root cause).

Role | Team Role A (team) role is a participant of a project with particular responsibilities and abilities.

Service Level Agreement See “Quality of Service”.

Scenario see “Use Case”.

Solution Orientation Solution orientation considers a strategy in which artefacts remain during the process underspecified. They are directly distorted by solution ideas as an outcome of design activities. The concepts that describe the problem space remain incomplete at the level of the business process hierarchy and / or the IT system hierarchy (see also “Problem Orientation”).

Stakeholder A stakeholder describes a unique individual, group, or organisation, that is related to an organisation and its business. It is actively involved in a project having its interests expressed by business goals that may be positively or negatively affected as a result of project execution or successful project completion.

Static Customisation see also “Enactment”.

System Quality Requirements System quality requirements constrain a system and its (development and usage) environment in order to support an activity, thus in order to satisfy a goals. System quality requirements directly constrain by the use of measurements specific behavioural (1) and structural (2) elements of the system and its environment in their properties and conditions in order to support the activities that rationale the requirement. System quality requirements affect at least one quality attribute.

System Vision The system vision defines the (sometimes contractual) basis for the following creation of the requirements specification. The vision summarises the results of the business specification that are in scope of the system, such as the business processes that have to be at least partially automatised, and aligns initial user-visible requirements to these results. It contains an outline of the envisioned information system’s capabilities and characteristics and aligns the defined stakeholders into a common direction by defining the application under consideration and its boundaries from a behavioural perspective.

Traceability Traceability considers the ability to describe and follow the life of a requirement, in both a (1) forward and (2) backward direction. The documented links between the requirements artefacts are defined as requirements traces.

(1): Forward tracing describes the investigation of traces forward to the artefacts that are accordingly produced.

(2): Backward tracing describes the investigation of traces backward to the artefacts’ rationale.

Underspecified Artefact A content item is underspecified if the created concepts and relations are in a state being not conformant to the corresponding concept types, i.e., incomplete. An artefact is underspecified if it has underspecified content items and these do not underlie further refinement, i.e., if the created concepts remain at the level of: (1) the business process hierarchy in case of the business specification and / or (2) the information system service hierarchy in case of the requirements specification.
**Use Case** A use case is a discrete, stand-alone and system-supported activity that is triggered by an event and performed by one or more actors in interaction with the system. It describes the observable behaviour and interaction of a system in response to an actor action. A single use case might encompass a collection of related structured scenarios, and one scenario is a specific instance of a use case. A use case is related to: (1) an actor that participates within a structured scenario; (2) a structured scenario as an ordered sequence of actions and interactions that occurs under certain conditions. These conditions describe the state of the system before the scenario is executed (precondition) and the state after the execution (postcondition); (3) an action as a unit that describes a specific behaviour within a scenario. It is either an actor action, or a system action. An actor action represents a process step that is realised by an actor, a system action a process step that is realised by the application; (4) an information system object as the system-side representation of an information object that is created or modified as a consequence of a system action.

**User Group** A user group is a representation of individuals with a specific proficiency directly performing a set of business tasks and potentially interacting with information systems.
In this chapter, we illustrate the overall artefact model (the structure model and the content model) according to our previous contribution in [MFK09].

B.1 Structure Model and Possibilities for Arrangement

We illustrate in subsequent sections the possible structures of project-specific exemplars of the business specification and of the requirements specification.

B.1.1 Structuring of the Business Specification

Figure B.1 illustrates the structure of documents for recording the concepts of the business specification. The figure illustrates project-specific variations of the standard structure, which we introduced in Sect. 4.4.1.

We refer, in particular, to variations for

1. structuring the content according to project-specific business domains, as for example done in the business process model. In this case, we structure the single business processes for each of the corresponding business domains, which are defined by particularly named (additional) content items.

2. creating additional content items for single instances of selected concept types. For instance, we can describe all the business tasks of selected business processes within one general content item, or each of the business task separated by particular content items.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Overview
1.2 Purpose
1.3 References
1.4 Scope

2 Business Vision
2.1 Business Context
2.1.1 Business Drivers, Objectives and Mission Statement
2.1.2 Principles
2.2 Project Scope
2.2.1 Expert Problem Description
2.2.2 Scope and Limitations
2.3 Enterprise Overview
2.4 Business Service Overview

3 Organisation Structure and Business Domains
3.1 Organisation Structure
3.2 Business Domains

4 Business Goals and Restrictions
4.1 Business Restrictions
4.1.1 Business Domain [Name] (Optional)
4.2 Business Goals

5 Business Roles
5.1 Stakeholder
5.2 Process Owner
5.3 User Groups

6 Business Capabilities
6.1 Business Service Model
6.1.1 Business Domain [Name]
6.1.1.1 Business Service [Name]
... 
6.1.1.n Business Service [Name]
... 
6.1.n Business Domain [Name]
6.2 Business Process Model
6.2.1 Business Domain [Name]
6.2.1.1 Business Process [Name]
6.2.1.1.1 Business Task [Name] (Optional)
... 
6.2.1.1.n Business Task [Name] (Optional)
... 
6.2.1.n Business Process [Name]
... 
6.2.n Business Domain [Name]

7 Business Information Model
7.1 Business Objects
7.1.1 Business Domain [Name] (Optional)
7.1.1.1 Business Object [Name] (Optional)
... 
7.1.1.n Business Object [Name] (Optional)
... 
7.1.n Business Domain [Name] (Optional)
7.2 Information Objects
7.2.1 Business Domain [Name] (Optional)
7.2.1.1 Information Object [Name] (Optional)
... 
7.2.1.n Information Object [Name] (Optional)
... 
7.2.n Business Domain [Name] (Optional)

8 Business Demands Analysis
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**Figure B.1:** Structuring the business specification.

**B.1.2 Structuring of the Requirements Specification**

Figure B.2 and B.3 illustrate the possible structure of the requirements specification according to similar variations as introduced in the previous section.
1 Introduction
1.1 Overview
1.2 Purpose
1.3 References
1.4 Scope
2 System Vision
2.1 Summary of Business Specification
2.1.1 Business Restrictions Overview
2.1.2 Business Goals Overview
2.1.3 Business Roles Overview
2.1.4 Information Objects Overview
2.1.5 Business Domains Overview
2.1.6 Business Process Overview
2.1.7 Business Service Overview
2.2 Scope of Information System under Consideration
2.2.1 System Overview
2.2.2 External Systems
2.2.3 Use Case Overview
2.2.4 Information System Service Overview
2.2.5 Features
3 Information System Requirements
3.1 Actors
3.2 Generic Scenarios
3.3 Domain-specific Application Capabilities
3.3.1 Business Domain [Name]
3.3.1.1 Information System Service Model
3.3.1.1.1 Information System Service [Name]
3.3.1.2 Use Case Model
3.3.1.2.1 Use Case [Name]
3.3.1.2.1.1 Functional Requirement [Name]
3.3.1.2.1.n Functional Requirement [Name]
3.3.1.2.n Use Case [Name]

Alternative
3.3.1.2 Use Case Model
3.3.1.2.1 Use Case [Name]
3.3.1.2.n Use Case [Name]
3.3.1.3 Functional Requirements
3.3.1.3.1 Functional Requirement [Name]
3.3.1.3.n Functional Requirement [Name]

Alternative
3.1.n Business Domain [Name]
3.4 Information System Objects
3.4.1 Information System Object [Name] (Optional)
3.4.n Information System Object [Name] (Optional)
3.5 System Quality Requirements
3.5.1 System Quality Requirement [Name]
3.4.n System Quality Requirement [Name]

Alternative
3.5.2 Business Domain [Name]
3.5.2.1 System Quality Requirement [Name]
3.4.1.n System Quality Requirement [Name]

Alternative
3.4.1 Usability Requirements
3.4.1.1 System Quality Requirement [Name]
3.4.1.n System Quality Requirement [Name]
3.4.2 Maintainbility Requirements
3.4.3...

Figure B.2: Structuring the requirements specification (1/2).
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Alternative
3.4.1 Actor [Name]
   3.4.1.1 System Quality Requirement [Name]
   ...
3.4.n Actor [Name]

Alternative
3.4.1 Generic Scenario [Name]
   3.4.1.1 System Quality Requirement [Name]
   ...
   3.4.1.n System Quality Requirement [Name]
3.4.n Generic Scenario [Name]

3.5 Architectural Constraints
3.5.1 Logical Restrictions
   3.5.1.1 Architectural Constraint [Name]
   3.5.1.n Architectural Constraint [Name]
3.5.2 Technical Restrictions
   3.5.2.1 Architectural Constraint [Name]
   ...
   3.5.2.n Architectural Constraint [Name]

Alternative
3.5.1 Generic Scenario [Name]
   3.5.1.1 Architectural Constraint [Name]
   ...
   3.5.1.n Architectural Constraint [Name]
3.5.n Generic Scenario [Name]

4 Integrational Requirements
4.1 Migration Requirements
   4.1.1 Migration Requirement [Name]
   ...
   4.1.n Migration Requirement [Name]

Alternative
4.1.1 Release [Name]
   4.1.1.1 Data Migration from Legacy Systems
      4.1.1.1.1 Migration Requirement [Name]
      ...
      4.1.1.n Migration Requirement [Name]
   4.1.1.2 Displacement of Legacy Systems
      4.1.1.2.1 Migration Requirement [Name]
      ...
      4.1.1.n Migration Requirement [Name]
   ...
4.1.n Release [Name]
4.2 Deployment Requirements
   4.2.1 Deployment Requirement [Name]
   ...
   4.2.n Deployment Requirement [Name]

5 Organisational Requirements
5.1 Project Requirements
   5.1.1 Project Requirement [Name]
   ...
   5.1.n Project Requirement [Name]
5.2 Obligations
   5.2.1 Obligation [Name]
   ...
   5.2.n Obligation [Name]

6 Requirements Risk Status Report
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Figure B.3: Structuring the requirements specification (2/2).
B.2 Comprehensive Content Model

The following three sections describe the overall concept model of the BISA reference model. We illustrated in Sect. B.2.1 the concept model of the business specification, in Sect. B.2.2 the one of the requirements specification, and in Sect. B.2.3 the dependencies between both.

B.2.1 Concepts of the Business Specification

Figure B.4 illustrates the overall concept model of the business specification that, in part, has been introduced in Sect. 4.4.2.

Figure B.4: Concept model of the business specification.
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B.2.2 Concepts of the Requirements Specification

Figure B.5 illustrates the concept model of the requirements specification that, in part, has been introduced in Sect. 4.5.2.

Figure B.5: Concept model of the requirements specification.
B.2.3 Dependencies between Concepts of the Business and the Requirements Specification

Figure B.6 illustrates the dependencies between both concept models illustrated in the foregoing sections.

Figure B.6: Dependencies between concepts of the business and the requirements specification.

B.2.4 Dependencies between Concepts of the Requirements and a System Specification

The artefact model defined in the foregoing sections serves to specify behaviour and properties of systems taking a black-box view onto those systems. The dependencies to the concepts for modelling a logical component architecture depend, however, on the chosen architecture model, such as the one defined in UWE [KKZB08], or the one of the Technische Universität München [BFG+08].

For this reason, we give in this section only a brief overview of the dependencies of the concept model introduced in Chp. 4 and the concepts used to describe a
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system architecture. With Fig. B.7, we take a generic view onto the dependencies between concepts used to describe non-functional aspects (the upper part of the figure), concepts used to describe functional aspects (the lower part), and concepts used to describe a system architecture (the centre of the figure).

Figure B.7: Dependencies between requirements concepts and system concepts. Non-functional concepts are illustrated on upper part, functional concepts are illustrated on lower part.

With the system concepts, we refer to a generic understanding, as given in the V-Modell XT (see Sect. 2.5.3.2), in which systems provide functionality structured by a hierarchy of subsystems and components. A component offers functionality via (typed) ports [Sch08a] defining, in turn, possibilities to interact with the system, e.g., described as information system services. We make no distinction between different types of ports and interfaces, such as user interfaces.

To describe functionality, we use the concept Function as proposed by Schaez: “A function is a capsule of system behaviour, defined by its external interface in terms of data and control flow as well as its internal implementation” [Sch08b]. A function is thus offered via ports, while it represents the realisation of at least one system action that is, in turn, described with structured scenarios. Similarly, the ports of single components describe what information system services are offered (respectively implemented) and thereby realise the protocol of an information system service (as part of a concrete instance of a service). As a consequence of this communication, the ports also describe what information system objects are processed, whereby the ports are typed according to these objects. How the dependencies between the services and the components exactly are, depends on the chosen granu-
larity of the components and the one of the services. Regarding non-functional concepts, we make use of generic scenarios, which describe any kind of interaction with the system that is not functionally motivated by business processes. These interactions involve the system as a whole, including also its "environment" (e.g., the code). Referring to system quality requirements, they explicitly constrain one of the three main system concepts, i.e., structure, functionality, or environment. In contrast to system quality requirements, we associate architectural constraints with the structure of a system.
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Case Studies: Additional Background Information

In the following, we summarise additional information on the case study considering the evaluation at project level (Sect. 6.3).

Requirements Shell. We use during the elicitation workshops, were possible, the template illustrated in Fig. C.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements Shell</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>What is the unique identifier of the requirement?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Original) Description</td>
<td>What is the requirement’s description?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(+/-)</td>
<td>Give a brief informal description, which later on is specified in dependency to the assertion with respect to the concepts of the artefact model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner</td>
<td>Who is responsible for resolving this requirement?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder</td>
<td>Who is the customer-side responsible individual or organisation that demands this requirement?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority</td>
<td>What priority does the customer expect from the requirement?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criticality</td>
<td>What impact would it have if the requirement is not realised?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>How satisfied or unsatisfied would the stakeholder be if realising the requirement?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access Frequency</td>
<td>How often are related business processes performed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectivity</td>
<td>How well does the requirement support the stakeholder in achieving his business goal and / or business process?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>Does the requirement result from a not negotiable constraint (such as a law)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Do there exist supplementary sources for the requirement, such as a document, an e-mail, or a protocol of a phone call or of a workshop?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale</td>
<td>What further requirements serve as a rationale for the requirement?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History &amp; Version</td>
<td>Is this requirement new? Was it changed? When was it changed? What changes have been made? What is the resulting new version?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>What is the actual state of the requirement?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptance Criteria</td>
<td>When is the requirement realised achieving the expectations of the stakeholder?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Constraint (opt.)</td>
<td>Until when (or within what release) does the requirement have to be realised?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Domain (opt.)</td>
<td>To what business domain is the requirement related?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure C.1: Template used during elicitation workshops.
The content of the template captures the basic concepts of a requirement (see appendix B.2.2). During the elicitation workshops, we informally document the requirements with a particular focus on the context information (attributes) and further given background information, before specifying the content (“description”) in full with respect to the concept model.

**Tools used in the Case Study.** We document the BISA artefacts as Microsoft Word documents, which we structure according to the artefact model. To define the content of the artefacts, we refer either to natural language following the concepts defined in the artefact model or to models created with a modelling tool. For the latter, we use the *Enterprise Architect, Version 7.5 (Sparx Systems)* and modify an extension, which we initially developed in the research co-operation with Capgemini TS (see Sect. 3.3.3). We subsequently give a brief explanation of the extension used in the case study. The enterprise architect allows, in general, for the definition of:

1. templates used to define a standard package structure to organise the produced models.
2. (UML) profiles used to define the elements and relations necessary to create those models including graphical conventions.

Figure C.2 illustrates an exemplary excerpt of the extension made for the artefact type *Business Specification*.

![Screenshot: Enterprise Architect extensions.](image)

As we can see in the project browser on the right side of the illustration, the definition of a profile includes the actual *UML Profile* itself (here named “BISA”), a set of *Diagrams*, and a set of *Toolboxes*.

The profile defines the representable elements and relations, which we define according to our concept model. The diagrams serve as containers to create the models, e.g., a business information model. Toolboxes define the graphical conventions used to create the single diagrams; for instance, the elements used to create the business information model.

In the centre of the figure, we illustrate the exemplary toolbox definition for the elements of the business specification. At the example of the business information...
model, we make use of graphical elements ("shapes") available for the specification of UML class diagrams to specify, e.g., business objects. These elements are then illustrated during their creation as classes with the corresponding stereotype. Similar extensions are made for the other concepts defined by BISA. For example, we make use of the graphical conventions used for the elements in UML state charts to represent the elements in goal graphs. The resulting tool boxes are shown on the left side of the figure.

After defining the profile and the templates for the business specification, as well as for the requirements specification, both are exported as XMI and made available for the creation of new projects in the Enterprise Architect by the use of an in-built importer ("Model Driven Generation-Wizard").

For the case study, we then create after the first kick-off workshop a new project and make use of the defined templates and the profile. The BISA toolboxes then are available for creating for each BISA content item selected diagrams by the use of the pre-defined graphical conventions, and each diagram is persisted in the templates according to the BISA structure model.

Project Repository. During the case study, we set up a project repository in order to guide in the content creation of the artefacts following the customisation approach of Sect. 5.3.3. The project repository is informally defined in a spreadsheet and made available to the researchers who directly create the artefacts. For reasons of complexity, we do not define a detailed project characterisation by means of, e.g., project types and only define a set of project parameters and their effects on the creation of the artefacts. Furthermore, we choose naming conventions for the project parameters that already express concrete values.

To set up the repository, we refer to the results of our previously performed field study [MFWL+12] (see Sect. 1.5) in which we collected a set project parameters and their influence on the creation of selected artefacts. Since we used during this analysis an artefact model that differs from the one contributed in the thesis at hand, we transfer the study results to our artefact model.

Table C.1 on page 234 illustrates the resulting project parameters and their influences on our artefact model. The columns in the table illustrate selected content items of the artefact model. The rows define the project parameters, which we organise by three parameter categories. The category Customers’ Domain groups parameters that arise from the industrial sector or from circumstances of a customers’ organisation, such as stakeholder-specific characteristics. The category System under Consideration groups parameters that arise from the envisioned family of systems and corresponding characteristics. The third category Cross-Cutting Process Aspects groups further parameters that can be allocated to the project-specific process. The resulting cells of the table define the actual impact scales. We use “+” to illustrate that the parameters argue for the creation of the content item and “−” to illustrate that the parameter hamper the creation of the content items.

For example, a high team distribution argues for the creation of the business and system vision (for scoping), as well as for the creation of glossaries. Another example is given by weak technical abilities of the stakeholders, which negatively affect the creation of detailed system quality requirements. At the same time, this parameter argues for the definition of a requirements risk status report. Further information on the identified project parameters and their general effects can be taken from [MFWL+12].
Table C.1: Simplified project repository used in case study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Project Parameter</th>
<th>Business Specification Items</th>
<th>Requirements Specification Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Business Vision</td>
<td>Organisation Structure and Business Domains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Business Goals and Restrictions</td>
<td>Business Capabilities Business Service Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Business Capabilities Business Service Model</td>
<td>Business Capabilities Business Process Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Business Capabilities Business Process Model</td>
<td>Business Capabilities Business Information Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Business Capabilities Business Information Model</td>
<td>Business Capabilities Business Needs Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>System Vision for a Whole</td>
<td>System Vision System Overview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>System Vision System Overview</td>
<td>System Vision External Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>System Vision External Systems</td>
<td>System Vision Use Case Overview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>System Vision Use Case Overview</td>
<td>System Vision Features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>System Vision Features</td>
<td>Information System Service Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information System Service Model</td>
<td>Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>Concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Concepts</td>
<td>Specifics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Specifics</td>
<td>System Quality Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>System Quality Requirements</td>
<td>Systems Risk Status Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Systems Risk Status Report</td>
<td>Requirements Migration Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Requirements Migration Requirements</td>
<td>Project Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Project Requirements</td>
<td>Requirements Classify</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Customers’ Domain          | Governmental customer | Weak access to business processes | + | - |
|                           |                      | Weak relation to customer | + | + |
|                           |                      | Good relation to customer | + | + |
|                           | Unavailability of stakeholders | + | + |
|                           | Weak technical ability of stakeholders | + | + |

| System under Consideration | High degree of user interaction | High degree of innovation | + | + |
|                           | Emphasis on data flow | Emphasis on control flow | + | + |
|                           | High degree of distribution | Complex dependencies to external systems | + | + |
|                           | Weak knowledge on operative environment | + | + |
|                           | Weak knowledge on op. background | + | + |
|                           | Custom software | Standard software | + | + |

| Cross-Cutting Process Aspects | Time-boxing | Existence external parties | + | + |
|                              | External acceptance tests | Explicit assignment of RE | + | + |
|                              | High amount of requirements | Long project duration | + | + |
|                              | Estimations of functional complexity | + | + |
|                              | Weak given documentation | Change impact established | + | + |
|                              | Standardized design process | High team-size | + | + |
|                              | High team distribution | Weak experience team | + | + |
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